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Abstract 

A subject of concentrated studies in extragalactic astronomy nowadays is the determi
nation of the galaxy luminosity function (LF) and baryonic mass function (BMF). Both 
these functions are intrinsically related to the physical processes responsible for galaxy 
formation and evolution and are thus fundamental to put tighter constraints on such 
models. 

The LF evolves with time, and so does the BMF. In the local Universe, three ma
jor processes are responsible for their evolution: (i) simple stellar evolution, (ii) quies
cent star formation, (iii) mergers of galaxies. To constrain the first two factors, we need 
models of stellar population synthesis and these can be obtained from the literature. 
However, to constrain the third factor we need measurements of merger fractions as a 
function of HT (HT) and this information cannot be found in the literature. 

Here we determine the LF and BMF in the local Universe, and calculate their evolu
tion within 1 Gyr. The total LF is determined by combining different datasets in different 
magnitude intervals. Type-specific LFs are then computed in two different ways: by tak
ing galaxy fractions from catalogues based on visual inspection, and classifying 200000 
SDSS galaxies using NNs. Total and type-specific BMFs are obtained by adding stel
lar, HI and H2 gas masses as a function of HT and absolute magnitude. Stellar masses 
were obtained through magnitude-dependent, initial mass function (IMF)-independent 
mass-to-light ratios. Such detailed determination of mass-to-light ratios has not been 
done before and is one of the most important aspects of this work. 

Integrating the mass functions over their full mass ranges, we calculated matter den
sities (Q, in units of the critical density) in stars, Hl, H2, and baryons. In general, our 
results are in good agreement with other studies from the literature. The results for n* 
are independent of an assumed stellar IMF and are about 20% lower and 67% higher 
than what is obtained assuming a Salpeter and a Chabrier IMFs, respectively. We find 
60% of the stars in the local Universe to be in disks and 40% in spheroids. 

To constrain the evolution of the LF /BMF due to galaxy mergers (the active factor), 
we created a catalogue of 294 merging systems selected from the Sloan Digital Sky Sur
vey. We find that 65% of our sample consist of star-forming mergers and 35%, of dry 
(kinematic) mergers. Overall, we estimate that (0.4-2.0)% of all SDSS galaxies are go
ing through a merger event at present time. The active evolutionary factor was then 

xi 
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calculated by constraining the numbers of galaxies participating in a merger (in the lo

cal Universe, in the timescale of 1 Gyr) as a function of HT and absolute magnitude, and 

determining the extra luminosity factor added to merger remnants if star formation hap

pens during the merger. The evolution due to stellar fading and quiescent star formation 

(the passive factor) was calculated by creating models of stellar population synthesis to 

represent the evolution of galaxies as a function of HT and absolute magnitude. 

Applying both evolutionary factors to the LF /BMF we conclude that neither the pas

sive nor the active factors cause any distinguishable evolution on the LF /BMF within 1 

Gyr. Merger fractions are very small in the local Universe, but this was probably not 

true at higher redshifts. In the distant Universe, merger fractions must have been much 

higher than these we observe locally if mergers indeed were major drivers of galaxy 

evolution. 



Introduction 

"Here are we on this starry night staring into space 

and I must say I feel as small as dust lying down here" 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Scientific Background 

Dave Matthews 

A subject of concentrated studies in extragalactic astronomy nowadays is the determina

tion of the galaxy luminosity function (LF) and baryonic mass function (BMF). The BMF, 

contrary to the LF, cannot be probed directly; it is obtained from the LF and assump

tions must be made for its construction. Nonetheless, both these functions are among 

the most important observational properties of the galaxy population because they are 
intrinsically related to the physical processes responsible for galaxy formation and evo

lution. It is not yet fully understood what causes galaxies to have the magnitude/mass 

distributions we observe, and different physical processes have to be evoked to repro

duce the observed LF and BMF. These two functions are thus fundamental to put tighter 
constraints on models of galaxy formation and evolution. 

The LF evolves with time, and so does the BMF. The evolution of the LF is related 

to the transformation of gas into stars, while for the BMF, processes like accretion of gas 

1 



Chapter 1. Introduction 2 

from the intergalactic medium (IGM) play an important role. This evolution continues 
today and into the future, since galaxies are constantly evolving, and is the result of a 
number of physical processes acting simultaneously. The environmental conditions in 
the distant Universe were probably different from the conditions galaxies experience in 
the local Universe. It is also probable that physical processes that played a major role in 
galaxy evolution at early times are not the major drivers of galaxy evolution today. 

In the local Universe, three major processes are responsible for galaxy evolution: (i) 
simple stellar evolution, (ii) quiescent star formation (SF), (iii) mergers of galaxies. We 
refer to (i) and (ii) as the passive evolutionary factor and to (iii) as the active evolutionary 
factor. The latter can be further divided into wet (i.e. involves SF at some stage in the 
merger) and dry (i.e. kinematic, no SF is involved at any stage in the merger) mergers. 

In the absence of SF, the stellar population in a given galaxy will rapidly evolve -
the massive blue stars will die and the intermediate-mass stars will evolve to the red 
branches of the Hertzprung-Russell (HR) diagram. Take, for instance, elliptical galaxies: 
they are thought to have formed their stars long ago, consuming all the gas in a very 
short timescale. In this case, the galaxies simply get redder and fainter with time, and 
this reddening is very pronounced in the first hundred million years. 

This situation does not apply to other galaxies. From SOs to Scs, gas is present in 
increasing amounts, allowing some level of quiescent SF. New stars are constantly being 
formed, and the photometric evolution of these galaxies does not occur as rapidly as in 
ellipticals. As time passes, a balance is reached between new-born blue stars and the 
old red population, so that colours and magnitudes evolve slowly and asymptotically 
towards a constant value. In Sds and Irrs SF is high enough to mask stellar fading and 
make these galaxies brighter with time. 

In this light, galaxies can be placed into a continuum of properties, where the im
portance of quiescent SF over stellar fading increases gradually from early to late type 
galaxies: ellipticals are dominated by stellar fading, early type spirals are a combination 
of both effects in nearly equal measure, and late type spirals are dominated by quiescent 
SF. This photometric evolution, however, is highly filter-dependent. Blue stars are con
tinuously evolving towards redder colours, so as blue filters get fainter with time, red 
filters get brighter instead. This differential occurs at infrared wavelengths, and that is 
why in the optical we see galaxies getting fainter; their bolometric luminosities are being 
shifted to longer wavelengths. 

Furthermore, our Universe is dynamic. Galaxies are constantly moving and inter
acting with each other and/ or with the IGM where they reside. Interactions between 
two or more galaxies change their general properties and appearance quite dramatically 
on very short timescales. Mergers are responsible for provoking rather violent effects in 
galaxies, in many cases producing spectacular starbursts and displaying striking mor
phological features (see Section 1.5). The evolutionary output of a merger event and 
the changes it causes to the parent system depend greatly on galaxy type. Mergers of 
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late-type galaxies involve gas and SF, while mergers of early-type objects are mainly 

kinematic, usually not adding to the stellar population already present in the parent 

galaxies. Both kinds of pro~esses have their importance in the evolution of the LF /BMF. 

Even though mergers of galaxies are not as frequent today as they were in the past 

(see Section 1.4.4), they might still play an important role in the evolution of galaxies. 

Thus, in order to determine the evolution of the LF /BMF in the local Universe, we must 

consider all of the aforementioned factors: 

dcp(MR) = [dcp(MR)] + [dcp(MR)] + [dcp(MR)] 
dt dt mergers dt SF dt SE 

(1.1) 

where the first term on the left-hand side is the total temporal evolution of the LF 

and each of the terms on the right-hand side represents one of the processes mentioned 

above: mergers, SF for quiescent SF, and SE for simple stellar evolution. The same 

equation can be applied to the BMF, simply replacing cp(MR) by cp(m). 
Note that this equation is rather complex since each of these effects acts differentially 

in different galaxies. Therefore, it depends on MR and Hubble type (HT) in a compli

cated way, which must be disentangled if we wish to quantify each individual term. In 

addition, the equation also depends on redshift: the contribution of each of these effects 

is very likely different at different epochs. Our aim is to constrain Eq. 1.1 at z = 0. 

The last two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 1.1 can be constrained from pub

lished data, but even though studies of merging systems have been undertaken since 
the first discoveries of these extreme objects (see Section 1.5), attempts of the calculation 

of the merger rates have so far relied on small surveys or in catalogues created from pho

tographic plates (Keel & Wu, 1995 and references therein). Hence, the first term on the 

right hand side of Eq. 1.1, the merger rate, is still uncertain, and needs to be investigated. 

1.1.2 Our Objectives 

The three main goals of this work are (1) to measure the LF and BMF, in the local Uni
verse (z = 0), as precisely as possible, and independently of a chosen stellar initial mass 
function, (2) to determine the detailed evolution of the type-specific LF and BMF in the 
local Universe (z = 0) within a timescale of 1 Gyr and (3) to determine how much merg
ers of galaxies contribute to this evolution as compared to the passive evolutionary 
factor. 

LFs have been published by different authors over several decades. Here, we want 

to construct a LF in a more sophisticated way, by combining data from different sources, 

in order to probe equally well the bright and faint ends (down to MR "" -10.5). Fur

thermore, we want to quantify how each evolutionary factor affects the bright and faint 

ends of the LF, if this evolution is differential and why. We do not expect the LF to evolve 

considerably today as it did in the past, but by quantifying these effects, we achieve a 
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better understanding of galaxy evolution. 

In the literature, information about mass functions is scattered. The BMF is mainly 

the sum of the stellar, atomic (HI) and molecular (H2) gas mass functions, which are 

obtained combining the distributions of stellar, HI and H2 masses to the LF. One of 

the main challenges here is obtaining stellar masses, through mass-to-light ratios (M/L) 

that are still uncertain. Existing studies on the stellar mass function rely on M/L that 

are dependent on a stellar initial mass function (IMF) which must be assumed, incurring 

systematic uncertainties on the stellar component of the BMF. For example, the integral 

of the stellar mass function is 0.0034 if a Salpeter (1954) IMF is assumed (Panter et al. 

2004) and 0.0018 if a Chabrier (2003) IMF is assumed (Panter et al. 2006). The former 

value is the most favoured in the literature and this could be an indication that even 

though the Chabrier IMF represents well the solar neighbourhood, it might not be rep

resentative for the galaxies that contribute the most to the stellar mass budget, such as 

ellipticals. Hence, one of the main differences between this and previous studies is the 

way we determine the BMF: using an !MF-independent method. 

Furthermore, M/L vary with luminosity, metallicity, and age of the stellar popula

tions, and in order to obtain better M/L we take these variations into account, using 

results from dynamics and gravitational lensing. To create atomic and molecular mass 

functions we use data from the HIPASS (Koribalski et al. 2004) and FCRAO (Young et al. 

1995) surveys and attribute HI and H2 masses for each galaxy as a function of HT and 

MR, The Blv!_F is a function that is directly comparable to models of galaxy formation, 

since the mass function is a direct output of these models. Moreover, the integral of the 

stellar mass function gives the local mass density in stars, which provides the normali

sation for calculations of stellar mass evolution and constrains the physical build up of 

stellar mass in the Universe. 

Observations exist for star formation rates (SFRs) as a function of HT, as well as 

models of stellar population synthesis (SPS) that describe the photometric evolution of 

galaxies as a function of time. Therefore, data from the literature can be gathered to 

constrain the passive evolutionary factor. Here we create our own models to represent 

the evolution of the galaxies in our sample. To determine the active factor, however, we 

need merger fractions as a function of HT and this information cannot be found in the 

literature. Besides, nothing specific has been done to relate mergers of galaxies to the LF. 

Thus, we want to construct a catalogue of mergers from which we can determine 

merger fractions as a function of HT and absolute magnitude/baryonic mass. This in

volves a series of very time-consuming steps, but without which we cannot work out 

the active evolutionary factor: from devising a selection criterion to create the catalogue, 

identifying and determining the properties of the progenitor galaxies, constraining the 

properties of the merger remnant, taking into account possible SF events that the in

teraction/ merger might induce in the system, to finally quantifying the morphological, 

density and luminosity evolution caused by mergers on the LF /BMF. 
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Much of this process needs to be done by comparing observations to simulations, 

especially when it comes to quantifying the timescales of the merger itself and of SF 

events in mergers. This tas:\< is difficult, as we will see in the following Sections, because 

interaction parameter space is huge, and nobody has systematically built a "library" of 

interactions. Nevertheless, we attempt to do it at oth order. Apart from quantifying 

the magnitude of the active factor in the local Universe, this exercise demonstrates the 

growing need for the creation of a whole atlas of simulations, with images illustrating 

each different set of configurations, time steps and viewing angles. Through such atlas 

we can assess the fraction of interactions/mergers that we miss simply because they are 
going through a "quiet" phase or their geometry does not favour their detection. 

Many of the cosmological processes in which mergers are involved (see Sec. 1.5.5) oc

curred in the past and do not have a distinguished role in the Universe today. However, 

detailed studies of mergers at high redshifts are not yet feasible and the study of merg
ers in the local Universe can provide invaluable information about their high-redshift 

counterparts and exactly what their role is in galaxy evolution. 

1.1.3 Outline of this Thesis 

The thesis is structured as follows. 

Chapter 1 gives the textbook background necessary to understand the motivations 

and methods of this work. Here the reader will find a comprehensive introduction 
that covers the basics of the luminosity function, the baryonic mass function, merg

ers/ interactions and each of the evolutionary factors described in Sec. 1.1.1. Even though 

much of what is included in this Chapter is not directly related to what we did, it is use

ful information that, on the whole, provides the basis to this work. 

Chapter 2 describes how we constructed the total and type-specific LFs. Combin

ing data from redshift surveys at the bright end, with data from catalogues of nearby 

galaxies, surveys of galaxy groups, and the Local Group at the faint end, we obtained a 

precise LF covering the range -23.5 < MR < -10.5. A Schechter (1976) function was fit

ted to the LF and the results compared with others found in the literature. This LF was 

then split into two sets of type-specific LFs, according to galaxy fractions obtained from 

(i) catalogues of nearby galaxies that rely on visual classification, and (ii) NNs applied 

to'"" 200,000 galaxies from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; Abazajian et al. 2004). 

The two sets of type-specific LFs are then compared and the efficiency of both methods 
is assessed. 

Chapter 3 reports how we constructed the total and type-specific BMFs. The BMF 

is the sum of each of the baryonic components of a galaxy. Here, we study in detail the 

stellar, HI and H2 mass components, and assume all other components to be negligible 
(e.g. dust, stellar remnants; Fukugita & Peebles 2004). Stellar mass functions are ob

tained from a combination of each type-specific LF with magnitude-dependent M/L -
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tained from a combination of each type-specific LF with magnitude-dependent M/L -
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this is an important aspect in this work, since such detailed determination of M/L has 

not been done before. To construct the HI and H2 mass functions we used data from the 

HIPASS and FCRAO surveys, respectively. Adding the mass components for each HT, 

we obtained the total and type-specific BMFs. All our results were compared with pub

lished studies. The total BMF was also compared with the dark matter mass spectrum. 

Integrating each of the total mass functions, we obtained matter densities (in units of the 

critical density) in stars, HI, H2 and baryons. The amount of mass in bulges and disks 

was computed and compared with recent results from the literature. 

Chapter 4 describes our merger catalogue. Our selection of merger candidates was 

based on asymmetries and performed on 134,000 galaxies from SDSS. Our final sample 

contains 294 merging systems. The properties of the sample (e.g magnitudes, masses) 

are listed as well as their jpeg images, obtained directly from the SDSS webpage. Here 

we also describe how each of the galaxies had a HT assigned, and how we determine 

the fraction of dry versus wet mergers. Our mergers are also compared with published 

simulations in order to obtain merger timescales, SF properties of merging galaxies and 

constrain the merger remnants. 

Finally, in Chapter 5, I report how we put all the evolutionary processes together to 

constrain the evolution of the LF /BMF. Two cases are considered separately: the passive 

factor and the active factor. The passive factor is represented by stellar evolution plus 

quiescent star formation; these two processes act as one and their joint effects are pre

dicted by SPS models. The active factor is obtained from our merger sample, by deter

mining the fractions of galaxies of each HT and absolute magnitude/mass participating 

in a merger at present time, as well as their remnants. Wet and dry mergers are also 

considered separately, since the effects of SF in mergers have to be taken into account. 

The individual evolution of the LF and BMF are then considered and the implications 

discussed in the context of galaxy formation and evolution. 

In Chapter 6 I summarise, conclude and explore future prospects. 
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1.2 The Luminosity Function 

The luminosity function (LF) cp(L) is a fundamental observable property of the galaxy 

population. It is defined s~ch that cp(L)dL is the density of galaxies with luminosities 

between Land L + dL. The LF is effectively a histogram, illustrating the relative numbers 

of galaxies of different luminosities. 

The LF is a useful tool to constrain models of galaxy formation and evolution because 

it is so easy to measure. In addition, it is intrinsically related to the various physical phe

nomena that drive galaxy formation and evolution (e.g. growth of dark matter struc

tures, collapse of baryons into dark halos, conversion of gas into stars within galaxies, 

feedback during star formation, merging of galaxies at late times). 

The LF can be determined in any wavelength range for a whole population of galax

ies in the field, groups or clusters, or individually for different Hubble classes. In this 
work, we determine the total LF combining data from different sources, and construct 

two sets of type-specific LFs using galaxy fractions obtained from galaxy catalogues and 

from SDSS galaxies classified by neural networks. 

Here, I present a general introduction to the LF, including the main aspects that make 

this observable property so important in the galactic and cosmological contexts. 

1.2.1 History 

Not long after the discovery of "extragalactic nebulae" and Hubble's discovery of 

Cepheids in M31, M33, and NCC 6822, Hubble began a study of the spread of abso
lute magnitudes for galaxies. Soon, it became evident that the scatter in the Hubble 

diagram (velocity-apparent magnitude relation) was small, suggesting that the spread 

in absolute magnitudes for these galaxies was also small. 

Based on this, Hubble claimed that the absolute magnitudes of galaxies obeyed a 

Gaussian distribution, with <J" = 0.84 mag. A few years later, Zwicky (1942, 1957, 1964) 

argued that Hubble's results were incorrect because he had neglected selection effects 

and the true LF had an exponential rise at faint magnitudes. Holmberg, in 1950, showed 

that adding faint dwarf galaxies in the Local Group to the LF, caused a break in its 
symmetry, skewing it to the faint side. 

The study of the LF in clusters (Abell 1964, 1965) provided the first convincing evi-
. dence that dwarf galaxies have an exponentially rising LF at the faint end. For clusters, 

the determination of the LF is naturally easier than that of the field because individual 

distances to all member galaxies are known. Early examples of these studies are Oem

ler (1974), Godwin & Peach (1977), Dressler (1978), and Kraan-Korteweg (1981), for the 
Virgo cluster. 

In the field, Holmberg's (1969) studies of companions to field giants suggested (al

though only a few redshifts were available) that the LF also had an exponentially rising 
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faint end rather than a bound distribution as in Hubble's first formulation. However, 

up to the early 70s, studies of the general field LF were hampered by the sparseness of 

redshift data for the samples used. The first determinations of the bright end of the LF 

(van den Bergh 1961, Kiang 1961) depended on the redshift catalogue of Humason et al. 

(1956), and this redshift sample was not greatly increased until the late 70s. 

The first of the new redshift surveys was the Shapley-Ames galaxies catalogue, which 

was later combined with all other datasets in the literature to produce the Revised Shapley

Ames Catalog (Sandage & Tamman 1981). From this catalogue, a mean total field LF was 

derived and separated into various spiral types and van den Bergh luminosity classes. 

Later, Davis & Huchra (1982) started the analysis of the field galaxy sample of the Center 

for Astrophysics (CfA) redshift survey. 

Since the 80s, a number of redshift surveys has been performed and nowadays, hun

dreds of thousands of galaxies have precise redshfit measurements publicly available. 

Following from these surveys, a number of LFs has been published by several authors 

(Huchra & Geller 1991; Loveday et al. 1992; Lin et al. 1996; Cowie et al. 1996; Ellis et al. 

1996; Norberg et al. 2002; Blanton et al. 2003; Driver & de Propris 2003). 

A precise knowledge of the LF is needed for many calculations in cosmology, since 

integrations over space and time must be made to predict various observable distri

butions and correlations between them. Functions like the LF are often at the core of 

observational cosmology and either test world models or are important in the search for 

secular evolution in the look-back time. In this context, the LF forms a basic ingredient 

in practical cosmology, in addition, of course, to its deeper significance concerning the 

physical characteristics of galaxies (Binggeli, Sandage & Tammann 1988). In this latter 

role, the LF holds clues to the formation and evolution of galaxies and clusters. 

1.2.2 Definition 

Be v(M,d) the number of galaxies in a volume dV at d(x,y,z) that have absolute mag

nitudes between M and M + dM. Assuming that magnitudes are not correlated with 

spatial location, we can write: 

v(M, d) dM dV = cp(M)D(x, y, z) dM dV (1.2) 

where 

1: cp(M) dM = 1 (1.3) 

cp(M) is the fraction of galaxies per magnitude that have absolute magnitudes in the 

interval (M, M + dM) and is called the luminosity function. The factor D(x,y,z) gives the 

number of galaxies (of all magnitudes) per unit volume at (x,y,z) and is called the density 

function. Both cp(M) and D(x,y,z) should be viewed as probability densities, which in 
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practice are approached and represented by either nonparametric histograms or para

metric analytical forms (Binggeli, Sandage & Tammann 1988, henceforth BST). 

A few decades ago, the "classical" method to determine the LF of field galaxies 

was based on the assumption that D(x,y,z) = (D) = constant, which allows the prod

uct <f>(M) · (D) to be determined as one function. However, since 1979 (Sandage et al.; 

Kirshner et al.), this assumption has been abandoned. Galaxies (in small scales) are in

homogeneously distributed, and all methods to derive the LF must separate <P and D. 

The normalisation of the LF to unity by integrating over all magnitudes is difficult 

in practice because any galaxy sample is only complete to a certain limit Mum· Further

more, if </>(M) increases exponentially towards Mum, any extrapolation of the LF at faint 

magnitudes by an analytical model will diverge. 

BST suggest, as a practical way to normalise the LF, to restrain the integral to galaxies 

brighter than a certain arbitrary absolute magnitude M, so that 

1_: </>(M) dM = l (1.4) 

and Din Equation 1.2 is the density of galaxies brighter than M. As galaxy samples 

increase in size and reach fainter magnitudes, M will be constantly pushed towards 

fainter limits. Alternatively, one can transform </>(M) to </>(L) and solve for: 

fo00 

</>(L) dL = l (1.5) 

The observed LF has a simple shape. It is usually parametrised by the Schechter 

(1976) function, a power law with a high luminosity exponential cut-off. In luminosity 

units, it reads: 

L (L)a 1 
</>(L)=</>*exp(-L*) L* L* (1.6) 

or, in magnitude units: 

</>(M) = 0.92 </>*(10-0.4(M-M*))a+l e-10- 0.4(M- M * ) (1.7) 

where </>* is the normalisation density, L * and M* = -2.5 log10 L * are the character

istic luminosity and magnitude, and a is the characteristic faint-end slope. 

The characteristic luminosity/ magnitude is where the LF experiences a sudden change 

in slope and shape, from power-law to exponential. It indicates that there is a character

istic magnitude for galaxies, such that brighter than that, galaxies become rare. The faint 

end slope is related to the properties of the dwarf galaxy population. Generally speak

ing, the shape of the LF suggests that dwarf galaxies are the most common galaxies in 

the Universe. 

It must be noted that the normalisation of the LF is of prime importance to constrain 
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the density function. It is obtained counting the total number of galaxies contained 

within the volume covered by the LF. The LF is given in units of numbers per magnitude 

per Mpc3; therefore, integrating the LF between a lower and an upper magnitude limits 

(representing the faintest and brightest galaxies populating the volume), and forcing the 

result of this integral to be equal to the number counts, the normalisation is fixed. 

When it was proposed, the Schechter function had its theoretical motivation from 

early galaxy formation models - its exponential cutoff is similar to that predicted by 

simple analytical models of galaxy formation (White & Rees 1978), but it is now used 

mainly as a fitting function. 

The LF can be determined individually for each HT, and type-specific LFs have dif

ferent shapes for different galaxy types. For giant galaxies the LF has a bright cutoff 

and appears to decline at the faint end. Irregulars and dwarf ellipticals show an ap

parent plateau or a gently rising slope at very faint magnitudes. Therefore, the total LF 

can be viewed as the sum of the type-specific LFs, with the main contributions coming 

from giant ellipticals and spirals at the bright end and dwarf ellipticals and irregulars 

at the faint end. The upper panel in Fig. 1.1 illustrates the individual shapes of the 

type-specific LFs and how they add up to the known "Schechter shape" of the total LF. 

1.2.3 Methods to Determine the LF 

The Classical Method -in the 1960s and 1970s there was only one method to determine 

the LF, which is today called the classical method. This method was derived and 

used by van den Bergh (1961), Kiang (1961), and Shapiro (1971). Its main assump

tion was that galaxies are uniformly distributed in space, therefore D = constant. 

This is a non parametric method, in which the LF is determined by 

(i) calculating the volume V(M) covered by galaxies of absolute magnitude M. 

V(M) represents the maximum distance a galaxy can have and still be included 

in the sample. 

(ii) the numbers of galaxies in bins of (M - !LiM, M + !LiM) are divided individually 

by V(M), giving a binned </J(M). 

Any sample used in this method was limited at a certain apparent magnitude, 

causing the number of galaxies per bin to decrease at faint magnitudes. This is one 

of the main sources of uncertainty in this method, and it follows from the studies 

of magnitude limited samples (BST). 

The VV max Method - developed by Schmidt (1968). Similar to the method described 

above, the 1/Vmax method establishes a maximum volume Vmax over which the 

source could be observed. The actual redshift at which the source is observed sim

ilarly corresponds to a volume V. The ratio V / V max is a measure of the position of 

the source within the observable volume V,nax· The LF is then derived by grouping 
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the sources in the complete sample in intervals of 1 magnitude and dividing by the 

volume over which each luminosity group is completely represented in the sam

ple. Alternatively, one can compute the contribution from each source separately, 

dividing unity by the volume over which it could be observed in the sample and 

then grouping in magnitude intervals. 

The </J/<P Method - developed by Turner (1979) and Kirshner et al. (1979). Since galax

ies of different magnitudes are sampling different volumes in the Universe, the 

assumption of a constant galaxy density D is not valid. As an example, any local 

density enhancement would cause the numbers of faint galaxies to be overesti

mated, because they are only sampled nearby. 

So, if one considers the ratio of the number of galaxies with absolute magnitudes 

between Mand M + dM to the total number of galaxies brighter than Min a volume 

dV and location (x,y,z): 

v(M, d) dM dV _ cp(M) D(x, y, z) dM dV = </J(M) dM "'d lo <fJ(M) 

J~
00

v(M', d) dM' dV J~cp(M') D(x, y, z) dM' dV <P(M) g 
(1.8) 

The density function D(x,y,z) cancels out since cp and Dare assumed to be inde

pendent quantities. The ratio of the differential to the integrated LF is then inde

pendent of any inhomogeneities in the distribution of galaxies (BST). 

Maximum-Likelihood Method - developed by Sandage et al. (1979). This method is 

similar to the one described above, in which it uses a quotient to cancel out the den

sity function. However, here the ratio is given by the number of galaxies brighter 

than an absolute magnitude M to the total number of galaxies at a given velocity 

(i.e. distance). This ratio represents the probability P(M, v) that a galaxy of velocity 

v is brighter than M. 

The difference in this method is that the LF cannot be determined directly from 

P(M, v) but must be modelled by an analytical expression with parameters to be 

fixed by a maximum-likelihood technique (BST). This is accomplished by max

imising the product L (likelihood) of the differential probability densities (8P / 8M) 

taken at all unbinned data points of the sample. 

The "Tully" Method - the standard way for constructing a LF is to normalise the contri

bution of each member of the sample by the maximum volume that could contain 

the member. An implicit assumption in this approach is that the galaxies are ho

mogeneously distributed. Tully (1988) adopted a different approach, where he 

constructed LFs for samples in shells, with the depth of each shell equal to 0.5 mag 

in distance modulus,µ. The faint end of the LF can be explored in nearby shells, 
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the sources in the complete sample in intervals of 1 magnitude and dividing by the 

volume over which each luminosity group is completely represented in the sam

ple. Alternatively, one can compute the contribution from each source separately, 

dividing unity by the v.olume over which it could be observed in the sample and 

then grouping in magnitude intervals. 

The cp/<I> Method - developed by Turner (1979) and Kirshner et al. (1979). Since galax

ies of different magnitudes are sampling different volumes in the Universe, the 

assumption of a constant galaxy density D is not valid. As an example, any local 

density enhancement would cause the numbers of faint galaxies to be overesti

mated, because they are only sampled nearby. 

So, if one considers the ratio of the number of galaxies with absolute magnitudes 

between Mand M + dM to the total number of galaxies brighter than Min a volume 

dV and location (x,y,z): 

v(M, d) dM dV c/>(M) D(x, y, z) dM dV = c/>(M) dM "'d lo <l>(M) 

f~
00

c/>(M') D(x , y, z) dM' dV <l>(M) g 
(1.8) 

The density function D(x,y,z) cancels out since c/> and Dare assumed to be inde

pendent quantities. The ratio of the differential to the integrated LF is then inde

pendent of any inhomogeneities in the distribution of galaxies (BST). 

Maximum-Likelihood Method - developed by Sandage et al. (1979). This method is 

similar to the one described above, in which it uses a quotient to cancel out the den

sity function. However, here the ratio is given by the number of galaxies brighter 

than an absolute magnitude M to the total number of galaxies at a given velocity 

(i.e. distance). This ratio represents the probability P(M, v) that a galaxy of velocity 

v is brighter than M. 

The difference in this method is that the LF cannot be determined directly from 

P(M, v) but must be modelled by an analytical expression with parameters to be 

fixed by a maximum-likelihood technique (BST). This is accomplished by max

imising the product L (likelihood) of the differential probability densities (8P / 8M) 

taken at all unbinned data points of the sample. 

The "Tully" Method - the standard way for constructing a LF is to normalise the contri

bution of each member of the sample by the maximum volume that could contain 

the member. An implicit assumption in this approach is that the galaxies are ho

mogeneously distributed. Tully (1988) adopted a different approach, where he 

constructed LFs for samples in shells, with the depth of each shell equal to 0.5 mag 

in distance modulus,µ. The faint end of the LF can be explored in nearby shells, 
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and the distant shells provide information on the high luminosity regime. Tully 
remarks that the only information relevant to the faint end of the LF is provided 
by the volume withinµ= 29. Inside this volume, galaxies lie in six groups (Lo
cal, Sculptor, M81, CVnI, Centaurus, M101) and a composite LF for the galaxies 
associated with these six groups is constructed. 

The Karachentsev method - an alternative approach is to construct a LF from a galaxy 
catalogue that is complete within a given volume. This method avoids the need to 
normalise each galaxy by its maximum volume, and does not include any a priori 
assumptions, such as homogeneity. A compromise must be reached though: the 
volume sampled must be large enough to include a statistically significant number 
of bright galaxies, but not too large that low surface brightness becomes an issue 
in finding faint galaxies. An example of such a catalogue is the The Local Volume 
Sample (Karachentsev et al. 2004). 

Combining different LFs - another alternative path to probe in detail the LF at both 
bright and faint ends is to combine LFs determined from different datasets. At 
the bright end, catalogues or surveys that sample large volumes in the sky are 
the most appropriate because they contain large numbers of bright galaxies. At 
the faint end, on the other hand, more restricted but deeper surveys can provide 
information on the faintest objects that can be found in our neighbourhood. This 
is the approach adopted in this work. 

1.2.4 Field and Clusters 

A distinction is generally made between the LF for field galaxies and for cluster galaxies 
because of the differing morphological mixes of these two environments. In fact, the 
relative fraction of different HTs is a strong function of environment (Phleps et al. 2006) 
- in clusters and in the field the galaxy populations are completely different: (i) elliptical 
galaxies dominate the bright end of the cluster LF, while in the field, this role is played 
by early type spirals; (ii) in clusters, most dwarfs are dwarf ellipticals but in the field 
about half are dwarf irregulars; (iii) in clusters, there may be a substantial population of 
ultra compact dwarfs (UCDs; Deady et al. 2002). 

The preponderance of giant elliptical galaxies in clusters is probably due to ram
pressure stripping of gas in cluster galaxies by the hot intracluster medium and by the 
numerous galaxy-galaxy interactions in the history of cluster galaxies, particularly in the 
early stages of cluster assembly, before the galaxies acquired high velocities (due to the 
high cluster velocity dispersion). 

At the faint end, the preponderance of dwarf elliptical galaxies in clusters is probably 
due to the fact that the stars in the dark halos surrounding dwarf galaxies formed at 
an earlier time than the stars in field galaxies. This is corroborated by the red colours 
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Figure 1.1: The LF of field galaxies (top) and Virgo cluster members (bottom). The normalisation 
of the LFs is arbitrary. The LFs for individual HTs are shown as solid lines and dashed lines 
represent extrapolations. Dotted lines represent Sa+Sb, Sc, and Sd+Sd LFs. The LF of Irr galaxies 
comprises the Im and BCD (blue compact galaxies) classes. The heavy lines represent the total 
LFs, obtained from the sum of all type-specific LFs. From Binggeli, Sandage and Tammann 
(1988). 
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of cluster dwarfs compared to field dwarfs. Generally speaking, the conditions under 
which stars formed in galaxies in dense environments (that would later become galaxy 
clusters) in the early Unive.rse might have been different from the way stars formed in 
galaxies in normal, diffuse environments at late times. 

However different, both field and cluster LFs can be well represented by the Schechter 
function in the bright end, and the turn-off at the bright end of the LF seems to take place 
at roughly the same characteristic magnitude for field and clusters. In the faint end, the 
cluster LF rises more steeply than in the field. Recent works have found a ~ -1.4 ( de 
Propis et al. 1995; Trentham 1998; Secker et al. 1997) in groups, as opposed to a ~ -1.1 
(Driver & de Propis 2003) in the field. 

Figure 1.1 illustrates the field and cluster LFs, further divided into the type-specific 
LFs. The difference between the galaxy populations in the field and clusters are obvious 
in the Figure, and it is also clear that adding up all the type-specific LFs, we recover the 
shape of the total LF. 

Due to detection limits, early studies of the cluster LF have been done mostly in rich 
galaxy clusters, where members could be recognised through contrast with the back
ground. At faint magnitudes, this approach is not possible because spectroscopy is 
difficult for small galaxies, especially those with low surface brightnesses like dwarf 
galaxies. Therefore, membership is established using morphology and surface bright
ness. With the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) aboard the Hubble Space Telescope 
(HST), cluster LFs can be measured to very faint limits. This has been done for the Coma 
Cluster (Milne et al. 2007), the prototypical rich cluster. 

A question often raised is whether the LF is universal, i.e. whether the parameters 
describing the shape of the LF are the same regardless of environment. As it is clear from 
Fig. 1.1, there is no evidence that the shape of the type-specific LFs depends on the local 
density. Although the precise universality of these functions is not expected ( dynamical 
interaction with the intracluster medium and between galaxies in the central parts of 
clusters has influence on the evolution of galaxies and does not happen in the field; 
BST), it has been observed. Perhaps a finer HT binning would be necessary to probe 
more detailed differences between field and cluster type-specific LFs. 

The total LF, however, cannot be universal. It consists in the sum of all type-specific 
LFs, each of which has its own form varying from nearly Gaussian to exponential. The 
total LF must depend on the mixture of HTs and, consequently, depends on environ
ment. 

1.2.5 Importance & Applications 

Here, we explore in more detail some of the most important applications of the galaxy 
LF. 

The cosmic star formation history - usually presented as the "Madau" (Madau et al. 
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1996) or "Madau-Lilly" plot, it shows the total SFR within a given average comov
ing volume element as a function of redshift. 

The equation describing the formation of stars in the Universe is: 

I, j L c/J;(L) r; dL = 1 SFR(t) dt 
; L t 

(1.9) 

where r; is the mass-to-light ratio of the stellar population i. The integration of the 
Madau plot over time (right-hand term in Eq. 1.9) results inn*, i.e. quantifies how 
much mass in stars the Universe contains at present time. This quantity must be 
equal to the integral of the stellar mass function over all masses, which is obtained 
directly from the LF by transforming light into mass through mass-to-light ratios. 

Galaxy number density - valid models of structure formation must be able to predict 
the numbers of galaxies populating a given volume, as well as their luminos
ity/ mass distribution. The integration of the LF over all magnitudes gives the 
number density of galaxies, thereby providing observational constraints to cosmo
logical models. Furthermore, the galaxy luminosity density can be obtained by 
combining the number counts of galaxies N(m) with the average absolute magni
tude M*. 

Constraining models of galaxy formation and evolution - Correct cosmological mod
els must be able to reproduce the detailed shape of the LF, including L* and a. 
Already White & Rees (1978) found that the predicted LF had a steeper faint end 
than the observed one, and realised that alternative physical processes had to be 
taken into account to better reproduce the observations. They speculated that this 
could be resolved if there was a process that could make low-mass galaxies more 
diffuse and relatively more vulnerable to disruption (Baugh 2006), thus avoiding 
the production of more faint galaxies than observed. 

One of the proposed solutions for this problem was the inclusion of feedback in 
models of galaxy formation. Initially, the motivation for invoking feedback was to 
reduce the efficiency of SF in low mass haloes in order to flatten the slope of the 
faint end of the predicted galaxy LF, thus bringing it in line with the observations 
(Cole 1991; White & Frenk 1991). Today, with the advent of large redshift surveys, 
which permit a much more robust estimate of the faint end slope, the agreement 
between the faint end of the observed and predicted galaxy LFs has been greatly 
improved. 

In recent years, the focus has changed to reproducing the break at the bright end 
of the LF. The overproduction of bright galaxies is a problem that has affected 
hierarchical galaxy formation models for more than a decade. The main process 
driving the growth of cosmic structures, gravitational instability, has no preferred 
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scale, so physical processes besides gravity are responsible for the break (Baugh 

2006). 

The cooling of gas is central to the process of galaxy formation, because it sets the 

rate at which the raw·material for SF becomes available (Blumenthal et al. 1984). 

The rate at which gas cools peaks at Milky Way like galaxies and drops for in
creasing halo mass. However, simply the increase in cooling time is not enough 

to account for the sharpness of the break in the LF. Various solutions have been 

proposed, e.g. suppressing the number of bright galaxies by turning off SF in cool

ing flows (Kauffmann et al. 1993), or changing the density profile of the hot gas in 

order to extend its cooling time (Cole et al. 2000). 

Feedback mechanisms can also be invoked to truncate the formation of bright 

galaxies. However, these must be effective in more massive halos, preventing gas 

from cooling or ejecting cold gas before it forms stars (Baugh 2006). Supernova 

driven feedbacks, for instance, help reduce the number of predicted faint galaxies 

but do not have much effect at the bright end (Benson et al. 2003). In addition, 

excessive amounts of feedback favor galactic disks that are bigger than observed 

(Cole et al. 2000; de Jong & Lacey 2000), which would weaken the break in the 

predicted LF rather than enhance it. Galaxies around L * would be nearly wiped 

out, because gas would cool in more massive halos, and the resulting LF would be 

closer to a power law than a Schechter function form (Baugh 2006). 

Another alternative is galactic superwinds, proposed by Benson et al. (2003). 

These would be most effective removing gas from intermediate mass halos since 

they have appreciable SFRs but do not have the high escape velocities of more 

massive halos. Benson et al. also remarked that such a superwind may be feasible 

if it is driven by the energy released by the accretion of material onto a black hole 

at the centre of the galaxy (i.e. active galactic nuclei -AGN). 

In summary, today the predicted faint end of the LF can be matched to observa

tions with a combination of supernova feedback and the suppression of gas cool

ing in low mass halos as a result of the presence of a background of photo-ionising 

radiation (e.g. Benson et al. 2002a). To match the bright end of the LF, several phe

nomena have been proposed, including gas heating to balance cooling, and super

winds, which expel gas from large galaxies (Kauffmann et al. 1999; Somerville & 

Primack 1999; Bower et al. 2001; Hatton et al. 2003; Benson et al. 2003). The recent 

implementation of AGN feedback in models yields the best match to observations 

(Croton et al. 2006; Bower et al. 2006; see also Granato et al. 2004). 

Yet another related issue is the origin of galaxy morphology and type-specific LFs. 

The fact that different HTs have LFs with different shapes probably means that 

the physical processes acting on the formation and early evolution of galaxies is a 

function of HT. This issue is coupled to the origin of morphology of galaxies and 
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could provide a key to discerning among models of galaxy formation. How galaxy 

morphology changes with look-back time is the prime approach to this problem 

and knowledge of the morphological dependence of the local LF at zero redshift is 

the baseline (Nakamura et al. 2003). 
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1.3 The Baryonic Mass Function 

Understanding the distribution of mass in the Universe is a difficult task because mass 

cannot be probed directly. Nevertheless, a function that describes how mass is dis

tributed among galaxies is a very· fw1damental quantity to be obtained. 

Similarly to the LF, the baryonic mass function (BMF) represents the density of galax

ies with baryonic masses between m and m+dm. The BMF is effectively a histogram 

illustrating the relative numbers of galaxies of different baryonic masses. The baryonic 

mass is the sum of all the baryonic components in each galaxy. These include stars, gas 

in all its forms and baryonic dark matter. 

Since the BMF is obtained from the LF, it can also be determined individually for 

each HT and in different environments. It is likely that the contribution of each baryonic 

component is different in different environments and/ or galaxy types. In this work, we 

determine the total and type-specific BMFs for field galaxies by summing the contri

bution of stars, HI and H2 gas masses. Stellar masses were obtained from magnitude

dependent, !MF-independent M/L, HI and H2 masses were obtained from published 

data. Integrating each function we also obtained matter densities, in units of the critical 

density. 

Here, I present a general introduction to the BMF, including its main contributors, its 

importance and all the uncertainties involved in its determination. 

1.3.1 The Composition of the Universe 

Extrapolating the expansion of the Universe backwards in time, we reach infinite density 

and temperature at a finite time in the past. This early hot, dense phase is referred to as 

the Big Bang (BB) and is considered the birth of the Universe. The hot BB theory is the 

current paradigm for the formation and evolution of the Universe. 

One feature of this model is the partitioning of mass/energy into different compo

nents that have very distinct properties. The two main components are: dark energ1; and 

matter. The dark energy component has density1 .QA and its nature is still a matter of 

debate. Two proposed forms for it are the cosmological constant (A), a constant energy 

density filling space homogeneously (Carroll 2001), and quintessence, a dynamic scalar 

field whose energy density can vary in time and space. 

The matter component has density .QM and can be further divided into a dark mat

ter (DM) component and a baryonic component. The existence of dark matter is rein

forced by independent evidence from dynamics and clustering of galaxies and clusters 

of galaxies (e.g. de Blok et al. 2001; Kleyna et al. 2001; Borriello & Salucci 2001), and 

gravitational lensing measurements (Mellier 1999; Sand et al. 2004). 

1The energy density of a given component, n; = p;j Pc, is defined as the ratio of its density to the critical 

density which would make the Universe spatially flat: Pc = 3H//81rG, where G is the gravitational constant 

and Ho is the Hubble constant at the present epoch. 
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Figure 1.2: Pie chart indicating the proportional energy density contribution of different compo
nents of the Universe. Roughly 95% is exotic dark matter and dark energy. About 70% is dark 
energy alone, about which we know next to nothing. Source: Wikipedia. 

DM can be further sub-divided into non-baryonic and baryonic DM, and there are 

three postulated categories of non-baryonic DM: hot DM (particles move ultrarelativis

tically), warm DM (particles move relativistically) and cold DM (particles move non

relativistically).' The Cold DM (CDM) model produces the best match to observations 

and is the currently favoured model for galaxy formation. Baryonic DM comprises any 

kind of matter which emits little or no radiation, such as brown dwarfs, neutron stars, 

blackholes, planets, white dwarfs and faint red dwarfs. 

Finally, the baryonic component is matter composed of baryons, which includes 

atoms of any sort. Figure 1.2 illustrates the current estimates for the density of all 

these mass/energy components. These numbers come from matching the theory to 

observations of e.g. the cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation, the distance

relationship obtained from type la supernova, observations of rich galaxy clusters at 

different redshifts. According to these results, dark matter accounts for the vast major

ity of matter in the observable Universe. Yet, it represents only rv 23% of the content of 

the Universe, with dark energy being the major contributor. 

1.3.2 Main Baryonic Components 

The baryonic mass of a galaxy is the sum of all the different baryonic components in 

it. These include stars in the bulge, disk, halo and globular clusters, atomic hydrogen 

(HI), molecular hydrogen (H2), ionised hydrogen (HII), dust, and all the dark baryonic 

components mentioned in the previous Subsection. However, only three of these corn-
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ponents are important contributors: stars, HI and H2 gas. 

Individual stars cannot be resolved in distant galaxies, so their total stellar mass must 

be obtained from their light. The conversion from the emitted light to the mass of any 

object is done using mass-to-light ratios (M/L). Different methods exist to determine 

M/L of galaxies, however, they are all model dependent. The assumptions made by 

each of these methods causes the results to diverge. This conversion is the major source 

of uncertainties in the computation of baryonic masses. A more detailed description of 

the methods used to determine M/L is given in the next Subsection. 

Neutral hydrogen is a major component of the interstellar medium in galaxies, and 

is detected through the 21cm line2. Within individual galaxies, HI is frequently found 

to extend well outside the stellar radius (e.g. Salpeter & Hoffman 1996; Broeils & Rhee 

1997). The HI content of normal galaxies varies strongly, depending on morpholog

ical type, optical diameter, and the environment (Solanes et al. 1996, 2001; Verdes

Montenegro et al. 2001): early-type galaxies tend to be gas poor (Sadler 2001; Oosterloo 

et al. 2002), and late-type galaxies are typically gas rich (Matthews et al. 1995; Solanes et 

al. 2001). Observations of the 21 cm line are unaffected by dust extinction and so are eas

ily able to complement optical and infrared galaxy surveys and substantially improve 

the census of galaxies and the measurement of the baryon content of the local Universe 

(Koribalski et al. 2004). Additionally, the determination of the HI mass function (MF) is 

significant in its own right - for a good understanding of the evolution of the HI content 

in the Universe, a local benchmark is very important (Zwaan et al. 2005). 

Molecules occur in the central parts of clouds, where the outer gas and dust shield 

the photodissociative ultraviolet (UV) light. This implies that H2 is easily dissociated, 

causing its abundance to be much smaller than that of HI. Moreover, the energy state 

transitions of the H2 molecule lie in the infrared, not in the optical, and are difficult to 

observe. Hence, indirect techniques must be used to estimate the H2 masses in cool, 

dense clouds. There is theoretical and observational evidence that the total CO lumi

nosity of a galaxy is directly proportional to the total mass of the molecular clouds, and 

therefore a good tracer of H2. The conversion factor between CO luminosities and H2 
masses appears to be independent of the physical conditions in the galaxy (Young & 

Scoville 1995), therefore the conversion is a constant for all galaxy types. 

Ionised gas, dust, and baryonic DM contribute very little to the total budget of bary

onic mass in galaxies. The ionised gas is a trace component as long as we restrict the 

discussion to the optical parts of galaxies. Far from the center, the warm/hot intergalac

tic medium is probably the dominant baryonic component and dominates the baryonic 

mass on group scales (Nicastro et al. 2004). Dust is formed in the envelopes of evolved 

2Due to magnetic interactions, the parallel alignment of spins of the proton and electron in a hydrogen 
atom has slightly more energy than the anti-parallel configuration. When a transition happens between 
these two energy states, a photon of frequency"' 1420 MHz is emitted. This transition has a very low prob
ability, but the number of HI atoms in the interstellar medium is large, so the transition is easily observed. 
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stars. Its abundance is dependent on metallicity, but there is observational evidence that 

the dust-to-gas ratio in the Milky Way is very small (Young & Scoville 1995), implying 

that the contribution of dust to the total baryonic mass is negligible. As to the bary

onic DM, mostly referred to as :tylACHOs (massive astrophysical compact halo object), 

observations show that their contribution is also negligible. 

In the past years, our capacity of compiling and processing data has greatly in

creased. The results from many surveys has been recently published. These include 

optical redshift surveys ( e.g. SDSS; 2 Degree Field Galaxy Redshift Survey - 2dF, Colless 

et al. 2001), near-infrared (NIR) photometric surveys (e.g. 2 Micron All Sky Survey -

2MASS; Gao et al. 2004), and HI gas surveys (e.g. HI Parkes All-Sky Survey - HIPASS; 

Koribalski et al. 2004). The time has come, therefore, to use all these surveys in conjunc

tion with each other to calculate precisely the distribution of baryons in the Universe. 

1.3.3 Stellar Mass-to-Light Ratios 

In order to convert the LF into a stellar MF (SMF) - a necessary step in the construction 

of the BMF - we require the M/L of the stellar populations. Even though various meth

ods exist to determine M/L, this quantity is difficult to constrain because the mass has 

to be probed indirectly. This implies that models must be fit to the data and assumptions 

must be made to construct the models. 

Some methods are less model-dependent than others and these tend to produce the 

most reliable M/L values. Comparisons between the different methods show that there 

is still a convergence problem (de Jong & Bell 2006) and the methods must be improved. 

The most used methods to obtain M/L are: 

Stellar population synthesis models - given a metallicity, star formation history and 

IMF, these models predict the luminosity evolution of a galaxy as a function of 

time. Since the mass normalisation of the model is chosen a priori, for all ages it is 

possible to determine M/L. The major uncertainty in these M/L estimates comes 

from the IMF, which is not well constrained; the choice of a different IMF might 

change the results by,..._, 30% (Cappellari et al. 2006). In this context, comparisons 

to M/L obtained from other methods might help put tighter constraints on the 

IMF. 

Dynamical models - stellar velocities are related to the gravitational potential in which 

the stars are embedded, and consequently to the total mass of the galaxy. There

fore, stellar kinematics used with sophisticated dynamical models can constrain 

M/L of nearby galaxies up to a few effective radii (Emsellem 2006). The appar

ent simplicity implied by the extension and smoothness of the stellar component, 

however, is accompanied by the potential richness of the corresponding orbital 
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structure. Hence, strong assumptions on the geometry and dynamics of the sys

tems are required to obtain M/L (Emsellem 2006). 

Accepting the assumptions involved in the models ( e.g. spherical symmetry, halo 

potentials) as correct, uniqueness might be a problem since one model is chosen 

from a range of valid models (Kronawitter et al. 2000). Additionally, we must rely 

on the assumption that the DM content within the central parts of the galaxies is 

small and M/L refer to stars only. However, this assumption is still controversial. 

Strong galaxy lensing - is a gravitational effect and offers a natural path to probe mass 

in galaxies. An estimate of the mass within the lensed area can be obtained with 

rather straightforward modelling, given the positions of the lensed images. One of 

the shortcomings of this method is that it must assume an a priori form for the un

derlying lens. For instance, for most lensed quasars it is possible to fit a model to 

the multiple images and obtain a map of the mass distribution of the lens galaxy. 

But such a map, although reasonable at a first approximation, is not unique be

cause of lensing degeneracies (Falco et al. 1985, Saha 2000). 

Furthermore, masses derived from lensing only provide an upper limit to the stel

lar mass, as a significant amount of DM may be present in the centres of some 

galaxies (Cappellari et al. 2006). The combination of strong lensing with stellar 

kinematics (Treu & Koopmans 2004; Koopmans et al. 2006) is particularly effec

tive, for it allows one to decompose the total mass distribution into luminous and 

dark matter with good precision, yielding information on the internal structure of 

early-type galaxies all the way out to the most distant lenses known at z rv 1. 

In addition to the items above, other methods exist to determine M/L, but are not 

frequently used because the uncertainties involved are larger. A few examples are disk 

velocity dispersions (Bottema 1997), bar (Weiner et al. 2001; Perez et al. 2004) and spiral 

arm streaming motions (Kranz et al. 2003). 

Systematic uncertainties of a factor of up to rv 2 overall and '2:, 3 between distinct 

galaxy classes have been found in the determination of stellar masses from different 

methods (Kannappan & Gawiser 2007). In general, M/L obtained from stellar popula

tion synthesis models tend to be lower than those obtained from dynamics, implying 

that in fact some fraction of the DM content in the galaxies lies at their centres (Cappel

lari et al. 2006). 

1.3.4 Mass Density in Baryons (Qb) 

About one second after the Big Bang, when the Universe had cooled down sufficiently to 

produce protons and neutrons, began what is called the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN). 

The BBN lasted for about 3 minutes. After that, the temperature and density of the 

Universe fell below what is required for nuclear reactions. During these 3 mintues, 
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Figure 1.3: Likelihood contours in the Q 111 , QA plane. Contours show ~X2 = 1, 4 ,9. In green is 
the 95% confidence region for Q 111 from cluster baryon fraction determinations. The two solid 
lines encompass the allowed 2 -a region from supernova data (Perlmutter et al. 1998). From 
Dodelson & Knox (2000). 

the BBN did not produce any elements heavier than beryllium, which in turn allowed 

unburned elements to exist, such as deuterium. 

One of the most important predictions of the BB theory is the abundance of light el

ements, more specifically D, 3He, 4He, 7Li. Deuterium, in particular, is not a very stable 

element and there is a strong tendency of two deuterium nuclei to combine and form 
4He. The only reason why the BBN did not convert all the D into 4He is because the ex

pansion cooled the Universe before all D was destroyed. As a consequence, the amount 

of D is very sensitive to the initial conditions - the denser the Universe, the more D 

gets converted to 4He and the less D remains. Thus, fixing the primeval deuterium 

abundance it is possible to predict the baryon density, Q.b (in units of the critical den

sity). Current estimates for Q.b from the BBN give rv 0.04 (Steigman 2006 and references 

therein). 

Another strong prediction of the BB is the cosmic microwave background radiation 

(CMB). At redshift z ~ 1000, the Universe reached a temperature of around 3000 Kand 

the conditions became favorable for electrons to combine with protons and neutrons, 

forming hydrogen (H) atoms. At this point, photons were no longer scattered and were 

allowed to travel freely in space. The photons have continued cooling ever since, but 

retained the "footprint" of the density fluctuations as they were at the time of last scat

tering. 
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The discovery of the CMB, in 1965, provided strong evidence in favor of the BB 

theory. The spectrum of the CMB is a thermal black body with a temperature of 2.73 

K. It is isotropic to roughly one part in 100,000 and its anisotropies contain information 

about the early Universe. Th~ anisotropy of the CMB can be described by a multipole 

decomposition 

oT((), </>) _ 
T =~a1mY1m((),</>) (1.10) 

and the angular power spectrum, C1 = ( la1m 12) depends on cosmological parameters, 

including the baryon density. Therefore, CMB data can be fitted to models with different 

values of QM and QA to constrain the cosmology. Current constraints to Qb from the 

CMB give 0.042 (Melchiorri & Odman 2003). 

Measurements of cosmological densities obtained from supernova, clusters and the 

CMB are illustrated in Fig. 1.3. The results from these three independent methods point 

to a flat Universe with QM = 0.3 and QA = 0.7. As the BBN and CMB constrain Qb to 

0.04, it seems that more than 86% of the matter in the Universe is in the form on non-

baryonic DM. Furthermore, measurements of the density in luminous matter compared 

with the predictions of Qb from the BB imply that most of the baryons in the Universe 

are not optically bright (Schramm & Turner 1997). 

Another way to measure the cosmological density in baryons is by integrating the 

BMF over its full mass range. This method provides yet another independent estimate of 

Qb and when used in conjunction with the values predicted by the BB and CMB, narrows 

down the uncertainties involved. This is one of the most important applications of the 

BMF. 

1.3.5 Comparison with Theories of Galaxy Formation 

The current paradigm for galaxy formation is the cold dark matter model with a cosmo

logical constant (ACDM). It is frequently referred to as the concordance model of the BB 

cosmology, since it attempts to explain CMB observations as well as large scale structure, 

and supernova observations of the acceleration of the Universe. 

The ACDM model is widely accepted today and its popularity is due to three features 

(Baugh 2006): (i) there are many candidates for the CDM particle predicted by particle 

physics; (ii) collisionless N-body simulations of the growth of structures within a CDM 

universe are straightforward to do. The most recent simulations allow very detailed 

predictions for the properties of the dark matter at all epochs; (iii) many of its predictions 

are extremely successful. 

One of the most convincing achievements of the CDM is the excellent match to the 

observed matter power spectrum, obtained from the anisotropies of the CMB (Baugh 

2007). The pattern of cold and hot spots in the CMB had its origin in the density flue-
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NASA. 

tuations present in the Universe at the epoch of recombination and represent the seeds 

of the large scale structure we see around us today. As can be seen in Fig. 1.4, the CDM 

model gives an impressively good description of the large scale fluctuations in the Uni

verse, as measured in the CMB and the large scale clustering of galaxies (e.g. Sanchez et 

al. 2006). 

However, two serious challenges have emerged to the CDM model: the abundance 

of sub-halos in galactic sized halos (the "missing satellite problem") and the shape of 

the inner density profile of CDM halos (the "cuspy core problem"). As we will see 

in Chapter 3, comparing our total BMF with the CDM mass function we find that the 

BMF has a very different shape from what is predicted by the CDM model. This might 

be suggesting that the collapse of baryons into galaxies and the ability of the galaxies 

to retain its gas once SF has begun is a very much scale-dependent process, and this 

dependence must be either taken into account in the models, or improved. 

Any cosmological model is only valid if its predictions match the observations. For 

this reason it is extremely important to measure as precisely as possible any observable 

that compared with the model can put tighter constraints in the underlying physics at 

play. 
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1.4 The Evolution 

The Universe is constantly evolving. In the simplest case, isolated galaxies evolve pas

sively, getting fainter and redder as their stars evolve. In the most extreme case, a merger 

of two equal-mass galaxies can cause strong photometric evolution if a burst of star for

mation is triggered by the gravitational forces in play. Furthermore, the ultimate fate of 

a merger is to destroy the progenitor galaxies, creating a new object with morphology 

and structure completely distinct from those of its parents. 

As a result, both the LF and BMF evolve with time. And because the evolution 

incurred is not only photometric, it is probable that the shape of these functions evolve as 

well as their overall luminosity/ mass scale. To quantify the evolution of the LF and BMF, 

it is necessary to examine independently each of the physical processes that contributes 

to it. This is done in Chapter 5, where we use models of stellar population synthesis to 

constrain the passive evolution of galaxies as a function of HT and MR, and quantify the 

numbers and fractions of galaxies participating in mergers in the local Universe, also as 

a function of HT and MR, 

Here I give an introduction about these three major contributors: quiescent star for

mation, stellar evolution and mergers of galaxies. 

1.4.1 Quiescent Star Formation 

Most galaxies have some quiescent SF. The strength of SF changes with HT, and recent 

observations have shown that early-type galaxies have already converted most of their 
gas into stars and have no more or little ongoing SF. 

According to the ACDM model of galaxy formation, galaxies are formed by the hi

erarchical assembly of smaller units, such that the most massive galaxies are the latest 

ones to form. However, Cimatti et al. (2004) found galaxies with masses comparable to 

those of local massive galaxies (M > 1011 M0 ) at z > 1.7, suggesting that these objects 

were fully assembled already at this early epoch. 

This work is one among others that have found increasing evidence that early-type 

galaxies completed their star formation and star accumulation at high redshift ( e.g. 

Franceschini et al. 2006), as opposed to late-type galaxies which are still forming stars at 

z=O (e.g. Sc galaxies seem to have the highest star formation rates in the local Universe). 

This effect, known as downsizing, points out that the quiescent SF factor still plays a role 

in the local Universe for late-type galaxies. 

Individual young stars are unresolved in galaxies, except for those very close to us. 
So, most information about the SF properties of galaxies comes from integrated light 

measurements. Several diagnostics can be used to constrain star formation rates (SFR) 
in galaxies: 

Integrated colours and spectra, SPS - This is an indirect method, but it is still applied 
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to multicolour observations of faint galaxies. The integrated spectra of galaxies is 

the sum of stars of different spectral types and luminosities, but it is easy to show 

that the main contributors at optical wavelengths are A-F type main sequence stars 

and G-K giants (Kenni<;:utt 1998, henceforth K98). Thus, the observed spectrum of 

any object is given by the ratio of young ( < 1 Gyr) to old (3-15 Gyr) stars. Mod

eling a galaxy's colours with SPS, it is possible to estimate the relative fraction of 

young stars and the average SFR over the past 108 -109 years (K98), establishing 

a relation between the SFR per unit mass/luminosity and the integrated colours of 

the population. 

Although this approach is very reddening- and model-dependent (IMF, age, metal

licity, star formation history), it seems to be a reasonable estimate and it is useful 

when comparing average SFR properties of large samples of galaxies, where no 

absolute accuracy is required (K98). 

UV continuum - At UV wavelengths (1500-2500 A), the integrated spectrum of a galaxy 

is dominated by young stars and the SFR scales linearly with luminosity3. The 

conversion from UV flux to SFR can be obtained from SPS models and calibra

tions have been published by different authors. Because this calibration is model

dependent, results differ significantly, reflecting differences in stellar libraries or 

assumptions on the SF timescale (K98). 

A shortcoming of this method is the impossibility of observing the UV range of 

the spectrum from the ground, and observations must be obtained from balloons, 

rockets or space telescopes. Furthermore, UV wavelengths are extremely sensitive 

to extinction and the form of the IMF - the spectrum in the UV range probes stars 

· more massive than "" 5 M0 , it does not provide any constraint on stars of lower 

masses. 

One great advantage of this method is that for galaxies of redshifts greater than 

z=0.5, the UV range is redshifted to the optical and is accessible from the ground. 

This method is directly linked to the photospheric emission of young stars, and 

it can be applied to star-forming galaxies over a wide range of redshifts (z "" 1-

5)(K98). 

Recombination lines - Comparing early and late-type galaxy spectra, it is clear that 

emission lines get increasingly strong toward late-type galaxies (see Fig. 1.5). Mas

sive OB stars produce photons that are energetic enough to ionise the surrounding 

gas. The re-captured electrons cascade down to lower energy levels, effectively re

emiting the integrated stellar light shortward of the Lyman limit, directly prob'ing 

3 A word of caution: stars of different ages/ masses contribute to the radiation at >. 2000 A, including 
some post-main sequence contribution. Therefore, the UV SFR diagnostic is dependent on the past history 
of SF. 
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Figure 1.5: Integrated spectra of Elliptical, Sa, Sc and Irregular galaxies, from Kennicutt (1992b). 
Note the rise in the blue continuum, the decrease in absorption and increase in emission line 
fluxes, from early to late-type galaxies. 

the massive stellar population. Most recombination line methods rely on measure

ments of the Ha line, but other recombination lines used are H,B, Pa , P,B, Bra, and 

Br,. 

Only stars with masses > 10M0 and lifetimes < 20 Myr contribute significantly 

to the integrated ionising flux, so the emission lines provide a measure of the in

stantaneous SFR, regardless of the past SF activity (K98). The conversion factor 

between the ionising flux and SFR is obtained through SPS models, and the dis

persion between different calibrations is large (rv 30%, K98), reflecting differences 

in the adopted SPS models. 

Recombination lines are affected by extinction and are extremely sensitive to the 

form of the IMF (e.g. the Scalo (1986) IMF gives SFRs "'3 times higher4 than the 

Salpeter IMF, K98). A great advantage of this method, however, is its high sensi

tivity - H a observations allow one to map the SFRs in galaxies at high resolution, 

and the H a line can be detected in starburst galaxies of redshifts » 2 (e.g. Bechtold 
et al. 1997). 

Forbidden lines - Useful for determinations of SFR in distant galaxies, when the H a 

line has been redshifted out of the optical wavelength range. Forbidden lines are 

4Further explanations about IMFs in Sec. 1.4.3. 
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spectral lines emitted from a metastable state or those which have a very low prob

ability (10-9 - 10-10) of occurrence. They can only be observed at very low den

sities~ 108 cm-3, otherwise the atom is collisionally de-excited before the forbid

den transition happens. The strongest forbidden line in the blue is the [OII]>.3727 

doublet. The luminosities of forbidden lines are not directly proportional to the 

ionising luminosity and are dependent on the abundance and ionisation state of 

the gas. However, the [OII] line can be calibrated empirically through Ha as a 

quantitative SFR tracer (K98). 

Far-infrared (FIR) continuum - In dusty galaxies, interstellar dust will absorb a large 

fraction of the bolometric luminosity and re-emit it in the thermal infrared (IR), 

at wavelengths of rv 10 - 300µm. The absorption cross-section of dust particles 

is strongly dependent on wavelength, peaking in the UV. So in principle the FIR 

luminosity of a galaxy can be a proxy of its massive stellar population. 

However, there are some complications: apart from being IMF dependent, the ef

ficacy of the FIR luminosity as a SFR tracer depends on the contribution of young 

stars to the heating of the dust, and on the optical depth of the dust in star-forming 

regions (K98). When young stars dominate the radiation field and the dust is opti

cally thick everywhere (e.g. dense circumnuclear starbursts that power many IR

luminous galaxies, K98), FIR-determined SFRs are precise. As this is not the case in 

every galaxy, different FIR-to-SFR calibrations exist, under different assumptions. 

The appropriate calibration should be used according to the situation. 

Although lacking absolute agreement with each other, the techniques described above 

have been used to measure SFRs in hundreds of galaxies, so that now we can delin

eate the trends of SFR and SFHs among the Hubble sequence (K98). These results have 

shown that SFRs in galaxies span a wide range of values: nearly zero in elliptical and SOs, 

through tens of solar masses per year in gas-rich spirals, SFRs > 100M0 yr-1 in pow

erful starburst galaxies to values as high as 1000 M0 yr-1 in ultra luminous infrared 

galaxies. 

Another strong result is that although there is a clear trend of higher SFRs as one 

moves to later-type galaxies, there is a dispersion of a factor of 10 for SFRs among galax

ies of the same HT. There is an underlying correlation between SFR and gas density that 

is largely independent of galaxy type, so that any scatter in SFRs within a given HT can 

be attributed to a dispersion in gas contents (K98). The star formation surface density 

follows a tight relation with the gas surface density, first expressed by Schmidt (1959): 

(1.11) 

Values for N vary between 0.9-1.7, based on Ha, UV, and FIR-derived SFRs (Buat et 

al. 1989; Kennicutt 1989; Buat 1992; Deharveng et al. 1994). 
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Environmental effects can also have a strong impact on SFRs. The highest SFRs are 

nearly always associated with galaxy interactions and mergers. Studies show that the 

average enhancement in SFR over large samples of galaxies is a factor of 2-3, although 

much larger enhancements ar~ observed in the circumnuclear regions of strongly inter

acting and merging systems (K98). In clusters, galaxies are subject to stronger environ

mental effects, such as ram pressure stripping from the intracluster medium, as well 

as tidal stripping from interactions with other galaxies and with the cluster potential. 

Studying 8 Abell clusters, Moss & Whittle (1993) found a 37-46% lower Ha detection 

rate among Sb, Sc and Irr, but a 50% higher detection rate among Sa-Sab galaxies. They 

attribute these results to reduced SF from gas stripping combined with enhanced SF 

triggered by tidal interactions. 

1.4.2 Stellar Evolution 

One of the most used plots in astronomy is the Hertzprung-Russell (HR) diagram. It 

was devised independently by Ejnar Hertzsprung (1911) in Denmark and Henry Nor

ris Russell (1913) in the United States. There are two versions of the HR diagram: (i) 

effective temperature versus luminosity and (ii) colour versus absolute magnitude. The 

former is the result of theoretical calculations of stellar evolution, while the latter is ac

tually observed. The conversion from one to the other is not trivial, and depends on the 

stellar-atmosphere model being used and its parameters, as well as on the distance to 

the objects and interstellar reddening. 

As can be seen in Fig 1.6, stars appear in well-defined regions within the HR diagram. 

It was soon realised that these regions represented stages in the life of a star and how 

densely populated each region is depends on how much time a star spends on each of 

these stages. The large majority of observed stars can be placed in the main sequence 

(MS), followed by the giant, supergiant, and white dwarf branches. 

For all stars, mass is the main determinant of their MS lifetimes, sizes and luminosi

ties. For stars in the MS, mass and luminosity obey a tight correlation: 

L oc M3·5 (1.12) 

Therefore, the position of each star in the HR diagram is also a function of its mass: 

the more massive, the further up in the MS it is found and the more luminous it is. Since 

the fuel of a star is its own mass, the MS lifetime can be constrained as: 

(1.13) 

A 10-solar-mass star will go through its life cycle about 300 times faster than the sun; 

the most massive stars ( rv 100-120 M0 ) have MS lifetimes of about 1 million years, while 

the least massive stars have lives longer than the age of the Universe. 
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Figure 1.6: HR diagram, one of the main tools of stellar astrophysics. Source: Wikipedia. 
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With the aid of the HR diagram, the evolutionary path of a star through its whole 

life can be easi ly followed: the equations of the stellar structure and stellar atmospheres 

can be solved for a certain set of initial properties (e.g. mass, luminosity, effective tem

perature, metallicity) within a small time step. The resultant properties are the initial 

conditions for the next time step integration. Each point in time is then plotted in the 

HR diagram and the evolutionary tracks of that star are computed. For low mass stars, 

the evolution is rather complex. The evolution of high mass stars is uncertain; processes 

such as mass-loss and rotation are difficult to incorporate in the stellar structure equa

tions. 

Important regimes for stellar evolution are: 

• M* < 0.01M0 - Planets 

• 0.01 M0 < M* < 0.085 - Brown dwarfs: the release of gravitational energy can heat 

the cores of these objects up to T rv 3 x 106 K, but they will never be hot enough to 

ignite the proton-proton (PP) chain and steadily burn hydrogen. 

• 0.085 M0 < M* < 0.4 - These stars are very long lived but never reach temperatures 

high enough to ignite the triple-alpha process. 

• 0.4M0 < M* < 1.2 - Solar-like stars. 
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• M* > l.2M0 -These stars reach temperatures high enough to burn hydrogen via 

the CNO cycle. 

• M * > 8 M 0 - Massive stars: end their lives in catastrophic supernovae events. 

A closer look at the evolution of the main stellar regimes listed above follows. 

Low mass stars (M* < 8 M0 ) - Hydrogen-burning starts as early as 50 million years af

ter their initial collapse. In the HR diagram, hydrogen-burning stars are located in 

the MS, where low mass stars spend 80% of their lives (rv 10 x 109 years). 

The MS phase ends when the hydrogen in the core has been converted into helium. 

At this stage, thermonuclear reactions in the core cease and it contracts. However, 

hydrogen-burning continues in a shell around the core. As a consequence of this 

process, the luminosity and radius of the star increase, its surface temperature de

creases and it becomes a red giant (RG). The inert core of the red giant contracts un

til it becomes degenerate5, and once the temperature for helium burning is achieved, 

the initial heat generated by the fusion spreads rapidly throughout the core, gen

erating the helium flash. The star adjusts to this event by slightly decreasing its 

radius and luminosity and quietly burns helium in the core and hydrogen in a 

layer around the core. It is now in the horizontal branch of the HR diagram. This 

phase is also known as the helium-burning MS and takes roughly 10-20% of the 

MS lifetime. Stars with masses greater than 2.25 M0 do not go through a helium 

flash because helium ignition takes place before they can acquire sufficient density 

to become degenerate. 

Eventually, all the helium is turned into carbon. At this point, reactions stop in 

the core but continue in a surrounding shell. The star expands again and moves to 

the asymptotic giant branch (AGB), and the star becomes unstable. Thermal pulses 

eventually expel the envelope of the star into the interstellar medium. The cen

tral core is very hot and heats the shell of expelled material, creating a planetary 

nebula. In,.,_, 75,000 years the envelope will have dissipated and the central star, 

unable to reach the temperatures required to burn carbon, becomes a white dwarf, 

composed mostly of carbon. 

High mass stars (M* > 8 M0 ) - In these stars, the core is already large enough at the 

onset of hydrogen-burning that helium-burning starts soon afterwards, before de

generacy occurs. When it moves off the MS, the effective temperature of the star 

drops as its outer layers expand. The decrease in temperature balances the in

creased radius so that the overall luminosity remains essentially constant. 

5Due to the Pauli Exclusion Principle, which prohibits electrons from occupying identical energy states, 
all the low energy states are filled in the degenerate gas. The electrons are forced to occupy higher levels of 
energy, generating pressure that is independent of temperature. 
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These stars start their lives as blue giants (BG), and depending on their mass-loss 

rates, three scenarios are envisioned for their evolution off the MS: (i) the star keeps 

its envelope and during the helium-burning phase it expands and becomes a red 

supergiant (RSG). Core coritraction after helium is used up leads to hotter temper

atures and the star moves to the left of the HR diagram again, becoming a blue su

pergiant (BSG); (ii) if the star loses its original envelope during hydrogen-burning, 

it can evolve directly into a Wolf Rayet6 (WR) star; (iii) BGs evolve first to RSGs 

then to WR stars. 

In their core, the temperatures are high enough so that these stars synthesise pro

gressively all chemical elements up to iron. Around the core, shell burning of 

lighter elements continues to take place in a way that resembles the layers of an 

onion. However, iron fusion reactions are endothermic, i.e. they require energy 

to happen. At this point, nuclear reactions in the core halt. As there is no internal 

pressure to prevent the star from collapsing under its own weight, it ends its life 

in a gigantic supernova explosion, leaving behind either a neutron star or a black 

hole. 

Although the evolution of stars as presented above is confirmed by observations, 

there are still uncertainties and unsolved problems: 

1. Convection - How convection operates in stars leads to the greatest differences in 

their long term evolution. In particular, it is critical in determining the size of the 

helium core at the start of the AGB phase. 

2. Rotation and magnetic fields - both can radically change the expected evolution of 

a star. How they act and how important they are is not fully understood. 

3. Mass-loss - Determines the ultimate fate of a star. Even relatively small differences 

in the prescription used can lead to very significant changes in supernova rates, 

numbers of various types of stellar remnant and chemical evolution of the inter

stellar medium. 

Even in face of these problems, the theory of stellar evolution is very successful. And 

it holds one of the keys to understanding the photometric evolution of galaxies. 

1.4.3 Stellar Population Synthesis Models 

Galaxies are an ensemble of stars, gas, dust and DM. Although the individual properties 

of stars and their evolution are well understood and reproduced, global properties of a 

6WR stars are very luminous and experience heavy mass-loss (10- 5 to 10- 4 M0 /yr) through powerful 
stellar winds. This is a short phase in the life of the star, and not many WRs are known. They have masses 
of rv 20 M 0 and are believed to be the naked cores of previously M. > 80 M 0 0 stars. 
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population of stars of different masses, ages and chemical compositions are not so easily 

modelled. 

SPS models are tools for interpreting the integrated properties of galaxies. The first 

attempts to model a galaxy relie.d in trial and error analyses: individual stellar spectra 

of various types were linearly combined until the integrated spectrum of the galaxy in 

question was satisfactorily reproduced (Spinard & Taylor 1971; Faber 1972; O'Connell 

1976; Turnrose 1976; Pritchet 1977). This technique was abandoned in the early 1980s 

because the number of free parameters was too large to be constrained by typical galaxy 

spectra. 

A more direct approach for modelling galaxies, called evolutionary population synthesis 

then appeared, pioneered by Tinsley (1978). In this approach, the integrated spectrum of 

a galaxy is a function of a set of initial parameters, combined with the knowledge of stel

lar evolution (Bruzual 1983; Arimoto & Yoshii 1986; Guiderdoni & Rocca-Volmerange 

1987; Buzzoni 1989; Bruzual & Charlot 1993; Bressan, Chiosi & Fagotto 1994; Fritze-Von 

Alvensleben & Gerhard 1994; Worthey 1994; Leitherer & Heckman 1995; Fioc & Rocca

Volmerange 1997; Maraston 1998; Vazdekis 1999; Schulz 2002; Bruzual & Charlot 2003 

[from now on BC03]). With this technique, the age-dependent distribution of stars in the 

HR diagram can be computed and the integrated evolution of the galaxy obtained. 

The two main ingredients of a SPS model are: 

• Stellar evolution tracks - Obtained directly from the theory of stellar evolution. For 

a star of a given initial mass and metalliticy, the tracks follow its path along the HR 

diagram as it ages and moves through different evolutionary phases. 

• Stellar spectral library - Used to describe the properties of stars at any position in 

the HR diagram. It can be empirical (i.e. composed of observed spectra) or theo

retical, obtained from theoretical model atmospheres computed for wide ranges of 

stellar effective temperatures, surface gravities and metallicities. The difficulty of 

using empirical libraries is to sample the HR diagram in a uniform way (BC03). 

To combine the information from these two ingredients and compute the integrated 

evolution of the stellar populations, the isochrone synthesis technique is used (Charlot 

& Bruzual 1991; Bruzual & Charlot 1993). Isochrones7 in the HR diagram represent a 

theoretical population of stars of different masses but the same age. As more massive 

stars evolve and move off the MS faster, the isochrones are characterised by a turn-off 

point, as illustrated in Fig. 1.7. Below the turn-off, all the stars are still in the MS. 

The isochrones technique is based on the property that stellar populations with any 

star formation history can be approximated by a series of instantaneous bursts, or simple 

stellar populations (SSPs) (BC03). The spectral energy distribution (SEO) at time t of a 

7The term isochrone comes from the Greek word meaning 'same age'. 
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Figure 1.7: The HR diagram of the globular cluster M55 (Source: Australia Telescope Outreach 
and Education web page). Fitting isochrones to the observed HR diagram of a single stellar 
population constrains its age and metallicity, as illustrated in the right panel (Credit: Jon Voisey). 

stellar population characterised by a SFR 1/J(t) and a metal-enrichment law ((t) can be 

written as (Tinsley 1980): 

F>,(t) = lot 1/J(t - t')S >,[t', ((t - t')]dt' (1.14) 

Where S >,[t', ((t- t')] is the power radiated per unit wavelength per unit initial mass 

by an SSP of age t' and metallicity ((t - t'). The function S >,[t', ((t - t')] is the sum of the 

spectra of stars defining the isochrone of an SSP of metallicity ((t - t') at age t' (BC03). 

Given Equation 1.14, the basic input parameters for a SPS model are: 

IMF - Defined as e(m) dm, specifies the number of stars born with masses between m 

and m + dm in a newly formed population [units of M0 pc-3 per unit mass]. It 

was first determined by Salpeter (1955) for masses 1 M0 ::::, m ::::, 10 M0 in the solar 

neighbourhood and parametrised as a simple power law: 

(1.15) 

The IMF is defined between the upper and lower cutoff masses, Mup and M1ow, 

respectively (usually between 0.1 M0 and 120 M0 , but may vary in different mod

els.). The normalisation constant C is determined by the total amount of gas turned 

into stars. By modelling the spatial distribution of the observed stars and making 

a few assumptions, Salpeter arrived at the power law index a = 2.35, which today 

is known as the Salpeter IMF. 
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Figure 1.8: Comparison between different IMFs by plating mass fraction per dex versus mass, 
i.e., normalised so that the integral under each curve is unity. They are assumed to be valid from 
0.1 to 120 solar masses. Each line represents one IMF, as indicated in the Figure. Obtained from 
Ivan Baldry's research page. 

Over the years, the IMF parametrisation has been revised by several authors. Some 

of the most important contributions came from the following works. Miller & Scalo 

(1979) refined the value of the slope to a= 2.5. Scalo (1986) showed that the IMF 

cannot be represented by a single power law; it seems to turn over below 1 M0, 

suggesting that this is the characteristic mass of a stellar population. More recently, 

Kroupa (2001) proposed an IMF with a shallower slope at low masses and steeper 

at high masses, represented by a multiple-part power law: 

ao = +0.3±0.7, 0.01::::; m/M0 < 0.08 

~(m) oc m-a;, where 
a1 = +1.3±0.5, 0.08::::; m/M0 < 0.50 

(1.16) 
a2 = +2.3±0.3, 0.50::::; m/M0 < 1.00 

a3 = +2.3±0.7, 1.00::::; m/M0 

Finally, Chabrier (2003b) adopts an exponential parametrisation for masses M < 
1 M0 and the original Salpeter IMF for higher masses: 
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(1.17) 

The uncertainties in the IMF rely mainly on the fact that mass cannot be directly 

probed. It must be obtained from the stellar luminosity function, by means of 

relationships between mass, age and light, i.e. the mass-age-luminosity relations 

(Chabrier 2003). Furthermore, it is not certain whether the IMF changes with envi

ronment or physical variables such as metallicity and/ or stellar density. 

It is worth noting that the most recent IMF parametrisations differ from the one 

first proposed by Salpeter mainly in the treatment of low mass stars. Figure 1.8 

compares a number of IMFs determined by: Salpeter, Miller & Scalo, Kennicutt 

(1983), Scalo, Kroupa, Tout & Gilmore (1993), Kroupa (the universal IMF), Baldry 

& Glazebrook (2003), and Chabrier (2003). 

Metallicity (Z) - The luminosity and effective temperature of a star change with metal 

abundance. Any increase in the metallicity produces an increase in the radiative 

opacity and photons do not escape from the core as easily as they would in metal

poor stars. Therefore, at fixed age, the main effect of increasing metallicity is to 

redden the colours - at fixed mass, lower metallicity stars evolve at higher ef

fective temperatures and luminosities (Schaller et al. 1992; Fagotto et al. 1994a; 

Girardi et al. 2000). This is illustrated in Fig. 1.9. Each line corresponds to the 

MS, turn-off and red giant branch in a coeval, uniform composition stellar popula

tion (compare with the globular cluster M55 in Fig 1.7). The three groups of lines 

are for different metallicities, and the different line-styles are for different stellar 

evolution models (see Maraston, 2005.) 

From Fig. 1.9 it is very clear that the choice of metallicity has strong implications 

on the photometric output of a stellar population. It should also be noted that 

increasing metallicity at fixed age has the same effect of increasing age at fixed 

metallicity, the well-known age-metallicity degeneracy (Worthey 1994). Therefore, 

it is important to know the metallicity of the stellar population (or galaxy) one 

wants the SPS models to reproduce. 

Star formation history (SFH) - Most galaxies have a composite stellar population (CSP), 

i.e. are made of multiple generations of stars, formed at different times and with 

different chemical compositions. The fundamental information that characterises 

a CSP is its SFH. 

In a closed box model of chemical evolution8, the SFR of a galaxy is expected to 

be a decreasing function of time (Tinsley 1980). On the other hand, if fresh gas 

8The simplest model of chemical evolution. It is based on a number of assumptions, one of them being 
that the system is isolated with a constant total mass, i.e. no inflows or outflows. 
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Figure 1.9: 10 Gyr isochrones for a range of stellar models and compositions (see Maraston 2005). 
Notice that the low-metallicity isochrones are much hotter than higher-Zones. 

is supplied from the external environment, an opposite trend might be imagined. 

Therefore, the SFH of a galaxy (i.e. the account of how many star formation events 

a galaxy has gone through, complemented by the duration and SFR of each) may 

assume different forms: (i) SSP, all the stars are formed instantaneously in a burst 

of negligible duration; (ii) single burst of length r; (iii) exponentially declining 

SFR; (iv) linearly declining SFR; (v) constant SFR. 

Due to the fact that different SFHs are degenerate and cannot be uniquely deter

mined by the photometric/ spectroscopic properties of galaxies, it is very difficult 

to precisely constrain this variable. On the other hand, the current SFR of a galaxy 

can be easily obtained through a number of different diagnostics (see Section 1.4.1) 

and its averaged past SFR determined from the signatures (either photometric or 

spectroscopic) of evolved stars. Thus, a more straightforward way to constrain a 

galaxy's past SF activity lies in the definition of the stellar birthrate: 

b = SFR(t) 
(SFR) 

(1.18) 

In the special case that the SFH of a galaxy is known (as is the case for SSPs in 

elliptical galaxies), this parameter can be directly inserted in the models. However, 

for most galaxies it is more productive to use b. 

The different evolutionary stages along the isochrone are populated by stars of dif

ferent initial masses according to the IMF weight, and formed according to the chosen 
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Figure 1.10: Evolution of the V-R colour for continuous and instantaneous SFHs. Solid line: 
a= 2.35, Mup = 100M0, M1ow = lM0 ; long-dashed line: a= 3.3, Mup = lOOM0, M1ow = lM0; 
short-dashed line: a= 2.35, Mup = 30M0, M 10w = 1M0 . Upper panels are for Z=0.02 and lower 
panels, Z=0.002. From Leitherer & Heckman 1995. 

SFH. These parameters define the subsequent evolution of the integrated properties of 
the stellar population. 

The same general evolutionary trends are followed by any model, regardless of the 
initial parameters: (i) around 107 years the most massive stars evolve off the MS, be
coming RSGs. This causes a rise in the NIR light and a jump to redder colours in the 
models; (ii) at,....., 108 years another red jump is noticeable, due to the appearance of the 
AGB stars; (iii) after a few Gyr, RGs account for most of the red light, causing yet another 
reddening in the colours. However, the intensity of each of these features is dependent 
on the initial input parameters, as illustrated in Fig. 1.10, where the evolution of colours 
for different SFHs (from Leitherer & Heckman 1995) is shown. 

The left-hand panel shows continuous SFH (SFR is constant with time) and the right
hand panel, a SSP. The different lines show different IMFs, in the upper panels Z=0.02 
and in the lower panels, Z=0.002. These models are optimised for the treatment of star
burst galaxies: the evolution is followed only until Log(age)=8.5 and the IMFs are trun
cated at 1 M0 (in the BC03 models, M1ow = 0.1 M0 ). 

Different choices of IMF have little differences in the colour evolution of a mas
sive stellar population, except during brief evolutionary periods, when a truncated IMF 
would suppress a specific evolutionary phase (Leitherer & Heckman 1995). The metal-
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licity dependence of the models is strong during the first few million years, when stars 

of mass"" 50M0 reach the RSG phase. The distinct reddening in the colours caused by 

these stars is not very pronounced at low metallicities (low-Z models do not produce 

RSGs) and this prediction is supported by observations: a Z-dependence of the effective 

temperature of RSGs is found in the Small Magellanic Cloud (Z=0.004), at low-Z RSGs 

are hotter (therefore bluer) than at Z = 0.02 (Humphreys 1979). 

Regarding the different SFHs, it is clear that the evolution of a population with con

stant SFR is more smooth than that of a SSP. Because of the constant creation of new 

stars, the features caused by every distinct phase of stellar evolution are "blurred" by 

the presence of bright new-born OB stars. As a net result, galaxies with constant or 

slowly declining SFHs have a slower photometric evolution than galaxies with SSPs. 

Comparisons between SPS models from different authors indicate that they are con

sistent, if differences in the filter profiles and stellar evolutionary tracks are taken into 

account (Leitherer & Heckman 1995). However, despite all the progress experienced by 

SPS models in the recent years, they still suffer from serious limitations. The largest in

trinsic uncertainties of the models lie in the poor understanding of some late stages of 

stellar evolution, such as the supergiant and AGB phases; stars in these phases are very 

luminous and have a large influence on integrated light properties (BC03). Another 

shortcoming of SMS models is the fact that age, metallicity and dust affect the spectra 

of galaxies in the same way. As a result, ages and metallicities derived from integrated 

galaxy light tend to be strongly degenerate (Worthey 1994). 

1.4.4 Mergers in the Galaxy Evolution Context 

Although mergers of galaxies are not as frequent today as they were in the past, they are 

probably still important drivers of galaxy evolution. Mergers are responsible for causing 

extreme changes in the structure and morphology of galaxies, ultimately transforming 

two galaxies of any HT into an elliptical remnant (in the case of an equal-mass merger). 

These transformations have strong implications for the shape of the LF /BMF. If half 

the population of nearby spiral galaxies merged today, within a short timescale the local 

Universe would be populated by half as many galaxies, most of them being early-type 

(e.g. the Milky Way and Andromeda galaxies are bound in an orbit that will eventually 

lead to their merger, in a timescale of"" 3 Gyr). Recent observations of mergers and of 

the merger rate in the local Universe do not seem to point to such a radical scenario; 

nonetheless, mergers of galaxies are happening today and the global outcome of these 

events will most likely have an effect on the LF /BMF. 

When examining more closely the effects of mergers on local galaxy evolution, two 

distinct cases must be treated: 

Dry Mergers - Happen between galaxies that are deficient in gas, e.g. two early-type 

galaxies. In this case, the interaction will not trigger any SF and the merger rem-
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nant will have total mass and luminosity equal to the sum of the masses and lumi
nosities of the progenitors. 

Wet Mergers - Pose a more complicated case since any induced SF must be taken into 
account. The evolution of the system in a certain timescale will depend strongly 
on the properties of the SF event. Regarding the BMF the evolution is simple if we 
assume that all the available gas (atomic+ molecular) is converted into stars and 
that there is no interaction with the intragalactic medium, so the total mass of the 
system remains constant during the process. Under these assumptions, the total 
mass of the remnant is the sum of the total masses (stellar+ atomic + molecular) 
of the progenitors. 

If SF happens, there will be an extra luminosity factor due to the new stars formed 
during the interaction, which will affect the LF. This factor is model-dependent: 
given the SFR, the number of new-born 0/B stars (which account for most of the 
emitted optical light) depends on the chosen IMF. It also depends on the timescale 
of the SF relative to the timescale of the merger - if most stars are formed in the 
beginning of the interaction or first passage, towards the end of the merger the 
massive stars will have died and the luminosity will come mainly from AGB and 
RG stars, which are not as luminous as BSG/RSG. If most of the stars are formed 
towards the end of the interaction, 0 /B stars will still be shining when the merger 
is complete and the system will be close to its maximum luminosity. 

In Chapter 5, both this cases will be discussed in detail. 

1.4.5 Other Processes 

Processes such as accretion of gas from the IGM or mass-loss due to galactic superwinds 
can change the evolution of a galaxy. Accretion of gas provides a fresh supply of fuel 
for SF. If this gas is funneled to the centre of the galaxy, it could occasion a powerful 
starburst, increasing the luminosity of the object. On the other hand, if gas is expelled 
into the IGM due to supernova explosions, the gas reservoir of the galaxy might be 
exhausted more rapidly than it would otherwise, quenching SF in a shorter timescale. 

In the epoch of galaxy formation, accretion of gas was probably an important ef
fect, since gas from the IGM must have fallen into galaxies to form the stars we see 
today. Therefore, it would be reasonable to expect that this process still played a role in 
galaxy evolution at present times. In low-density environments (i.e. the field), however, 
accretion from the IGM is not observed. To explain this, two mechanisms have been 
proposed: gas falls into galaxies at a very slow, imperceptible rate, or rapid accretion is 
followed by a rapid conversion of the fresh gas into stars. To distinguish between these 
two possibilities, this effect needs to be addressed in simulations. 
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Outflows might be experienced by galaxies going through a powerful starburst event 

(e.g. in M82 powerful superwinds have been observed), but these cases are rare. Thus, 

it is reasonable to assume that interactions with the IGM are negligible for field galaxies. 

Here, we do not take them into ac.count and assume that field galaxies can be represented 

by a closed box model. 

In denser environments (e.g. clusters), however, the situation is reversed. Environ

mental processes play an important role and galaxies of the same HT have very distinct 

evolutionary paths in these two environments. The main effects are: 

• Ram pressure stripping - ram pressure is a pressure exerted on a body which is 

moving through a fluid medium. Clusters of galaxies are filled with hot intraclus

ter medium (ICM) and as galaxies move on their orbits around the cluster, they 

interact with this gas. This effect causes a drag force that is capable of stripping the 

galaxy of much of its iterstellar medium. Ram pressure is proportional to velocity: 

the faster the galaxy moves in the cluster, the stronger the drag force experienced. 

• Galaxy harassment - in clusters of galaxies, one can find several hundred galaxies 

moving at relative velocities of up to several 1000 km s-1. Because of these high ve

locities, galaxy mergers are rare. However, every galaxy experiences a high speed 

close (within 50 Kpc) encounter with a L* galaxy once every Gyr (Moore et al. 

1996). This effect is called galaxy harassment. 

• Cannibalism - refers to the swallowing of a smaller galaxy by a much larger one. 

Most examples of cannibalism involve giant or supergiant ellipticals, at the heart of 

rich clusters of galaxies, drawing in and accreting members from their surround

ings. On a less dramatic scale, dwarf galaxies can be cannibalised by their larger 

neighbours. The Sagittarius dwarf elliptical galaxy, for example, is currently being 

devoured by the Milky Way. Nevertheless, cannibalism is much more frequent in 

dense environments. 

The evolution of galaxies in dense environments is much more complex than in the 

field. All of the processes just mentioned have to be taken into account in addition to 

passive evolution and galaxy mergers. Since we do not deal with galaxies in dense 

groups or clusters in this work, interactions with the IGM and environmental effects are 

not important. 
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1.5 Mergers & Interactions 

Colliding galaxies are among the most fascinating objects in the Universe. Spanning 

a wide range of configurations, interactions can happen as single distant encounters, 

when galaxies simply fly-by eich other, or as close encounters that may result in a sin

gle merged system. The tidal gravity forces in play are responsible for the most sig

nificant effects. Therefore, galaxy collisions can produce spectacular outcomes, even 

without involving the actual intersection of the visible parts of the galaxies at closest 

approach. Some examples of these striking features are: long tidal tails stretching from 

the galaxies' main bodies, bridges between galaxies, extremely distorted morphologies, 

and, occasionally, strong bursts of star formation that may give origin to Ultra Lumi

nous InfraRed Galaxies (ULIRGs) and/ or feed AGN. This coupling of dynamics and 

star formation provides a unique tool to understand galaxy formation. 

Even though colliding galaxies are extremely interesting and important, serious stud

ies were delayed several decades after their discovery. Their apparent rarity rendered 

them unimportant, and their effects negligible. At that time, galaxies were still thought 

of as isolated systems, "mostly non-evolving island universes". The first findings of a 

whole new class of peculiar/ interacting objects came to challenge this seemingly estab

lished paradigm. 

In this work, we create a catalogue of 294 mergers, selected from SDSS. The proper

ties of each of the galaxies involved are determined, as well the properties of the rem

nants. Comparisons with simulations allowed us to further constrain merger timescales 

and SF properties of merging systems. All this information is used in Chapter 5 to con

strain galaxy evolution in the local Universe. 

Here I give an introduction on the basics of mergers/interactions. 

1.5.1 A Bit of History 

The first discoveries of distorted/peculiar galaxies happened in the early '20s with the 

growing desire to classify galaxies morphologically. The works of Hubble and his col

leagues were fundamental in this context. They were primarily motivated by the desire 

to prove that the Hubble Law9 varied at greater distances and lookback times. The sec

ond motivation focused on classifying galaxies into well-defined morphological types, 

trying to find evolutionary connections between them. A great accumulation of imagery 

resulted from these efforts. 

In one of the most important results of this work, Hubble (1926) developed a galaxy 

classification system, represented in the Hubble tuning fork scheme, where galaxies were 

9Combining his own measurements of galaxy distances with Vesto Slipher's measurements of galaxy 

redshifts, Hubble and Milton L. Humason discovered a rough proportionality of the objects' distances with 

their redshifts. This discovery, taken together with the cosmological principle, appeared to show that the 
Universe was expanding. 
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Figure 1.11: Left panel: M82. This Spitzer Space Telescope image shows a powerful superwind 
driven by the intense starburst event this irregular galaxy is going through. Right panel: NGC 
1275. Image taken by the Hubble Space Telescope, the disk of this dusty spiral galaxy near the 
image centre is cutting through a large elliptical galaxy, clearly visible on the lower left. 

arranged according to a number of visual characteristics. As the sample of galaxies 

grew, also grew the number of "peculiar" objects that did not fit into any of Hubble's 

pre-defined morphological classes. 

Apparently, Hubble placed these galaxies into an "Irregular" category and described 

them as "highly peculiar objects" (Hubble 1958). Some examples, as illustrated in Fig 1.11, 

were M82 and NGC 1275. Although interesting, these systems were initially neglected 

due to their low numbers. 

In 1941, Holmberg published the first paper presenting models of galaxy collisions. 

His technique was analog to a numerical simulation with N=37 particles per galaxy and 

poor time resolution. Using light bulbs and photocells, Holmberg was able to mimic 

the 1/r2 falloff of gravitational forces. Although crude, his model confirmed the tidal 

capture expected for interacting galaxies. This seminal work represented the beginning 

of the theory of galaxy collisions. 

Some 10 years later, Spitzer & Baade (1951) extended Holmberg's work by taking 

into account the removal of interstellar gas from galaxies during collisions. And soon 

after, in 1954, Baade & Minkowski discovered that the radio source Cygnus A was in 

fact two galaxies colliding. In the next years, several radio sources were identified as 

interacting galaxy systems. 

Up to this point, only Holmberg and Zwicky devoted much effort to what was called 

"multiple galaxies". In particular, Zwicky discovered in 1941 the famous Cartwheel 

galaxy, the prototype of a ring galaxy (Fig 1.12). But apart from that, any interacting 

galaxies were being discovered by pure "luck", when galaxy surveys were performed 

with large telescopes. 

It was in fact Zwicky (1959, 1961, 1971) who first undertook surveys of "intercon

nected galaxies". Because of his interest in these peculiar systems he made many dis-
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Figure 1.12: Left panel: Montage of collisional forms, specifically "bridges and filaments" from 
Zwicky's (1959) review article on "multiple galaxies". Right panel: A beautiful Galex image of 
the Cartwheel galaxy, discovered by Zwicky in 1941. 

coveries, calling attention to the enormous variety of extended structures present in such 

objects. He described them as "clouds, filaments & jets of stars which are ejected mas

sively from galaxies in collision by 'large tidal effects' ". Fig 1.12 shows some of the 

morphologies he studied and described in his articles. It was this work, paralleled by 

the work of Holmberg (1941), that finally drew the attention of other astronomers to this 

new class of objects. 

In the following years, with the completion of the Palomar all-sky Schmidt cam

era survey, it became possible to search for other examples of interacting galaxies. In 

1966, H. Arp published the first atlas of peculiar galaxies, all selected from the Palomar 

survey. Another similar project was carried out by Vorontsov-Velyaminov and collabo

rators (1959, 1961, 1977). More recently, in 1987, Arp and Madore produced a southern 

hemisphere atlas of interacting galaxies. 

In terms of theoretical work, it was the Toomre's (1972 and Toomre 1974) who pio

neered the development of numerical simulations of galaxy collisions. Using a restricted 

three-body approximation to compute the effects of disks of stars in tidal interactions, 

they made the groundbreaking assumption that many peculiar morphologies were the 

result of tidal forces acting on the interacting galaxies. 

1.5.2 Morphology 

Interacting galaxies appear in a wide range of morphologies, and for this reason it is 

difficult to arrange them according to a meaningful classification system. Nonetheless, 

some authors have attempted to do so: Arp (1966) arranged the 338 galaxies in his atlas 

into 37 descriptive categories; Arp and Madore (1987) used 24 simplified categories; 

Vorontsov-Velyaminov (1977) created a longer list of descriptors, with classes and sub-
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Figure 1.13: Toomre's ring-to-spiral transition is illustrated by a sequence of numerical model 
evolutions with progressively decreasing companion impact radii. Each row shows a different 
model. See Toomre 1978 for details. 

classes. 

Although not uniform, one common feature of these classification systems is that 

they highlight the transient morphologies of the ongoing interaction. Some of these 

morphologies are very short-lived, some are long-lived, so that lifetimes are a natural 

parameter of classification. 

Some of the morphologies observed are: 

Ring Galaxies - These systems are rare. They are the product of a nearly head-on colli

sion between a normal disk galaxy and a companion of mass range 10-100% of the 

primary mass. The theory was first computed by Lynds & Toomre (1976): as the 

companion passes through the primary galaxy, its gravity pull causes stars and gas 

in the primary galaxy's disk to be drawn inward. As the companion moves away, 

an unbalanced centripetal force provokes an outward rebound that moves faster 

in the inner disk than in the outer disk of the primary. As a result, an outward

moving compression wave is produced. The prototype for this kind of collision is 

the Cartwheel galaxy (Fig 1.12), discovered by Zwicky (1941). 

Spirals - In 1978, Toomre used a sequence of restricted three-body simulations to study 

the outcome of different impact parameters in vertical collisions. He discovered 

that if the impact point is moved from the disk centre to its edge, the ring wave 

turns into a spiral. In this scenario, the disks are not destroyed but suffer warping 
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or flapping. The sequence of models created by Toomre is illustrated in Fig 1.13. 

Fanlike structures - Retrograde encounters produce only mild effects if compared to 

prograde collisions. They do not form two-sided spiral arms, but cause instead 

broad fanlike global patterns with rich small-scale internal structure (Howard et 

al. 1993). 

Bridges - Result when gravity perturbs stars from the side of a disk galaxy nearer to the 

passing companion. Bridges created in equal-mass encounters develop quickly 

but soon fade as stars fall back on to the galaxy where they came from. If the 

companion has one quarter of the primary mass, the bridges are longer-lived and 

can be extremely thin as they stretch between the separating galaxies (Barnes 1996). 

Tails - Typically result from equal-mass interactions. Tails develop when stars on the 

far sides of the disks fail to "turn the corner" with the rest of their parent galaxies. 

Gas and stars are then stripped from the outer regions of the galaxies and usually 

form two tidal tails: one trailing and one preceding the galaxy. These tails can 

persist long after the galaxies have finally merged and are therefore considered a 

signature of recent merger activity. 

Both bridges and tails are two-dimensional structures and result from prograde (i.e. 

the victim disk lies in the orbit plane and rotates in the same direction as the galaxies 

pass one another) and relatively slow passages (Barnes 1996). They develop naturally 

when tidal forces act on cold disks of stars. 

From the observed morphology of an interaction it is then possible to obtain valuable 

information about the progenitor galaxies and initial conditions of the encounter, as well 

as on timescales of the merger process. However, this was not known when colliding 

galaxies were first discovered. The presence of these striking features posed a mystery 

to the community at the time. 

Back in the first half of the 20th century, astronomers did not believe that grav

ity could give rise to such thin and extended structures like those seen in interacting 

galaxies. At the IAU Symposium 15 (1961), "Problems of Extragalactic Research", the 

recorded discussions show many alternatives proposed by different astronomers to ex

plain bridges and tails: Vorontsov-Velyaminov called for new physics; Gold proposed 

magnetic fields; Hoyle asked about the relationship between spiral arms and filaments; 

even Zwicky, one of the pioneers in studies of interacting galaxies, suggested that elec

tromagnetic forces could be the answer. It was very clear that the origin of bridges and 

tails was a puzzle, and there was no agreement on a solution to the problem. 

It was only in the early '70s when studies like that of Toomre & Toomre (1972) started 

to shed light on the problem of interacting galaxies. In their article "Galactic Bridges and 

Tails", they performed a series of numerical simulations and demonstrated that gravity 

was the only force necessary to produce such features. They also presented models of 
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Figure 1.14: A subset of galaxies from the Toomre Sequence. The images show nearby systems 
arranged into a merging sequence: from systems in the early stages of the merging process on 
the upper left to late-stage merger remnants on the lower right. The galaxies are: NGC 4038/39, 
NGC 4676, NGC 3509, NGC 0520, NGC 2623, NGC 3256, NGC 3921, NGC 7252. Source: Image 
Gallery for Astrolmages. 

well-known interacting systems and a good description of the making of bridges and 

tails. 

Still in the 1970's, the Toomres illustrated the merger process of spiral galaxies using 

images of nearby interacting systems. All the galaxies in the sequence display a very dis

torted morphology and long tidal tails. This has become known as the Toomre Sequence, 

and it was the tirst time that the creation of an elliptical galaxy was associated with the 

merger of spiral galaxies. A subset of the sequence is shown in Fig 1.14. 

1.5.3 Dynamics of Major Mergers 

When the Toomre's (1972) worked out their simulations of galaxy collisions, they re

alised that repeated and closer passages between bound galaxies can only result in their 

merger; and during this process, a number of dynamical processes are active. 

The theory of dynamics in interactions has advanced quite substantially since the 

'70s, when the first numerical simulations appeared. Today, models provide a good 

description of the dynamics involved. A full consideration of all processes, their causes 

and consequences, however, is material for a whole book, and is beyond the scope of 

this Section. Thus, here I will present a short summary of the most important processes 

highlighting their most relevant consequences. For a more detailed description of the 

dynamics of mergers/interactions and derivation of the formalism, I refer the reader to 

the references cited in the text. 

One of the major differences between current and earlier models is the inclusion 

of massive dark halos, which increase considerably the encounter cross sections of the 

galaxies (Toomre 1977, White 1978). Thus, dark halos are the first components to inter-
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act when galaxies come close together and the whole dynamics of the encounter will 

be largely governed by the interactions of their extended dark halos (Barnes 1996). In

terpenetrating dark halos have their orbital angular momentum transferred to internal 

degrees of freedom, and absorbed by the embedded galaxies. If this absorbed energy 

exceeds the energy of their initially-unbound orbits, the galaxies will be bound together 

as the result of the encounter (Barnes 1998). 

Interactions of galaxies (especially if gas-rich) are highly dissipative and dynamical 

friction is the primary dissipative effect. This process was first discussed in detail by 

Chandrasekhar (1943) and can be formulated as: 

where 

d rvM f(v )v2 dv 
VM - 16 2 z AG2 (M + )JO m m m dt - - 7f n m m ~ vM 

A= bmaxVJ 
G(M+m) 

(1.19) 

(1.20) 

The quantities bmax, the maximum impact parameter, and Vo, the initial velocity, are 

the initial conditions of the interaction, while M and m are the masses of the objects 

involved. The term f(vm) represents the phase-space density of stars that have velocities 

in the velocity-space element d3vm. 

Equation 1.19 is related to the loss of angular momentum and kinetic energy experi

enced by a massive body moving through a homogenous medium filled with low mass 

objects. The gravitational interaction between the massive body and the lower mass 

objects causes the light objects to accelerate and gain momentum and kinetic energy. Be

cause energy is conserved, the massive body loses energy and decelerates. The greater 

the density in the surrounding medium, the stronger the force from dynamical friction. 

Chandrasekhar's formula was not applied to colliding galaxies until the '70s. Dy

namical friction was first recognised as the cause of sinking satellites (see Athanassoula 

1990 for a review) and later used by Toomre (1977) in galaxy collisions to explain the 

results of his numerical simulations. However, when applied to interacting galaxies, it 

is an incomplete approximation and care must be taken to not overstep its bounds of va

lidity. Details of the approximations used in galaxy interactions can be found in Binney 

& Tremaine (1987), Barnes (1996) and references therein. 

The net result of any galaxy collision is to excite the internal motions within the 

galaxies at the expense of their orbital energies, causing their orbits to decay. Massive 

halos are the first components to feel the friction and merge, and the merger of the denser 

disks and bulges is facilitated by the binding of the large halo. 

In equal-mass mergers, orbits decay as"' (Gp)-112, where p is the density (Barnes 

1998). Then, as denser material comes into play, the faster the merger proceeds. Most 

of the stars and DM stripped from the galaxies remain bound to the pair, generating a 
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diffuse envelope that becomes the body of the merger remnant. The interaction of the 

galaxies grows stronger as they draw closer together - they also experience dynamical 

friction as they travel through the diffuse envelope of stripped material. 

Diffuse gas, in all of its for111s, accounts for only "' 10% of the stellar mass of most 

galaxies. Although the percentage seems low and unimportant compared to the colli

sionless dynamics of stars and dark matter, gaseous components have a large filling fac

tor (Dickey & Lockman 1990; Combes 1991). As the main bodies of the galaxies get still 

closer, there will be direct collisions between the various gas components of the galaxies, 

even where diffuse matter does not dominate. Until the potential of the remnant settles 

down, gas flows will continue to intersect, resulting in shocks. Depending on the ther

mal state of the gas, collisions between gas clouds might be highly supersonic, colliding 

with relative velocities of 300 km/ s (Struck 1999). Shocks are very important in the dy

namical evolution of the dissipative material; they are not only good at radiating energy 

but also transport angular momentum efficiently. 

Another very important dynamical feature of galaxy collisions is induced bars. There 

is theoretical (Nogushi 1987) and observational (Schweizer 1987) evidence that prograde 

interactions produce perturbations strong enough that self-gravity is able to organise a 

long-lived bar (see review of Athanassoula 2004). Of the 16 different simulations per

formed by Barnes & Hernquist (1992), 5 three-to-one and 8 equal-mass cases exhibit 

well-defined bars after first passage. Thereofore, it seems that bars are a fairly common 

consequence of strong interactions. These collisional induced bars transfer angular mo

mentum outward in the disk, funneling large amounts of gas into the central regions of 

the interacting galaxies, which may feed nuclear starbursts and/ or AGN. 

Towards the end of the merging process, energy continues to be dissipated, and gas 

collapses to even higher densities, concentrating in regions of high space density, where 

it may fragment and collapse, forming stars. The new-formed stars will then build the 

high-density cusps found in elliptical galaxies. Moreover, the dynamical heating of the 

whole merging process builds remnants of much earlier type than the progenitors. 

Finally, as the merger event comes to an end, the remnant galaxy suffers violent 

relaxation. This physical process was introduced by Lynden-Bell in 1967 (Binney & Tre

manine sec 4.7). In simple terms: large amplitude fluctuations in the gravitational field 

of the colliding galaxies drive a relaxation process that is much faster than that produced 

by star-star interactions with a galaxy - instead of being scattered by each other, stars 

are scattered by the net gravitational potential of the system. Lynden-Bell showed that 

violent relaxation can drive a system to an equilibrium configuration ( e.g. Maxwell

Boltzmann) in a relatively short timescale. 

Let us take the following example from Barnes (1996): 'in a fast head-on encounter 

of two equal galaxies, the depth of the potential well briefly doubles as the galaxies 

coincide. A star ... will become less tightly bound if it falls into the potential well when 

it is deepest and climbs out after it becomes shallow again. Conversely, the star will 
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become more tightly bound if it happens to be climbing out when the well is at the 

deepest. As a result, stars of the same initial binding energy become spread out'. 

However, if complete violent relaxation happened in a merger, the remnants would 

be too diffuse and too rapidly i:otating to resemble elliptical galaxies (Ostriker 1980). 

As Lynden-Bell found out in his calculations and as confirmed by observations, merger 

remnants suffer incomplete violent relaxation; although they become rather homogenised, 

the process is not violent enough to completely mix up the different components of the 

original galaxies. Therefore, merger remnants still retain some "memory" of the star's 

energies and angular momenta from before the interaction. 

Note on Minor Mergers 

Minor mergers involve interactions of mass ratios 1:3 (i.e. secondary galaxy 3 times 

less massive than primary) or less. They are not as impressive as major mergers, and 

their effects are more subtle and difficult to observe. In terms of simulations, it is more 

difficult to model minor mergers due to the higher resolution needed to resolve the small 

component. For these reasons, the study of minor mergers progressed in a slower pace 

than that of major mergers. 

Nevertheless, recent simulations performed by a number of authors (Mihos & Hern

quist 1994a; Hernquist & Mihos 1995; Walker, Mihos & Hernquist 1996), show that also 

in a minor merger the response to the interaction is global and the merger is prompt. As 

emphazised by Ostriker & Tremaine (1975) and Tremaine (1981), dynamical friction will 

cause the orbits of satellites around massive galaxies to decay. Eventually, the victims 

will be destroyed tidally and/ or cannibalised by the primary galaxy. Observations by 

Schweizer (1986, 1990) seem to indicate that minor mergers can move late-type galaxies 

towards earlier types, meaning that their effect is not negligible. 

Our own Milky Way probably accreted a non-negligible amount of mass in the form 

of discrete objects over a Hubble time. Our Galaxy and the Magellanic Clouds may 

have experienced a tidal encounter within the last 109 Gyr, as indicated by the Magel

lanic Stream (Nidever et al. 2007; Mastropietro et al. 2005; Connors et al. 2004). The 

Saggittarius galaxy is being accreted by the Milky Way today (Ibata, Gilmore & Irwin 

1994). 

Galaxies can be found in a wide range of masses, thus the frequency of minor merg

ers is probably high. This implies that galaxies do not age peacefully in isolation, even if 

they do not experience a strong encounter with a neighbour of comparable mass (Barnes 

& Hernquist 1992). 

1.5.4 Simulations: Past and Present 

A few years after the Toomre's (1977) presented the first paper on the simulations of 

mergers, quite a number of studies of the same sort had already been published. Back in 
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those days, the simulated objects consisted of a single component ( either a spheroid or a 

halo), composed by a few thousand particles (see Barnes & Hernquist 1996 for a review), 

and the interactions involved only equal-mass galaxies. 

The second generation of siml,llations included disk-halo galaxies in N-body models 

(Gerhard 1981, 1983a,b; Farouki & Shapiro 1982; Barnes 1988, 1992) and attempted to de

scribe the effects of gaseous dissipation in collisions and mergers (Negroponte & White 

1983; Barnes & Hernquist 1991). These improvements in the models also increased their 

complexity, making them better representations of the observed merging processes and 

remnants. For example, these simulations were able to reproduce orbit deceleration, 

leading to mergers with elliptical-like remnants. Another important result was the fun

neling of large amounts of gas to the core of the merger remnant. 

The third generation of simulations can be defined by the appearance of 

three-component (bulge-disk-halo) gas-plus-star models (Barnes & Hernquist 1996). Al

though these new series of models did not bring many new major results, they provided 

more precise results and realistically reproduced observations. Today, simulations of 

galaxy interactions deal with a very large number of particles (e.g. 170,000 N-body parti

cles per galaxy; Cox et al. 2006), and include complex physical processes such as cooling, 

heating, SF, metal enrichment, and feedback. 

The model galaxies consist of a stellar and gaseous disk, which is rotationally sup

ported, and a spheroidal stellar bulge, all surrounded by a massive DM halo. These 

model galaxies are designed to represent actual galaxies, like the Milky Way. Therefore, 

the disks have an exponential distribution and both bulge and halo usually follow a 

Hernquist model profile in isolation (Hernquist 1990). The simulations are carried out 

using smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) codes10 . 

If the two galaxies are initially distinct yet isolated from their surroundinds, they 

will, until they come close together, follow roughly Keplerian trajectories. Four param

eters define their relative orbits (Barnes 1998): (i) shape: given by the eccentricity (e) 

where e = 0 for a circle, e < 1 for an ellipse, e = 1 for a parabola, and e > 1 for an hyper

bola; (ii) galaxy mass ratio: µ = M2/ M1 ~ 1; (iii) pericentric separation (rp): at closest 

approach along the initial Keplerian orbit; (iv) time (tp): of next such approach. 

And if the galaxy starts out as an axisymmetric disk, two angles suffice to define its 

orientation with respect to the relative orbit (Barnes 1998): (i) inclination angle (i) be

tween the spin and the orbit planes: i = 0 for a direct, in-plane passage; i = 90 for an 

over-the-pole passage; i = 180 for a retrograde, in-plane passage; (ii) pericentric argu

ment (w): measured in the orbit plane from the line of nodes to the separation vector at 

pericentre (-90 ~ w ~ 90). Fig 1.15 illustrates the parameter space just described. 

Other relevant parameters to be considered are the gas fraction in the disks, the scale 

10The equations of motion are solved by a Monte-Carlo-like technique, using an interpolation procedure 
to estimate continuous fluid variables from the particulate representation (Lucy 1977; Gingold & Monaghan 
1977). 
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Figure 1.15: Definition of the angles i and w (Toomre & Toomre 1972). 

length of the various components, their velocity dispersions. Also, the magnitude of 

the effects depends on the relative velocity of the galaxies at closest approach (see e.g. 

Binney & Tremaine 1987, sec. 7.2). The viewing angle matters as well: depending on the 

location of the observer relative to the geometry of the interaction, completely different 

morphologies/ configurations will result. 

From the range of free parameters described above, it is clear that the outcome of a 

galaxy collision depends on many factors. In addition to that, simulations are performed 

in regular, uniformly spaced time steps, which can vary from a few thousand to a few 

million years. The better the temporal resolution in the model (i.e. shorter-spaced time 

steps), the more time consuming the simulation will be. Therefore, there must be a 

compromise between the temporal resolution of the simulation and its viability. 

Even assuming that collisional morphologies are a unique function of the quantities 

described above, the creation of a complete atlas of galaxy interactions/mergers explor

ing the whole range of parameter combinations at high temporal resolution and differ

ent viewing angles is not yet feasible. As a result, the comparison of observations to 

simulations is not an easy task. 

Nevertheless, simulations are extremely useful in the general understanding of the 

merging process. Many authors have successfully reproduced the morphologies of well

known interacting systems (Antennae, Mice; Mihos & Hernquist 1996), and as comput

ing power is constantly increasing, we expect that more complex simulations will be

come less and less time consuming. 
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1.5.5 Their Importance 

Merging/interacting objects can be placed among the most interesting systems in the 

Universe. Sometimes sites of intense star formation but surely sites of stirring activ

ity, colliding galaxies play a fundamental role in the understanding of many physical 

processes occurring in the Universe: 

• Merger rates - hierarchical galaxy formation (White & Rees 1978) within a A cold 

dark matter (ACOM) cosmology is currently the most successful paradigm for un

derstanding the distribution of galaxies in the Universe. It assumes that structures 

grew from weak density fluctuations present in an otherwise homogeneous and 

rapidly expanding universe. These fluctuations are amplified by gravity, eventu

ally turning into the rich structure that we see around us today (Springe! et al. 

2005). In this scenario, mergers played a major role in the formation of galaxies at 

high redshifts. Indeed, the merger rate of galaxies is believed to increase with red

shift, following (1 + z)m. Estimates of m are still uncertain, and vary from 0.5 (Lin 

et al. 2004) to 2.3 (Patton et al. 2002) for redshifts less than 1. Also, observations at 

high redshifts seem to find increasing numbers of peculiar galaxies, with distorted 

morphologies, which do not fall into any of the well-established HTs (Abraham et 

al. 1996). The determination of merger rates and their dependence with redshift is 

of fundamental importance to constrain galaxy formation and evolution. 

• Mass assembly - in the context of hierarchical galaxy formation, mergers of galax

ies are the main process responsible for the build up of galaxy masses and the 

formation of the massive galaxies we see at present times. 

• Morphological transformation - as discussed in the previous Sections, mergers are 

responsible for severe alterations in the structure and morphology of the galaxies 

involved. In the most extreme case, the merger of two galaxies will result in an 

elliptical-like remnant. Even when the primary galaxy is not completely disrupted 

(e.g. sinking satellites), it might end up as an earlier HT or display grand-design 

spiral arms, warped disks and other slight disturbances. According to Robertson 

et al. (2004), mergers might also be important drivers of disk galaxy evolution: 

gas-rich mergers may conserve enough angular momentum to form a disk. 

• Star formation and starbursts - there have been many observational studies of 

star formation in interacting/merging galaxies during the past decades and today 

there is overwhelming observational evidence that mergers induce star formation. 

The most powerful starbursts seen locally are observed in very distorted galaxies 

and are probably the result of a merger (e.g. ULIRGs; Sanders & Mirabel 1996). 

There is observational evidence that submillimeter (submm) galaxies (i.e. SCUBA 

galaxies) at z = 2.2 are dominated by a powerful nuclear starburst (Chapman et 
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al. 2004), which makes them analogs to the local ULIRGs. Therefore, the study of 

mergers in the local Universe provides the basis for understanding their high red

shift counterparts. Furthermore, powerful starbursts triggered by mergers might 

be related to the evolution. of supernovae and gamma-ray bursts (Conselice et al. 

2003), to the peak in density of AGN (Boyle & Terlevich 1998), the formation of 

black holes (Menou, Haiman & Narayanan 2001), and variations in the cosmic star 

formation history (Madau et al. 1996). 



The Luminosity Function 

In order to quantify its evolution, we must first construct a LF that truly represents the 

absolute magnitude distribution of galaxies in the local Universe. In this Chapter I de

scribe how we constructed the total and type-specific field galaxy LFs. Combining data 

from redshift surveys at the bright end, with data from catalogues of nearby galaxies, 

surveys of galaxy groups, and the Local Group at the faint end, we obtained the to

tal LF from -23.5 < MR < -10.5. The parameters M; and a were obtained by fitting a 

Schechter function to the LF and compared to others found in the literature. Two sets of 

type-specific LFs were then obtained according to galaxy fractions from (i) catalogues of 

nearby galaxies, and (ii) NNs applied to,..._, 200,000 galaxies from SDSS. The two sets of 

type-specific LFs are then compared and the efficiency of both methods is assessed. The 

evolution of these functions is calculated in Chapter 5. 

2.1 The Total LF 

Studies of the LF have been carried out for a few decades, and LFs have been published 

by a number of different authors (Binggeli et al. 1988; Huchra & Geller 1991; Loveday et 

al. 1992; Lin et al. 1996; Cowie et al. 1996; Ellis et al. 1996; Norberg et al. 2002; Blanton et 

al. 2003; Driver & de Propris 2003). The most straightforward way to measure the LF for 

a representative volume of the Universe is to obtain redshifts for a complete sample of 

galaxies in a flux-limited survey. Recently, with redshift surveys such as SDSS and 2dF, 

each of which measured redshifts for more than 1(}5 galaxies, it has become possible to 

observe large numbers of galaxies by probing deeper and wider in the sky. Table 2 lists 

56 
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Table 2.1: Spectroscopic field surveys 

Survey Reference Limit MB 

Stromolo-APM Loveday et al. 1992 -16.7 

Hawaii-Caltech Cowie et al. 1996 -12.5 

Autofib Ellis et al. 1996 -14.7 

LCRS Lin et al. 1996 -16.6 

ESO Slice Project Zucca et al. 1997 -14.7 

SDSS Blanton et al. 2001, 2003 -17 

2df Norberg et al. 2002 -17.3 

some of the most recent LFs available from redshift surveys. 

In a volume limited survey, all the galaxies observed probe the same region of the 

Universe. Flux-limited surveys, however, probe different regions of the Universe for 

galaxies of different luminosities: high-luminosity galaxies can be seen out to large dis

tances, therefore they probe large volumes; low-luminosity galaxies can be discovered 

only if they are nearby and probe much smaller volumes. Moreover, it is typical for a 

flux-limited sample to become progressively more incomplete as it reaches its magni

tude limit. 

Therefore, to compute a LF, any flux limited survey must be converted into a volume 

limited survey. Due to this fact, the computation of the LF is non-trivial and the methods 

developed for its generation have to take this into account (Schmidt 1968; Sandage et al. 

1979; Efstathiou et al. 1988; Blanton et al. 2003c) (see Section 1.2.3 for a more detailed 

description of the different methods). 

In addition, lower luminosity galaxies tend to have lower surface brightness (Cross 

et al. 2001) and so have a higher probability of being undetected. This is illustrated in 

Fig. 2.1, where the locus for different galaxy types is indicated by shaded areas. It is 

clear from the Figure that this effect is particularly important at very low luminosities, 

where only a small volume of the Universe is sampled and surface brightness selection 

effects are more severe (Blanton et al. 2005). Due to this fact, flux limited surveys are 

also limited in surface-brightness. 

Hence, different methods yield different LFs, as its detailed shape depends on the 

assumptions used in computing it. For example, the 1/Vmax method (Schmidt 1968) 

can be affected by galaxy clustering in the sample, but has the advantage of simplicity 

and no a priori assumption of the functional form of the LF. The Maximum Likelihood 

Method (Sandage et al. 1979), on the other hand, is unbiased with respect to density 

inhomogeneities (Efstathiou et al. 1998) but assumes a universal form for the LF. 

As a result of all these effects, there is a transition luminosity fainter than which the 
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Figure 2.1: The absolute magnitude vs. central surface brightness relationship for various stellar 
systems, adapted from Bingelli et al. (1994). Stellar systems do not normally occupy regions 
between the shaded areas, notable exceptions being Malin 1 and M32. Another possible group 
of exceptions are star-forming compact galaxies, like Markarian 1460 {Trentham et al. 2001), 
represented by the X symbol. 

assumptions made in the calculation of the LF dominate its form. Driver & de Propris 

(2003), comparing LFs determined from different surveys (e.g. APM - Loveday et al. 

1992; SDSS - Blanton et al. 2003; 2dF - Norberg et al. 2002; and others) show that this 

transition happens at MR~ -20. As can be seen from Fig. 2.2, there is good agreement 

among these LFs for magnitudes brighter than this limit, suggesting that the bright end 

of the LF is today reasonably well constrained. 

Fainter than MR= -20, redshift surveys by themselves do not appear to give a con

sistent measurement of the LF. In the magnitude range -20 < MR < -15, three kinds of 

measurements can be used to construct a LF: 

1. Creating a composite LF from various redshift surveys (e.g. Driver & de Propris 

2003), one can hope to reduce the uncertainties mentioned previously. 

2. Using compilations of galaxies in volume-limited samples within the local Uni

verse (e.g. Nearby Galaxies Catalog, Tully 1988; A Catalogue of Neighboring 

Galaxies, Karachentsev et al. 2004), which are complete down to fainter absolute 

magnitudes. 
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Figure 2.2: The recently published blue-band Schechter functions for different redshift surveys, 
transformed to the standard Johnson B band. From Driver & de Propris (2003). 

3. Using mosaic CCD studies ( e.g. Trentham & Tully 2002) which provide deep LFs 

for nearby groups of galaxies. 

For MR > -15, galaxies are too faint for spectroscopy so their distances have to be 

inferred through other methods. Additionally, catalogues of nearby galaxies like those 

mentioned above tend to be incomplete in this magnitude range. The most useful infor

mation for MR > -15 then comes from the surveys of nearby groups. This information 

is limited, however, because the LF can only be determined on probabilistic grounds. 

This is because we cannot have complete confidence in asserting whether a particular 

low surface brightness galaxy seen within a group really lies at the distance of that group 

(see next Section for details). 

The completeness limit of the deepest group surveys is MR ~ -10.5. Fainter than that 

the only galaxies known are in the Local Group. However, the Local Group LF is poorly 

constrained because the Poisson errors are large. In the future, these large errors coupled 

with the incompleteness problems might be overcome by having a complete sample of 

galaxies over a more extended volume (e.g. the Local Volume, Karachentsev et al. 2004). 

Table 2.2 shows the faintest Local Group galaxies yet found. 

Trentham et al. (2005) determined a comprehensive LF from -24.5 < MR < -9.5 

using a combination of SDSS (Blanton et al. 2003) and surveys of nearby groups. Here, 

we build a more sophisticated LF, including new results and measurements for faint 

galaxies. Further in this Chapter, we split the total LF into 2 sets of type-specific LFs 
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using the data described. 

2.2 The Data 

To obtain a luminosity function over a wide magnitude range, it is necessary to combine 

data from different sources. Here, we try to find an optimal way to combine these results 

to obtain a very precise LF. 

We use the following studies and illustrate in Fig. 2.3 their magnitude distributions. 

2.2.1 The Nearby Galaxies Catalog 

This catalogue (Tully 1988) is a listing of all luminous galaxies within about 40 Mpc, 

taken from the 3rd Reference Catalog (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1995). It is useful in this 

context because it contains a reasonably large number ( "'2400) of galaxies and is repre

sentative of the nearby Universe in a magnitude regime where galaxies of many different 

types exist. However, this magnitude range is small, and this catalogue is not suitable 

for the study of fainter galaxies. 

We consider this catalogue to be complete down to MR "' -19.5. 

2.2.2 The Local Volume 

This is a listing (Karachentsev et al. 2004) of 451 galaxies with measured distances within 

8 Mpc, thus covering a volume of about 1000 times that of the Local Group. 

The galaxies were selected to fulfill two simple conditions: (i) D < 10 Mpc if it has an 

individual distance measurement; (ii) V < 550 km/ s, if the galaxy distance has been es

timated from its radial velocity alone. Due to this selection criteria, the sample contains 

galaxies with distances D < 8 Mpc, although it includes a fraction of more distant objects 

as well. Distances were estimated: from the luminosity of cepheids (5% of the sample, 

give the most accurate measurements), from the luminosity of the tip of the RG branch 

(34%), from surface brightness fluctuations (4%), from membership in the known groups 

(24%), from the luminosity of the brightest stars, the Tully-Fisher relation or the Faber

Jackson relation (17%), or from the global relation VLc = HoD (where VLc is the radial 

velocity with respect to the Local Group centroid) (15%, these are the galaxies with the 

most uncertain distances, since the effect of peculiar velocities must be removed from 

the total measured velocity). 

The nearest rich cluster of galaxies in Virgo lies at a distance of Dv;rgo = 17 Mpc (Tonry 

et al. 2001). Therefore, the radius of D = 8 Mpc, undisturbed by high virial motions, is 

considered by the authors to be a representative volume with regard to its population, 

as well as to the presence of basic structural properties (groups, voids, etc.) within it. 

Based on extinction (internal and external) corrected magnitudes, the authors as

sume 100% completeness within D = 2 Mpc and estimate the completeness within D = 8 
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Figure 2.3: Magnitude distributions for the datasets used in this work: Nearby Galaxies Catalog 

(Tully 1988); Local Volume Sample (Karachentsev et al. 2004); the groups Leo, Coma I, the NGC 

1023 Group, and the Ursa Major cluster studied in the CCD mosaics survey (Trentham et al. 2001; 

Trentham & Tully 2002); the Local Group (van den Bergh 2000; Trentham et al. 2005). 

Mpc to be of 70%-80%. However, it must be noted that due to the threshold of detection 

in this work, a larger fraction of low surface brightness galaxies might have been lost. 

About 85% of the galaxy population in this catalogue is dwarf galaxies (dlrr, dlm, dSph) 

with MB> -17. 

The magnitude distribution of galaxies in this sample differs significantly from that 

of the Local Group fainter than MR ,..._, -12 (see Fig. 2.3), and we regard this as the com

pleteness limit of the survey. At this magnitude limit, all galaxies are dwarfs. 

2.2.3 CCD Mosaics Studies of Nearby Groups 

A number of nearby groups have been imaged with CCD mosaic cameras on large tele

scopes (Trentham et al. 2001; Trentham & Tully 2002; Mahdavi et al. 2005; Trentham et 

al. 2006). The use of a large-format CCD means that considerable areas of the sky can 
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Figure 2.4: Identification of group members according to the rating system of Trentham et al. 
(2001). Top panels: two bright galaxies rated 3. At the bright end it is straightforward to iden
tify background galaxies. Bottom panels: two faint galaxies. Here, the exercise of establishing 
memberships becomes much more difficult and uncertain. 

be covered and the use of a large telescope ensures that very faint magnitudes can be 
reached. 

The identification of faint group members is not trivial, however. Many galaxies 
in these fields have velocities which can be used to establish membership. The fainter 
galaxies, most of which do not have velocities, have to be identified as candidate mem
bers using their surface brightnesses and morphologies (e.g. for galaxies of the same ap
parent magnitude, dwarf galaxies in clusters have lower surface brightnesses and larger 
sizes than background giants, light is much less concentrated in dwarfs; Trentham et al. 
2001). 

There are certainly fainter, fuzzier galaxies that lie within nearby groups, but these 
galaxies also exist (in smaller number) in blank fields. Even though most of these faint, 
diffuse galaxies are probably low-luminosity galaxies associated with the group, the 
group LF can only be described in statistical terms. This is a fairly weak effect at MR rv 

-15 but it is highly significant as MR rv -10, the completeness limit of the deepest group 
surveys. Figure 2.4 illustrates this effect: the top panels show two bright galaxies and 
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Table 2.2: Recently discovered (since 2005) faint Local Group galaxies. 

Galaxy 

AndX 
AndXI 
And XII 
And XIII 
Canes Venatici 
Bootes 
Ursa Major II 
Coma Berenices 
Canes Venatici II 
Segue 1 
Hercules 
Leo IV 
LeoT 

Mv 

-8.1 
-5.0 
-4.3 
-4.6 
-7.9 
-5.8 
-3.8 
-3.7 
-4.8 
-3.0 
-6.0 
-5.1 
-7.1 

Reference 

Zucker et al. 2006 
Martin et al. 2006 

Zucker et al. 2006 
Belokurov et al. 2006 

Irwin et al. 2007 
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the bottom panels, two faint galaxies, at the magnitude limit of the survey. It is very 

straightforward to recognise bright background galaxies, but the process becomes very 

uncertain when the galaxies are faint and have low surface brightnesses. 

Flint et al. 2001 developed a method to detect dwarf galaxies at 10 Mpc: masks 

are applied to bright galaxies and stars and the resulting image is convolved with an 

exponential filter representative of the structure of a Local Group dwarf at a distance of 

10 Mpc. This technique produces a list of suitable candidates to be further analysed and 

followed up. 

According to these methods, each galaxy is assigned a probability of being a group 

member. Trentham et al. (2001) introduced a subjective rating system, based on their 

own assessment: 

'O': membership confirmed from HI data or spectroscopy 

'1': probable member, but no HI identification 

'2': possible member, but conceivably background 

'3': probably background, but conceivably a member 

At the faintest magnitudes, these probabilities have considerable uncertainties be

cause there are many more background galaxies, a few of which have low surface bright

nesses that can mimic those of cluster members while lacking any kind of spiral structure 

(normally an indication that a galaxy in fact lies in the background). 
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Figure 2.5: Sketch of the Local Group illustrating the spatial distribution of the dominant galaxies 
(Milky Way and Andromeda) and their satellites. Source: Astronomy Magazine. 

2.2.4 The Local Group 

The Local Group covers a volume of rv 7.2 Mpc3 and consists of over 50 galaxies: two 

giant spirals (Andromeda and the Milky Way) each surrounded by 15 or so smaller 

satellites, and M33 (the Triangulum galaxy), the third largest spiral. A sketch of the 

spatial distribution of the Local Group galaxies is shown in Fig. 2.5. 

The Local Group differs from other environments in that the galaxies can be resolved 

into stars. Thus, group membership can be established unambiguously from colour

magnitude diagrams. In the last few years, the number of known galaxies has increased 

considerably. Still today, new galaxies are constantly being discovered (see Table 2.2) 

with magnitudes much fainter than MR = -10. So it is reasonable to assume that the 

Local Group luminosity function is complete down to this magnitude (van den Bergh 

2000). 

Regarding incompleteness problems, there are small regions of the sky that have not 

been surveyed (mostly in the Galactic Plane) but the total area of unsurveyed sky is 

getting smaller as surveys get more sensitive. 

A more serious source of incompleteness comes from the fact that our ability to 

recognise a dwarf galaxy in the process of disruption is a strong function of absolute 

magnitude. For example, it is tempting to include objects like Canis Major (Lewis et al. 

2004) as members, but it is doubtful that they could be identified at an equivalent stage 

of disruption if they were three of four magnitudes fainter. 
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Figure 2.6: Filter response curves. Top panel, the Johnson-Morgan Cousins system. Bottom 
panel, the SDSS system. The peak height is normalised to unity, from Fukugita et al. (1995). 

The Local Group sample is small, comprising less than 100 objects, so Poisson errors 

are large. Yet, it is the only information available for galaxies at the faintest absolute 

magnitudes. 

2.3 Results 

All the analyses and data presented here are in the Cousins R band (>,ef f = 6588 A), which 

is close to the SDSS r' band (Aej f 6290 A; Fukugita et al. 1995; Section 4.1), as illustrated 

in Fig. 2.6. This choice was made for a couple of reasons: (i) unlike the B band, the R 

band does not require strong extinction corrections, (ii) for comparison purposes and 

future work that might require using published data - a large amount of data in the R 

band is available in the literature. In Fig. 2.7 we present the luminosity functions for the 

four surveys/ catalogues described previously: 

The Global LF (Driver & de Propris 2003) - this LF is the composite from various red

shift surveys. As can be seen from Fig. 2.2, different redshift surveys provide dif

ferent LFs. The detailed reason for this is unclear, but is it probably due to the way 

surface brightness affects the transformation between absolute magnitudes and 

distances into a LF (Efstathiou et al. 1988; Blanton et al. 2003). The uncertainty in 

the points in Fig 2.7 represents the range of different LFs from the different surveys. 

It is very small at the extreme bright end where most galaxies have high surface 

brightnesses and are easily detected, and where all the different LFs agree. It is 

also much smaller than the statistical uncertainties in the LF from any individual 

published survey. In order to compute these points, we needed to transform from 

the B to R band. This was done in a self-consistent way, using the type-specific 
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Table 2.3: Groups with deep LF measurements 

Group Distance Lim MR Reference Nobj 

Mpc 

Ursa Major 18.6 -11 Trentham et al. 2001a 50 
Leo I 11.1 -10 Flint et al. 2001b 112 
Coma I 16.4 -10 Trentham & Tully 2002 38 
NGC 1023 Group 10.0 -10 Trentham & Tully 2002 28 

LFs, described later in this section1. 

The Local Volume LF (Karachentsev et al. 2004) - this LF comes directly from the pub

lished listing. The number of galaxies per magnitude bin was normalised by the 

volume covered by the catalogue. The error bars represent the Poisson uncertain

ties. 

The Groups Survey LF - the groups used to construct this LF are Ursa Major, Coma I, 

Leo and NCC 1023, from the CCD mosaic surveys of Trentham et al. (2001) and 

Trentham & Tully 2002 (see Table 2.3). These are all diffuse groups of spiral galaxies 

with dynamical crossing times much shorter than a Hubble time. Most galaxies in 

the Universe reside in environments like these, as illustrated in Fig 2.8. A total of rv 

140,000 galaxies from the SDSS were used to construct this Figure. It is very clear 

that the majority of galaxies are not isolated, but are associated with 2-3 bright 

(MR < -20) companions that lie within 1 Mpc. In addition, at least 50% of the 

galaxies in the LV catalogue are found in groups. 

Therefore, these groups have been chosen to be representative of the field, with the 

advantage that the density of galaxies is high enough that Poisson uncertainties are 

small. 

This LF comes from a listing of: (i) all galaxies with velocities compatible with that 

of the group; (ii) all galaxies with surface brightnesses and morphologies that make 

them highly probable members; (iii) 1/2 times the number of galaxies that were 

judged as probable members using the classification of Trentham & Tully (2002) 

(see Sec. 2.2.3). This number of 50% comes from a correlation function analysis of 

the positions of galaxies within the group and probably has an uncertainty of one 

fifth (Trentham et al. 2001; Trentham & Tully 2002). 

For all groups, the number of galaxies in each magnitude bin was arbitrarily nor-

1For all magnitude bins the fractional contribution of each HT was obtained. Using colour transforma
tions from the literature (Fukugita et al. 1995), each fractional bit of the LF was transformed from B to R 
bands and added up to recover the total LF. This is consistent with our results. 
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Figure 2.7: The individual R-band LFs for the different surveys. The normalisations for the 
Local Volume, Groups and Local Group are arbitrary and the LFs have been scaled up or down 
for clarity. For details, see text. 

malised by the angular size the given group occupies in the sky. The normalised 

galaxy numbers per magnitude bin from each group were then added to obtain 

the final LF. The error bars in the plot represent the quadrature sum of Poisson 

statistics and the uncertainties in the membership probabilities. 

The Local Group - in recent years, several faint galaxies (MR > -5) have been discov

ered and for the first time the LF of the Milky Way satellites has been calculated 

(Koposov et al. 2007). To reach magnitudes this faint is a complicated task because 

the lowest luminosity galaxies have very low surface brightness and are difficult 

to find, especially if they are viewed in projection against the Milky Way or An

dromeda disks (e.g. Andromeda IX; Zucker et al. 2004) or if they are in the process 

of being disrupted (e.g. Sagittarius; Ibata, Gilmore & Irwin 1994, 1995). Our ability 

to recognise a dwarf galaxy in the process of disruption is a strong function of ab

solute magnitude - for example, it is tempting to include objects like Canis Major 

(Lewis et al. 2004) as members, but it is doubtful that they could be identified at 

an equivalent stage of disruption were they three or four magnitudes fainter. So, 

here we define a cut-off limit at MR = -10.5, and all new Local Group galaxies 

discovered in the past 2 years (see Table 2.2) that are fainter than this limit are not 

included in the plot. Our LF comes from the listing of Trentham et al. (2005), which 

is based on the listing of van den Bergh et al. (2000). Table 2.4 presents the list of 

Local Group members and their absolute R magnitudes. The methods used to de-
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Figure 2.8: Distribution of galaxies as a function of the number of companions within a volume 
ofl Mpc. 

rive these magnitudes are: [1] interpolation using the spectral energy distributions 

(SEOs) of Fukugita et al. (1995), adopting a literature value for the absolute mag

nitude in some filter, and choosing a SEO appropriate for the HT of the galaxy; 

[2] as [1] but choosing a SEO for a galaxy with broadband colours equal to those 

measured for the galaxy; [3] as [1] but choosing a SEO appropriate for a galaxy 

with broadband colours equal to those inferred from colour-magnitude diagrams; 

[4] adopting a literature value for MR. 

Combining all of these different data sets into one LF may not be a straight forward 
exercise because of issues like luminosity-dependent clustering (Norberg et al. 2002; 

Conway et al. 2005). For example, although groups are representative environments for 

most galaxies in the nearby Universe, they might not be representative environments 

for typical galaxies in the Global LF (Croton et al. 2005). Performing a least squares 

fit on the 4 LFs in a region where they overlap (-20.5 <MR < -15.5) we obtain very 

similar angular coefficients (0.09-0.11), indicating the their overall slopes are consistent 

with each other. This gives us confidence that they can be combined to give a total LF. 

To construct the total combined LF, all the individual LFs were arbitrarily normalised 

to be equal to the Global LF at MR= -20.5. Then each point was weighted by its own 

uncertainty and for each magnitude bin, all points summed. The calculation can be 
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Galaxy Type MR Method Reference 

M31 Sb -21.8 1 SEO from NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) 
Milky Way Sbc -21.5 1 van den Bergh 2000 
M33 Sc -19.5 3 van den Bergh 2000, McConnachie et al. 2004 
LMC di - 18.8 3 van den Bergh 2000, Castro et al. 2001 
SMC di -17.4 3 van den Bergh 2000, Alcaino et al. 2003 
M32 E -17.1 2 Grebel et al. 2003, Prugniel & Heraudeau 1998 
NGC205 dE -16.9 2 Grebel et al. 2003, Prugniel & Heraudeau 1998 
NGC6822 di -16.5 2 Grebel et al. 2003, Prugniel & Heraudeau 1998 
IC 10 di -16.3 2 van den Bergh 20002, de Vaucouleurs & Ables 1965 
NGC 185 dE -15.7 2 Grebel et al. 2003, Prugniel & Heraudeau 1998 
IC 1613 di -15.8 3 Grebel et al. 2003, Tikhonov & Galazutdinova 2002 
NGC 147 dE -15.7 2 Grebel et al. 2003, Prugniel & Heraudeau 1998 
Sagittarius dE -15.4 3 Grebel et al. 2003, lbata et al. 1997 
WLM di -14.7 3 Grebel et al. 2003, Rejkuba et al. 2000 
Fomax dE -13.6 3 Grebel et al. 2003, Bersier & Wood 2002 
Pegasus di -13.4 3 Grebel et al. 2003, Gallagher et al. 1998 
And VII dE -12.7 3 Grebel et al. 2003, Grebel & Guhatakurta 1999 
Leo I dE -12.6 3 Grebel et al. 2003, Held et al. 2001 
And I dE - 12.5 3 Grebel et al. 2003, Da Costa et al. 2002 
And II dE - 12.5 3 Grebel et al. 2003, Da Costa et al. 2002 
SagDIG dE - 12.3 4 Lee & Kim 2000 
Leo A di -12.1 3 Grebel et al. 2003, Dolphin et al. 2002 
Aquarius dE -11.5 3 Grebel et al. 2003, Lee et al. 1999 
And VI dE -11.1 3 Grebel et al. 2003, Hopp et al. 1999 
And III dE -10.8 3 Da Costa et al. 2002, Caldwell et al. 1992 
Leo II dE -10.6 3 Grebel et al. 2003, Lee 1995b 
Sculptor dE -10.3 3 Grebel et al. 2003, Mankiewicz et al. 1999 
Phoenix dE/1 - 10.3 3 Grebel et al. 2003, Gallart et al. 2001 
Tucana dE -10.2 3 Grebel et al. 2003, Castellani et al. 2002 
Sextans dE -10.1 3 Caldwell et al. 1992, Bellazzini et al. 2001 
Draco dE -10.0 3 Grebel et al. 2003, Klessen et al. 2003 
AndV dE -9.8 3 Caldwell 1999, Davidge et al. 2002 
Carina dE -9.9 3 NED, Dolphin et al. (2003), Gallagher et al. (1998) 
Ursa Minor dE -9.8 3 Caldwell 1999, Davidge et al. 2002 

Table 2.4: Table of Local Group members. 
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The subscript i varies from 1 to 4 and indicates that the summation occurs over the 

4 individual LFs. The term Wi represents the normalised weight and ai, the uncertainty 

referring to the particular point in its particular magnitude bin. It is worth mentioning 

that some uncertainties are random while others are systematic, as is the case for galaxies 

rated 3 in the groups sample. For the magnitude bins containing such galaxies, the total 

error is obtained by adding in quadrature the Poisson uncertainties (random) and the 

uncertainties related to the membership probability (systematic). This operation was 

repeated for each magnitude bin, from MR= -23.5 to -10.5. 

The final errors were normalised following the same prescription and calculated as 

follows: 

1 ()" - -----,== 1- v'Lwi (2.3) 

Where a f is the combined uncertainty for the specific point. This calculation was 

also repeated for each magnitude bin. 

The weights as a function of absolute magnitude are shown in Fig. 2.9. In this Figure 

it becomes clear which individual LFs contribute the most to each magnitude range. As 

expected, the bright end is dominated by the redshift surveys, where completeness is 

not an issue and different surveys produce very similar LFs. Moving towards fainter 

magnitudes, redshift surveys start to diverge from each other and studies of nearby 

galaxies provide the most reliable results. Finally, at the faint end of the LF, only nearby 

groups of galaxies are representative. The influence of the Local Group only becomes 

noticeable at very faint magnitudes (MR > -10). Here, we do not extend the LF this far. 

Our final, composite LF from -23.5 < MR < -10.5 is presented in Fig. 2.10. The 

normalisation is arbitrary and was chosen to be equal to that of the Global LF at MR= 

-20.5. Note that the normalisation is related to the luminosity density of the Universe 

(the total number of galaxies within a magnitude range within the volume in question). 

It is thus a measured quantity and is subject to cosmic variance, varying from survey to 

survey. The Global LF was obtained by taking the mean of several LFs, each of which 

covers a large fraction of the sky. Hence, we believe that the normalisation adopted 

provides a reasonable representation of the cosmological average. 
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Figure 2.9: The contribution of each dataset to the total LF. 
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The Figure also shows the best Schechter (1976) fit to the points. This function is the 

product of and exponential and a power law and it is commonly used to describe the 

overall shape of the LF (for details, see Section 1.2.2). The function is: 

L ( L )°' 1 </>(L) =</>*exp(- L*) L* L* (2.4) 

Or in magnitude units 

</>(M) = 0.92 </>*(10-0.4(M-M*))°'+1 e-10- oA<M-M* l (2.5) 

The best fitting parameters are Mk = -22.2 ± 0.1 and a= -1.23 ± 0.04. The fit was 

performed through a x2 minimisation. 

The function appears to fit well, except (i) at the very faint magnitudes (MR > -10.5), 

where it over predicts the number of galaxies, and (ii) at MR = -21.5, where it under 

predicts the number of galaxies. 

Point (i) is explained by the fact that at MR > -10.5 our LF seems to flatten or turn 

over. According to very recent results, this is probably due to incompleteness. Koposov 

et a. (2007) calculated the LF of the Milky Way satellites: it continues to rise towards 

lower luminosities and might turn over only at MR,..._, -5.5. Koposov et al. remarks that 

the nature of some of the objects included in the LF is still uncertain. Nevertheless, it 

is very likely that at least until MR = -8 the LF continues to rise, causing the Schechter 

function to become an extremely poor representation of the LF at this magnitude regime. 

r -
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Figure 2.10: Final composite LF created combining 4 different datasets, represented by the black 
points. The normalisation is arbitrary and chosen to be equal to that of the Global LF at MR = 
-20.5. The solid line shows the best Schechter fit to the data. The best-fit Schechter parameters 
are indicated in the plot. 

Regarding (ii), analysing each individual LF, we observe that at MR = -21.5 the 

Global LF is in very good agreement with the Schechter fit, whereas for the other LFs, the 

fit under predicts the number of galaxies. Since at this magnitude the major contribution 

comes from the LV LF, the composite LF is skewed upwards, deviating from the fit. This 

indicates that although the uncertainties at MR= -21.5 are smaller for the LV, the Global 

LF is still the most representative at this magnitude. 

Our MR is brighter than that of many studies where the LF is not measured fainter 

than MR"' -18. This is because our Schechter fit is determined in part by very faint galax

ies, whereas more typically the Schechter parameters are determined only in a brighter 

region. Additionally, there is a severe parameter coupling between a and Mt as illus

trated in Fig. 2.11. For a fixed normalisation and MR, changing MR by less than 1 mag

nitude can cause a to change by a factor of 3. This coupling is inherent to the Schechter 

analytical form and cannot be avoided. So, comparing these parameters from fits over 

different magnitude ranges is not useful. 

This is exemplified in Table 2.5 where we list some recently published Schechter LF 

estimates2
• Our best-fit Schechter parameters compare well with those of Jones et al. 

(2006), whose LF covers a magnitude range similar to the one we covered here. In a 

separate study, Blanton et al. (2005) determined a "' -1.3 at low luminosities (Mr "' 

2Notice that these results are in the SDSS r band, which is on average 0.24 mag fainter than R (Fukugita 
et al. 1995). 
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Figure 2.11: Parameter coupling between MR and a. For fixed MR and normalisation, changing 
MR just slightly can cause a to change radically. 

Survey Limit M* a Reference 

LCRS MR< 18.2 -21.06 -0.7 Lin et al. 1996 
SDSS Mr < -17 -21.21 -1.05 Blanton et al. 2003 
Ball et al. Mr < -15 -21.26 -1.37 Ball et al. 2006 
6dF Mr < -14 -21.75 -1.21 Jones et al. 2006 

Table 2.5: A summary of Schechter LF estimates 

-12). However, they estimate that a large number of galaxies might be missed due to 

low surface brightness effects, so that the true low luminosity slope might be as steep as 

(or steeper than) a,...., -1.5. 

2.4 Type-Specific LFs 

Galaxies occur in different types. Type-specific LFs have different shapes for different 

galaxy types. The LF for different types of giant galaxies has a bright cutoff and appears 

to decline at the faint end. Irregulars and dwarf ellipticals show an apparent plateau or a 

gently rising slope at very faint magnitudes. Therefore, the total LF can be viewed as the 

sum of the type-specific LFs, with the main contribution coming from giant ellipticals 

and spirals at the bright end and dwarf ellipticals and irregulars at the faint end. 
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The total LF determined in the previous Section was split into 7 distinct type specific 

LFs, according to the Hubble system of galaxy classifications. This Section describes the 

methodology followed to produce the type-specific LFs. 

2.4.1 The Hubble Tuning Fork 

The galaxy classification we are most familiar with today was originally described by 

Hubble in 1927. The "Hubble sequence" is clearly visualised in the tuning fork diagram, 

so called due to the shape of its graphical representation (see Fig. 2.12). 

Hubble classified the galaxies according to their appearances at optical wavelengths. 

Therefore, his system is dominated by certain components of galaxies such as bulges, 

spiral arms and bars. In his classification, elliptical galaxies are rated according to their 

projected ellipticity, varying from EO (circular, e.g. M87) to E7 (disk-shaped). Lenticular 

(SO) galaxies are regarded as a transitional phase between ellipticals and spirals; they 

appear to be disk-like, with a central bulge but no spiral structure. Spiral galaxies are 

divided into ordinary (Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd) and barred families (SBa, SBb, SBc, SBd) according 

to three main features: 

• Bulge size - from Sa/SBa to Sd/SBd, the bulge gets progressively smaller. 

• Tightness of spiral arms - ranging from tightly wound and fairly smooth arms to 

loosely wound and very textured arms. 

• Degree of resolution of the disk into stars and HII regions - increases progressively 

from Sa to Sd. 

This classification has been so widely used because (i) it is simple and accommodates 

the great majority of bright galaxies and (ii) correlates well with astrophysical quantities 

such as bulge-to-total ratio, pitch angle, colour, Ha luminosity (gas content and star

forming properties), HI mass fraction, total mass, optical stellar mass-to-light ratio, ratio 

of molecular-to-atomic gas, spectrum, chemical composition of ISM and dark matter 

fraction (Whitmore 1984). 

Because of its simplicity, however, the Hubble sequence has been revised and altered 

on many occasions. Some examples of classification systems developed to complement 

the original Hubble sequence are: 

-The de Vaucouleurs system (1959): 

Extended spirals into Sa-Sab-Sb-Sbc-Sc-Scd-Sd-Sdm-Sm-Im, where m stands for 

"Magellanic", the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) being the prototype. The Milky 

Way is normally referred to as an Sbc galaxy. Moreover, de Vaucouleurs included 

in the classification the presence or absence of an internal ring, varying from r 

(ring), rs, sr, s (purely spiral). 
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Figure 2.12: Tuning-fork diagram of the Hubble galaxy classification scheme. Elliptical galax
ies are sorted according to how flattened they appear on the sky and spirals are divided into 
non-barred and barred, then sorted according to how tightly the arms are wound. The SO class 
represents galaxies with disk shapes, but no obvious spiral structure. Source: University of 
Texas, McDonald Observatory. 

- The Yerkes system (Morgan 1958): 

Based on the correlation between the galaxy's central light concentration and the 

dominant spectral class of its stellar population (Morgan & Mayall 1957). More 

centrally concentrated galaxies exhibit spectral characteristics of K-type stars, while 

more diffuse galaxies show spectral absorption features typical of A-type stars. Al

though the Yerkes system is based on the appearance of galaxies, it also labels them 

according to their anticipated spectral type. 

-The DDO system (van den Bergh 1960a,b): 

Combines elements of the Hubble and Yerkes classification systems and intro

duces the "quality and length of spiral arms" as a proxy for luminosity; by the 

appearance of their spiral arms, late type galaxies are sub-classified into luminos

ity classes. 

More recently, alternative classification systems have been proposed. Especially for 

elliptical galaxies, the Hubble classification has a well-known shortcoming (Tremaine 

1987): the sequence EO-E6 is one of apparent flattening and depends only on orienta

tion. Thus, this sequence is not as fundamental as that from SO-Irr. Kormendy & Ben

der (1996) restructured the elliptical part of the sequence, according to how boX1J and 

disky the isophotes are. Disky ellipticals have normal/low-luminosity, rotate rapidly, are 

nearly isotropic and oblate-spheroidal, and do not have a core. Boxy ellipticals are non

rotating, anisotropic and moderately triaxial, and have cuspy cores. An illustration of 

how these isophotes differ and what Kormendy & Bender's revised tuning fork looks 

like is shown in Fig. 2.13. 
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Figure 2.13: Elliptical disky and boxy isophotes on the left-hand panel. On the right panel, 
the revised Hubble sequence proposed by Kormendy & Bender (1996). Elliptical galaxies are 
classified based on the shape of their isophotes, creating a continuous and physically motivated 
sequence from boxy Es through disky Es to S0s. 

Some alternative systems are often related to particular kinds of measurements. For 

example, Madgwick et al. (2003) constructed a classification system based on spectral 

properties of galaxies in the 2dF survey. Galaxies within this survey fit this classification 

with considerably less scatter than they fit the HT classification. In a separate develop

ment, Conselice (2006) found that most of the variations in nearby galaxy properties can 

be accounted for by eigenvectors dominated by (i) the scale of a galaxy, such as its stellar 

mass, (ii) the spectral type and (iii) the degree of dynamical disturbances. Therefore, he 

suggests that three major features determine the physical state of a galaxy: mass, SF and 

interactions/ mergers. 

In this work we adopt a variance of the original HT classification, based on the sys

tem used by Shimasaku et al. (2001) to describe SDSS galaxies. We classify galaxies 

as: Ell, SO, Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd, Irr (irregulars), dE (dwarf ellipticals). The last two categories 

were not included in the original Hubble classification because he did not observe galax
ies this faint, but we know from studies of the Local Group and nearby Universe that all 

low luminosity galaxies that are not irregulars have the characteristic low surface bright

ness and smooth morphology of dEs. This classification system is widely used and its 

choice allows us to make direct comparisons with other published works. 

2.4.2 Hubble Type Classifications 

To assign HT to galaxies is not an easy task. Although most observational properties of 
galaxies correlate well with HT, a dispersion of a factor of 10 is present among galaxies 

of the same type. Figs. 2.14 and 2.15 present three such correlations: y-axes are B-R 

colour (Jansen et al. 2000), concentration index (Shimasaku et al. 2001), and (Ha+[NII]) 

equivalent widths (Ha EW, for simplicity) (James et al. 2003), respectively. The abscissa 

'[ 
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Figure 2.14: Correlations of observational parameters of galaxies with HT: B-R colour Gansen et 
al. 2000) and concentration index (Shimasaku et al. 2001), respectively. 
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Figure 2.15: Correlations of observational parameters of galaxies with HT: (Ho: + [NII]) equiva
lent widths Games et al. 2003). 

in all three panels is HT, as in the 3rd Reference Catalogue (de Vaucouleurs 1996), where 

T ranges from -5 to 10, from early to late type galaxies. 

All three plots show clear correlations between the observables and HT. Later type 

galaxies have increasingly higher SFRs (as indicated by higher Ha EWs), as well as bluer 

colours and larger concentration indices (an indication of their diffuse nature). However, 

on top of the correlations the scatter is significant, so that one of these observables alone 

is not sufficient to identify the HT of a galaxy. 

In this light, we need a robust way to classify galaxies and different methods can 

be used for this purpose. Visual inspection and classification is widely used and yields 

surprisingly precise results (Ellis et al. 2005; Fukugita et al. 2007). Applying this method 

to redshift surveys is particularly relevant because they provide considerable informa

tion at luminous magnitudes, which is where galaxies of different HTs exist. At fainter 

magnitudes, samples are smaller and it is straight forward to recognise dlrrs from dEs. 
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Purpose 

Photometric redshifts 

Star-galaxy classification 
Selection of quasars 
Morphological classifications 

Reference 

Ball et al. (2006) 
Vanzella et al. (2004) 
Collister & Lahav (2004) 
Ball et al. (2006) 
Carballo et al. (2004) 
Ball et al. (2004) 
Bazell & Aha (2001) 

Table 2.6: A few examples of situations where NNs were applied. 
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Nonetheless, eye-ball galaxy classification is only suitable for relatively small numbers 

of galaxies. 

More recently, principal component analysis (Madgwick et al. 2002; Conselice 2006; 

Scarlata et al. 2006) and neural networks (Ball et al. 2006) have become the main tools to 

classify a large sample of objects in an automated way. Both methods rely on photomet

ric (e.g. colours, concentration indices - Shimasaku et al. 2001) and spectral properties 

of galaxies (e.g. strength of emission and absorption lines) and the difference between 

them is in the relative importance of the parameters during classification. 

Artificial neural networks (NNs), is a name given to a fast implementation of multi

dimensional non-linear regression. NNs can be easily tuned to fit almost any compli

cated function and often the algorithm finds its use in applications where the exact type 

of mapping between data is unknown. If such a mapping does exist a NN can be used 

to approximate it. Another important strength of NNs is its ability to cope well with 

sparse datasets of high dimensionality. Table 2.6 lists a few uses of NNs in Astronomy. 

Morphological classification of galaxies is an ideal task for NNs. It seems that there 

is a classification scheme that a human brain can apply to images of galaxies - when vi

sually classifying a galaxy, the brain takes into account a number of features (e.g. bulge

to-total ratio, spiral arms, colours) and through complex algorithms, combines all the 

information into a defined output (e.g. the HT). This scheme has not been formulated, 

yet it can already be interpolated with a semiparametric model. Here, we classify galax

ies based on their photometric and spectroscopic properties, obtained from SDSS. 

However, the usefulness of NNs alone in deep sky surveys like SDSS is restricted 

to galaxies with MR < -20, because it is only for this magnitude range that a reliable 

LF can be constructed from these surveys. Fainter than that, NNs have to be used in 

conjunction with other methods. 

Here, we construct type-specific LFs following two different prescriptions: (i) using 

galaxy fractions from catalogues that rely on visual inspection; (ii) using fractions from 

a sample of galaxies classified in an automated way, using NNs applied to the SDSS. 

Comparing both methods, we are able to quantify their differences and assess their reli

ability. 
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Figure 2.16: Dwarf-to-giant ratio for several galaxy groups from the literature. 

2.4.3 Galaxy Fractions from Catalogues of Nearby Galaxies 
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A simple and straightforward way to create type-specific LFs is to take galaxy fractions 

from catalogues of the local Universe. These catalogues are usually complete within 

their magnitude limits and provide a good probe of the distribution of the different HTs 

in the nearby Universe. 

Galaxies in these catalogues have been classified visually. The classification is always 

performed by more than one person and the results cross-matched until an agreement 

is reached, thus the uncertainties are very small (Ellis et al. 2005; Fukugita et al. 2007), 

probably of the order of 1 HT. Therefore, the galaxy fractions obtained from these cata

logues can be used to construct robust type specific LFs, with very small uncertainties. 

Although each individual catalogue is complete within a certain magnitude limit, 

most of them are not representative over very extended magnitude ranges. This is not 

only due to incompleteness, but also to the fact that depending on the purpose of the 

survey, one or other type of galaxy might be preferentially missed. Then, data from 

different catalogues must be combined, in order to obtain representative results in a 

wide magnitude range. 

Here, we used galaxy fractions from the Nearby Galaxies Catalog (Tully 1988), the 

Local Volume (Karachentsev et al. 2004), and 4 nearby groups from the Groups Survey 

(Trentham et al. 2001; Trentham & Tully 2002): 
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Figure 2.17: Type-specific LFs obtained from galaxy catalogues. Each coloured line represents 
one HT and the black line shows the Schechter fit to the total LF. 

• The Nearby Galaxies Catalog (NG): a good probe of the Local Universe at bright 

magnitudes. The complete catalogue consists of 2,400 galaxies, so distributed: 

Sa/Sab, Sb/Sbc, Sc/Scd, Sd/Sdm/Sm, Irr. We believe it to be complete down 

to a magnitude MR= -19.5. 

• The Local Volume (LV): covering a volume of 40 Mpc, this work is believed to be 

80% complete down to a magnitude MR = -12.5. The total sample contains 451 

galaxies, distributed as: Sa/Sab, Sb/Sbc, Sc/Scd, Sd/Sdm/Sm, Irr. 

• The Groups survey (GS): especially representative for the Irr and dE LFs. In this 

work we used the following groups: Coma I, Leo, NGC 1023, and Ursa Major. 

These groups contain only a few bright galaxies, most of the members being dlrr 

and dE galaxies. Table 2.3 shows the number of members in each group, their 

distances and magnitude limits. 

To construct type-specific LFs from -23.5 < MR < -10.5 we applied the galaxy frac

tions derived from the surveys above to the general LF determined in Section 2.1. Each 

survey contributed in the following magnitude ranges: NG-23.5 < MR < -17.5; LV -16.5 
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< MR < -12.5; GS-11.5 <MR< -10.5. 

The uncertainties in each magnitude bin are counting statistics. In the case of the 

groups, galaxies rated '3' were counted as half, as explained in Section 2.1. 

To be sure that the Irr and dE fract.ions obtained from the groups used in this work 

are representative of groups in general, it is necessary to assess whether the dwarf-to

giant ratio (DGR) varies as function of richness of the group. Fig. 2.16 shows the DGR 

as a function of the number of bright galaxies in the group for a list of groups from the 

literature. The Figure shows that the DGR is roughly constant regardless of the number 

of bright galaxies (MR < -19), all the way to the Uma, on the right-hand side of the plot. 

To confirm this result, there is evidence that the dwarf-to-giant ratio (DGR) varies with 

the density of galaxies in the group, such that low density spiral galaxy groups (such as 

the ones used in this work) have roughly constant DGRs (Roberts et al. 2004; Mahdavi 

et al. 2005). Thus we assume that the galaxy fractions obtained from the groups are 

representative of the faint end of the LF. 

The fact that there is a gap in the x-axis between '""' 5 to 20 is an artifact of group 

surveys: the only group that is close enough to be studied in detail is Uma (which lies 

on the far right end of the plot). Many other groups have been studied in the literature 

that have the number of giant galaxies between 5 and 20, however, these are too distant 

to permit a detailed study of the dwarf population and no DGR can be computed for 

these groups. 

The results are illustrated in Fig. 2.17. The solid lines represent the total LF obtained 

in the previous Section and each coloured line shows one type-specific LF. 

2.4.4 Galaxy Fractions from Neural Networks 

The brain's network of neurons forms a massively parallel information processing sys

tem. This contrasts with conventional computers, in which a single processor executes a 

single series of instructions. Computational neurobiologists, trying to mimic the brain's 

capacity to learn, have constructed very elaborate computer models of neurons. These 

models, known as artificial NNs process information in parallel rather than in series (or 

sequentially). 

The basic computational element in a NN (model neuron) is often called a node or 

unit. It receives input from some other units, or perhaps from an external source. Each 

input has an associated weight w, which can be modified so as to model synaptic learn

ing. These weights correspond to synaptic efficacy in a biological neuron. 

NNs learn by example. The NN user gathers representative data, and then invokes 

training algorithms to automatically learn the structure of the data. Thus, NNs are ap

plicable in virtually every situation in which a relationship between the predictor vari

ables (independents, inputs) and predicted variables (dependents, outputs) exists. Even 

when the relationship is very complex and not easy to articulate in the usual terms of 
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Galaxy Ellprob SOprob Saprob Sbprob Scp,ab Sdprob Irr prob 

Gall 0.9620 0.3540 0.0000 0.0000 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000 
Gal2 0.9740 0.9900 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Gal3 0.0000 0.1120 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Table 2.7: TI1ree different kinds of results obtained from the NNs classification. For details, see 
text. 

"correlations" or "differences between groups." NNs come particularly handy in galaxy 

classifications, when it is very difficult to overcome the degeneracies of the galaxies' 

observables to produce a reliable HT classification. 

One of the advantages of NNs is that although the user does need to have some 

knowledge of how to select and prepare the training set, how to select an appropriate 

NN, and how to interpret the results, the level of knowledge needed to successfully 

apply NNs is much lower than would be the case using some more traditional nonlinear 

statistical methods. 

Due to these advantages, NNs have been used in Astronomy for a number of pur

poses (see Table 2.6 for a few references). In particular, studies involving galaxy classi

fication include, among others, Storrie-Lombardi et al. (1992), Nairn et al. (1995), Ode

wahn et al. (1996), Molinari & Smareglia (1998), Goderya & Lolling (2002), Cohen et al. 

(2003), Madgwick (2003). The study of Lahav et al. (1995) is particularly relevant, and 

they conclude that NNs replicate the classification by a human expert to the same degree 

of agreement as that between two human experts. All these studies gave us confidence 

that using NNs we could successfully classify a large sample of galaxies. This part of the 

work was done in collaboration with Vasily Belokurov (who dealt with the NNs, using 

the training set provided by us) and he kindly provided some excerpts from his Ph.D. 

thesis (which were inserted below) to help shape this Subsection. 

In a NN, the neurons are arranged in layers. The input data is fed to the bottommost 

layer, the output value emerges from the topmost layer and the intervening layers are 

hidden. The values of the neurons in any layer aj are calculated via 

aj = LWjiZi 
i 

(2.6) 

where Wji are the synaptic weights of the jth neuron with respect to the ith neuron 

and Zi are the activation values. The activation value is computed from the value on the 

neuron via an activation function g 

Zi = g(ai) (2.7) 

As an activation function, we use the logistic function 
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1 
g(a) = l + exp(-a) (2.8) 

which allows us to interpret the outputs of the network as a posteriori probabilities 

(Bishop 1995, chapters 3, 6). 

We start with a sequence of inputs ("patterns") for which the desired values of the 

output are known (i.e. the training set). Given the patterns and a set of weights we can 

construct an error function E which quantifies the performance of the network. We want 

to obtain the weights Wji that minimise the error function over the training set. 

We begin with random values for the weights and perform a sequence of iterative 

updates using a variant of back-propagation as the learning algorithm. The error deriva-

tives with respect to the weights are 

8En . .n n 
-8 =u1·Z;, 

W·· JI 
(2.9) 

where n labels the pattern. Using the chain rule, we obtain the back-propagation 

formula 

oJ = gt(aj) I Wkjok 
k 

(2.10) 

which shows how the values of oJ propagate through the network, given the target 

value. In each iteration, the weights are updated according to the following rule 

!iw·. = -Tl ~ ol'fz'! 
I) 'I .L., J I (2.11) 

n 

where ry is the constant learning rate. The sum is performed over all patterns. This 
is equivalent to the steepest descent method of minimising the error. In practice, we use 

a refinement of this algorithm, called resilient back-propagation, which tries to adapt its 

learning process to the topology of the error function, helping to prevent entrapment in 

local minima (e.g. Bishop 1995, section 7.5.3). 

In practice, the NNs work in the following way: an input pattern is presented to 

the network. The input is then propagated forward until activation reaches the output 

layer. This constitutes the so called forward propagation phase. The output of the output 

layer is then compared with the teaching input. The error, i.e. the difference between the 

output and the teaching input is then used together with the output of the source unit 

i to compute the necessary changes of the weight. To compute the os of inner units for 

which no teaching input is available (i.e. units of hidden layers), the os of the following 
layer are propagated backward, so this phase is called backward propagation. 

Here, the networks are trained with Stuttgart Neural Network Simulator (SNNS)3 

and the NN inputs (patterns) are the higher-level photometry products of the SDSS 
3http://www-ra.informatik.uni-tuebingen.de/SNNS 
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Table 2.8: Numbers of galaxies classified by the NNs and their relative fractions. 

HT Number Fraction 

Ell 82189 0.486 
so 40844 0.241 
Sa 7574 0.044 
Sb 3754 0.022 
Sc 30194 0.178 
Sd 4492 0.026 
Irr 84 4.96e-04 

pipeline, namely u-g, g-r, r-i, i-z colours expressed in Petrosian4 and Exponential5 mag

nitudes and the concentration indices in each of the u, g, r, i, z bands. Additionally, we 

include in the input pattern the equivalent width of Ha and the galaxy's redshift. 

The output pattern should simply be the digitised HT of a galaxy, i.e. a number 

between O (elliptical) and 7 (irregular). We follow a slightly different strategy in which 

we train different "expert" networks able to distinguish a particular HT from the rest. 

To this end, 7 training sets are created with ls (class member) and Os (not a member) 

as outputs. Each galaxy therefore is represented by 7 numbers between O and 1 that 

are related to the probability of it being a particular HT. In the resulting classification, 

galaxies generally had a distribution of probabilities heavily peaked for one of the 7 

types. 

The efficacy of NNs is a strong function of the input training set. The important issue 

then becomes selecting a representative training set. Using existing galaxies detected in 

both RC3 (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1996) and SDSS is not appropriate for our purposes 

becaus~ the photometric uncertainties in SDSS for nearby galaxies are considerable. 

We therefore classified by eye ,....., 2 x 103 galaxies. During the classification, features 

such as colours, bulge-to-disk ratios, surface brightnesses, spectra, were taken into ac

count together with the overall morphology. The galaxy's spectra were visually com

pared to template spectra from the Kinney-Calzetti Spectral Atlas of Galaxies (Calzetti 

et al. 1994; Kinney et al. 1996). 

The main complication was the treatment of K-corrections. The K-correction for filter 

X for a galaxy at redshift z is: 

K ( ) 2 1 [(1 ) fooo L,\(>.')Tx(A')dA' l 
xz = .5og10 +z foooL,\(1~z)Tx(A')dN 

(2.12) 

4Magnitudes obtained from fluxes measured within a circular aperture whose radius is defined by the 

shape of the azimuthally averaged light profile (Petrosian 1976). This method assures that a constant frac

tion of the total light is being measured, independent of the position and distance of the object. 
5Just as the PSF magnitudes are optimal measures of the fluxes of stars, the optimal measure of 

the flux of a galaxy would use a matched galaxy model, in this case, a pure exponential profile: 

I(r) = 10 exp(-1.68 r/r,). 
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Figure 2.18: Diagnostic diagrams to assess the goodness of the NN classification. Horizontal axis 
shows the probability and vertical axis, number. Each couple of panels illustrate one HT and its 
zoom. Here we see ellipticals, SOs, Sas and Sbs, from top left to bottom right. The coloured points 
represent different HTs, as indicated in the top left diagram. 

Where L>,(>.') represents the spectral energy distribution of the galaxy in question 

and T x(>.') is the transmission curve of the filter to which the correction is to be applied. 

Equation 2.12 corrects for two effects: (i) the redshifted spectrum is stretched through 

the bandwidth of the filter, and (ii) the rest-frame galaxy light that we see through the 

filter comes from a bluer part of the spectral energy distribution because of the redshift 

(Frei & Gunn 1994). 

This correction can be done in two ways: (i) fitting a SED to the galaxy spectrum 

based on broad band colours (e.g. kcorrect, Blanton et al. 2003). In this case, the code 
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Figure 2.19: Same as Fig. 2.18. 

assigns a provisional HT to the galaxy in order to apply the correction; (ii) leaving the 

redshift as one of the free parameters to be compared to the previously classified galax

ies of the training set. The first method takes into account colour information to perform 

the correction, while the second method combines redshift and colours in a more com

plex non-linear way to provide the solution. Since the second method involves more 

information, we believe it results in a better correction. This is the approach we use in 

this work. 

With the NNs, we classified over 200,000 galaxies from SDSS DR5 (subsample with 

spectroscopic information) . Table 2.7 illustrates what we expect from the NNs and what 

results we discard as doubtful classifications. The first row shows a galaxy for which the 

classification worked well: it has a high probability of being elliptical, low probability of 
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Figure 2.20: Examples of galaxies that the NNs failed to classify. They are either peculiar or their 

properties (colours, Cl, Ha EW) are not in accord with what the NNs expect for their HTs. 

being SO and zero of being of any other HT. The second and third rows show results that 

cannot be trusted: either the galaxy has an equally high probability of being of more 

than one HT, or all the probabilities are very low, and no HT can be assigned to this 

galaxy. 

Inspecting a few images of the galaxies which the NNs could not classify we observe 

four classes of galaxies: (i) edge on or elongated objects, (ii) peculiar systems, probably 

merging galaxies, (iii) galaxies that are either too red or too blue for their concentration, 

and (iv) galaxies that are either too compact or too extended for their colours. It is 

therefore obvious why the NNs failed: the properties of these objects do not behave 

as would be expected for their HTs. Examples of these classes are shown in Fig. 2.20. 

All the galaxies for which the classification was ambiguous were discarded ( e.g. rows 

2 and 3 in Table 2.7). They amounted to less than 10% of the total number, so that our 

final sample was not affected and the (Poisson) uncertainties remained small. The HT 

for each galaxy was then computed when the peak probability was higher than the sum 

of all the others. For example, an elliptical galaxy has the elliptical probability higher 

than the sum of all the others (e.g. first row in Table 2.7). The number of galaxies in each 

Hubble class is shown in Table 2.8. 

Diagnostic diagrams were constructed to assess the performance of the NNs for the 

galaxies that we supposed were correctly classified (e.g. row 1 in Table 2.7). The dia

grams are shown in Figs. 2.18 and 2.19. Each couple of panels illustrates one HT, plotted 

in the full range and zoomed in, x-axis is probability and y-axis, number. Points are 

coded so that each colour represents one HT. For clarification, let us take the diagrams 

for elliptical galaxies: any galaxy rated 1 in this diagram has probability 1 of being an 

Ell, according to our criterium. Galaxies rated O have probability O of being an Ell. What 

is to be noted is that the number of galaxies with a high probability of being other HTs 

is negligible, in this case less than 4000 (5% of the total number), meaning that 95% of 

the elliptical galaxies were classified as so with a high level of confidence and without 

ambiguity6
• It is also worth noting that the second-best classifications in this case are 

6lt can also be noted that in every plot there is a small number of galaxies that seem to have probability 
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Figure 2.21: Diagnostic diagrams to assess the goodness of the NN classification for galaxies 
fainter than MR = -18. Horizontal axis shows the probability and vertical axis, number. Each 
couple of panels illustrate one HT and its zoom. The coloured points represent different HTs, as 
coded in Fig. 2.18. Here we see ellipticals, SOs, Sas and Sbs, from top left to bottom right. 

for SO galaxies, as expected. The same trend can be observed in all other diagrams. This 

indicates that the NNs are doing a very good job in classifying the galaxies. 

However, it is worth keeping in mind that fainter than MR= -18 SDSS does not seem 

to provide a good measure of the LF, and therefore, of galaxy fractions. Furthermore, 

fainter galaxies might be more difficult to classify than bright ones. To assess these 

issues, we create the same diagnostic diagrams for galaxies fainter than MR = -18 and 

these are illustrated in Figs. 2.21 and 2.22. A very noticeable trend can be observed 

1 for other HTs. This effect is due to the binning of the data, and is not real. Galaxies never have more than 
one HT rated as 1. 
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Figure 2.21: Diagnostic diagrams to assess the goodness of the NN classification for galaxies 

fainter than MR = -18. Horizontal axis shows the probability and vertical axis, number. Each 

couple of panels illustrate one HT and its zoom. The coloured points represent different HTs, as 

coded in Fig. 2.18. Here we see ellipticals, SOs, Sas and Sbs, from top left to bottom right. 

for SO galaxies, as expected. The same trend can be observed in all other diagrams. This 

indicates that the NNs are doing a very good job in classifying the galaxies. 

However, it is worth keeping in mind that fainter than MR = -18 SDSS does not seem 

to provide a good measure of the LF, and therefore, of galaxy fractions. Furthermore, 

fainter galaxies might be more difficult to classify than bright ones. To assess these 

issues, we create the same diagnostic diagrams for galaxies fainter than MR = -18 and 

these are illustrated in Figs. 2.21 and 2.22. A very noticeable trend can be observed 

1 for other HTs. This effect is due to the binning of the data, and is not real. Galaxies never have more than 

one HT rated as 1. 
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Figure 2.22: Same as Fig. 2.21 for Scs, Sds, and Irrs. 

by each HT in the second set of diagrams: moving to the left (lower probabilities) the 

points do not follow the same neat and monotonic decreasing behaviour as their bright 

counterparts, and in many cases there seems to be a peak at probability 0.4. This is 

an indication that the NNs are probably experiencing difficulties in classifying fainter 

galaxies. Notice that irregular galaxies are very poorly represented in our sample, thus 

the chaotic behaviour of the diagnostic plots for this particular HT. A more detailed 

discussion of this result is given in the next Section. 

The galaxy frequencies as a function of MR were then applied to the general LF de

termined in this work (see Sec 2.1). The results are illustrated in Fig. 2.23. The black line 

represent the total LF and each coloured line shows one type-specific LF. Here we only 

have data until MR = -13.5 but the plot is in the same scale as the catalogues LF, for 
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Figure 2.23: Type-specific LFs obtained from neural networks. Each coloured line represents one 
HT and the black line shows the Schechter fit to the total LF. 

easier comparison of the two. 

2.5 Comparison Between the Different Methods 

Looking at Figs. 2.17 and 2.23 we see that the type-specific LFs determined with the two 

methods are in good agreement at the bright end. For magnitudes fainter than MR= -18, 

all of the NN type-specific LFs are flat or slowly declining. Comparing this magnitude 

range with Figs. 2.17 and 1.1 (field type-specific LFs, Binggeli, Sandage & Tamman 1988) 

we see that this result is not real: giant galaxies are rare at MR ~ -17. Even though the 

BST type-specific LFs might be incomplete at the faint end, the LFs of ellipticals, SOs and 

early spirals are not expected to rise or flatten out to MR = -13.5. On the contrary, they 

are expected to start declining well before this limit. 

For most HTs, this can be attributed to the difficulty experienced by the NNs to clas

sify faint galaxies, as shown in the previous Subsection. It is worth keeping in mind that 

due to this effect, the uncertainties in the faint end of the NN LFs are larger than those 

at the faint end. However, in the case of ellipticals and SOs, this is most likely a result of 

not including dEs/ dSphs in our classification. 
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In the case of irregulars, the NN Irr LF looks rather different from the catalogues Irr 

LF at the bright end. Visually inspecting the sample of galaxies classified as Irr by the 

NNs, we realised that about 40% of them were in fact peculiar galaxies, likely mergers 

of early type galaxies that are no.t blue and star-forming, but disturbed and irregular 

enough to be picked up by the classifiers. This is why we label the blue line in Fig. 2.23 

as Irr+ Pee. Even though the Irr faint end behaves as it is expected for these galaxies (see 

also Fig. 1.1), this LF should not be directly compared to its counterpart because it does 

not represent simply irregular galaxies. Moreover, Irrs are extremely under-represented 

in our sample (only 84 objects). As a result, the NN Irr LF is not well constrained. 

The explicit fractions of galaxies of each HT and MR are reproduced in Table 2.9. 

Each column represents one galaxy type, from Ell to dE, and each row lists the galaxy 

fractions for a particular catalogue: NNs (NNs), the Nearby Galaxies Catalog (NG), the 

Local Volume (LV), the Groups Survey (GR), and the Local Group (LG). The fractions 

vary as a function of MR, in the sense that dwarf galaxies are rare or non-existent at 

the bright end and normal galaxies contribute very little to the faint end. Following the 

trend observed in the Figures, the individual fractions for each HT at a given MR are 

consistent within a factor of 2 in most cases for the NG and NNs (MR < -18). Moving 

to fainter magnitudes, we see discrepancies that represent what has been discussed in 

the previous paragraphs. 

The most pronounced discrepancy happens for Irrs, reflecting what is observed in 

the Figures: at the brightest magnitude bins, the NNs find many more irregulars, in 

some cases by a factor of more than 10, compared to the other catalogues. Again, this is 

due to the fact that the Irr LF does not represent only Irr galaxies. 

Our results show clearly that even though NNs do an extremely good job at classify

ing galaxies, there are still cases where it fails. All galaxies that were not classified or, in 

the case of the Irr LF, were wrongly classified, seem to show properties that do not repre

sent their HTs (within the "logic" of the NNs). It is probable that, as we find here, these 

"outliers" account for only a few percent of the total number of galaxies, so this is not a 

problem. However, this leads us to take a step back and reassess the efficiency of NNs. It 

is obvious that the brain would be able to distinguish and classify these galaxies, while 

NNs are not. Therefore, NNs represent a very good approximation to the complexity of 

the brain, but are still not able to reproduce it with 100% confidence. 

It might be possible to resolve this issue by refining even further the training set; 

maybe including a whole new set of parameters that define better the morphology of 

a galaxy (e.g bulge-to-total ratios, light profiles, asymmetries). The NNs inefficiency at 

faint magnitudes is also probably related to some sort of deficiency in our training set. 

Because we use data from SDSS we are probing specifically the bright end of the LF (as 

shown by Fig. 2.9 and discussion in Section 2.3), therefore our training set is probably not 

very representative for magnitudes fainter than MR = -18. Besides, visual classification 

probably becomes progressively poorer as one moves to fainter magnitudes, allied to 
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the fact that the original Hubble types were specifically defined for bright galaxies. 

Thus, in a future development it might be useful to create different training sets for 

galaxies in different magnitude ranges: it is possible that the properties that best define 

bright galaxies are not as efficient to select faint galaxies. Furthermore, it is important to 

create a training set that probes equally well the bright and faint magnitude regimes, so 

that no galaxy class is under or over-represented. The inclusion of large sets of classifi

cation parameters describing the photometric, spectroscopic, morphological and struc

tural characteristics of galaxies, in conjunction with the two points aforementioned, will 

probably lead to a point when NNs represent a human brain with over 95% confidence. 

Such an in depth study of NNs and training sets is, however, beyond the scope of 

this work and, for our purposes, the NNs do an excellent job. Comparing the results 

of our two sets of type-specific LFs for MR brighter than -18, where they are both rep

resentative, we conclude that the galaxy fractions obtained from the different methods 

are in very good agreement. Therefore, we argue that the local Universe (D < 40 Mpc), 

as probed by the galaxy catalogues, is typical and well reproduced at larger scales (the 

median redshift of the SDSS is z,...., 0.1). This result probably means that there has been 

very little morphological evolution in galaxies over the past Gyr. 
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MR Source Frac Ell Frac SO Frac Sa FracSb Frac Sc FracSd Frac Irr Frac dE 

-23.5 NN 0.43±0.04 0.024±0.002 0.066±0.01 0.15±0.01 0.005±0.001 0.014±0.01 0.31±0.03 0 
NG 0.58±0.07 0 0.08±0.01 0.33±0.03 0 0 0 0 
LV 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
GR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

-22.5 NN 0.40±0.04 0.11±0.01 0.17±0.01 0.13±0.01 0.026±0.03 0.05±0.01 0.11±0.01 0 
NG 0.28±0.05 0.08±0.02 0.11±0.03 0.34±0.04 0.18±0.03 0 0 0 
LV 0 0 0.25±0.25 0 0.50±0.35 0 0.25±0.25 0 
GR 0 0 1.00±0.50 0 0 0 0 0 
LG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

-21.5 NN 0.15±0.01 0.22±0.02 0.22±0.02 0.17±0.02 0.12±0.01 0.07±0.01 0.05±0.01 0 
NG 0.11±0.02 0.22±0.02 0.15±0.02 0.25±0.02 0.24±0.02 0.03±0.01 0.002±0.002 0 
LV 0 0.12±0.08 0.12±0.08 0.41±0.16 0.12±0.08 0 0.12±0.08 0.12±0.08 
GR 0.66±0.5 0.33±0.32 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LG 

-20.5 NN 0.04±0.01 0.20±0.02 0.14±0.01 0.18±0.02 0.24±0.02 0.15±0.01 0.04±0.004 0 
NG 0.07±0.01 0.22±0.02 0.09±0.02 0.15±0.02 0.34±0.03 0.12±0.02 0.007±0.004 0 
LV 0.07±0.07 0.09±0.08 0.07±0.07 0.09±0.08 0.28±0.14 0.07±0.07 0.07±0.07 0 
GR 0.50±0.50 0.50±0.50 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LG 0 0 0 1.00±0.50 0 0 0 0 

-19.5 NN 0.011±0.005 0.10±0.01 0.07±0.007 0.12±0.01 0.25±0.02 0.30±0.03 0.15±0.01 0 
NG 0.06±0.02 0.14±0.02 0.02±0.01 0.05±0.01 0.26±0.03 0.37±0.04 0.10±0.02 0 
LV 0~ 0.06±0.06 0.06±0.06 0.06±0.06 0.38±0.15 0.52±0.18 0 0 
GR 0.5±0.50 0.5±0.50 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

-18.5 NN 0.003±0.003 0.03±0.01 0.05±0.01 0.08±0.02 0.18±0.02 0.34±0.03 0.32±0.03 0 
NG 0.06±0.02 0.06±0.02 0.006±0.006 0.02±0.01 0.14±0.03 0.47±0.05 0.23±0.04 0 
LV 0.05±0.05 0.05±0.05 0.05 ±0.05 0 0.16±0.09 0.63±0.19 0.05±0.05 0.05±0.05 
GR 0 1.00±0.50 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LG 0 0 0 0 0.50±0.50 0 0.50±0.50 0 

-17.5 NN 0.002±0.002 0.01±0.005 0.03±0.01 0.07±0.01 0.13±0.01 0.33±0.03 0.42±0.04 0 
NG 0.04±0.02 0.04±0.02 0.01±0.01 0 0.06±0.03 0.44±0.07 0.39±0.07 0 
LV 0.08±0.05 0.08±0.05 0.04±0.04 0 0.08±0.05 0.48±0.14 0.12±0.06 0.12±0.06 
GR 0 0 0 0 0 0.50±0.50 0.50±0.50 0 
LG 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.00±0.50 0 

Table 2.9: Relative fractions of each HT as a function of absolute magnitude. The five lines rep
resent the catalogues used in this work. NN: neural networks; NG: Nearby Galaxies Catalogue; 
LV: The Local Volume; GR: Groups survey; LG: Local Group 
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MR Source Frac Ell Frac SO Frac Sa FracSb Frac Sc Frac Sd Frac Irr Frac dE 

-16.5 NN 0.001±0.001 0.01±0.005 0.02±0.01 0.11±0.01 0.01±0.005 0.32±0.03 0.43±0.04 0 
NG 0.02±0.02 0.02±0.02 0 0.02±0.02 0.05±0.03 0.28±0.08 0.59±0.12 0 
LV 0 0.07±0.05 0 0 0.03±0.03 0.50±0.13 0.34±0.11 0.03±0.03 
GR 0 0 0 0 0 0.13±0.13 0.40±0.24 0.46±0.25 
LG 0.25±0.25 0 0 0 0 0 0.50±0.35 0.25±0.25 

-15.5 NN 0.0008±0.0008 0.003±0.003 0.01±0.005 0.04±0.02 0.04±0.02 0.14±0.01 0.76±0.07 0 
NG 0 0 0 0 0.05±0.05 0.15±0.08 0.80±0.20 0 
LV 0 0 0 0 0 0.33±0.08 0.52±0.10 0.15±0.05 
GR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.40±0.30 0.60±0.35 
LG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.33±0.33 0.66±0.47 

-14.5 NN 0.002±0.001 0.005±0.001 0.02±0.01 0.04±0.02 0.04±0.02 0.20±0.02 0.68±0.07 0 
NG 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.00±0.26 0 
LV 0 0.06±0.03 0 0 0 0.14±0.05 0.73±0.11 0.06±0.03 
GR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.64±0.30 0.36±0.24 
LG 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.00±0.50 0 

-13.5 NN 0.0001±0.0001 0.002±0.002 0.06±0.01 0.03±0.01 0.02±0.01 0.12±0.01 0.82±0.08 0 
NG 0 0 0 0 0 0.14±0.14 0.86±0.35 0 
LV 0 0.02±0.02 0 0.02±0.02 0 0.02±0.02 0.64±0.09 0.28±0.06 
GR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.55±0.19 0.45±0.17 
LG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.00±0.71 

-12.5 NN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NG 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.00±0.50 0 
LV 0 0 0 0 0 0.03±0.02 0.65±0.10 0.32±0.07 
GR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.44±0.15 0.56±0.17 
LG 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.00±0.50 0 

-11.5 NN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LV 0 0 0 0 0 0.03±0.03 0.64±0.13 0.33±0.10 
GR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.36±0.14 0.64±0.19 
LG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.40±0.28 0.60±0.35 

-10.5 NN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LV 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.66±0.23 0.33±0.16 
GR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.66±0.30 0.33±0.21 
LG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.33±0.23 0.66±0.33 



The Baryonic Mass Function 

Having the type-specific LFs, the type-specific BMFs can be calculated if we know the 

distribution of stellar, HI and H2 masses for each HT. Here I explain how we obtain 

stellar and HI mass functions from magnitude-dependent mass-to-light ratios. H2 mass 

functions are obtained by attributing H2 masses to galaxies, as a function MR. Adding 

these three components for each HT, we determine the total and type-specific BMFs. 

Integrating each of the mass functions over their full mass ranges, we compute matter 

densities in stars, HI, H2 and baryons, and determine the fraction of mass in bulges and 

disks. All the results are compared to the literature and we find good agreement. In 

Chapter 5, we bring back these type-specific BMFs and calculate their evolution. 

3.1 Definition 

The LF is very straightforward to measure, but a more fundamental description of the 

galaxy population is the BMF (<I>(m)). This function is defined so that <I>(m) dm is the 

density of galaxies with baryonic masses between m and m+dm. 

The BMF of the galaxy population is obtained by summing the contributions of all 

the different baryonic components in each galaxy. The main contributors are stars, 

atomic gas and molecular gas and we consider these three components in this work. 

Other contributors are not included here because their contribution to the baryonic mass 

is negligible. 

Through M/ L of stellar populations, the LF can be converted into the stellar mass 

function. This conversion is the most uncertain factor in the determination of the BMF. 

95 
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Table 3.1: M/ L derived from different methods. 

Component M/LB M~thod 

Ell 6.70-7.70 Dynamics+Lensing 
Ell 6.78-7.54 Dynamics 
Bulge 7.47-9.13 Strong Lensing 
Bulge 9.81-11.05 SPS 
Disk rv 2.5 Solar Neighbourhood 
Disk 1.00-1.22 Dynamics 
Disk rv 1.8 Dynamics 

Disk 1.10-1.90 SPS 

MB 

-23.3 < MB < -17.4 
-22.2 < MB < -17.2 
-22.9 < MB < -20.9 
-23.2 < MB < -22.8 
-20(MW) 
-22.5 < MB < -18 
< -19 

Reference 

Jiang & Kochanek 200 
Kronawitter et al. 200( 
Gavazzi et al. 2007 
Bruzual & Charlot 20( 
Bahcall & Soneira 1981 
Salucci & Persic 1999 
Sanders & McGaugh : 
McGaugh 2004 

-20.84 < MB < -20 Portinari et al. 2004 

Several authors have attempted to determine M/L through models of SPS (Bell & de 

Jong 2001; Bell 2003; Portinari et al. 2004; Pizagno et al. 2005), dynamics of galaxies (Bell 

& de Jong 2001; Cappellari et al. 2006), bar streaming motions (Weiner et al. 2001; 2004), 

spiral arm streaming motions (Kranz et al. 2003), and strong galaxy lensing (Smith et al. 

2005; Gavazzi et al. 2007; Jiang & Kochanek 2007). 

For spheroidal stellar populations, it appears that SPS models tend to generate higher 

M/ L than dynamical/lensing measurements (see Table 3.1). But stellar population mod

elling requires assumptions about the IMFs of the populations, which are uncertain (de 

Jong & Bell 2003; Bell et al. 2003; Borch et al. 2006). Assuming that dynamics and lensing 

probe only stellar mass and no DM, the fact that the SPS M/L are higher might be an 

indication that the IMF used is not correct. 

However, dynamical measurements are also subject to uncertainties - the precise 

dynamical models made to describe individual galaxies may not be unique (Padmanab

han et al. 2004). Gravitational lensing offers yet another way to derive stellar masses, 

but it is also model-dependent and subject to uniqueness problems (Gavazzi et al. 2007). 

Furthermore, observations indicate that M/ L correlates with luminosity (Bell & de Jong 

2001). In Table 3.1 we summarise a few M/L measurements made with different meth

ods. For further comparison between different methods, we refer the reader to Emsellem 

(2006) and Kannappan & Gawiser (2007). For more details about the different methods, 

see Sec. 1.3.3. 

Surveys of atomic hydrogen such as the recent Australian HIPASS survey provide 

HI mass for "' 5000 galaxies. For each galaxy it is possible to assign a HT and measure 

an absolute magnitude (the distances can be obtained from redshifts based on the HI 

line) and therefore we can determine the HI mass of galaxies contributing to each point 
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of the type-specific LF. 

For molecular gas, we use the FCRAO survey (Young et al. 1995). This was a pointed 

survey, not a blind survey like HIPASS. It comprises a smaller number of galaxies but 

it is still sufficient for what we need in terms of attributing molecular gas masses to 

galaxies of a given HT and absolute magnitude. 

Here, we revise the work of Read & Trentham (2005) (henceforth RT05) by (i) using 

refined M/L in spheroidal populations, (ii) including the luminosity dependence on 

M/L and (iii) considering the detailed distributions of HI masses of galaxies of different 

HTs. 

3.2 The Components 

3.2. 1 Stellar Mass Function 

Each galaxy can be considered as the composite of a number of stellar populations, and 

the M/L of these individual populations depend on various factors, such as age, metal

licity, and IMF. Therefore, M/L assume different values for each different HT. Here, 

we obtain M/L separately for spheroids and disks and combine the results by taking 

the luminosity-weighted average of the values for the two components. Bulge-to-total 

(B/T) ratios were taken from Kent (1985) and are listed in Table 3.2. 

Ellipticals -

RT05 obtain the mean M/LB (B-band mass-to-light ratios) of ellipticals from dy

namics (Kronawitter et al. 2000), and assume that the same value can be applied 

to the bulge component of SO and spiral galaxies. This gives a constant M/L 8 , as 

listed in Table 3.2. 

However, various studies show that M/LB correlates with absolute magnitude. 

This correlation has a theoretical basis in the fundamental plane and is probably 

linked to the luminosity-metallicity relation (Skillman, Kennicutt & Hodge 1989; 

Zaritsky, Kennicutt & Huchra 1994; Richer & McCall 1995; Garnett et al. 1997; 

Hunter & Hoffman 1999; Pilyugin & Ferrini 2000; Pilyugin 2001b): more luminous 

(massive) ellipticals are subject to more line blanketing, which decreases the emit

ted light in the optical. It is expected that: 

M Lm -ex 
L 

(3.1) 

where m '""0.2 (Prugniel & Simien 1994). 

Since we wish to obtain mass-to-light ratios independently of a chosen IMF, here 

we put together recent studies of dynamics and galaxy lensing in order to constrain 

this correlation and its uncertainty. Fig. 3.1 illustrates the result for elliptical/SO 
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galaxies. Each of the different colours/point styles represents one of the studies 

we used: dynamics (Gerhard et al. 2001; Cappellari et al. 2006; Krajnovic et al. 

2005), and strong galaxy lensing (Gavazzi et al. 2007; Ferreras et al. 2007). 

It is clear from the plot that the scatter is very large. This is probably related to the 

uncertainties in the models used to determine the mass. The straight line in the 

Figure represents the best fit to the points, obtained as follows: 

1. A least squares fit was performed individually on the data from Gerhard et 

al., Cappelllari et al., and Ferreras et al.. This provided us with individual 

normalisations, slopes (m) and respective uncertainties. 

2. The three slopes were then added by means of a weighted sum, resulting in 

the final slope and its uncertainty. 

3. The three normalisations were added, together with that of Gavazzi et al., 

again by means of a weighted sum, resulting in the final intercept and its 

uncertainty. 

It is worth saying that Gavazzi et al. provided only one point, therefore could not 

be used to constrain the slope. In addition, Karjnovic et al. did not provide un

certainties, and could not be used to help constrain the normalisation; their result 

is plotted for consistency, however, and it is interesting to note that it agrees well 

with the other studies. The straight line is represented by the equation: 

M _ ( L ) (0.215±0.035) 

-L - 4.43 ± 0.40 x -L 
B 21 

(3.2) 

where L21 represents the luminosity corresponding to MB = -21. The most im

portant complication in this analysis is our inability to determine precisely the 

amount of dark matter in the centres of galaxies. The assertion that most of the 

mass derived from dynamical and lensing measurements is contained within stars 

is brought into question if there are considerable amounts of dark matter. 

Conventionally, the dark matter fraction in the centres of galaxies has been as

sumed small (e.g. Kronawitter et al. 2000), but recent observations (Cappellari et 

al. 2006) suggest that the amounts may be significant. This may follow from the 

very substantial numbers of stellar remnants which we expect to exist in galaxy 

centres given the huge amount of high-mass biased SF which may be going on as 

gas is funneled into the centres of submm galaxies (Alexander et al. 2005). If the 

remnants are black holes or neutron stars, they would be dark at optical wave

lengths. 

There seems to be a consensus that the amount of DM in the centres of galaxies 

lies between 10%-40% (Cappellari et al. 2006; Gerhard et al. 2001). Here, we adopt 
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Figure 3.1: Correlation between M8 and M/LB for early type galaxies. Each coloured 
point/ different symbol represents a different study, as indicated in the Figure. Here we use 
dynamics and lensing 

a mean value of 20%, thus the points in the plot represent 80% of the total mass 

inferred by each of these studies, i.e. we discount the 20% that is very likely due 

toDM. 

The uncertainties in our M/L 8 come mainly from the uncertainties in the models 

used to determine the mass. In our case, it is the Gavazzi et al. point that possesses 

the smallest uncertainty and therefore gives the dominant contribution to the nor

malisation. Consequently, our uncertainties are dominated by lensing. It is usually 

easy to fit a model galaxy lens to the image positions of a lensed object, and then 

obtain a map of the total sky-projected mass. Such a map, however, is not unique. 

A way around this problem is to generate an ensemble of models (Williams & Saha 

2000; Trotter et al. 2000; Keeton & Winn 2003), all models constrained to reproduce 

the observed image position precisely. From the models, estimates and uncertain

ties of any desired quantity can be extracted (Ferreras et al. 2005); Ferreras et al. 

use 200 models per lens. This techinique, however, increases the mass uncertain

ties and forces M/LB to be quoted in ranges, instead of single values. Gavazzi et 

al. estimates that their M/L 8 have uncertainties of the order of 10%. However, 

due to the systematic uncertainties involved in the model fitting, we believe that 

the true uncertainties are 2-3 times the quoted range. 

Nevertheless, M/LB determined from gravitational lensing have the great advan

tage of being !MF-independent. Although our uncertainties are larger than those 
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Figure 3.2: Correlation between M 8 and M/L8 for early type galaxies. Each coloured 
point/ different symbol represents a different study, as indicated in the Figure. Here we use 
dynamics and lensing 

obtained using an !MF-dependent method, they result from lower level assump

tions, which renders the results more credible. In addition, comparing M/LB ob

tained from both independent- and dependent-IMP methods can be a powerful 

way to constrain the IMF. 

Disks .:. 

The same procedure was adopted for disks, where we used data from: disk rota

tion curves (Vogt et al. 2004; Kent 1986; Noordermer et al. 2006), MOND (Modified 

Newonian Dynamics compared to optical rotation curves; Sanders & Noordermer 

2007), bar hydrodynamics (Weiner et al. 2001), and spiral arm streaming motions 

(Vallejo et al 2002). 

All the datasets are plotted in Fig. 3.2, where the different colours/point styles 

represent different data, as shown in the Figure. The only datasets that provide 

more than one point are those of Vogt et al., Sanders & Noordermer and Kent, 

therefore these are the ones used to determine the slope. Again, the scatter is quite 

considerable. The best constrained data, with the smallest uncertainties is that of 

Vogt et al., and it is clearly visible that the fit traces the slope of the Vogt et al. 

data quite well. The normalisation is slightly higher due to the spread of points of 

higher M/LB, 

Our final correlation reads: 
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M _ ( L ) (0.112±0.042) 

-L - 1.71 ± 0.38 x -L 
B 21 

(3.3) 

and is represented by the strqight line in the Figure. 

Both Vogt et al. and Kent determine disk masses using the maximum disk hypoth

esis (van Albada & Sancisi 1986): the rotation curves of spirals have contributions 

from stars, gas and DM. The relative contributions of each are difficult to esti

mate directly. However, interesting constraints can be derived by assuming that 

the mass of the stellar disk makes the maximum possible contribution to the ro

tation velocity (Bell & de Jong 2001). Therefore, the DM content is assumed to be 

small and we did not make any further corrections to the points in the Figure. The 

Sanders & Noordermer results were compared to optical rotation curves (again 

using the maximum disk assumption), with good agreement. Therefore, no DM 

correction was applied to these points. 

Our normalisation (1.71 ± 0.38) is in good agreement with M/L 8 ratios for disks 

determined by different methods (from RT05): 

1. The combination of the local luminosity surface density I.L8 
'.::::'. 18 L0 pc2 

(Bahcall & Soneira 1980) with measurements of the column density of stars 

in the solar neighbourhood, I.* = 27 - 40M0 Mpc-3 (Gould et al. 1996 and 

Kuijken & Gilmore 1989). The result is: M/L 8 = 1.5 - 2.2. 

2. SPS models - The results are very sensitive to the IMF because an arbitrary 

number of low-mass stars can be included with no change in the measured 

colour, metallicity or age of the stellar population. However, using the Kroupa 

(2001) IMF which has been explicitly determined for spiral galaxies (Kroupa 

2001), the model yields: M/L 8 = 1.1-1.9. 

3. Dynamical mass estimate for the stars - there is significant evidence that in

side the effective radius1 of a galaxy the DM component is small (van der 

Marel 1991; Kronawitter et al. 2000), so the stellar velocities can be used to 

calculate the total gravity produced by the masses of the stars. Dynamical 

mass estimates from Salucci & Persic (1999) give: M/L8 = 1.11. This result 

was recently confirmed by McGaugh (2004), from a dynamical study of spiral 

galaxies. 

Bulges -

Both the Kent and Vogt et al. studies determine masses individually for bulges 

and disks. Therefore, we use their results here to constrain the bulge L8 -M/L8 

correlation. The single point from Noordermer et al. 2007 is plotted for consistency 

1The effective radius R, of a galaxy is the radius that contains half of the total emitted light. 
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µB M/LB Mm/LB MH2 /Mm 

E 1 6.8-7.5 ""O.Ql rv 1 

so 0.64 4.8-5.4 0.11-0.33 1.3-6.7 
Sa 0.33-0.40 3.1-3.6 0.078-0.32 1.5-5.8 
Sb 0.16-025 2.1-2.6 0.24-0.46 2.0-4.2 
Sc 0.06-0.09 1.6-2.1 0.46-0.65 1.1-1.8 
Sd rvQ 1.6-2.1 0.62-0.70 0.70-1.3 
Irr ,-,_,Q 0.9-1.2 0.55-0.99 0.30-0.58 
dE 1.7-4.9 ,.,_, 0 

Table 3.2: B/T ratios µa, M/ La, Mm/ La, and fraction of H2 mass relative to HI for each HT from 
RTOS. 

and we also include the work of Perez et al. (2004), a study of gas flow in the inner 

parts of spiral barred galaxies. 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the results. Once more we see a scatter plot: a correlation 

is barely visible. However, it seems to present the same slope as that of elliptical 

galaxies, which is a reassurance. The final equation is: 

M ( L ) (0 .22±0.03) 
- = 6.51 ± 1.27 X -L 
LB n 

(3.4) 

The bulge normalisation is the most uncertain, since the scatter in this plot is the 

highest. 

Adopting this procedure to constrain M/LB, we were able to obtain reliable error 

estimates, which in turn allowed us to estimate realistic errors for the stellar matter 

density (Q*). 

The total M/LB (i.e disk + bulge) for each HT as well as their uncertainties, now 

as a function of MR, were combined through the bulge-to-total ratios listed in Table 3.2 

and are shown in Table 3.3. Here we assume that Irr galaxies have the same M/LB 

as Sds since none of these HTs presents a bulge component. For dwarf ellipticals (dEs), 

observations suggest that their stellar populations are very similar to those of Milky Way 

globular clusters (Wyse et al. 2002). Therefore, we use the dynamical M/LB of Galactic 

globular clusters for dE galaxies: M/LB = 1.7 -4.9 (Pryor & Meylan 1993). 

As can be seen from Table 3.3, M/LB vary quite considerably for early type galaxies 

(e.g. Ell and SO). Furthermore, the values are rather lower than those assumed by RT05 

for ellipticals, due to our DM correction. 

Using our M/LB we determined the distribution of masses for each HT as a function 

of absolute magnitude: 

(3.5) 
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Figure 3.3: Correlation between MB and M/LB for early type galaxies. Each coloured 

point/ different symbol represents a different study, as indicated in the Figure. Here we use 

dynamics and lensing 

MR Ell so Sa Sb Sc Sd 

-23.5 5.34 6.36 4.47 3.39 2.55 2.04 

-22.5 4.36 5.25 3.75 2.89 2.21 1.81 

-21.5 3.56 4.33 3.14 2.46 1.92 1.61 

-20.5 2.91 3.57 2.63 2.10 1.68 1.42 

-19.5 2.37 2.95 2.21 1.79 1.46 1.26 

-18.5 1.94 2.44 1.86 1.53 1.27 1.12 

-17.5 1.58 2.02 1.57 1.31 1.11 0.99 

-16.5 1.29 1.68 1.33 1.13 0.97 0.88 
-15.5 1.05 1.39 1.12 0.97 0.85 0.78 
-14.5 0.86 1.15 0.95 0.84 0.75 0.69 
-13.5 0.70 0.96 0.81 0.72 0.65 0.61 
-12.5 0.57 0.79 0.68 0.62 0.57 0.54 
-11.5 0.47 0.66 0.58 0.54 0.50 0.48 
-10.5 0.38 0.55 0.50 0.47 0.44 0.43 

Table 3.3: Stellar M/ LB for each HT as a function of absolute magnitude MR, 
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Figure 3.4: The field galaxy SMF obtained from galaxy catalogues. Coloured lines represent the 
type-specific functions while the points show the total SMF. The black line represents the SMF 
from Panter et al. (2006). and the pink crosses show the data from RTOS. Masses are shown in 
log units. 

And obtained two sets of type-specific stellar mass functions (SMFs) by converting 

each of our type-specific LFs: 

<I>(m*) = -cp(MR) d(::;,R) ( ~ )-1 

Where <l>(m*) represents the SMF in units of Mpc3 M01
. 

(3.6) 

Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 show the results for all type specific SMFs, for galaxy catalogues and 

NNs respectively. Each colour represents one HT, as indicated in the plot. The black dots 

represent the total SMF, obtained by summing <l>;(m*) over all HTs. Errorbars represent 

the uncertainties in the M/LB and in the LF (counting statistics, as discussed in Chapter 

2), added in quadrature. Note that the systematic uncertainties completely dominate the 

error bars. 

The solid black line shows the SMF determined by Panter et al. (2004), and the black 

dashed line, Panter et al. (2006). They use SDSS data, but derive stellar masses from 

star formation histories constrained by the spectra of the galaxies, assuming an IMF. 

The solid line was obtained using a Salpeter IMF, while the dashed line, obtained from 

a Chabrier IMF. In both Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 our points lie systematically below both lines 

but agree with the Panter et al. (2006) result within the error bars. Our SMF therefore 
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Figure 3.5: The field galaxy SMF obtained from NNs. Coloured lines represent the type-specific 
functions while the points show the total SMF. The black line represents the stellar MF from 
Panter et al. (2006) and the pink crosses show the data from RTOS. Masses are shown in log 
units. 

favours a Chabrier IMF. 

In Fig. 3.5, the fact that our total SMF does not extend to Log(mass) below 7 is due 

to the fact that our NN data does not include dEs. The pink crosses in both figures 

represent the total SMF determined by RT05. The main difference between both sets of 

points is the normalisation: because of our DM correction, our points lie systematically 

below those of RT05. It is worth stressing that this is an important issue and a more 

precise determination of the DM content in the centres of galaxies is fundamental for 

the computation of the true SMF. 

Further in this Chapter we calculate the integral of the SMF over its mass range, to 

obtain the cosmological density in stars, Q*. 

3.2.2 HI Mass Function 

A large sample of atomic gas measurements of nearby galaxies was compiled recently 

as part of the Australian HIPASS survey. Using the 64-m Parkes Radio Telescope with a 

multibeam receiver (Staveley-Smith et al. 1996), the survey mapped the entire southern 

sky for HI emission from -1280 to 12700 km/ s in heliocentric radial velocity. 

Here, we used data for"' 2000 galaxies and determined the HI mass from the inte-
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MR Ell so Sa Sb Sc Sd Irr 

-21.5 0 0.17 0 0.23 0.29 0 0 

-20.5 0.03 0.17 0.21 0.33 0.35 0.43 0 

-19.5 0.23 0.45 0.40 0.46 0.44 0.53 0.44 

-18.5 0.85 0.68 0.72 0.83 0.66 0.66 0.72 

-17.5 0.96 0.66 0.79 1.04 1.27 1.01 0.98 

-16.5 4.37 1.95 1.05 1.36 1.40 1.40 1.39 

-15.5 2.05 0 0 3.75 3.16 2.36 2.14 

Table 3.4: HIM/ LB for each HT as a function of absolute magnitude MR, Zeros are shown when 
we do not have data for that HT at that MR, 

grated HI flux using the formula (Roberts 1962): 

MHI = 2.356 X 105 D2 FHI M0 (3.7) 

Where D is the distance, in Mpc, and FHI = J fvdv is the integrated HI flux in Jy 

km/s. 

For galaxies with radial velocities between 1500 < V < 3000 km/ s we obtained the 

HI M/L as a function of HT, and these are shown in Table. 3.4. This lower velocity limit 

was chosen so as to avoid poor distance measurements (which we get from applying 

Hubble's law). The higher velocity limit was chosen so as to force the effects of Edding

ton bias2 in the construction of Table 3.4 to be negligible. 

Combining the mass distribution obtained from HIPASS with our type-specific LFs 

(Chapter 2), we obtained the type-specific HI mass functions (HIMFs) in units of Mpc-3 

M01 according to the following equation: 

(3.8) 

The determination of dL/dm is not trivial because this factor changes for different 

HTs at different MR. If L/M were constant, and the relation L x M could be represented 

by a straight line, a galaxy of luminosity L would have mass Mand a galaxy of lumi

nosity 2 x L would have mass 2 x M. However, the Universe is more complex and so is 

the behaviour of these two quantities. The dependence between HI mass and L can be 

obtained through the derivative of the curve M x L. 

This gradient was then inserted in Equation 3.8 and evaluated over the relevant mass 

range. This procedure was repeated for every HT, and the equation evaluated over each 

HT' s mass range. 

The results for all the type-specific HIMFs can be seen in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7, from 

2Random errors in flux measurements can systematically alter the source counts measured above a given 

flux limit. This is known as the 'Eddington bias' (Eddington 1913). If the true differential number counts 

are increasing towards fainter fluxes, the measured number counts will be artificially increased. The two 

factors affecting the bias are the slope of the number counts, and the measurement error on the flux. 
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Figure 3.6: The field galaxy HIMF obtained from galaxy catalogues. Coloured lines represent 
each type-specific function and the points are the total HIME The black line shows the HIMF 
from HIPASS and the pink crosses show the data from RTOS. Masses are shown in log units. 

galaxy catalogues and NNs. Each coloured line represents a galaxy type, while the data 

points show the total HIMF, obtained by adding up all the type-specific functions. Errors 

are counting statistics and simply reflect the number of galaxies in each magnitude bin 

(Poisson errors from the HIPASS data added in quadrature to the Poisson errors from 

the respective LF). 

The pink crosses represent the data from RT05. The black line is the HI mass func

tion determined by HIPASS (Zwaan et al. 2003). Both our MFs are consistent with the 

HIPASS MF, except at the faint end in Fig. 3.7. This effect could be due to selection bi

ases and scaling; Zwaan et al. select their sample by HI mass while we selected and 

scaled our sample by optical luminosity. This may cause different objects to be included 

in each sample - Zwann et al. might be picking up HI-rich, optical low surface bright

ness galaxies that we might have missed. This effect should be more important at low 

masses, as the highest HI mass galaxies will certainly be in optical surveys. 

Further in this Chapter we calculate the integral of the HIMF over its mass range, to 

obtain the cosmological density in HI gas, O.m. 
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Figure 3.7: The field galaxy HIMF obtained from NNs. Coloured lines represent each type
specific function and the points are the total HIMF. The black line shows the HIMF from HIPASS 
and the pink crosses show the data from RTOS. Masses are shown in log units . 

3.2.3 H2 Mass Function 

The amount of molecular hydrogen can only be estimated by indirect methods. The most 

common method starts from the 12CO(l-O) line emission at 115 GHz using a standard X 

conversion factor between the intensity of the CO line (l(CO)) and the column density of 

H2 (N(H2)) calibrated in the solar neighbourhood, X = N(H2)/I(CO) (Young & Scoville 

1991). Detailed analyses of giant molecular clouds in nearby galaxies have however 

questioned the validity of this method. 

The factor X can vary by a factor of up to ,._., 10 as observed in giant molecular clouds 

in the SMC (Rubio et al. 1993) or in M31 (Allen & Lequeux 1993). High values of X 

are generally observed at low metallicities (CO luminosity decreases relative to H2 mass 

since there is no carbon (e.g. Wilson 1995), and strong UV radiation fields (the diffuse 

carbon monoxide in the outskirts of molecular clouds might be dissociated by photons 

at a higher rate than H 2, which given its higher density, is more efficiently self-shielded; 

Boselli et al. 2002). In this case, we might be missing low metallicity galaxies (dwarf 

galaxies) which might contain non-negligible amounts of H2. 

However, to calibrate empirical relationships between X and e.g. metallicity, inten

sity of the UV radiation is not easy since the determination of X relies on molecular gas 
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mass estimates based on different techniques: from the virial equilibrium of giant molec

ular clouds (Young & Scoville 1991), from line ratios of different CO isotopes (Wild et 

al. 1992), assuming a metallicity-dependent gas to dust ratio (Guelin et al. 1993, 1995), 

or relying on ')'-ray data (Hunter ~t al. 1997). Furthermore, the relation between the 

CO emission properties and the physical parameters of the ISM are still poorly known, 

even though some success in modelling the ISM has recently been reported (Lequeux 

et al. 1994; Kaufman et al 1999; Bolatto et al. 1999). Therefore, here we use the canoni

cal conversion factor and assume it to provide a good approximation of the H2 mass in 

galaxies3 . 

Our H2 MF is constructed from the Five College Radio Astronomy Observatory Ex

tragalactic CO Survey (FCRAO, Young et al. 1995): the largest CO survey of galax

ies available in the literature, containing observations of 300 galaxies at 1421 positions. 

Since this survey covers a broad range of HTs it is well suited for a statistical analysis 

and for constructing a H2 MF (H2MF). Using "' 250 galaxies from the FCRAO sample, 

CO line luminosities are converted to H 2 masses through the empirical formula (Young 

& Scoville 1991): 

(3.9) 

Where Seo is the CO flux in Jy km/s and D, the distance to the galaxy in Mpc. 

As done for the HIMF, we obtained the distribution of masses for each HT as function 

of MR. Combining the H2 mass distribution with each respective type-specific LF we 

obtained the type-specific H2MFs [ units Mpc-3 M<i;1 ], using Eq. 3.8 and following the 

same prescription as described above for the HIMFs. 

The results are illustrated in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9, for galaxy catalogues and NNs respec

tively. Each type-specific H2MF can be seen as a different coloured line, and the black 

data points represent the total H2MF obtained by adding up all the type-specific func

tions. The black line shows the H2MF from Keres et al. (2003). Our data is in good 

agreement with the black line in the high mass end. In the low mass end, especially for 

galaxy catalogues, our data diverges substantially from the Keres et al. data and this is 

most likely due to our poor sampling of H2 mass for fainter galaxies. 

The pink crosses illustrate the results from RT05. Our data points show a better 

agreement with the Keres et al. data than do the RT05 points. This is probably due to the 

fact that we determined the H2 mass distribution as a function of absolute magnitude 

per HT for all the galaxies in the sample, whereas RT05 assumed a constant MH
2 
/Mm 

ratio per HT. 

Further in this Chapter we calculate the integral of the H2MF over its mass range, to 

3There is another, more serious, uncertainty which is the possibility that dark clouds of warm molecular 

hydrogen may be very common and in fact dominate the gas budget of galaxies (Rodriguez et al. 2007). 

The CO associated with these clouds is excited to levels that are difficult to observe using submm line 

observations. 
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Figure 3.8: The field galaxy H2MF obtained from galaxy catalogues. Coloured lines represent 

each type-specific function and the points are the total H2MF. The black line shows the molecular 

gas mass function from Keres et al. (2003) and the pink crosses show the data from RTOS. Masses 

are shown in log units. 

obtain the cosmological density in H2 gas, OH2
• 

3.2.4 Other Contributors 

Some components that make up the baryonic mass function were not included in this 

work because they contribute only a very small fraction of mass in baryons in galaxies. 

Field halo stars : In the Milky Way and M31 there is a faint spheroidal population of 

stars which lie neither in the disk nor bulge (Gilmore et al. 1989). While the total 

mass of this component is quite uncertain and estimates range from rv 108 (Binney 

& Merrifield 1998) to rv 109 M0 (Freeman & Bland-Hawthorn 2002), this is still 

only rv 0.1-1% of the total baryonic mass, and thus, a negligible Galactic mass 

component. Because of the low surface density of these halo stars, they are difficult 

to resolve in galaxies much further away than M31. Perhaps other galaxies have a 

much more significant stellar halo and we are missing an important baryonic mass 

component. This is probably not the case, however, since stars from these halos 

would generate a high extragalactic background light in galaxy clusters, which is 

not observed. 
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Figure 3.9: The field galaxy H2MF obtained from NNs. Coloured lines represent each type
specific function and the points are the total H2MF. The black line shows the molecular gas mass 
function from Keres et al. (2003) and the pink crosses show the data from RTOS. Masses are 
shown in log units. 

Hot gas : there are two main hot ionised gas components in galaxies: a component asso

ciated with Hll regions, which is heated by ionising radiation from OB stars, and 

an extended component which is associated with the DM halo. The mass of the 

component associated with Hll regions is negligible ( ,..._, a tenth of the molecular 

gas mass) for both early and late type galaxies (O'Sullivan et al. 2001; Matthews 

& Brighenti 2003; Goudfrooij 1999). The extended component is referred to as 

warm/hot intergalactic medium (WHIM). Some of this gas is bound to galaxies, 

but much of it presumably lies in the IGM. This gas is a trace component as long as 

we restrict the discussion to the optical parts of galaxies - observational evidence 

indicates (O'Sullivan et al. 2001), that less than 1 % of the baryonic mass in these 

galaxies is in hot gas. Far away from the center, however, WHIM is the dominant 

baryonic component; evidence for abundant warm gas around galaxies was pre

sented by the detection of OVI absorption in the UV spectrum (Tripp, Sandage & 

Jenkins 2000). It is likely that WHIM dominates the baryonic mass on group scales 

(Nicastro et al. 2004). 

Dust : for the Milky Way, the dust-to-gas ratio by mass is about 1/200 (Young & Scoville 

1991). There is not evidence that this ratio is different in the majority of normal 
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galaxies. Based on this assumption, Fukugita & Peebles (2004) estimate O.dust = 
(2.5 ± 0.3) X 10-s. 

Stellar remnants (neutron stars and black holes) : recent estimates of the cosmological 

density in these remnants are O.remnants ,..__, 0.00001 (Fukugita & Peebles 2004). This 

number assumes a standard SFR and IMF. However, there appears to be huge 

amounts of energy released by star formation in submillimetre galaxies at high 

redshift and this cannot occur with a normal IMP (Alexander et al. 2005; Baugh 

et al. 2007). Star formation in these galaxies would generate very many remnants 

and the cosmological density could be up to an order of magnitude higher than 

the number above. 

MACHOs : current data from microlensing experiments (Afonso et al. 2003; Alcock 

et al. 2001) suggest that the contribution of MACHOs to the baryonic content of 

the Galaxy is small. According to Fukugita & Peebles (2004), the matter density of 

MACHOs (substellar objects and planets) is of the order of QMACHOs ,..__, 0.00014 ± 
0.00007. 

3.3 Total Baryonic Mass Function 

The baryonic mass for each HT in our sample is obtained by adding up all the mass 

components determined above: 

(3.10) 

This sum is performed individually for each Hubble type, indicated in the equation 

above by the subscript i, e.g. stellar, HI and H2 masses are added to obtain the distribu

tion of baryonic mass as a function of MR per galaxy type. Combining this distribution 

with the galaxy LF, we derive the type-specific and total BMFs ct>(m) [ units Mpc-3 M01 ]. 

Note that we are summing over the masses of each galaxy and then establishing the sta

tistical properties of galaxies with that baryonic mass, not summing individual MPs to 

get a BMF. 

The total BMP <l>(m) is thus the sum of all the type-specific BMPs and can be defined 

by the general equation: 

(3.11) 

Where j refers to a particular HT and i refers to a particular baryonic component. 

The results of all BMFs can be seen in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11, from galaxy catalogues and 

NNs. Coding is the same as in the previous figures, where coloured lines represent the 

type-specific functions, and black points show the total BMF, derived as the sum of the 
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Figure 3.10: The field galaxy BMFs obtained from galaxy catalogues. Coloured lines represent 

the type-specific functions while the points show the total BMF, obtained by summing each of 

the coloured lines. The plot also shows the BMF from Bell et al. and the COM mass spectrum 

from the numerical simulations of Weller and collaborators. The pink crosses show the data from 

RTOS. Masses are shown in log units. 

type-specific functions. The solid black line represents the total BMF computed by Bell 

et al. (2003) and the dashed line represents the cold dark matter (CDM) mass function 

from Weller et al. (2005). Overlayed on the plot as pink crosses is the total BMF obtained 

byRTOS. 

It is immediately noticeable from the Figure that the new points are systematically 

above both RTOS and Bell et al. (2003) results for intermediate masses (8 < log(m) < 10), 

but agree well within the error bars. The largest discrepancy is seen at the massive end, 

where our points lie very much below the line and RTOS points. This is mainly due to 

the DM correction applied to the elliptical M/L8 , which worked by reducing the RTOS 

value by about half. Elliptical galaxies are the main contributors to the baryonic MF at 

high masses. 

It is also noticeable that both BMFs have a very different shape from the dark matter 

mass spectrum. The dark matter mass spectrum follows a power law, whereas the bary

onic MF is very deficient in galaxies of extremely high masses, and somewhat deficient 

in galaxies with low masses. 

The deficiency at high masses can be due to a combination of effects: 
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Figure 3.11: The field galaxy BMF obtained from NNs. Coloured lines represent the type-specific 
functions while the points show the total BMF, obtained by summing each of the coloured lines. 
The plot also shows the BMF from Bell et al. and the CDM mass spectrum from the numerical 
simulations of Weller and collaborators. The pink crosses show the data from RTOS. Masses are 
shown in log units. 

• Gravitational heating of gas (Ostriker et al. 2005) - in this case, the gas energy 

comes from the same collapse and virilisation processes which determine the dark 

matter profile; then the energy per unit mass in the gas should be approximately 

the same as in the dark matter. This would prevent gas from cooling and forming 

galaxies. 

• Feedback from AGNs that produce supermassive black holes in massive galaxies 

(Allen et al. 2006) - these results show that the black hole "engines" at the hearts of 

large elliptical galaxies and groups can feed back sufficient energy to halt cooling 

and star formation, leading naturally to the observed exponential cut off at the 

bright end of the galaxy luminosity function. 

• The relative cooling times of DM halos of different masses - the gas associated with 

a 1014 M 0 halo will collapse and turn into stars in 10 x 1013 M 0 halos a lot quicker 

than it will into a single 1014 M0 halo, because the cooling times are shorter for 

smaller masses (for more details, see Section 1.2.5). 

The deficiency at low masses is the classical "missing satellites problem": Kauff-
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mann et al. (1993) found that semi-analytic models predict 5-10 times more faint, low 

mass galaxies than observations show. Moore et al (1999), comparing their simulations 

with the Local Group dwarf galaxies, overpredicted the total number of satellites larger 

than dwarf spheroids by a factor of .about 50 (see also Klypin et a. 1999). Although 

the discrepancy between simulations and observations is large, these results should be 

viewed with care. These are simulations of dark matter halos and to relate them to ob

servations of luminous matter requires modelling of the way in which baryons fall into 

dark halos and are subsequently converted into stars. 

Attempts to reconcile theory predictions to observations include suppressing the for

mation of dwarf galaxies with a photoionising background (Efstathiou 1992; Dijkstra et 

al. 2004), inhibiting star formation by expelling gas, e.g. a feedback mechanism (Dekel 

& Silk 1986) and merging the fainter galaxies to decrease their number. Kauffmann et 

al. concluded that it is very difficult to suppress the formation of so many dwarf galax

ies compared to observations. Other possible solution is that baryonic material falls into 

small halos but fails to form stars or stars do form, but there are so few that they have not 

yet been detected. Roberts et al. (2004) argue that there is no population of low surface 

brightness dwarf galaxies in the field that have gone undetected by redshift surveys. 

Therefore, the "missing satellites" is still an open question. 

3.4 Cosmological Densities (Qs) 

Integrating each of the type-specific MFs over its full mass range, we obtain the cosmo

logical densities of stars, HI and H2 in galaxies in the local Universe as as function of 

HT. For stars, our data gives Q * = 0.0017 ± 0.0005 (galaxy catalogues) and Q* = 0.0014 ± 

0.0003 (NNs). Our determinations are lower than Q* = 0.0018 ± 0.0003 obtained by Pan

ter et al. (2006). Notice that a strength of our method is that our results are independent 

of the IMF, whereas Panter et al. uses a Chabrier IMF. Comparisons between n* obtained 

using different IMFs show that they change by factors of 0.45-0.70 (Stephen Wilkens, pri

vate communication) depending on the form of the IMF below 1 M0 . Until the IMF is 

better constrained, determinations of n* using stellar population synthesis are subject to 

large uncertainties. Our uncertainties are also large but are free of the assumption of the 

IMF. Therefore, our results seem to favour a Chabrier IMF (Note, however, that because 

our errorbars are large, our results do not completely rule out a Salpeter IMF). 

For HI, we obtain QHI = 0.00016 ± 0.00003 (catalogues) and QHI = 0.00013 ± 0.00003 

(NNs). Since our points in both Figures are slightly below the Zwaan et al. (2003) data, 

it was expected that our H2 densities would be lower than their value of QHI = 0.00034 

± 0.00004. 

Our estimates of QH2 = (8.35 ± 3.07) x 10-5 (galaxy catalogues) and QH
2 

= (6.54 ± 

3.17) x 10- 5 (NNs) are both slightly lower than QH
2 

= 0.00016 ±0.00006 from Keres et al.. 

As seen in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9, our H2MFs are deficient in low mass and high mass galaxies 
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n* QHI QH2 nb 

E 0.00022 5.66e-07 "'O 0.00022 
so 0.00019 0.000010 5.69e-06 0.00021 
Sa+Sab 0.00025 l.43e-06 0.000014 0.00027 
Sb+Sbc 0.00053 0.000018 0.000012 0.00056 
Sc+Scd 0.00035 0.000042 0.000038 0.00043 
Sd+Sdm+Sm 0.00011 0.000054 8.42e-06 0.00017 
Irr+dlrr 0.00004 0.000032 4.47e-06 7.64e-05 
dE 4.3e-06 "'O 0 l.06e-05 

Total 0.0017 0.00016 8.35e-05 0.0019 

Table 3.5: Omegas from Catalogues. 

and this effect is more pronounced for the galaxy catalogues, explaining their lower nH
2

• 

The integral of the BMF over all masses is Qb "' 0.0016-0.0019 ± 0.0005 (in units of 

the critical density) for NNs and galaxy catalogues. From the BBN and CMB results, 

Qb "' 0.04 (Steigman 2006 and references therein; Section 1.3.4). Most of the baryons in 

the Universe are therefore not in stars, and are presumably in a warm/hot intergalac

tic medium (WHIM). This is suggested by simulations (Nagamine et al. 2006) and its 

presence has been inferred by a number of indirect observations (Nicastro et al. 2004). 

The individual n values (stellar, HI, H2 and baryonic) for each HT are shown in Ta

bles 3.5 and 3.6 for galaxy catalogues and NNs, respectively. Uncertainties involved are 

of the order of 20% in both cases and come from the combination of all the uncertain

ties involved in their calculation (e.g. LF, M/L). The values obtained by the different 

methods differ slightly on an individual basis. Nevertheless, they agree within the un

certainties, and the sum of each n over HTs gives very consistent results. 

Using bulge-to-total ratios from Kent (1985), we determine the amount of stellar 

mass in bulges/spheroids and disks in the local Universe. According to the galaxy cat

alogue results, the fraction is 0.3:0.7 in bulges and disks, respectively; according to the 

NNs, these numbers change slightly to 0.35:0.65. The conventional view of the Universe 

was that bulges contributed to 54-60% of the stellar mass (Schechter & Dressler 1987; Bell 

et al. 2003; Baldry et al. 2004). It is known today that this is not true for the Local Group, 

as the disk of M31 holds more than 50% of the total stellar budget (Hodge 1992). Re

cent results give 0.39:0.58 for bulges and disks (the remaining 3% are in blue spheroidal 

systems; Driver et al. 2007), suggesting that in fact, the majority of stars in the Universe 

resides in disks, in good agreement with what we find here. This statement is, however, 

subjective since the strict definition of bulges/ spheroids and disks might vary among 

different authors. 
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Q * nm QH2 Qb 

E 0.00024 5.67e-07 rvO 0.00024 

so 0.00017 9.61e-06 l.69e-06 0.00018 
Sa+Sab 0.00039 2.52e-06 9.66e-06 0.00041 

Sb+Sbc 0.00029 0.000014 0.000015 0.00032 

Sc+Scd 0.00013 0.000028 0.000012 0.00018 

Sd+Sdm+Sm 0.00015 0.000033 0.000015 0.00020 
Irr+dlrr 0.00005 0.000036 0.000011 9.79e-05 

dE 
Total 0.0014 0.00013 6.54e-05 0.0016 

Table 3.6: Omegas from NN 



The Merger Catalogue 

"When you stare into the abyss the abyss stares back at you." 

Friedrich Nietzsche 

An important driver of galaxy evolution, mergers of galaxies are the subject of this 

Chapter. In order to compute the evolution of the type-specific LF /BMF, we need a 

detailed analysis of merging galaxies. However, to select mergers is not an easy task. 

And to constrain the properties of the progenitor galaxies and initial conditions of the 

interaction, not any less challenging. SDSS has surveyed a very large area of the sky, 

obtaining multi-colour imaging and redshifts for more than 1()5 galaxies. All this data 

can be easily retrieved online, as well as photometric/ spectroscopic parameters for each 

object. Therefore, SDSS is ideal for our purposes. Our selection method, based on asym

metries, was applied on 134,000 SDSS galaxies and resulted in a sample of 294 merging 

systems. Here, I describe this catalogue: how we determine the properties of the progen

itor galaxies and, more importantly, how we assign HTs to each galaxy; how, comparing 

our systems with published simulations, we constrain SF in mergers, the properties of 

the remnant galaxy, and merger timescales. Since dry and wet mergers contribute dif

ferently to the evolution of the LF /BMF, we quantify the fractions of these two kinds of 

mergers and compare the results with the literature. All the results obtained here are 

put into the context of galaxy evolution in Chapter 5. 
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4.1 Sloan Digital Sky Survey 

In the last 10 years, the Astronomical community has been benefited by the so-called 

"great sky surveys". Surveys carried out by exclusive telescopes that aim to map a large 

fraction of the sky, increasing e~ormously the amount of data available to public use. 

The largest surveys available to date are the 2dF and SDSS; 2dF was a major spectro

scopic survey. A joint UK-Australian project, it had its final data release on the 30th June 

2003 with a total of around 250,000 objects covering 1,500 square degrees in the sky. 

SDSS is "the most ambitious astronomical survey ever undertaken". It uses a ded

icated 2.5m telescope on Apache Point Observatory, in south east New Mexico and it 

aims to have observed about one quarter of the sky upon its completion. The SDSS 

imaging camera covers 1.5 square degrees of the sky at a time, and its spectrograph, 

fiber-fed, can measure spectra of more than 600 objects in a single pointing. 

The SDSS imaging camera uses an array of 30 SITe/Tektronix 2048x2048 pixel CCDs, 

which are arranged in six columns of five CCDs each, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The SDSS 

filters (u', g', r', i', z') cover the respective rows of the array. The instrument operates 

such that images of the objects being observed move along the columns of the CCDs, 

therefore each object has one image in each filter. The pixel size is 24µm (0.396" on the 

sky). Figure 4.1 also shows the system response curves. 

The spectroscopic system can produce 640 individual spectra at a time in a three 

degree diameter field at a resolution R = >,..j ~A of around 1800 in the wavelength range 

3800 to 9200 A (York et al 2000). Each fiber feeding the spectrograph subtends about 

3 arcseconds in the focal plane. Spectroscopic follow up is performed on all galaxies 

with Petrosian r-band magnitude rp < 17.77 and half-light surface brightness (mean 

surface brightness within a circular aperture containing half of the Petrosian flux) µ50 :S 

24.5 magnitudes per arcsecond squared after correcting for galactic extinction following 

Schlegel et al. (1998) (the Main Galaxy Sample; Strauss et al. 2002). 

Regarding the redshift measurements, the accuracy reaches, in the best cases, 30 

km/s for the main galaxy sample. The SDSS is estimated to be complete tor= 21. All 

this information is available for download in the form of fits tables at the SDSS webpage 

(www.sdss.org). 

4.2 How to Select Mergers 

Mergers of galaxies have been studied since the early '70s and have always been very 

challenging objects due to the striking features that, in principle, no-one was able to 

explain satisfactorily (see Section 1.5). 

When two galaxies suffer a close passage or fall into each other's gravitational po

tential, strong tidal forces disturb the structure and morphology of both objects. Direct 

effects of these forces are bridges between the two interacting galaxies and/ or tidal tails, 
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Figure 4.1: The SDSS photometric camera. Left panel: front view of the SDSS camera assembly. 

Each row corresponds to a different filter. Right panel: the SDSS system response curves. The 

responses are shown without atmospheric extinction (upper curves) and as modified by the ex

tinction at 1.2 airmasses (lower curves). The curves represent expected total quantum efficiencies 

of the camera plus telescope on the sky. From the SDSS Project Book. 

stretching out to long distances from each of the parent galaxies. In fact, the presence 

of these features is an unmistakable indication that some kind of interaction between 

galaxies (or between a galaxy and its surrounding environment) is taking place. Thus, 

the measurement of the galaxy interaction rate by counting the incidence of strongly

disturbed galaxies (with strong asymmetries, double nuclei, prominent tidal tails) has 

provided important constraints on merger rates (Le Fevre et al 2000; Conselice et al. 

2003, 2005). 

These revealing features, however, are highly correlated with the combination of 

orbital parameters of the interaction, the gas content of the galaxies, their mass ratios, 

and to the angle at which the observer is viewing the system. So, not all interactions 

will show striking tails and/ or bridges, and minor gas-rich interactions may produce 

much more spectacular results than a major merger between two spheroid-dominated 

galaxies (Barnes 1996). This proves to be a major shortcoming when selecting mergers 

on morphological grounds because it can cause a sample of merger candidates to be 

biased towards young systems or particular viewing angles. 

Morphological asymmetries are, in general, propagated into the galaxy's stellar light 

distribution, and are also strong features of merging galaxies. High asymmetry lev

els are visible in several well-known interacting galaxies, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The 

gravitational forces in play are strong enough to cause asymmetries already in their first 

close passage (see Sec. 4.4.1). And even in the absence of bridges and/ or tails, the over

all shapes of the galaxies become more asymmetric as the merger progresses. Only in 

the very late stages of the collision process, when the galaxies are already coalescing, 

the system recovers a more regular and symmetric shape. Therefore, levels of asymme-
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Figure 4.2: Examples of interacting galaxy systems that display high asymmetries. Left panel: 

the famous Antennae galaxies seen with the HST. Middle panel: NGC 6745, also by the HST. 

Right panel: NGC 520, image by the Gemini North telescope. 

try also provide hints on how advanced is the merger event, and comparing these with 

simulations, it is possible to elaborate on the timescale of the merger process. 

Hence, looking for mergers on morphological grounds, but taking into account asym

metries, can be a powerful selection method. A few authors have developed methods 

to select mergers using asymmetries (e.g. Schade et al. 1995; Conselice et al. 2000a). In 

particular, the rotational asymmetry method (Conselice, Bershady & Jangren 2000) has 

been widely used. The asymmetry index is defined as the number computed when a 

galaxy is rotated 180° from its centre and then subtracted from its pre-rotated image. 

The summation of the intensities of the subtraction residuals is then compared with the 

original galaxy flux (Conselice 2003). Thus, the asymmetry index is sensitive to any 

feature that produces asymmetric light distribution, such as star formation, galaxy in

teractions/mergers and projection effects like dust lanes. 

Fig. 4.3 shows a correlation between the asymmetry index (A) just described and 

(B-V) colour for different HTs. It is clear that all galaxies follow a well defined corre

lation, where bluer (or late type) galaxies are more asymmetric than early types. This 

is expected, since features like spiral arms and SF regions increase the asymmetry of 

galaxies. Elliptical galaxies have (A) = 0.02 while dls have (A) = 0.17 (Conselice 2003). 

However, no normal galaxy displays asymmetries higher than A= 0.35. Galaxies with 

A values above this limit are too asymmetric for their colours, and are most likely un

dergoing an interaction with another galaxy. 

One of the most crucial aspects of this method is the determination of the rotation 

center. Centers that differ by only a small amount can cause significant differences in 

the asymmetry values. According to Conselice et al. (2000), a change in the centre of 

rotation by only 1 pixel (in his sample, roughly 1 % of the half-light radius) can change 

the value of the asymmetry by as much as 50%. This becomes less of a problem when 

the scale of the galaxies becomes smaller; as the sampling decreases, so does the need 

for a precise center. Due to this limitation, this method is not optimal for the study of 
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Figure 4.3: Colour-asymmetry diagram. This diagram shows the expected correlation between 

colour and asymmetry, in the sense that early type galaxies are more symmetric than late type 

ones. Interacting galaxies deviate from the sequence such that they are too asymmetric for their 

colours. Edge on galaxies, represented by the dots, also deviate·- they are generally too asym

metric or red, due to dust lanes affecting their morphology and colour. The labeled galaxies are 

probably interacting systems. From Conselice 2003. 

merging galaxies in the local Universe, as the strong distortions caused by tidal forces 

can make it very difficult to define a precise geometric centre for the galaxy or merging 

system. 

Another path for exploring the galaxy merger rate is to measure the incidence of 

close pairs of galaxies: it allows access to the properties of the progenitors (e.g. stellar 

mass ratio of the merger), is straightforward to quantitatively measure, and can be mod

elled using current generations of galaxy formation models (Bell et al. 2006). However, 

this has proven to be a challenging endeavour: contamination by projection, luminosity 

boosts by interaction-induced star formation, and small number statistics are significant 

issues and are not easily overcome. 

To create a reliable sample of mergers by selecting close pairs of galaxies, one should 

ideally have constraints on the redshifts of both objects, to assure that they will eventu

ally interact. This is not always possible, especially when dealing with fiber-fed galaxy 

surveys, such as SDSS; due to fiber size, the projected distance between two observed 

galaxies must be greater than 55", in order to avoid fiber overlap. 

In the lack of spectroscopic redshift, one could adhere to the photometric redshift 
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method to determine the radial distance between two colliding galaxies. But although 

the use of photometric redshifts is becoming ever more reliable, it is possible that when 

galaxies are interacting, their colours are disturbed by the proximity of the companion 

and/ or by induced star formap.on, and this would increase the uncertainties in the de

termination of redshifts. 

Summarising, selecting mergers is not an easy task and it must be done with ex

treme care. Mergers are systems which do not have a unique presentation, they appear 

with different morphologies depending on the initial conditions of the interaction. Due 

to their diversity, it is very difficult to assign a set of common properties (e.g. colours, 

shapes, line equivalent widths) to characterise and satisfactorily describe a whole popu

lation of merging galaxies. The only property these systems seem to share is their asym

metry. Therefore, in this work, we chose to select mergers on morphological grounds, 

using an asymmetry-based method. 

4.2.1 Our Selection Method 

All the data for this project were downloaded from the SDSS webpage. The images are 

identified according to their observation parameters, i.e. the run in which they were 

observed, corresponding field in the sky, column in the CCD and filter. Each field corre

sponds to an image, therefore the words "field" and "image" will be used interchange

ably in this text. Each object in the image has got a unique identification that allows us to 

cross-match it with any other table of the SDSS database, be it photometric, astrometric 

or spectroscopic. 

The choice of filter for the selection is important; due to the presence of star for

mation regions, a galaxy may look more asymmetric than it really is: HII regions have 

high surface brightness and cause a galaxy to appear more clumpy. The images were 

downloaded in the g' filter, a green-blue filter (see Section 4.1) not blue enough to suffer 

too much contamination from star formation regions, but not red enough to miss the 

contribution of the high mass stars to the light distribution of the galaxies. It is worth 

mentioning that once a sample of objects has been selected, it is very straightforward to 

obtain their images in the other SDSS filters. 

To select our mergers, we assumed the following: when a galaxy is very symmet

ric, geometrically opposite regions will have similar gas/star distributions and magni

tudes. The ratio of the fluxes in these two opposite regions should be very close to unity. 

However, if the galaxy is not symmetric, this ratio will vary according to the level of 

asymmetry. 

Our method consisted of the steps listed below: 

1. Detection of all objects in the downloaded images: this was done using the FOCAS 

tasks setcat - determines the x and y positions for each object in the frame, creating 
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Figure 4.4: Example of our selection method. On the left-hand side two sets of boxes are super

posed on the image of a merger candidate. Red boxes are small (SxlO pixels) and yellow boxes 

are large (20x40 pixels). Note that this is just an illustration and the boxes are not to scale. On the 

right-hand side a contour plot of the same object helps the identification of asymmetric features 

that might be weak to the eye but can be detected with our method. 

a catalogue - and detect - using the catalogue as input, detects all the images in 

the frame. The x and y positions are used as the centre of each object. 

2. Correction for the sky background: done using skt; (sets the level of the sky) and 

skycorrect. 

3. Removal of stars from the sample by dismissing all objects with star-like point 

spread function1 (PSF). 

4. Definition of opposite regions in the galaxy: relative to the center, symmetrically 

opposite regions are defined by "drawing" two sets of four boxes on the system 

(i.e. above and below; left and right). The first set of boxes is small (5x10 pixels), 

probing the inner asymmetries of the system. The second set of boxes is larger 

(20x40 pixels) and probes the outer parts of the merging galaxies. This was done 

using the task imstat, in IRAF. The method is exemplified in Fig. 4.4, where two sets 

of boxes have been overlayed on the image of one of the galaxies in our sample. 

The contour plot on the right panel helps the identification of features that may be 

visibly weak but are picked up by our selection method. 

5. Measurement of flux within the defined regions: also done with imstat. 

6. Calculation of flux ratios: the variation of these ratios will be related to the levels of 

asymmetry in the galaxies. In the ideal case of a perfectly symmetric galaxy, these 

ratios would equal one. In practice, real galaxies are not perfectly symmetric, and 

there will be some intrinsic level of asymmetry. Therefore, we performed tests to 

1 PSF is an image of a single point object. The degree of spreading of this image is a function of the optical 

system plus the seeing at the moment of observation. All stars in a single image present the same PSF and 

are easily identified and separated from galaxies, which present a different kind of profile. 
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Figure 4.5: Examples of how image stretch and contour plots help in the identification of features 

that indicate interactions between galaxies. Upper panel: the best stretch shows weak features 

that can be recognised in the contour plots as small tidal tails. Lower panel: the contour plot 

reveals a bridge of material connecting the two galaxies, almost too faint to be perceived in the 

image. 

establish what was the minimum asymmetry required for galaxies to be classified 

as merger candidates. 

7. Final selection of objects that fall within the limits defined in the previous step. 

This method was applied to rv 134,000 galaxies from the SDSS DRl, all of which had 

available redshifts. After selection, our first sample contained 1100 objects. However, 

a quick visual check on the sample demonstrated that some percentage of the selected 

objects were obviously not interacting/ merging galaxies. These were mainly projection 

effects and elongated or edge on galaxies. As already mentioned, edge on galaxies tend 

to be asymmetric because dust lanes affect their morphologies. The inclusion of these 

objects in the sample reflects the fact that we cannot be too stringent in our selection 

(because of the large diversity of merger morphologies). 

Due to these inconsistencies in the sample, we were unable to trust the results of the 

selection method alone: the percentage of spurious objects in the sample could not be 

predicted. Therefore, we decided that a visual inspection would be necessary to finalise 

this step and obtain the final sample. 

A close visual inspection revealed that this primary sample of 1100 objects consisted 

of a "mixed bag", including apparent pairs of galaxies that did not display any obvi

ous signs of interaction, as well as extreme merging galaxies, easily recognisable by the 
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strong tidal effects. In the latter case, the visual identification of the merger is trivial. In 

the former case, however, the proximity of the two objects could be simply a projection 

effect, and a very conservative approach was adopted to not erroneously include such 

systems in the sample. 

To help with the eyeball selection, image stretch and contour plots are useful tools 

to look for low surface brightness features. Galaxies projected on top of each other have 

regular and smooth contours, representing their undisturbed light distribution. On the 

other hand, if the galaxies are interacting, their light will be unevenly distributed and 

the isophotes will reflect this fact. In many cases, it is possible to see double or multiple 

nuclei in a galaxy that would look ordinary to the eye. Even bridges between galaxies are 

revealed with contours, features difficult to see due to their low brightness as compared 

to the brightnesses of the individual galaxies. A couple of examples are illustrated in 

Fig. 4.5. 

All of the 1100 systems were visually inspected, and had contour plots carefully 

checked. This procedure was very time-consuming but was fundamental to the con

struction of a good catalogue. The final sample then consists of 294 objects. The fact 

that the final sample has been reduced to 25% of the initial sample is the result of a very 

conservative visual selection. The visual selection of mergers is subjective, and we need 

reliable merger fractions to constrain the evolution of the LF /BMF. Therefore, we chose 

to be conservative to minimise the chance of including spurious objects in our sample. 

Our number of 294 mergers should probably be considered as a lower limit to the real 

number of merging systems in SDSS. 

4.3 Results 

The images of all the merging/interacting systems selected in this work are shown in 

Fig. 4.22. They were obtained directly from the SDSS webpage, using the Image List 

Tool. The systems have been arranged according to the "merger age" (further details 

in Sec. 4.4.1), which can also be translated into the likelihood that they represent a true 

interacting system (advanced mergers are more easily recognisable). 

The first images show pairs of galaxies that do not display any obvious signs of an 

interaction - their inclusion in the sample is justified by their morphology as seen in 

the contour plots. Moving on, the separation between the galaxies decreases, up to the 

point where tidal features start to be seen. Finally, the last images show galaxies that 

have common envelopes but multiple nuclei and/ or some low level of asymmetry, and 

seem to be in the final stages of the merger process. 

Figure 4.6 shows the redshift distribution of our sample (lower panel), compared to 

the SDSS redshift distribution (upper panel). It is clear that our sample traces very well 

the redshift distribution of SDSS, with a mean value of z"' 0.1. Thus, we are confident 

that we are not suffering from any undesired bias effects. 
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Figure 4.6: Redshift distribution of our merger sample compared to the redshift distribution of 

2.2 x 105 SDSS galaxies. 

Our method seems to have worked equally well in the selection of close galaxy pairs 

and ongoing mergers, thanks to the boxes of different sizes. Because we do not possess 

redshift information for the "secondary2 " galaxy, we must assume that they both lie at 

the same distance. Fig. 4.7 shows on the right panel the distributions of the physical 

separation between the primary and secondary galaxies of each interacting system. The 

histogram shows that the great majority of our systems have separations of less than 20 

kpc; in fact, only ,..__, 26.3% of the sample have separations greater than 20 kpc, of which 

only,..__, 8% are greater than 30 kpc. According to Barnes (1988), galaxies with a physical 

separation that is less than 20 Kpc, can be expected to merge within 1 Gyr. 

According to de Propris et al. (2007), there is a connection between pairs and asym

metry. Galaxies in pairs tend to be more asymmetric and the level of asymmetry in

creases with decreasing pair separation. As the major part of our pairs have small sepa

rations, this explains why more than half of our sample consists of pairs. 

However, it is likely that some of the pairs we selected in this work are projections 

and the galaxies lie at different redshfits. Some may also be unbound fly-by interactions 

which will not merge. In a similar study, Bell et al. (2006) adopts a visual classification 

to complement the automatic selection; all galaxies that have "unobservably weak" tidal 

features are not considered. All the pairs in this work have been visually confirmed and 

had their contour plots inspected. About rv75% of our sample (221 systems) consists 

of pairs, rv45% of which (99 systems) have tidal features visually weak, but visible in 

contour plots. This leads us to assume that,..__, 33% of our sample might be projections 

2For pairs, we use the nomenclature "primary" (galaxy that has spectroscopic information) and "sec

ondary" (companion galaxy, only has photometric information available). 
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Figure 4.7: Apparent magnitude distribution for our merger candidates. The blue and red his
tograms show the magnitude distributions for the primary and secondary galaxies of the merg
ing/ interacting systems, respectively. The black histogram is the total magnitude distribution. 

or fly-bys. Therefore, we are confident that at least 67% of our sample (197 systems) are 

true merging galaxies. 

The completeness of our sample depends on the completeness of SDSS, convolved 

with the rate of detection success of our selection method, and the fraction of mergers 

that we miss due to unfortunate viewing angles or geometries. SDSS can be considered 

complete down to magnitude r = 21 (Sec. 4.1). The r magnitude distribution of our sam

ple is shown in Fig. 4.7, left panel. The blue and red histograms represent the magnitude 

distribution of the primary and secondary galaxies, respectively. The black histogram 

on the background shows the total magnitude distribution. The total distribution peaks 

at r""' 18, and the sample does not include galaxies fainter than r = 22. Therefore, 100% 

of our sample lies within the completeness limits of SDSS. 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, we classified visually 2 x 103 SDSS galaxies to create the 

input training set for the NNs. When classifying these galaxies, we came across a very 

small number of peculiar or distorted objects. This number accords with what we find 

here, a merger fraction of 0.4%. 

Our result agrees well with that of Allam et al. (2004), who found the merger fraction 

of close pairs in SDSS to be 0.5% for galaxies in the range 15 :S r :S 20. A similar merger 

fraction of 1.7% was found by examining galaxies in pairs utilizing 2MASS. Slightly 

higher values have also been found: 2.1 % (Patton et al. 1997; de Propris et al. 2007). 

Since the SDSS spectroscopic sample is restricted to galaxies brighter than rp < 17.77, 

we are very likely missing fainter primary galaxies. Even though fainter galaxies tend to 

be less clustered than bright galaxies (see Chapter 5), and the merger fraction is probably 

lower in fainter bins, this number might not be negligible. Added to the fact that our 

selection was a conservative one, the merger fraction we find here represents a lower 

limit to the real merger fraction. Based on these results, we suggest that (0.4 - 2.0)% of 
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the SDSS galaxies are going through a merger event at present time. 

To assess the fraction of galaxies we miss due to unfortunate viewing angles or ge

ometries is a very difficult task. To securely constrain this number we would need a com

plete atlas of merger simulations, shqwing all the possible combinations between initial 

parameters, all possible viewing angles, displayed at short time intervals. Since this is 

far beyond the current computer capabilities, we can only assume that the fractions we 

find are always a lower limit to the real number. This limitation is a constant throughout 

this work, because to compute the precise evolution of the LF /BMF we would need to 

know the real merger fractions, not the observed ones. It is worth noting that this effect 

is systematic and affects all the aforementioned studies in the same way. Therefore, the 

relative fractions remain unaltered. 

4.3.1 Properties of the Sample 

For all systems in our sample, we obtained coordinates, redshifts, and apparent u, g, 

r, i, z Petrosian magnitudes. These are listed in Tables 3 and 43 for the primary and 

secondary galaxies, respectively. We assume that the secondary galaxies lie at the same 

redshift of their companions, thus the redshift information in Table 4. 

The order in which the galaxies appear in Tables 3 and 4 is the same as in Figs. 4.22, so 

that correspondence is easily made. For systems in which the individual galaxies can no 

longer be separated, we only have one set of coordinates and magnitudes. These can be 

interpreted as the properties of the ensemble. The lack of information for the secondary 

galaxies is represented in Table 4 by a blank field, and it is noticeable that they become 

more frequent towards the bottom of the table. 

Luminosity distances were calculated from each galaxy's redshift, assuming the stan

dard cosmological model with the cosmological density in matter .QM = 0.3, cosmolog

ical density in dark energy .QA = 0.7 and the Hubble constant Ho = 70 km s-1 Mpc-1. 

From these, absolute magnitudes in all SDSS bands were determined for primary and 

secondary. Magnitudes in the Cousins R band were determined using colour transfor

mations4 from Fukugita et al. (1995), and are listed in Table 5. When it is not possible 

to determine magnitudes for the secondary galaxies, we assume the magnitude of the 

primary to be the magnitude of the ensemble. 

Finally, we calculated total masses for each of the galaxies in the sample, by adding 

the stellar and HI gas masses. Stellar masses were obtained using M/ L8 from Table 3.3, 

and HI masses, from Table 3.45 • Once again, blank lines indicate that there is no infor

mation for that particular galaxy. 

3Since these Tables are very large, only a sample is shown here. The full Tables can be obtained from 

www.ast.cam.ac.uk/ "'lsampson. 
4HTs were assigned to each individual galaxy, for details see next Section. 
5We did not add H2 masses because the ratios MH2 IMH1 listed in Table 3.2 are very uncertain. In any 

case, H2 gas masses are only relevant for late type galaxies fainter than MR= -18.5 ("' 14% of our sample). 
For these objects, our masses are a lower limit. 
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The uncertainties in these quantities are can be assessed as follows: 

• Absolute magnitudes - depend on the uncertainties in the apparent magnitudes 

and redshifts. These can be found on the SDSS webpage and have been discussed 

in Sec. 4.1. 

• Masses - depend mainly on the uncertainties in M/L, which have been discussed 

in Sec. 3.2.1. 

4.3.2 Assigning Hubble Types to the Progenitors 

The evolution of the type-specific LF /BMF due to the active factor is computed by quan

tifying the effect of mergers in galaxies of different HTs. In other words, we must know 

what types of galaxies are involved in mergers (these will have been destroyed at the 

end of the event) and what will be the final product of the event. 

Most systems in our interacting/merging sample are composed of galaxies that can 

still be identified as separate components. For these, HTs were assigned through a com

bination of colours, concentration indices and Ha equivalent widths (EW) for primary 

galaxies, and colours and concentration indices for secondary galaxies. Both were com

plemented by visual inspection. 

When the progenitor galaxies can no longer be distinguished as individual objects, 

all we can do is make an assumption about the HTs involved based on the colours and 

level of star formation in the system. Blue colours and strong emission lines (particu

larly Ha) in the spectrum are indications that the progenitors had some amount of gas 

available for SF, therefore, were late type galaxies. How late a type these galaxies are 

is probably proportional to the colours and strength of emission lines; systems with ex

tremely blue colours and levels of SF can only be associated with galaxies that contain 

large reservoirs of gas, such as Sds and Irregulars. 

When the system has overall red colours and weak emission lines, it is straight for

ward to assume that we are witnessing a dry merger between early type galaxies. 

The errors involved in this classification can be seen as follows: 

1. Galaxy pairs primary - the classification was performed by an algorithm taking 

into account colours, concentration indices and Ha EWs. The final HT was visu

ally confirmed. The errors involved are small, of the order of 1 HT. 

2. Galaxy pairs secondary - the classification was performed by an algorithm tak

ing into account colours and concentration indices. The final HT was visually 

confirmed. The errors involved are somewhat larger than for primary galaxies 

because of lack of spectroscopic information. We assume an error of 1.5 HTs. 

3. Advanced blue systems-no individual classification can be performed in this case. 

Systems which present extremely blue colours and strong Ha emission lines are 
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likely mergers of late type galaxies, such as Sds and Irrs - the possible combina

tions are Sd-Sd, Sd-Irr, Irr-Irr. Here, we estimate errors of the order of 1 HT. When 

colours are not very blue and the Ha line is not very prominent, we can only as

sume that the parent galaxies ~ad some reservoir of neutral gas to fuel SF. The 

combinations in these case are many more, involving Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd and Irr galax

ies. Errors here are much larger, of the order of 2-3 HTs. However, only a small 

fraction (rv 8%) of the systems in our sample fall into this class. 

4. Advanced red systems -no individual HT can be assigned to these galaxies. How

ever, the lack of emission lines in the spectrum and the red colours indicate that 

these are dry mergers, involving only early type galaxies. The combinations in 

these case are: Ell-Ell, Ell-SO and SO-SO. Errors are of the order of 1 HT. 

Having HT information, we transformed SDSS r magnitudes into Cousins R and B 

absolute magnitudes (Fukugita et al. 1995), as explained in the previous Subsection. It 

is worth remembering that advanced mergers are characterised by only one absolute 

magnitude. 

4.3.3 Fractions of Dry x Wet Mergers 

According to the standard ACDM cosmological model, galaxies were formed hierarchi

cally. Numerical simulations of galaxy formation and evolution predict that early-type 

galaxies, with spheroid-dominated light profiles, are a natural outcome of major galaxy 

mergers (e.g. Toomre & Toomre 1972; Barnes & Hernquist 1996; Naab & Burkert 2003). 

Recent works have found a growth in the total stellar mass in morphologically early

type galaxies from z "' 1 to the present day (Cross et al. 2004; Conselice et al. 2005). 

Observations have so far failed to find a large number of blue galaxies that could be 

the star-forming progenitors of massive non-star-forming early-type galaxies (Bell et al. 

2004a; Faber et al. 2005). This suggests that mergers between early-type galaxies occur 

and play an important role in building up the massive early type galaxy population (Bell 

et al. 2004a; Faber et al. 2005). 

Further observational and theoretical results suggest that mergers of gas-rich disks 

cannot be the dominant process for the formation of more massive early-type galaxies: 

there are not many blue star-forming galaxies at z ~ 1 that are luminous enough to 

fade into present-day massive non-star-forming galaxies. Besides, massive early-type 

galaxies have boxy isophotes, a feature that is difficult to reproduce in simulations of 

disk galaxy mergers (Naab & Burkert 2001; Barnes 2002; Naab & Burkert 2003). Such 

properties, however, can be easily reproduced in mergers of elliptical galaxies (Naab et 

al. 2006). 

Wet mergers influence the evolution of the LF in a more complex way than dry merg

ers. Therefore, it is important in our study to distinguish between these two cases and 
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Figure 4.8: Examples of spectra for the three classes adopted in this work: early type, star

forming and highly star-forming galaxies, from left to right respectively. 

quantify the fractions of galaxies involved in each one. The primary galaxies in our sam

ple can be divided into three distinct classes: non-star-forming, star-forming and highly 

star-forming, according to their spectral features (strength of emission lines - e.g. Ha 

- and continuum level) and colours. Examples of spectra for these three classes are 

illustrated in Fig. 4.8. Following this step, dry mergers were selected as follows: 

1. Primary galaxy - the selection was based mainly on the spectral shape and pres

ence/ abscence of the Ha line (see Fig. 4.8), and confirmed by visual inspection. All 

systems which have an early-type primary galaxy were pre-selected as dry merger 

candidates. 

2. Secondary galaxy - the selection was based on k-corrected colours and confirmed 

visually. All systems which have an early type primary galaxy and secondary 

galaxy that is equally red or redder than the primary were selected as dry mergers. 

Fig. 4.9 shows two systems in which the primary galaxy is early type, but only one 

of them (upper panel) is in fact a dry merger, according to our criteria. 

We therefore find 103 dry mergers, amounting to rv 35% of our merger sample. Of the 

remaining systems, 78 ( rv 26%) fell into the highly star-forming class (based on spectrum, 

as shown in Fig. 4.8, and colours of both primary and secondary). 

The left panel of Fig. 4.10 shows the u - g x u - r colour-colour diagrams for all 

galaxies in our sample. The lower panel represents primary galaxies while the middle 

panel shows secondary galaxies. These diagrams illustrate the colour cuts adopted to 

classify galaxies into each of the classes previously mentioned, where blue points repre

sent highly star-forming, green points, star-forming, and red, non-star-forming galaxies. 

Finally, the upper panel illustrates the fraction of early type galaxies that have early type 

companions (dry mergers) compared to early type galaxies that have late type compan

ions. 
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Figure 4.8: Examples of spectra for the three classes adopted in this work: early type, star

forming and highly star-forming galaxies, from left to right respectively. 

quantify the fractions of galaxies involved in each one. The primary galaxies in our sam

ple can be divided into three distinct classes: non-star-forming, star-forming and highly 

star-forming, according to their spectral features (strength of emission lines - e.g. Ha 

- and continuum level) and colours. Examples of spectra for these three classes are 

illustrated in Fig. 4.8. Following this step, dry mergers were selected as follows: 

1. Primary galaxy - the selection was based mainly on the spectral shape and pres

ence/ abscence of the Ha line (see Fig. 4.8), and confirmed by visual inspection. All 

systems which have an early-type primary galaxy were pre-selected as dry merger 

candidates. 

2. Secondary galaxy - the selection was based on k-corrected colours and confirmed 

visually. All systems which have an early type primary galaxy and secondary 

galaxy that is equally red or redder than the primary were selected as dry mergers. 

Fig. 4.9 shows two systems in which the primary galaxy is early type, but only one 

of them (upper panel) is in fact a dry merger, according to our criteria. 

We therefore find 103 dry mergers, amounting to ,..._, 35% of our merger sample. Of the 

remaining systems, 78 ( ,..._, 26%) fell into the highly star-forming class (based on spectrum, 

as shown in Fig. 4.8, and colours of both primary and secondary). 

The left panel of Fig. 4.10 shows the u - g x u - r colour-colour diagrams for all 

galaxies in our sample. The lower panel represents primary galaxies while the middle 

panel shows secondary galaxies. These diagrams illustrate the colour cuts adopted to 

classify galaxies into each of the classes previously mentioned, where blue points repre

sent highly star-forming, green points, star-forming, and red, non-star-forming galaxies. 

Finally, the upper panel illustrates the fraction of early type galaxies that have early type 

companions (dry mergers) compared to early type galaxies that have late type compan

ions. 
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Figure 4.9: Selection of dry mergers. Upper panel: a system in which both the primary and 

secondary components are early type galaxies. Lower panel: the primary galaxy is early type, 

but the secondary is a late type galaxy. The upper system is classified as a dry merger. 

The right panel of Fig. 4.10 presents the redshift distribution of dry and highly star

forming systems, superposed on the redshift distribution of the complete sample, sym

bolised by red, blue and green colours respectively. It is clearly noticeable that the red 

histogram has a distribution peaked at a higher redshift than the blue histogram. Since 

the magnitudes have been k-corrected, the result cannot be attributed to this effect. 

This probably results from the shapes of the type-specific LFs (Fig. 2.17). Ellipticals 

and SOs are typically bright (MR "' -22) and less common than late type galaxies. There

fore, they populate large volumes and can be seen to large distances. On the other hand, 

late type galaxies tend to be fainter and can only be found nearby. 

Bell et al. (2006) finds 12 dry merging galaxies in a sample of 379 objects from the 

GEMS (Galaxy Evolution from Morphology and SEDs) survey, from z=O to z=0.7. This 

corresponds to a fraction of 3%. If we assume that this fraction can be equally divided in 

7 redshift bins, from z=O to z=O.l, the fraction falls to 0.48%. Here, we find 206 galaxies 

undergoing a dry merger, selected from "' 134,000 galaxies of SDSS DRl, a fraction of "' 

0.15%. 

Taking our result as a lower limit, we suggest that 0.15-0.5% of galaxies in the local 

Universe are experiencing a dry merger at present time. Bell et al. (2006) compares 
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Figure 4.10: Left panel: u-g x g-r colour-colour diagram for all mergers in the sample. The lower 

panel shows the colour distribution for primary galaxies and the middle panel, for secondary 

galaxies. The upper panel shows, in red, the colour distribution of the fraction of early type 

primary galaxies that have an early type companion. Blue points represent highly star-forming 

galaxies, green points, star-forming galaxies and red points, early type galaxies. Right panel: 

redshift distribution of the mergers in our sample. Green represents the complete sample, red 

shows dry mergers and blue, highly star-forming mergers. 

their dry merger fraction to a model of galaxy formation (their Figure 9) and find good 

agreement. This gives further support to hydrodynamical studies of elliptical galaxy 

formation (Dominguez-Teneiro et al. 2004) and semi-analytic studies of galaxy clusters 

(Khochfar & Buerkert 2003), both of which argue that dry mergers are an important 

process driving the build up of massive early type galaxies at recent times. 

It is clear that the dry merger fraction is lower than the general merger fraction. 

This happens because: (i) close pairs and morphologically-selected gas-rich mergers are 

expected to be visible for a timescale T "' 0.5-1 Gyr (Le Fevre et al. 2000; Patton et al. 

2002; Conselice et al. 2003), whereas dry mergers are visible for "' 150 Myr (Bell et 

al. 2006); (ii) episodes of SF in gas-rich mergers boost the brightness of the merging 

galaxies, increasing their prominence relative to dry mergers; (iii) gas-rich galaxies tend 

to reside in lower-density environments than gas-poor galaxies and this difference in 

environments will also affect the likelihood of a merger (Bell et al. 2006). 

Furthermore, dry mergers are more difficult to identify since the morphological sig

natures of interactions between early-type galaxies are often very weak. Tidal tails are 

broad with low surface brightness due to the high velocity dispersion of the progenitors 

(Bell et al. 2006). 
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4.4 Comparison With Simulations 

4.4.1 "Merger Ages" 

The time it takes for two colliding galaxies to merge depends on the initial parameters of 

the interaction, e.g. pericenter distance, relative velocities, mass ratios. However, once 

the progenitors have physical separations of less than 20 kpc, the merger can be expected 

to happen in"" 1 Gyr (Barnes 1988). 

Merger remnants that are being created today will be 1 Gyr old when we compute 

the evolved LF /BMF. Systems that are now half way through their merger process pro

duce remnants that will be 500 Myr old in 1 Gyr. Systems that are now just beginning 

their merger process produce remnants that will be very young in 1 Gyr. Each of these 

remnants will be different from the others at 1 Gyr and their effects to the evolution 

of the LF /BMF must be quantified individually. Therefore, to estimate the age6 of our 

mergers is fundamental in this study. To accomplish this task, we compare our data with 

published simulations. 

Fig. 4.11 (Sim. 1) shows the evolution of a direct encounter between two disk galaxies 

composed by a rotating exponential disk, a central bulge and an extended massive halo. 

Galaxy 1 has a bulge:disk:halo mass ratio of 1:3:16. Galaxy 2 is similar, but has a dark 

halo with twice the mass and extent of galaxy 1 (Barnes 1992). 

The two galaxies approach on parabolic orbits, coming from an initial separation of 

"" 100 kpc. It is noticeable that the disk on the upper right in the first frame is distorted 

more rapidly than its companion, because it moves in an exactly prograde orbit. The 

other disk, which has an inclination of 71 ° relative to the orbital plane, takes a little 

longer to exhibit any tidal responses, but they are also strong. The galaxies suffer their 

first passage at time T=l and at T=l.125 the direct disk is already strongly disturbed, 

seen as an S-shaped structure. As the galaxies separate, the disks develop extended 

tidal tails. At this point, the two galaxies are connected by a bridge that remains until 

the final coalescence. At T=l.875 the galaxies are approaching again and the tidal tails 

start to dissipate becoming broader and fainter. They suffer a second very close passage 

at Trv2.5 and are close to merging at T=2.625. By T=3 the central parts of the remnant are 

settling into a more symmetric structure, but at large radii, the object is far from relaxed, 

with material from the tidal tails still falling back towards the centre (Barnes 1992). 

Fig. 4.12 (Sim. 2) shows a similar simulation from Cox et al. (2006). They simulate 

the collision of two equal mass Sbc galaxies including cooling, SF, metal enrichment, and 

feedback. The galaxy models are similar to those used by Barnes (1992) in Sim. 1 and are 

composed by a stellar and gaseous disk, a spheroidal stellar bulge and a massive DM 

halo. The galaxies orbit with a pericentric separation of 11 kpc, slightly larger than the 8 

kpc in Fig. 4.11. One disk is in the orbital plane while the other is inclined by 30°. This 

6By age we mean the time since the beginning of the interaction. 
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Figure 4.11: Evolution of the direct encounter A (Barnes 1992) projected onto the orbital plane. 
Times since start are shown in the upper right-hand comers; the first frame also shows the 
parabolic trajectories of the incoming galaxies, dashed before the galaxies fall into each other's 
gravity and solid thereafter. One time unit is equal to 250 Myr. 

configuration generates a fast, nearly radial collision, similar to that of Sim. 1. 

The galaxies start with a parabolic orbit and reach pericenter at T=0.6 Cyr. The 

timescale for the first passage in this simulation is about twice as large as that of Sim. 

1, due to the fact that the galaxies have an initial separation of 200 kpc. Apart from this 

difference, both simulations are very similar. Soon after pericenter the galaxies are al

ready heavily distorted and long tidal tails are visible. At this point, dynamical friction 

has increased the spin of the dark matter halos and robbed energy of the initial unbound 

orbit, sealing the fate of the galaxies. As the event progresses, a bridge forms between 

the two galaxies, and at T=l.1 Cyr, the galaxies reach apocenter. The final merger be

gins at T=l.6 Cyr and takes around 200 Myr. The disks are destroyed, leaving behind a 

spheroidal-looking remnant (Cox et al. 2006). 

Even though Sim. 2 is much more sophisticated than Sim. 1, we notice that the over

all morphology and features of the merger are extremely similar. The advantage of Sim. 
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frame. 

2 lies in the accuracy with which it represents the physical processes taking place during 

the interaction (e.g. the triggering/evolution of SF bursts, shocking of the gas, chemical 

enrichment of the remnant). However, at this point we are only interested in the striking 

characteristics that define each particular stage of the collision. Thus, Sims. 1 and 2 are 

used in conjunction for consistency. 

Fig. 4.13 compares simulation A (Fig. 4.11) with simulation B (Sim. 3) from Barnes 

(1992). The main difference between these two is the pericenter distance -0.2 in A and 0.4 

in B - and the fact that the second disk in B is retrograde. The main point of Fig. 4.13 is to 

assess, in terms of tidal features, what is the difference between prograde and retrograde 

encounters. Both Sims. are shown face on. 

For Sim. 1, soon after pericenter, the direct (left-hand side) galaxy has developed a 

feature that will grow into a bridge connecting the two galaxies and transfering material 

between them up to T=2. In addition, both galaxies develop long and massive tidal tails 
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Figure 4.13: Face on view of the two disks in encounters A (left) and B (right) (Barnes 1992). The 
panels are equally spaced in time, from T=0.75-2.0. The first view of each series shows the initial 
trajectory of the other galaxy and the filled circles show the actual position of the other bulge at 
each time. Encounter A is direct and encounter B is retrograde. Note the less prominent tidal 
tails that result from retrograde interactions. 

from material on the far side of the disk. These tails are broad when viewed face on, but 

extremely thin as they lie precisely in the orbital plane (Barnes 1992). The tidal response 

of the second galaxy (right-hand side) starts as a ring-shaped structure, and only after 

T rv 1.5 unwinds to form the long tidal tail. Most interestingly, this galaxy develops a 

rather weak bridge that does not connect to the companion galaxy. 

Looking at Sim. 3, the most noticeable characteristic is the lack of pronounced tidal 

tails. This is only in part due to the increased pericentric distance. Here, the two galaxies 

lie in the same plane but spin in opposite directions; one encounter is slightly direct (by 

19°) while the other is slightly retrograde (also by 19°). Up to T=l.25 both galaxies have 

very similar morphologies. However, at later times the difference between direct and 

retrograde becomes clear: the direct disk develops a broad tidal tail and a bridge which 

never reaches the other galaxy. The retrograde galaxy develops a broad fan of tidal 

debris but no recognisable tail or bridge. The most striking feature of this galaxy is the 

appearance of a two-armed "grand-design" spiral at later times (Barnes 1992). 

From these simulations, it is clear that any change in the initial parameters can 

change appreciably the morphology of a merger event. However, some short-lived fea-
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Figure 4.14: Evolution of a collision between two equal mass early type galaxies in a parabolic 

orbit with a small impact parameter (Gonzalez-Garcia & van Albada 2005). The numbers at the 

top of each panel are the time in computational units. The first encounter occurs at around T=50. 

One time unit is equal to 57 Myr. 

tures such as tails and bridges seem to be always present, although with different in

tensities, regardless of the initial parameters (this statement is strictly based on the few 

simulations shown here). Therefore, these features can function as clocks, revealing how 

advanced the merger is at present time and how much longer the final coalescence will 

take. For instance, long tidal tails develop soon after the first passage - the presence of 

tails indicates that the galaxies are past the first"' 300 Myr of the event. On the other 

hand, broad and sparse tidal tails indicate that they are not so young and the galaxies 

are probably heading to their second passage. 

To study the evolution of dry mergers, we used simulations of early type galaxies 

from Gonzalez-Garcia & van Albada (2005). The model galaxies in these simulations 

are purely stellar non-rotating isotropic spherical systems with masses of 4 x 1011 M0 . 

Figs. 4.14 (Sim. 4) and 4.15 (Sim. 5) illustrate two such simulations, the first for two 

equal mass spheroid galaxies with small impact parameter (i.e pericenter distance) and 

the second for galaxies with a mass ratio of 2:1 and a larger impact parameter. 

It is very clear that dry mergers do not induce long tidal tails (due to the high velocity 

dispersion of the progenitor galaxies), as is the case for wet mergers. Instead, the galax

ies develop broad plumes and small bridges. Interactions of early type galaxies are not 

as remarkable as those of gaseous disks and it is somewhat more difficult to constrain 

how advanced the merger is. 
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Figure 4.15: Evolution of a collision between two early type galaxies with mass ratio 2:1 on a 

parabolic orbit with an impact parameter equal to the outer radius of the luminous part of the 

large galaxy. The numbers at the top of each panel are the time in computational units. The first 

encounter occurs at around T=60. One time unit is equal to 57 Myr. 

Based on the simulations shown above we have a rather clear idea of what to ex

pect from dry /wet young/intermediate/advanced mergers, and these are the sorts of 

features we want to identify in our merging galaxies. The comparison is purely visual 

- looking at the pictures in the simulations we try to identify the one that best matches 

the merger we are trying to "date". Note that all frames are associated with a number 

(the time since the beginning of the interaction), and this number gives our estimated 

"merger age". 

The uncertainties are considerable, since the comparison is subjective and the pa

rameter space is large and degenerate. In addition, there is no guarantee that a merger 

will not display the same morphology at completely different ages. Another word of 

caution: we have a sample of 294 merging systems to compare with only 5 simulations7• 

This imposes a great limitation on our work, as previously mentioned. It is possible that 

the initial conditions in our interactions are completely different than those simulated in 

the studies we use here. 

Therefore, to better constrain the results, we use not only the simulations mentioned 

above, but a java applet available online called "GalCrash". This tool has been devel

oped by Chris Mihos et al. (1999) and simulates galaxy collisions. It allows us to create 

7There are other works in the literature that study mergers and interactions, but very few show se

quences of simulation snapshots. 
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Figure 4.16: Control panel of Galcrash - the java applet that simulates galaxy mergers. By chang
ing a set of 8 initial parameters, this tool allows one to create their own merger simulation and 
follow the evolution of the system as time passes. It is also possible to zoom and rotate the image, 
allowing for an immense range of viewing angles. From Mihos et al. (1999), for URL see text. 

our own model of real interacting galaxies by changing a range of initial parameters and 

observing the morphological evolution of the system as time passes. One of the points 

that makes this tool even more interesting is the possibility of viewing the interaction 

in 3 dimentions, and rotate it, changing dramatically the viewing angles and assessing 

how the geometry of a merger changes just by looking at it from a different point of 

view. The quality and resolution of the GalCrash simulations is very poor compared 

to those described above. However, we are only concerned about how the morphology 

of merging galaxies changes with time. For this task, GalCrash is as good as any other 

simulation. 

This tool is at: http:/ /burro.astr.cwru.edu/JavaLab/GalCrashWeb/main.html and 

is available for public use. To illustrate its usefulness, Fig. 4.16 shows the applet, in its 

initial configuration. On the left-hand side are the controls: cp and B for both galaxies, 

their inclination and slew in the orbital plane (in degrees); pericenter distance; mass of 

the secondary galaxy relative to the primary; number of stars; big halos, makes the dark 

matter halos four times bigger and more massive; friction, turns on dynamical friction. 

It is also possible to zoom, rotate the image and pause it at any time. The galaxies are 

shown on the right-hand side. 

The GalCrash tool allows for collisions between galaxies of different masses. When 

possible, we determined mass ratios (for mass determinations see Sec. 4.3.1) for the sys-
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Figure 4.17: Galaxies from our sample that can be associated with particular frames from the 
simulations described above. These are relatively easy to date, since the tidal features provoked 
by the interaction are clear and straightforward to recognise. 

terns in our sample and used them as an extra constraint when running the tool. Even 

though our masses are subject to uncertainties, they provide a reasonable indication of 

what the mass ratio of the interaction is. 

When performing the comparisons, the simulations described above sufficed when 

the geometry of the merger was easily comparable to any of the frames in Sims. 1, 2, 3, 

4 or 5. Three examples of such cases are illustrated in Fig. 4.17. The left panel shows a 

merger comparable to T=l.5 (Sim. 1) and T=0.75 (Sim. 2), which gives an age of,..._, 375 

Myr; the tidal tails are still thin and well defined and the bridge is just beginning to be 

visible, indicating that the galaxies have just had their first passage. The merger shown 

in the middle panel can be identified as T=2.25 (Sim. 1) and T=0.9 (Sim. 2), corresponding 

to an age of,..._, 450-500 Myr - the bridge is much broader, as well as the tails, so the 

galaxies are probably close to apocenter. The last panel, on the right-hand side, shows a 

dry merger that looks rather similar to T=125 in Sim. 5. 

As mentioned above, dry mergers are more difficult to "date" due to the lack of 

distinctive features during the interaction. Therefore, uncertainties on the ages of these 

systems are slightly higher than for their wet counterparts. 

To assign ages to mergers that could not be directly recognised in the simulation 

frames, we used the Galcrash tool. Here, the mass ratio helped constrain the initial 

conditions of the event. Different c/> and e, as well as pericenter distances were tried and 

combined in different ways, and the image rotated until a close match to the observed 

system was found. Two examples of observed mergers compared to their respective 

Galcrash models are shown in Figs. 4.18 and 4.19. 

Two classes of mergers in our sample are worth further note: (i) pairs: in the ab

sence of visual features such as tails, bridges and plumes, the dating was based on the 

physical separation between the two galaxies; (ii) advanced mergers: we assume that 

these galaxies are either already merged or in the last 100 Myr of the event. We estimate 

uncertainties of,..._, 100 Myr for wet and,..._, 150 Myr for dry mergers. 
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of a merging system from our sample with a model created with the 

Galcrash tool. 

Figure 4.19: Comparison of a merging system from our sample with a model created with the 

Galcrash tool. 

4.4.2 Gas Mass Fractions x Star Formation 

From a number of published merger simulations and observations, it is clear that in

teractions and mergers can enhance SFRs in galaxies by a factor of up to 100 relative to 

isolated objects (diMatteo et al. 2007 and references therein). Interacting systems usually 

display higher levels of Ha emission (see Kennicutt et al. 1987) and infrared emission 

(Solomon & Sage 1988) than their isolated counterparts. 

However, this is not always the case. Galaxy interactions are not a sufficient condi

tion to turn large quantities of gas into new stars (see Bergvall et al. 2003 for an obser

vational study of a sample of interacting galaxies that result in poor starburst triggers). 

Di Matteo et al. (2007) simulate mergers of different HTs, involving different initial con

ditions and find that the number of mergers that produces SF rates 10 times higher than 
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those of an isolated galaxy is ,..._, 17% of the total sample (240 simulations), while half 

of the sample shows only a moderate enhancement in the SFRs (less than 4 times the 

isolated case). 

This indicates that the quantity of fuel still available in the parent galaxies is not the 

main parameter influencing the SFR in the burst phase (Di Matteo et al. 2007) and the 

strength of a SF burst is also related to the initial conditions of the interaction, such as 

The orbital parameters - According to Di Matteo et al. (2007), mergers can produce 

2 times more stars than isolated galaxies, but about 50% of all mergers have an 

integrated SFR which is only 1.25 higher than that of isolated galaxies. This is 

mainly due to the removal of large amounts of gas from the galaxy disks during the 

first passage. This gas, ejected into the tidal tails, is only partially re-acquired by 

the galaxies in the last phase of the merging event. Therefore, galaxies that suffer 

too close passages produce also the lowest bursts of star formation; galaxies that 

suffer less intense tidal interactions at the first passage (i.e. pass by each other with 

larger pericentric distances) are able to preserve a considerable gas mass fraction in 

the disk, which constitutes the fuel for the nuclear starburst in the merging phase. 

This correlation is illustrated in Fig. 4.20, left-hand panel. The coloured points 

represent the different simulations studied by Di Matteo et al. (2007), as explained 

in the Figure. 

Furthermore, the enhancement in SF in the merging phase also depends on the 

galaxy spin, in the sense that, on average, galaxies in retrograde orbits develop 

stronger starbursts. This happens because retrograde encounters do not favor 

mass transfer from one galaxy to the other. This allows most of the initial gas 

mass to stay well confined within the disks of each galaxy, providing a reservoir 

for the intense starburst that takes place in the final stage of the merger. This is 

illustrated in Fig. 4.20, right-hand panel. The two plots represent mergers for two 

equal Sb galaxies, with direct and retrograde orbits, respectively. Note the scale on 

the y-axes; the retrograde encounter provokes a much stronger SF burst. 

The structure of the progenitor galaxies - Mihos & Hernquist (1996) find that the time 

history of gas inflows and resulting starburst (SB) depend strongly on the detailed 

structure of the progenitor galaxies. Let us examine two cases: (i) a merger of 

two bulgeless galaxies (disk/halo model), (ii) a merger of two early type galaxies 

(bulge/ disk/halo model). 

(i) In disk/halo mergers, the strong tidal forces induce stellar bars in the centre 

of each galaxy. These bars create torque on the disk gas, driving a rapid radial 

inflow of gas. There, it fuels an intense straburst event. This happens shortly 

after the initial encounter, when the galaxies are still widely separated. The SFR in 

each disk peaks at 20-30 times their initial amplitude, with an order of magnitude 
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those of an isolated galaxy is "' 17% of the total sample (240 simulations), while half 
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mass transfer from one galaxy to the other. This allows most of the initial gas 

mass to stay well confined within the disks of each galaxy, providing a reservoir 

for the intense starburst that takes place in the final stage of the merger. This is 

illustrated in Fig. 4.20, right-hand panel. The two plots represent mergers for two 

equal Sb galaxies, with direct and retrograde orbits, respectively. Note the scale on 

the y-axes; the retrograde encounter provokes a much stronger SF burst. 

The structure of the progenitor galaxies - Mihos & Hernquist (1996) find that the time 

history of gas inflows and resulting starburst (SB) depend strongly on the detailed 

structure of the progenitor galaxies. Let us examine two cases: (i) a merger of 

two bulgeless galaxies (disk/halo model), (ii) a merger of two early type galaxies 

(bulge/ disk/halo model). 

(i) In disk/halo mergers, the strong tidal forces induce stellar bars in the centre 

of each galaxy. These bars create torque on the disk gas, driving a rapid radial 

inflow of gas. There, it fuels an intense straburst event. This happens shortly 

after the initial encounter, when the galaxies are still widely separated. The SFR in 

each disk peaks at 20-30 times their initial amplitude, with an order of magnitude 
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Figure 4.20: Properties of SF in mergers. Left panel: Maximum SFR, relative to that of isolated 
galaxies, as a function of the pericenter distance Rp. Different symbols correspond to different 
morphologies of interacting galaxies, where E stands for early, L for late, dir for prograde and 
ret, retrograde encounters. The dashed lines represent the best linear least-square fits. Error bars 
represent the standard error of the mean. Right panel: SFR as a function of time, for two equal 
mass Sb galaxies. The SFR is normalised to that of the corresponding isolated galaxies. The 
blue arrows indicate the first pericenter passage and the red arrows, the merger epoch. From Di 
Matteo et al. (2007). 

increase sustained for,....., 150 Myr. As these SBs deplete the central regions of gas, 

the SF dies out and the global SFR declines to its pre-encounter level well before 

the galaxies merge. As a result, dissipation during the final stages of the merger 

fuels only a weak starburst in the centre of the remnant, which rapidly fades. The 

remnant evolves passively thereafter. 

(ii) The dynamical evolution of a disk/bulge/halo merger is different in the inner 

disk: instead of forming a strong bar after the first passage, the disk forms a sort 

of two-armed spiral pattern. This structure is not as efficient in driving gas to the 

center, and the gas flows inward slowly in each galaxy, settling into a quasi-steady 

state before reaching the center. Because of that, the distribution of gas in the cen

tral regions of the galaxies is much more diffuse than in the disk/halo mergers; 

the global SFR is increased only by a factor of a few during this phase. When these 

galaxies finally merge, strong gravitational torques steal nearly all of the angular 

momentum of the gas, driving it into the central regions of the remnant. In only 

20-30 Myr, over half the remaining gas in the system settles into a massive core, a 

few hundred parsecs in diameter. This fuels an intense starburst with peak SFRs 

of more than,....., 70 times the preinteraction rate, creating a compact, young popu

lation of stars in the centre of the remnant. 

The SFR and gas mass fraction as a function time for both scenarios are illustrated 

in Fig. 4.21. Although these two models have different SFHs, the time-integrated 
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Figure 4.21: Star formation properties in mergers. Left panel: Evolution of the global SFR relative 
to two isolated disks for two fiducial models. Right panel: Evolution of the total gas mass for 
two fiducial models. From Mihos & Hemquist (1996). 

SF properties are similar. In both, rv 75% of the original disk gas is converted to 

stars, leaving behind a dense stellar core in the centre of the remnant. Infall of gas 

from the tidal features onto the remnant continues over long timescales. 

It is then clear that the two main factors that determine whether an interaction will 

develop a strong burst of SF towards the final stages of the event are the presence/ abscence 

of a stellar bulge and the spin of the galaxies. However, we have no means of dis

tinguishing between prograde and retrograde encounters. What we observe is only a 

snapshot in the evolution of each interaction. In the lack of a comprehensive theoretical 

catalogue of interactions to compare our observations with, not much can be said about 

the initial parameters of the interaction. 

As a consequence, we take the presence/ absence of a bulge as the main determinant 

of the SFH in mergers. Regarding the timescales, the stronger the burst, the shorter its 

duration. From the sample of Di Matteo et al. (2007), about 36% of the whole interacting 

galaxies sustain SFRs two times higher than those of the isolated counterparts for a time 

greater than 500 Myr. Only 13% of the whole galaxy sample sustain a SFR enhancement 

greater than 5 for more than 100 Myr. Finally galaxies that show SFRs 20 times higher 

than those of the isolated counterparts are able to sustain it for 150 Myr, in the most 

favorable cases. 

Together with merger ages, the results obtained in this Subsection allow us to con

strain the SF properties of merging galaxies. This is done in Chapter 5, where we calcu

late how SF in mergers contributes to the evolution of the LF /BMF. 

4.4.3 End Products of Mergers 

Numerical simulations of mergers (e.g. Sims. 1, 2, 3 above) support the hypothesis that 

mergers between typical disk-like galaxies produce remnants with the overall morphol-
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ogy and structural parameters of elliptical galaxies. According to some results (Barnes 

1992; Hernquist 1992, 1993a), violent relaxation transforms the stellar component into 

a distribution that possesses an r1/ 4 law surface density profile over a large range in 

radius. 

Therefore, recent studies have concentrated in addressing whether the simulated 

remnants reproduce the r1/ 4 surface brightness profile which ellipticals galaxies appear 

to have (Barnes 1992; Hernquist 1992, 1993c; Hernquist, Spergel & Heyl 1993; Mihos & 

Hernquist 1994b; Barnes & Hernquist 1996; Springe! 2000; Naab & Trujillo 2006), the 

kinematic structure of merger remnants (Naab & Burkert 2003; Gonzalez-Carda & van 

Albada 2005a, b; Cox et al. 2006b), or if they fall on the fundamental plane8 (Bekki 1998; 

Naab & Burkert 2003; Dantas et al. 2003; Nipoti, Londrillo & Ciotti 2003; Boylan-Kolchin, 

Ma & Quataert 2006; Robertson et al. 2006). 

On the observational side, many elliptical galaxies exhibit low surface brightness 

loops and shells (Schweizer & Seitzer 1998) that are thought to form naturally during 

disk galaxy mergers (Hibbard & Mihos 1995). Kinematically distinct cores in many el

liptical galaxies may also result from mergers ( dissipation and subsequent central star

bursts, Mihos & Hernquist 1994c), as well as gradients in colour profiles, metallicity 

profiles and mean age of stellar populations. 

In some cases, the central phase space density in stellar disk galaxies is much lower 

than the observed central phase space density of ellipticals, so mergers of pure stellar 

disks produce remnants less centrally concentrated in phase space than real ellipticals 

(Hernquist et al. 1993). However, this could be overcome if gaseous dissipation and 

a starburst during a merger act to increase the central stellar density of the remnant 

(Kormendy & Sanders 1992), as is the case in most simulations. 

It is then reasonably well constrained that equal mass (mass ratios of 1:1, 1:2 and 

1:3) mergers produce early type remnants. However, this might not be strictly the case 

for lower mass ratios. In minor mergers (mass ratios greater than 1:3), the secondary 

galaxy is not massive enough to entirely disrupt the disk of the primary and may simply 

"sweep" galactic disks clean of cold gas, transforming late-type disk galaxies into earlier 

Sa or SO galaxies (Schweizer 1986; Mihos & Hernquist 1994a). Moreover, a recent theo

retical work finds that the end product of some gas-rich mergers can be disk-dominated 

(Springe! & Hernquist 2005). 

Here, we used the mass ratios of the merging systems to infer the HT of the remnant 

galaxy. The individual masses (when possible) were calculated through mass-to-light 

ratios, as explained in Sec. 4.3.1. Our criterium was: 

• If the mass ratio is ~ 1:3, the tidal forces heat up the stars in the disks and com

pletely disrupt the original structure of the galaxies. The remnant will be an ellip-

8 A strong correlation between velocity dispertion, effective radius and luminosity, populated by all 

elliptical galaxies (Djorgovski & Davis 1987; Dressler et al. 1987; Padmanabhan et al. 2004; Cox et al. 2006). 
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tical galaxy. 

• If the mass ratio < 1:3, it is likely that the interaction will not completely disrupt 

the disk of the massive galaxy. The smaller galaxy will be accreted and the remnant 

will be an SO/ a. 

The masses of the remnants are the sum of the total masses of the parent galaxies 

(stars + gas). Finally, absolute magnitudes for the remnants were calculated from the 

same M/L, according to the HT of the merger remnant. All the results (remnant HTs, 

masses and magnitudes) are presented in Table 6, where the galaxies are ordered as in 

the previous Tables. 

For wet mergers, there will probably be some extra contribution to the light from the 

stars formed during the final starburst. This contribution will be taken into account in 

the next Chapter. 
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Figure 4.22: Colour images of the merging/interacting systems of our sample. 
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The Evolution of the LF and BMF 

In the local Universe, three main processes are responsible for galaxy evolution: qui

escent SF+ stellar evolution (the "passive factor") and mergers of galaxies (the "active 

factor"). Here, I take the type-specific LFs and BMFs determined in Chapters 2 and 3 and 

calculate their evolution within 1 Gyr. To quantify the passive factor we create models 

of SPS for each HT, as a function of MR. The active factor is quantified by determining, 

from Chapter 4, the numbers and fractions of galaxies that are participating in a merger, 

as a function of HT and MR; comparing our fractions with those predicted by galaxy 

correlation functions, we conclude that our results are representative of the local Uni

verse. The contribution of SF in mergers is dealt with separately by creating models of 

SPS to represent different possible SFHs. Finally, all the evolutionary contributions are 

applied to the LF /BMF. A detailed analysis and discussion of the results in the context 

of general galaxy evolution close the Chapter. 

5.1 The Passive Factor 

5.1.1 Stellar Evolution 

The stellar populations in a galaxy evolve towards redder colours as the stars move in 

the HR diagram. This reddening is very sharp in the first billion years, following the 

appearance of RSGs (107 yrs), AGB stars (108 yrs) and RGs (109 yrs), as illustrated in 

Fig. 1.10. 

If the galaxy experiences some SF, this jump to red colours is not so pronounced, 
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HT B/T [halo:disk:bulge] 

E 1.00 -1.24 - +0.22 

so 0.81 -1.24 -0.50 +0.22 

Sa 0.52 -1.24 -0.50 +0.22 

Sb 0,30 -1.24 -0.50 +0.22 

Sc 0.14 -1.24 -0.50 +0.22 

Sd 0.04 -1.24 -0.50 +0.22 

Irr 0.00 --0.50-

Table 5.1: Bulge-to-disk ratios and [Fe/H] metallicities used in the Buzzoni (2005) models. 

since the new-born blue stars give a strong contribution to the emitted light and "mask" 

the photometric evolution of the underlying older stellar populations. It is safe to say 

then that in the absence of star formation, the fate of an isolated galaxy (e.g. no interac

tions with other galaxies or with the intergalactic medium), at optical wavelengths, is to 

get redder and fainter with time. 

Elliptical galaxies fit well into this scenario. Observations show that the intrinsic 

scatter around the U-V colour-luminosity relation of these galaxies is barely detectable. 

As U-band light is a strong constraint on past SFRs, this suggests that ellipticals formed 

their stars at early ages and no subsequent star formation episodes were experienced 

(Bower et al. 1992). Therefore, the photometric evolution of these objects is dictated 

simply by the evolution of their stars, and can be predicted by SPS models with great 

accuracy. 

In fact, elliptical galaxies are the only massive systems for which the SFH is well 

constrained. In the following Subsections, we describe in detail the construction of SPS 

models to represent elliptical galaxies and determine their photometric evolution over 1 

Gyr. 

5.1.2 Joining It All: Stellar Population Synthesis Models 

Unlike ellipticals, all other galaxies present some level of quiescent SF. To compute the 

joint effects of stellar fading and quiescent SF, we use stellar population synthesis. Mod

els of SPS are very efficient tools to predict the evolution of an ensemble of stars (see 

Section 1.4.3). Given the correct initial parameters, these models allow us to follow the 

photometric evolution of any galaxy. 

Here, we use SPS models from Buzzoni (2005) to represent galaxies of different HTs. 

All models are composed by bulge, halo and disk and the contributions of each compo

nent are proportional to the bulge-to-total ratios (Kent 1985) for each HT. There is general 

consensus that both halo and bulge components in the Galaxy can be represented by co

eval SSPs older than ,...._, 13 Gyr (Renzini 1993; Frogel 1999; Feltzing & Gilmore 2000). 

The bulge metallicity has been subject to continual revision, ranging from overabundant 

(Whitfored & Rich 1983; Rich 1990; Geisler & Friel 1992) to slightly sub-solar (Tiede et 
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HT BIT [halo:disk:bulge] 
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since the new-born blue stars give a strong contribution to the emitted light and "mask" 

the photometric evolution of the underlying older stellar populations. It is safe to say 

then that in the absence of star formation, the fate of an isolated galaxy (e.g. no interac

tions with other galaxies or with the intergalactic medium), at optical wavelengths, is to 

get redder and fainter with time. 

Elliptical galaxies fit well into this scenario. Observations show that the intrinsic 

scatter around the U-V colour-luminosity relation of these galaxies is barely detectable. 

As U-band light is a strong constraint on past SFRs, this suggests that ellipticals formed 

their stars at early ages and no subsequent star formation episodes were experienced 

(Bower et al. 1992). Therefore, the photometric evolution of these objects is dictated 

simply by the evolution of their stars, and can be predicted by SPS models with great 

accuracy. 

In fact, elliptical galaxies are the only massive systems for which the SFH is well 

constrained. In the following Subsections, we describe in detail the construction of SPS 

models to represent elliptical galaxies and determine their photometric evolution over 1 

Cyr. 

5.1.2 Joining It All: Stellar Population Synthesis Models 

Unlike ellipticals, all other galaxies present some level of quiescent SF. To compute the 

joint effects of stellar fading and quiescent SF, we use stellar population synthesis. Mod

els of SPS are very efficient tools to predict the evolution of an ensemble of stars (see 

Section 1.4.3). Given the correct initial parameters, these models allow us to follow the 

photometric evolution of any galaxy. 

Here, we use SPS models from Buzzoni (2005) to represent galaxies of different HTs. 

All models are composed by bulge, halo and disk and the contributions of each compo

nent are proportional to the bulge-to-total ratios (Kent 1985) for each HT. There is general 

consensus that both halo and bulge components in the Galaxy can be represented by co

eval SSPs older than ,...., 13 Cyr (Renzini 1993; Frogel 1999; Feltzing & Gilmore 2000). 

The bulge metallicity has been subject to continual revision, ranging from overabundant 

(Whitfored & Rich 1983; Rich 1990; Geisler & Friel 1992) to slightly sub-solar (Tiede et 
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al. 1995; Sadler et al. 1996; Zoccali et al. 2003; Origlia & Rich 2005). Buzzoni adopts 

the super-solar metallicity for the bulge because it agrees with observations of external 

galaxies (Jablonka et al. 1996; Goudfrooji et al. 1999; Davidge 2001). 

The halo consists of metal-poor ~tars (Sandage & Fouts 1987) and its metallicity can 

be probed by means of the globular cluster population. Based on the compilation of 

149 Galactic GCs of Harris (1996), Buzzoni derives a mean metallicity for the halo, and 

the value agrees with the inferred metallicity distribution of GCs in external galaxies 

(Durrell et al. 1996; Perrett et al. 2002). The disk metallicity is determined by means of 

colour-colour diagrams; models with different metallicities are over plotted on observed 

data until the best match is achieved. Bulge-to-disk ratios (expressed as bulge-to-total) 

and metallicities for all HTs are listed in Table 5.1. The models are normalised by assum

ing a total stellar mass of Mgal = 1011 M0 at 15 Gyr. 

Apart from the IMP (which is assumed to be the same for all galaxies), the free pa

rameters of a SPS model are the SFH and the metallicity of a galaxy. It is very difficult 

to constrain SFHs because they are degenerate - different SFHs can result in the same 

photometric evolution of a galaxy (see Sec. 1.4.3). So, instead of determining directly 

the SFH of a galaxy, it is more useful to determine the current SFR as compared to the 

averaged past SFR ( (SFR) ). This ratio is known as the stellar birthrate parameter (b), and 

is easier to obtain because (SFR) can be constrained by the signatures of old stars. 

To determine b parameters for each HT we used Ha EWs from James et al. (2003) 

and the correlation between EWs and b parameter, determined by Kennicutt et al. (1994). 

Combining these studies we obtained b for each individual galaxy. Since all the galaxies 

in the James et al. sample are classified into HTs, we determined the median b as a 

function of HT and MR, The variation of bas a function of magnitude is very small when 

a relatively large number(> 10) of galaxies populates each magnitude bin. Therefore, 

we believe that this result is consistent with a constant b as a function of HT, and any 

deviations are due to small number statistics. 

Discarding magnitude bins with only one galaxy, we calculated b for each HT through 

a weighted mean (where the weight was given by the number of galaxies in the respec

tive magnitude bin). The final b parameters for each HT are shown in Table 5.2, and it is 

worth mentioning that these are in very good agreement with b(HT) from Kennicutt et 

al. (1994) and Buzzoni (2005). 

The photometric evolution for all HTs is illustrated in Fig. 5.1, where the x-axis is 

Age in Gyr and the y-axis is MR; each coloured curve illustrates one HT as indicated 

in the Figure. Ellipticals are represented by a SSP and moving on to later galaxy types, 

SFRs tend to increase and the shape of the curves changes. Sc galaxies represent the 

boundary limit: they seem to be forming as many stars today as they were in the past, 

therefore their photometric evolution is nearly flat. Sd and Irr galaxies, however, seem 

to be forming more stars currently than they did in the past, and they are still getting 

brighter. Even though the curves have different shapes, the gradient between 13.5 and 
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Figure 5.1: Absolute R magnitude evolution for all HTs from the Buzzoni models. Each colour 

represents one HT, as indicated in the Figure. 

14.5 Gyr (our timescale of interest) is rather shallow for all HTs. 

This indicates that all galaxies had their periods of steep evolution in the first 5 Gyr of 

their lives. This is due to the fact that lower mass stars evolve progressively more slowly 

off the main sequence, and the timescale for any noticeable change in MR is very large. 

The explicit results are shown in Table 5.2 where we list oMR, the magnitude evolution, 

for each HT. 

We then conclude that overall, the contribution of the passive factor to the evolution of 

galaxies at present time is rather small. These galaxies had their periods of perceptible 

evolution at early times, a few Gyr after their assembly. 

In order to test the consistency of our results we constructed the realistic SFH of a 

simulated disk galaxy by using the simulation of Robertson et al. (2004; their Figure 

6, right-hand panel). Getting these realistic estimates was not straightforward because 

galaxies intrinsically vary a lot. The motivation for using the Roberts et al. model was 

the need to find a representative disk galaxy. Since it is difficult to observe and identify 

an idealised case, we chose to use this particular model, noting that it is consistent with 

observations (Robertson et al. 2004 and references therein, see also Olsen et al. 2006 for 

a detailed study of M31). 

This simulation consists of a high-resolution cosmological simulation that includes 

gasdynamics, radiative heating and cooling, star formation, and supernova feedback. 
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Figure 5.2: Absolute R magnitude evolution for all HTs from the disk galaxy model. Each colour 

represents one HT, as indicated in the Figure. Ellipticals are not shown because their evolution is 

exactly the same as that in Fig. 5.1. Irregulars are not shown because their evolution is the same 

as that of Sds. 

The disk galaxy has realistic photometric properties, including a reasonable central sur

face brightness, and exhibits good agreement with the I-band Tully-Fisher relation. 

Assuming that the SFH of this simulated galaxy can be represented by a series of in

stantaneous SF bursts, and dividing its lifetime into 6 time bins (2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 Gyr), we 

calculated the fraction of stars formed in each of these bins. According to the simulation, 

most of the stars in the galaxy were formed more than 9 Gyrs ago; for comparison, the 

fractions of stars formed in the bins 2 and 10 Gyr are, respectively, 0.03 and 0.36. 

The corresponding photometric evolution of each of these 6 SF episodes was ob

tained by scaling a SSP model (e.g. Buzzoni 2005) by the fraction of stars formed in each 

event. Adding the 6 scaled models, we reconstructed the photometric evolution of the 

entire disk galaxy since its formation. The evolution of each individual HT was then 

obtained by adding the fractional contributions of disk and bulge (via bulge-to-total ra

tios), where the bulge was represented by the unchanged SSP model. Elliptical galaxies 

were also represented by the unchanged SSP (which is a good assumption since dMR / dt 

is a weak function of the precise SFH if all the stars are old). 

The magnitude evolution obtained from these toy-models is displayed in Fig. 5.2 and 

Table 5.2, last column. In the Figure, each coloured line represents one HT, where the 
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HT b oMRses oMRmodel 

Ell SSP 0.06 0.060 

so 0.12 0.05 0.064 

Sa 0.17 0.05 0.066 
Sb 0.62 0.01 0.067 
Sc 0.95 -0.01 0.068 
Sd 1.10 -0.03 0.069 
Irr 1.42 -0.05 0.069 

Table 5.2: Passive evolutionary factor caused by stellar evolution. Columns show HT, respective 

b parameter, and magnitude evolution calculated from the observed data plus SPS and from 

recovering the SFH of a galaxy simulation, as explained in the text. 

colour coding is the same as in Fig. 5.1. Ellipticals are not shown because their evolution 

is the same in both plots (a SSP), and irregulars are not shown because their evolution 

is the same as Sd galaxies. We see that the evolution is nearly the same for all HTs, 

the difference being due to the relative bulge and disk contributions. Comparing both 

oMR, we see that our "simulated-SFH-model" is a good representation of early type 

galaxies, which do not show signs of strong ongoing SF. However, as we move to later 

type galaxies, the simulated-models are clearly an incomplete representation since they 

assume that most of the stars formed more than 9 Cyr ago (notice, then, that for late type 

galaxies these two oMR refer to different things). 

In our experience, the Buzzoni models are a better representation in the majority of 

cases, but not always, since they are a generalisation. But the most important point to 

take from this analysis is that the passive evolutionary factor for early type galaxies (Ell, 

SO, Sa) is rather robust, because it is unlikely that these galaxies will develop any short

term changes in their SF properties. Late type galaxies, on the other hand, have their 

photometric evolution dominated by current SF and their evolution within 1 Cyr will 

depend strongly on the (possible) short-term variations of this SF. 

Therefore, we stress that the passive factor calculated here is based on the assump

tion that galaxies will continue forming stars at the same rate in the next 1 Cyr. In other 

words: the earlier the galaxy type, the more robust our prediction is. In any case, we 

emphasise that all numbers are very small and passive evolution is not a significant 

contributor to dMR / dt at current times. 

Finally, it is worth noting that the models in Fig. 5.1 were created using a Salpeter 

IMF, which is represented by single power law. Most IMF parametrisations adopt a 

Sal peter slope for masses m > l M0 . Below 1 M0 , the Sal peter IMF might over predict 

the number of stars, making the SED of galaxies appear redder than it really is. The 

exact form of the IMF is still very uncertain, as discussed in Chapter 3. However, here 
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we are interested in determining the luminosity evolution of galaxies, and stars with 

masses m < l M0 contribute very little to the total emitted light of a galaxy. Thus, results 

obtained using a different IMF would not be significantly different from what we find 

here. 

How much the passive factor contributes to the overall evolution of the LF /BMF is 

discussed later in this Chapter. 

5.2 The Active Factor 

When galaxies interact and eventually merge, a number of profound changes happens 

to them. If the event involves two equal-mass galaxies, they are both destroyed and 

reassembled into an elliptical-like remnant. The practical result of this event is to reduce 

the overall number of galaxies in a certain volume and increase the numbers of elliptical 

galaxies in that same volume. How fast this evolution occurs is directly proportional to 

the number of galaxies participating in a merger (merger fractions) within this volume. 

Moreover, if the galaxies involved in the merger possess a large quantity of gas avail

able, it is very likely that the interaction will induce some SF. We have shown in Sec

tion 4.4.2 that the strength of the SF event is a function of the interaction parameters and 

structure of the progenitors. 

These effects contribute differently to the evolution of the LF /BMF and must be dealt 

with independently. In this Subsection, we are interested in quantifying how much 

mergers affect the morphology and numbers of galaxies. In a timescale of 1 Gyr (the 

timescale for the merger to be complete; see Section 4.4.1), the total number of galaxies 

of a given HT is: 

NHT = l(No + N+ -N-); 
i 

(5.1) 

Where N 0 indicates the number of galaxies of that HT at present time; N+ represents 

the number of galaxies of that HT that will be created in 1 Gyr; N_ is the number of 

galaxies of that HT that will be destroyed in 1 Gyr. Eq. 5.1 depends on MR and the 

summation in i indicates that No, N+, and N_ are calculated in intervals of 1 magnitude, 

from-23.5 to -14.5, such that NHT is the sum over all magnitude intervals. If N+ is larger 

than N_, NHT will be larger than No - there will be more galaxies of this HT in the 

future than there are today. If N+ is smaller than N_, the opposite is true. 

Since the large majority of equal-mass mergers results in elliptical-like remnants, the 

only Hubble class that will have a sizeable contribution from N+ is elliptical galaxies. 

It is safe to say that despite the rate of mergers in the local Universe, in 1 Gyr time, 

there will be more ellipticals than there are today. If two galaxies participate in a non

equal-mass merger, the secondary galaxy might not be massive enough to completely 

disrupt the primary galaxy's disk - in this case, we assume that the remnant will be an 
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E so Sa Sb Sc Sd Irr 

E 24 (8%) 20 (6.8%) 9 (3%) 4 (1.3%) 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.3%) 5 (1.7%) 

so 16 (5.4%) 20 (6.8%) 12 (4%) 7 (2.4%) 2 (0.7%) 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.3%) 

Sa 5 (1.7%) 10 (3.4%) 10 (3.4%) 19 (6.4%) 3 (1%) 1 (0.3%) 2 (0.7%) 

Sb 2 (0.7%) 3 (1%) 9 (3%) 14 (4.7%) 6 (2%) 6 (2%) 6 (2%) 

Sc 1 (0.3%) 0 2 (0.7%) 5 (1.7%) 5 (1.7%) 6 (2%) 9 (3%) 

Sd 0 2 (0.7%) 1 (0.3%) 4 (1.3%) 5 (1.7%) 3 (1%) 9 (3%) 

Irr 0 0 0 3 (1%) 2 (0.7%) 5 (1.7%) 8 (2.7%) 

Table 5.3: Numbers and fractions of mergers in our sample. The intersections of rows and 
columns indicate how many mergers of that kind we find and what fraction of the total they 
account for. For example: the number of Sa-Sd mergers is found by looking at the column Sa 
and rowSd. 

HT Nmerf< Total Frac 
Ell 112 65212 0.17% 

so 114 32394 0.35% 

Sa 94 5998 1.56% 

Sb 103 2965 3.47% 

Sc 48 23891 0.20% 

Sd 48 3487 1.37% 

Irr 45 58 77.6% 

Tot 564 134005 0.42% 

Table 5.4: Merger fractions as a function of HT. Column 1: numbers of galaxies participating 
in a merger. Column 2: numbers of galaxies of that HT found in SDSS by the NNs. Column 3: 
fractions. 

SO galaxy. Therefore, the SO class will also have a small contribution from N+. The fate 

of all other Hubble classes is to see their numbers slowly decreasing with time. 

Table 5.3 shows the numbers and fractions of mergers in our sample, as a function of 

HT. The intersections of rows and columns indicate the numbers of mergers of each kind. 

Columns represent primary galaxies and rows, secondary. For instance, the fraction of 

Sb-Sc mergers is given by the column Sb and row Sc. It is worth keeping in mind that 

the numbers of galaxies participating in each merger are twice those listed in the Table 

(each merging system consists of two galaxies). Table 5.4 shows the merger fractions 

(number of galaxies participating in a merger divided by the total number of galaxies as 

classified by the NNs) as a function of HT. 

We expect the relative fractions of mergers of different HTs to vary according to how 

clustered each particular galaxy type is. From the morphology-density relation (Dressler 

1980; Holden et al. 2007; van der Wel et al. 2007), it is known that early type galaxies are 

more common in denser environments. Therefore, mergers between early type galaxies 

should be favored simply because the probability of finding two elliptical galaxies very 

close to each other is higher than that of finding two spiral galaxies at the same physical 

distance. This trend is clear in Table 5.3. 
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Analysing correlation functions of galaxies, one should be able to constrain merger 

fractions as a function of HT. Since no detailed study of merging systems/merger frac

tions as a function of HT can be found in the literature, comparing predictions from 

correlation functions with our result~ is a way to assert that what we find here is in fact 

representative of the Universe around us. 

5.2.1 Comparison with Galaxy Correlation Functions 

The distribution of galaxies in the Universe can be described by means of the correlation 

function (CF). For a given distance, the correlation function is a function of one variable 

(distance) which describes the probability that two galaxies are separated by this partic

ular distance. Paraphrasing Peebles (1980): "Given a random galaxy in a location, the 

correlation function describes the probability that another galaxy will be found within a 

given distance." 

In the absence of any correlations, the expected distribution of galaxies within an 

arbitrary volume V would be Poissonic. However, correlations might arise naturally due 

to gravitational clustering or could remain from initial conditions of galaxy formation. 

Therefore, looking around from within a galaxy, the average density of galaxies in a 

small volume element d V of radius r is not equal to the average density for a single 

ideal region that is homogenous on large scales. 

Hence, the probability of finding a galaxy in a volume d V2 at r1 is conditional to the 

fact that there is a galaxy in a volume d V1: 

P(2 I 1) = ft (1 + ((r)) dV2 (5.2) 

where ft= N /V is the average density of objects in the volume V, and r = r2 - r1 . This 

relation defines a two-point correlation function, ((r), which allows for the influence of the 

galaxy in d V1 on the probable presence of a galaxy in d V2. If ( > 0, this probability is 

enhanced. If ( < 0, it is decreased (anticorrelation). If ( = 0, there is no effect (Poisson 

distribution). Since the a priori probability for finding a galaxy in d Vi is ft d V1, the joint 

probability for finding a galaxy in d V1 and also one in d V2 is the product: 

Pi,2 = ft2 [1 + ((r)] dV1 dV2 (5.3) 

Generally, ( will depend on the absolute positions, r1 and r2 , of the two volume 

elements. But if averaged over all positions and directions, ( becomes a function of only 

the separation r = lr1 - r2I-

Writing P1 ,2 as an average, over all the galaxies in the volume, of the probability of 

finding a galaxy at r1 + r2, given a galaxy at r1: 

1 Bold face letters represent vectors. 
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(5.4) 

Finally, comparing Eqs. 5.3 and 5.4, we obtain: 

((r) = (n(r1) n~~l + r2)) _ 1 
n 

(5.5) 

which is the excess correlation compared to a random Poisson distribution having n 

independent of r. 

Like many other functions, the shape of ((r) can be characterised by an amplitude 

and a scale length, and is often parametrised by the form (r /r0)-'Y ex with the scale length 

A and the amplitude r0. In regions smaller than,.._, 10 Mpc the correlations are nonlinear, 

( » 1 and is very close to a pure power law, usually represented by (r /ro)-1 . Conven

tionally, the amplitude r0 is the value of r for which ((r) = 1. 

To measure ((r) directly from the definition (Eq. 5.5) it is necessary to average the 

discrete galaxy distribution over cells of a given size to find the local density field n(r). 

This can be done using a discrete particle estimator for ((r). The first step is to find the 

number D D(r) of pairs of galaxies having separations in some ranger± M /2. Then, the 

estimator fills the volume with a random Poisson distribution of points and gives them 

the same selection as the data, which results in an artificial pair count RR(r) and average 

number density nR. The quantity: 

t"( ) _ DD(r) nR(nR -1) _ l 
" r est - RR(r) n(n - 1) 

(5.6) 

provides an estimate of ((r). It is normalised by the ratio of the total number of 

random pairs to data pairs, in case nR -1- fi. 

Here, we use two-point CFs from Giuricin et al. (2001). Their global CF (including all 

galaxies in the survey) is in good agreement with those derived from different redshift 

surveys (their Fig. 1). The reason we choose this study is the HT resolution they offer. 

CFs are determined not only for early /late type galaxies, but for each individual HT. 

Giuricin et al. calculate ((r) using the estimator proposed by Hamilton (1993): 

(( ) = DD(r) RR(r) - l 
r [DR(r)]2 

(5.7) 

where DD(r), RR(r), and DR(r) are the numbers of data-data, random-random, and 

data-random pairs, respectively, with separation in the interval (r - dr /2, r + dr /2). Ac

cording to Giuricin et al., this estimator is less affected by uncertainties than the classi

cal estimator shown in Eq. 5.6. They determine CFs for galaxies in the Nearby Optical 

Galaxy (NOG) sample, which is a nearly all-sky (!bi > 20°), complete, magnitude-limited 

sample of,.._, 7000 bright and nearby optical galaxies (cz < 6000 km s-1). 

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the CFs for different HTs, from Ell to Scd galaxies. Giuricin 
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of the CFs for the E (open circles), SO (open diamonds), SO/a (open 
squares), and Sa (dots) morphological types of the whole NOG. For the sake of clarity, error bars 
are shown for the last sample only. From Giuricin et al. (2001). 
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the CFs for the Sa (dots), Sb (stars), and Scd (open circles) morpho
logical types of the whole NOG. For the sake of clarity, error bars are shown for the first sample 
only. From Giuricin et al. (2001). 
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HT So 'Y 
E 9.7 ± 1.0 1.8 ± 0.3 
so 10.9 ± 1.3 1.6 ± 0.3 
Sa 7.4 ± 0.5 1.5 ± 0.2 
Sb 5.5 ± 0.3 1.8 ± 0.3 
Scd 5.1 ± 0.2 1.5 ± 0.1 

Table 5.5: Correlation function parameters for different morphologies from the NOG sample of 
galaxies. From Giuricin et al. (2001). 

HT CCF@7Mpc HT CCF@7Mpc 
E-E 3.29 Sa-Sb 1.50 
E-SO 3.38 Sa-Sc 1.42 
E-Sa 2.55 Sa-Sd 1.42 
E-Sb 2.24 Sa-Irr 1.42 
E-Sc 2.16 Sb-Sb 1.19 
E-Sd 2.16 Sb-Sc 1.10 
E-Irr 2.16 Sb-Sd 1.10 
SO-SO 3.48 Sb-Irr 1.10 
SO-Sa 2.64 Sc-Sc 1.03 
SO-Sb 2.33 Sc-Sd 1.03 
SO-Sc 2.25 Sc-Irr 1.03 
SO-Sd 2.25 Sd-Sd 1.03 
SO-Irr 2.25 Sd-Irr 1.03 
Sa-Sa 1.80 Irr-Irr 1.03 

Table 5.6: Value of cross-correlation functions for different HT at combinations at 7 Mpc. 

et al. assume that CFs for Sd and Irregular galaxies are the same as for Scds. All CFs are 

very well approximated by a single power law of the form ((s) = (s/so)-'Y in the ranges 

= (2.7 - 12) h-1 Mpc, implying that all CFs behave similarly at the same scales. Table 5.5 

lists the power law fit coefficients for the various morphological types. 

The CFs shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 establish the probability of finding another galaxy 

of the same HT within a certain radius (i.e. auto-correlation functions). However, we also 

need cross-correlation functions, relating galaxies of different HTs. To determine these, 

we perform an interpolation between the auto-correlation functions we already have. 

For instance, to obtain the cross-correlation Sa-Scd (i.e. the probability of finding a Scd 

galaxy within a certain distance from a Sa galaxy), we take the average between the Sa 

and Scd CFs. 

The type-specific merger fractions will then depend on how probable it is to find 

galaxies of two particular HTs close to each other. Table 5.6 shows the value of each 

cross-correlation function at a radius of 7 Mpc, which was chosen because all CFs are 

well-behaved at this radius and well-represented by a power law. Since we are ul

timately interested in ratios, not in absolute values, the choice of radius is irrelevant, 

provided that it is representative. 
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According to Table 5.6, the galaxies that present the highest level of clustering at 

7 Mpc are SOs, with ( = 3.48. Two general trends can be obtained from this Table: (i) 

when considering auto-correlation functions, early type tend to be more clustered than 

late type galaxies, (ii) when consid~ring cross-correlation functions, it is more common 

to find two early type galaxies clustered around each other than early-late or late-late 

type galaxies. Extrapolating these results we can argue that mergers between early type 

galaxies would be more common than mergers of late type galaxies, simply because the 

chance of finding a companion is much higher for the former. For the sake of simplicity, 

we refer to the numbers in Table 5.6 as merger frequencies. 

In Table 5.7 we compare the predicted merger frequencies of different kinds, as ob

tained from the CFs. All possible combinations are shown and it should be read as 

follows: each row and column represent a particular kind of merger, i.e. E-Sa, Sb-Irr, 

SO-Sc represent mergers between: ellipticals and Sas, Sbs and irregulars, and lenticu

lars and Scs, respectively. The intersections of rows and columns represent the ratios of 

mergers of two particular kinds. For instance: the intersection of the first column (E-E) 

with the first row (E-E) shows the ratio of E-E to E-E mergers, which is obviously 1 (E-E 

entry in Table 5.6 divided by itself). The second row shows the ratio E-E to E-SO mergers 

(E-E entry in Table 5.6 divided by the E-SO entry), and so forth. The diagonal is always 1 

because it shows a merger frequency divided by itself (e.g. Sa-Sa/Sa-Sa; Sb-Sb/Sb-Sb). 

We assume that e.g. Sa-Sc mergers have the same frequency as Sc-Sa mergers (and so 

on for all combinations), therefore the concept of primary and secondary galaxies in this 

analysis is irrelevant. 

The main result to be taken from this Table is how much more or less frequent each 

kind of merger is, if compared to all others. For example, an E-E merger (first column) 

is "'3 times more common than a Sc-Sc merger (last row), whereas an Sb-Sc merger 

( one but last column) is only 0.06 times more common than a Sc-Sc merger. It is worth 

remembering that Sc, Sd and Irr galaxies have the same CF, thus the columns Sc-Sd, 

Sd-Sd, Sd-Irr, and Irr-Irr in Table 5.7 would be exactly the same as the Sc-Sc column. 

In Tables 5.8 and 5.9 we compare the observed merger frequencies of different kinds, 

obtained from Table 5.3. The observed frequencies were compared to each other in ex

actly the same way as done for the CF predicted frequencies. The ratio E-E/Sa-Sb, for 

instance, is obtained by dividing 24 (intersection ist column 1st row in Table 5.3) by 28 

(intersection 3rd column 4th row + intersection 4th column 3rd row in Table 5.3). 

It is difficult to compare the predicted (5.7) and observed (5.8, 5.9) Tables, however, 

because they contain a great deal of information which is difficult to visualise. There

fore, we constructed Figs. 5.5 to 5.10 to facilitate the comparison. Fig. 5.5 compares the 

results for Elliptical galaxies. The abscissa represents our observed frequencies, and the 

ordinate, the predicted ones. Red points represent E-E frequencies compared with all 

others: ist column Table 5.7 x 1st column Table 5.8; orange points compare E-SO frequen

cies with all others: 2nd column Table 5.7 x 2nd column Table 5.8, and so forth. The solid 



E-E E-SO E-Sa E-Sb E-Sc SO-SO SO-Sa SO-Sb SO-Sc Sa-Sa Sa-Sb Sa-Sc Sb-Sb Sb-Sc Sc-Sc 
E-E 1 1.02 0.77 0.68 0.65 1.05 0.80 0.70 0.68 0.54 0.45 0.43 0.36 0.33 0.31 
E-SO 0.97 1 0.75 0.66 0.63 1.02 0.78 0.68 0.66 0.53 0.44 0.42 0.35 0.32 0.30 
E-Sa 1.29 1.32 1 0.87 0.84 1.36 1.03 0.91 0.88 0.70 0.58 0.55 0.46 0.43 0.40 
E-Sb 1.46 1.50 1.13 1 0.96 1.55 1.17 1.04 1 0.80 0.66 0.63 0.53 0.49 0.45 
E-Sc 1.52 1.56 1.18 1.03 1 1.61 1.22 1.07 1.04 0.83 0.69 0.65 0.55 0.50 0.47 
SO-SO 0.94 0.97 0.73 0.64 0.62 1 0.75 0.66 0.64 0.51 0.43 0.40 0.34 0.31 0.29 
SO-Sa 1.24 1.28 0.96 0.84 0.81 1.31 1 0.88 0.85 0.68 0.56 0.53 0.45 0.41 0.39 
SO-Sb 1.41 1.45 1.09 0.96 0.92 1.49 1.13 1 0.96 0.77 0.64 0.60 0.51 0.47 0.44 
SO-Sc 1.46 1.50 1.13 0.99 0.96 1.54 1.17 1.03 1 0.80 0.66 0.63 0.52 0.48 0.45 
Sa-Sa 1.82 1.87 1.41 1.24 1.20 1.93 1.46 1.29 1.25 1 0.83 0.78 0.66 0.61 0.57 
Sa-Sb 2.20 2.25 1.70 1.49 1.44 2.32 1.76 1.55 1.50 1.20 1 0.94 0.79 0.73 0.68 
Sa-Sc 2.31 2.38 1.79 1.57 1.52 2.45 1.86 1.64 1.58 1.26 1.05 1 0.83 0.77 0.72 
Sb-Sb 2.76 2.84 2.14 1.88 1.81 2.92 2.21 1.95 1.89 1.51 1.26 1.19 1 0.92 0.86 
Sb-Sc 2.99 3.07 2.31 2.03 1.96 3.16 2.40 2.11 2.04 1.63 1.36 1.29 1.08 1 0.93 
Sc-Sc 3.19 3.28 2.47 2.17 2.09 3.37 2.56 2.26 2.18 1.74 1.45 1.37 1.15 1.06 1 

Table 5.7: Correlations of E/SO/Sa/Sb/Sc with Sd/Irr are the same as E/SO/Sa/Sb/Sc with Sc, since the correlation for Sc, Sd and Irr is the same. 
Likewise, the Sd-Sd/Sd-Irr /Irr-Irr are the same as Sc-Sc. 
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line shows equal values (x = y) and all points would be over the line if predicted and 

observed frequencies were exactly the same. 

It is very clear that this is not the case. Even though most points cluster around the 

line, there are quite a few outliers: The most extreme cases are "E-E/X" and "E-SO/X" 

that have observed frequencies from 25-35, while the corresponding predicted values 

do not exceed 2. 

Fig. 5.6 compares the results for SO galaxies. Colour coding is the same as in the 

previous plot such that each colour represents a column in Table 5.7 x the same column 

in Table 5.8. Note that the most extreme cases in this plot have observed frequencies 

lower than 25. Figs. 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10 show the results for Sa, Sb, Sc, and Sd/Irr 

galaxies, respectively. The general trend to be observed is that moving towards later type 

mergers, the predicted and observed frequencies tend to agree better and the points are 

closer to the line. As a result, the range of observed frequencies decreases from around 

40 in Fig. 5.5 to 10 in Fig. 5.9. 
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of predicted and observed frequencies for Elliptical-X mergers. Each 
coloured line represents one column in Table 5.8. The solid line shows points of equal coordinates 
(x = y). 

This exercise demonstrates that in most cases our merger frequencies are in good 

agreement with the predictions from galaxy clustering properties. The fact that early

early type mergers are so discrepant from the predicted values might be an indication 

that we are finding too few early-late/late-late type mergers. If this is the case, it might, 



E-E E-SO E-Sa E-Sb E-Sc E-Sd E-Irr SO-SO SO-Sa SO-Sb SO-Sc SO-Sd SO-Irr Sa-Sa Sa-Sb Sa-Sc 
E-E 1 1.50 0.58 0.25 0.08 0.41 0.20 0.83 0.91 0.41 0.08 0.12 0.04 0.41 1.16 0.20 
E-SO 0.66 1 0.38 0.16 0.05 0.02 0.13 0.55 0.61 0.27 0.05 0.08 0.02 0.27 0.77 0.13 
E-Sa 1.71 2.57 1 0.42 0.14 0.07 0.35 1.42 1.57 0.71 0.14 0.21 0.07 0.71 2.00 0.35 
E-Sb 4.00 6.00 2.33 1 0.33 0.16 · 0.83 3.33 3.66 1.66 0.33 0.50 0.16 1.66 4.66 0.83 
E-Sc 12.0 18.0 7.00 3.00 1 0.50 2.50 10.0 11.0 5.00 1.00 1.50 0.50 5.00 14.0 2.50 
E-Sd 24.0 36.0 14.0 6.00 2.00 1 5.00 20.0 22.0 10.0 2.00 3.00 1.00 10.0 28.0 5.00 
E-Irr 4.80 7.20 2.80 1.20 0.40 0.20 1 4.00 4.40 2.00 0.40 0.60 0.20 2.00 5.60 1.00 
SO-SO 1.20 1.80 0.70 0.30 0.10 0.05 0.25 1 1.10 0.50 0.10 0.15 0.05 0.50 1.40 0.25 
SO-Sa 1.09 1.63 0.63 0.27 0.09 0.04 0.22 0.90 1 0.45 0.09 0.13 0.04 0.45 1.27 0.22 
SO-Sb 2.40 3.60 1.40 0.60 0.20 0.10 0.50 2.00 2.20 1 0.20 0.30 0.10 1.00 2.80 0.50 
SO-Sc 12.0 18.0 7.00 3.00 1.00 0.50 2.50 10.0 11.0 5.00 1 1.50 0.50 5.00 14.0 2.50 
SO-Sd 8.00 12.0 4.66 2.00 0.66 0.33 1.66 6.66 7.33 3.33 0.66 1 0.33 3.33 9.33 . 1.66 
SO-Irr 24.0 36.0 14.0 6.00 2.00 1.00 5.00 20.0 22.0 10.0 2.00 3.00 1 10.0 28.0 5.00 
Sa-Sa 2.40 3.60 1.40 1.24 0.20 0.10 0.50 2.00 2.20 1.00 0.20 0.30 0.10 1 2.80 0.50 
Sa-Sb 0.85 1.28 0.50 1.49 0.07 0.03 0.17 0.71 0.78 0.35 0.07 0.10 0.03 0.35 1 0.17 
Sa-Sc 4.80 7.20 2.80 1.57 0.40 0.20 1.00 4.00 4.40 2.00 0.40 0.60 0.20 2.00 5.60 1 
Sa-Sd 4.80 36.0 14.0 6.00 2.00 1.00 5.00 20.0 22.0 10.0 2.00 3.00 1.00 10.0 28.0 5.00 
Sa-Irr 12.0 18.0 7.00 3.00 1.00 0.50 2.50 10.0 11.0 5.00 1.00 1.50 0.50 5.00 14.0 2.50 
Sb-Sb 1.71 2.57 1.00 0.42 0.14 0.07 0.35 1.42 1.57 0.71 0.14 0.21 0.07 0.71 2.00 0.35 
Sb-Sc 2.18 3.27 1.27 0.54 0.18 0.09 0.45 1.81 2.00 0.90 0.18 0.27 0.09 0.90 2.54 0.45 
Sb-Sd 2.40 3.60 1.40 0.60 0.20 0.10 0.50 2.00 2.20 1.00 0.20 0.30 0.10 1.00 2.80 0.50 
Sb-Irr 2.66 4.00 1.55 0.66 0.22 0.11 0.55 2.22 2.44 1.11 0.22 0.33 0.11 1.11 3.11 0.55 
Sc-Sc 4.80 7.20 2.80 1.20 0.40 0.20 1.00 4.00 4.40 2.00 0.40 0.60 0.20 2.00 5.60 1.00 
Sc-Sd 2.18 3.27 1.27 0.54 0.18 0.09 0.45 1.81 2.00 0.90 0.18 0.27 0.09 0.90 2.54 0.45 
Sc-Irr 2.18 3.27 1.27 0.54 0.18 0.09 0.45 1.81 2.00 0.90 0.18 0.27 0.09 0.90 2.54 0.45 
Sd-Sd 8.00 12.0 4.66 2.00 0.66 0.33 1.66 6.66 7.33 3.33 0.66 1.00 0.33 3.33 9.33 1.66 
Sd-Irr 1.71 2.57 1.00 0.42 0.14 0.12 0.35 1.42 1.57 0.71 0.14 0.21 0.07 0.71 2.00 0.35 
Irr-Irr 3.00 4.50 1.75 0.75 0.25 0.12 0.62 2.50 2.75 1.25 0.25 0.37 0.12 1.25 3.5 0.62 

Table 5.8: Merger frequencies from our sample. Each column represents one kind of merger, and its frequency is compared in each row to another 
kind. 
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Sa-Sd Sa-Irr Sb-Sb Sb-Sc Sb-Sd Sb-Irr Sc-Sc Sc-Sd Sc-Irr 

E-E 0.04 0.08 0.58 0.45 0.41 0.37 0.20 0.45 0.45 

E-SO 0.02 0.05 0.38 0.30 0.27 0.25 0.13 0.30 0.30 

E-Sa 0.07 0.14 1.00 0.78 0.71 0.64 0.35 0.78 0.78 

E-Sb 0.16 0.33 2.33 1.83 1.66 1.50 0.83 1.83 1.83 

E-Sc 0.50 1.00 7.00 5.50 5.00 4.50 2.50 5.50 5.50 

E-Sd 1.00 2.00 14.0 11.0 10.0 9.00 5.00 11.0 11.0 

E-Irr 0.20 0.40 2.80 2.20 2.00 1.80 1.00 2.20 2.20 

SO-SO 0.05 0.10 0.70 0.55 0.50 0.45 0.25 0.55 0.55 

SO-Sa 0.04 0.09 0.63 0.50 0.45 0.40 0.22 0.50 0.50 

SO-Sb 0.10 0.20 1.40 1.10 1.00 0.90 0.50 1.10 1.10 

SO-Sc 0.50 1.00 7.00 5.50 5.00 4.50 2.50 5.50 5.50 

SO-Sd 0.33 0.66 4.66 3.66 3.33 3.00 1.66 3.66 3.66 

SO-Irr 1.00 2.00 14.0 11.0 10.0 9.00 5.00 11.0 11.0 

Sa-Sa 0.10 0.20 1.40 1.10 1.00 0.90 0.50 1.10 1.10 

Sa-Sb 0.03 0.07 0.50 0.39 0.35 0.32 0.17 0.39 0.39 

Sa-Sc 0.20 0.40 2.80 2.20 2.00 1.80 1.00 2.20 2.20 

Sa-Sd 1 2.00 14.0 11.0 10.0 9.00 5.00 11.0 11.0 

Sa-Irr 0.50 1 7.00 5.50 5.00 4.50 2.50 5.50 5.50 

Sb-Sb 0.07 0.14 1 0.78 0.71 0.64 0.35 0.78 0.78 

Sb-Sc 0.09 0.18 1.27 1 0.90 0.81 0.45 1.00 1.00 

Sb-Sd 0.10 0.20 1.40 1.10 1 0.90 0.50 1.10 1.10 

Sb-Irr 0.11 0.22 1.55 1.22 1.11 1 0.55 1.22 1.22 

Sc-Sc 0.20 0.40 2.80 2.20 2.00 1.80 1 2.20 2.20 

Sc-Sd 0.09 0.18 1.27 1.00 0.90 0.81 0.45 1 1.00 

Sc-Irr 0.09 0.18 1.27 1.00 0.90 0.81 0.45 1.00 1 

Sd-Sd 0.33 0.66 4.66 3.66 3.33 3.00 1.66 3.66 3.66 

Sd-Irr 0.07 0.14 1.00 0.78 0.71 0.64 0.35 0.78 0.78 

Irr-Irr 0.12 0.25 1.75 1.37 1.25 1.12 0.62 1.37 1.37 

Table 5.9: Merger frequencies from our sample, continued. 

Sd-Sd Sd-Irr 
0.12 0.58 
0.08 0.38 
0.21 1.00 
0.50 2.33 
1.50 7.00 
3.00 14.0 
0.60 2.80 
0.15 0.70 
0.13 0.63 
0.30 1.40 
1.50 7.00 
1.00 4.66 
3.00 14.0 
0.30 1.40 
0.10 0.50 
0.60 2.80 
3.00 14.0 
1.50 7.00 
0.21 1.00 
0.27 1.27 
0.30 1.40 
0.33 1.55 
0.60 2.80 
0.27 1.27 
0.27 1.27 

1 4.66 
0.21 1 
0.37 1.75 

Irr-Irr 
0.33 
0.22 
0.57 
1.33 
4.00 
8.00 
1.60 
0.40 
0.36 
0.80 
4.00 
2.66 
8.00 
0.80 
0.28 
1.60 
8.00 
4.00 
0.57 
0.72 
0.80 
0.88 
1.60 
0.72 
0.72 
2.66 
0.57 
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Merger Fractions for SO Galaxies 
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of predicted and observed frequencies for SO-X mergers. Each coloured 

line represents one column in Table 5.8. The solid line shows points of equal coordinates (x = y). 

once again, be the reflex of the shape of the type-specific LFs - late type galaxies tend 

to be fainter than early types and are more difficult to find. 

Nevertheless, we are confident that our sample provides us with a good represen

tation of merger fractions as a function of HT in the local Universe. In the following 

Subsection we study individually how dry and wet mergers affect the evolution of the 

LF/BMF. 
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of predicted and observed frequencies for Sa-X mergers. Each coloured 
line represents one column in Table 5.8. The solid line shows points of equal coordinates (x = y). 

5.2.2 Case 1: Stellar Kinematic Mergers 

These refer specifically to interactions E-E, E-SO, SO-E, SO-SO (some dry mergers may 

involve Sa galaxies, but these represent only a small fraction of the total). Since these 

objects have zero or negligible amounts of HI gas, their mergers are mainly kinematic 

and do not fuel any star formation. 

These are the simplest of all mergers. The remnants will be elliptical galaxies with 

masses and luminosities that are simply the sum of those of the progenitors. Here, we 

find 206 early type galaxies going through a dry merger (Sec. 4.3.3). According to Ta

ble 5.3, out of 103, 80 mergers involve Ell and SO galaxies, and the remaining 23 involve 

Sa galaxies. 

These mergers will contribute to the evolution of the luminosity function simply 

by removing 206 galaxies out of their original type-specific LFs, and including 103 new 

galaxies in the elliptical type-specific LF, in the correspondent magnitude bins. The same 

idea applies to the evolution of the BMF - 206 lower mass galaxies will "disappear" and 

will be replaced by 103 twice as massive galaxies in the Ell type-specific function. 

According to Eq. 5.1, ellipticals is the only HT to have a sizeable contribution from 

the term N+, as most mergers produce elliptical-like remnants. For SO galaxies, the major 

contribution comes from N _. 
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of predicted and observed frequencies for Sb-X mergers. Each coloured 
line represents one column in Table 5.9. The solid line shows points of equal coordinates (x = y). 

5.2.3 Case 2: Induced Star Formation 

If SF is induced in a merger, the luminosity of the remnant will not be simply the sum 

of the luminosities of the progenitors; there will be an extra luminosity factor due to 

the extra stars formed. To constrain the magnitude of this extra factor, it is important 

to know when, in the timescale of the merger, SF is induced, and how long it lasts. If an 

instantaneous burst happens in the first 300 Myr of the merger, at 1 Gyr, the massive 

stars will have died and the magnitude boost in the remnant will be small. On the other 

hand, if the same instantaneous burst happens in the last 50 Myr of the merger, the 

remnant will be still bright at 1 Gyr. These two mergers will affect the evolution of the 

LF in very different ways. 

To constrain the SFH of a merger event is complex. One can think of endless scenar

ios, with bursts being instantaneous or extended, happening early or late in the merger. 

Each of the possible scenarios depends solely on the initial parameters of the interaction 

and on the amount of gas that is available to fuel SF. 

Here, we use published merger simulations and SPS models to try and reproduce as 

best as we can the SFHs of our merging galaxies. In Section 5.3.1 we join this information 

with the "merger ages" determined in Chapter 4 and work out the extra luminosity 

factor as a function of HT and MR for our sample. It is worth keeping in mind that 
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of predicted and observed frequencies for Sc-X mergers. Each coloured 

line represents one column in Table 5.9. The solid line shows points of equal coordinates (x = y) 

we deal with the problem in a very simplified way. Nonetheless, we are able to draw 

valuable conclusions from our results. 

In Sec. 4.4.2 we identified which parameters are the major drivers of SF bursts in 

mergers: (i) two orbital parameters: pericenter distance (distance at closest approach) 

and spin (prograde/retrograde) of the progenitor galaxies, and (ii) the structure of the 

progenitor galaxies, i.e. the presence/abscence of a bulge component. 

As mentioned in Sec. 4.4.2, we have no means of obtaining information about the 

initial conditions of the interactions, and we assume that the structure of the progenitors 

is the main determinant of the SFH in mergers. In mergers of early type galaxies, which 

have a bulge component, the bulk of SF will be delayed to the last stages of the event, 

when the parent galaxies are already coalescing. A strong SF burst will follow. In merg

ers of late type galaxies, both progenitors will individually develop some SF. When the 

event comes to its final stages, most of the gas will have already been consumed and no 

strong burst of SF will be observed. 

When mergers involve one early and one late type galaxy, one might envisage an 

intermediate case. The bulgeless galaxy will form stars and consume its gas during the 

event, while its companion will have "saved" its gas for the final coalescence. Analysing 

each case individually we find: 
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of predicted and observed frequencies for Sd-X and Irr-Irr mergers. 
Each coloured line represents one column in Table 5.9. The solid line shows points of equal 
coordinates (x = y). 

• Mergers early-early (SO-Sa, Sa-SO, Sa-Sa) - Fall into the bulge/ disk/halo case (see 

Sec. 4.4.2). Here, most of the SF will happen in the last stages of the merger event. 

To simulate this scenario we construct the following model: a galaxy with quies

cent SF that is twice that of the isolated galaxies, superposed by an instantaneous 

SF burst of intensity ,...., 35 times that of the isolated galaxies, which happens 50 

Myr before the merger. The quiescent SFR is chosen to be that of a Sa galaxy of MR 

= -20.5: typically 0.78 M0 yr-1. The SFR of the final burst is, correspondingly, ,...., 

27 M0 yr-1. 

• Mergers late-late (involve Sb, Sc, Sd, Irr) - fall into the disk/halo category (see 

Sec. 4.4.2). According to Fig. 4.21, mergers of this kind will suffer two SF events: 

a strong burst at intermediate stages of the interaction, and a weak one when the 

galaxies finally coalesce. This scenario can be simulated by the following model: a 

SF burst of strength ,...., 20 times that of the isolated galaxies which lasts for about 

150 Myr and happens,...., 400 Myr after the beginning of the interaction; superposed 

by an instantaneous SF burst of strength rv 5 times that of the isolated galaxies, 

which happens 50 Myr before the end of the merger. The SFR of the isolated galaxy 

is chosen to be that of an Sc galaxy of MR= -20.5: typically 2.5 M0 yr-1. 
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• Mergers early-late (Ell, SO, Sa - Sb, Sc, Sd, Irr). This can be seen as an interme

diate between the two cases above. The interaction will induce a burst of SF in 

the late type companion, and most of the gas available to fuel SF will have been 

consumed when the galaxies reach the final stages of the merger. Since the early 

type companion does not contribute wish fresh gas, the final burst will be either 

non-existent or very weak. 

Models for the two first cases above were created using the public code Galaxev 

(BC03), which allows anyone to create their own stellar population models, choosing 

from a set of metallicities, stellar tracks, IMFs and SFHs. Both models have metallicity 

Z = 0.02 and Padova (1994) stellar tracks (see BC03 for details). The results are shown 

in Fig. 5.11. 

The panels represent the MR evolution of two different merger events, from the mo

ment the galaxies start to interact (T=O), to the moment they merge (T=l Gyr). The 

magnitude at T=l Gyr is marked by a red cross. The blue and yellow lines represent 

models created using Chabrier and Salpeter IMFs, respectively, and are plotted for con

sistency. Notice that the magnitudes in the y-axes are arbitrarily normalised. As we 

are only interested in the relative magnitude enhancement since T=O, this does not af

fect our results. Therefore, how much luminosity the combination of bursts adds to the 

merger remnant is determined by the difference between the magnitude at 1 Gyr and 

the magnitude the system would have if no SF had happened. 

The upper panel represents the case bulge/ disk/halo. Here, an instantaneous burst 

of SF with SFR =1.5 M0 yr-1 is superposed by an instantaneous burst of intensity 27 

M0 yr-1, which happens 50 Myr before the merger ends. According to Fig. 4.21, the 

progenitor galaxies would be forming stars at a slow and constant rate until the final 

burst is triggered. However, for simplicity, our model substitutes the constant SFR by 

an instantaneous burst (triggered at T=O) of the same intensity. Since early type galaxies 

have low SFRs, the relative evolution of a constant SFR model versus an instantaneous 

burst model is similar and we consider the burst to be a good approximation. 

The overall evolution of the model is very simple. At T = 950 Myr the first burst has 

nearly completely faded and the main contribution at T = 1 Gyr comes from the stars 

created in the latest burst. As we see the second burst 50 Myr after its onset, the most 

massive and brightest stars have already died and the burst has faded by ,....., 2 mags. 

How much luminosity the late burst adds to the remnant is thus ~R ~ (5.0 ± 1.0) mags 

(i.e. the difference between MR = -1.8 at T=l, and MR = 3.8, the magnitude that the 

remnant would have if no SF had happened). We assume an uncertainty of 20% (i) from 

the fact that we substitute a constant SFR by an instantaneous burst, which may cause 

an offset of ,....., 0.4 mag, and (ii) the fact that the intensities of the bursts involved are an 

approximation. 

Note that we consider the simplest case where the second burst is instantaneous. 
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Figure 5.11: Stellar population synthesis models representing the R band absolute magnitude 

evolution for the two cases explained in the text. Top panel: bulge/ disk/halo case where the 

strong burst of SF happens in the final stages of the merger. Bottom panel: disk/halo case where 

the bulk of the SF happens earlier in the interaction in an extended burst. The final coalescence 

sees only a weak burst that consumes the remaining gas. Both models have solar metallicity and 

Padova (1994) stellar tracks. The blue lines show models with the Chabrier IMF and yellow lines, 

models with the Salpeter IMF. Results for both IMFs are plotted for consistency. Red Xs mark 

the magnitude at 1 Gyr. The magnitudes shown in the y-axes are arbitrarily normalised. 

If this burst is extended, the luminosity boost might be somewhat bigger, because the 

magnitude gradient in the model will be shallower. So, we take our result to be a lower 

limit. 

The lower panel illustrates the disk/halo case. Here we reproduce an extended burst 

of length 150 Myr and intensity 50 M0 yr-1. The burst is triggered by the gravitational 

forces experienced after the first passage, so we assume that its onset happens at T = 400 

Myr. At T = 950 Myr, the final burst lights up, but it is weak (5 M0 yr- 1) since most 

of the gas has already been consumed in the previous burst. This model is superposed 

on an instantaneous burst of intensity 5 M0 yr- 1 (2 x 2.5) to represent the underlying 

progenitor galaxies. Here we also see the system 50 Myr after the onset of the latest burst, 

hence it has already faded "" 1.5 mag. The extra luminosity added by the combined 

bursts is LlMR Cc:'. (7.5 ± 1.5) mags. 
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A model for the intermediate case would look very much like the lower panel in 

Fig. 4.21, except that the bursts would be less intense. We then assume LiMR '.:::'. (6.0 ± 
1.2). 

According to our results, LiMR incurred by SF can be extremely large. A merger 

between two MR = -21.5 Sc galaxies, would then originate a remnant with MR = -22.2 

+ LiMR = -7.5; galaxies brighter than MR,...., -24, however, are not observed in the local 

Universe. This is probably because very powerful bursts of SF are dust enshrouded 

(Djorgovski et al. 1990) and all the extra luminosity is emitted in the infrared, giving 

origin to a ULIRG. 

BC03 suggest the use of the Chabrier IMF because it is physically motivated and 

provides a better fit to counts of low mass stars and brown dwarfs in the Galactic disk 

(Chabrier 2001, 2002, 2003a). However, our results for n* in Chapter 3 suggest that the 

Chabrier IMF does not produce enough low mass stars to match n* obtained from dy

namics/ strong lensing. In Fig. 5.11 each model is shown for both Cha brier and Sal peter 

IMFs. It is clear from the diagram that the evolution for both IMFs is the same, but the 

Salpeter IMF gives results that are slightly offset relative to the Chabrier IMF. Optical 

light is dominated at any age by stars near the main sequence turn-off (BC03), so the MR 

evolution does not depend sensitively on the IMF. In addition, the difference between 

the Salpeter and Chabrier IMFs lies on their representation of low mass stars, since both 

represent stars with masses M > 1 M0 by a power law with the same slope. In any case, 

the IMFs are consistent with each other in the sense that they result in the same LlMR, 

In terms of mass evolution, the triggering of a SF event will not alter the total amount 

of mass if we consider that the system is isolated from its surroundings (i.e. no infall, 

no outflow). Since all the gas will be transformed into stars during the event, when the 

merger ends, the baryonic mass of the remnant will be equal to its stellar mass. Thus, the 

mass in stars added to the system is equal to the total mass in gas that existed previous 

to the burst. 

5.3 Comparing All Processes 

Previously in this Chapter, we calculated the contributions of the passive and active 

(including SF) factors to the evolution of galaxies. Here, we apply these contributions 

to the type-specific LF /BMF and compare the results, in order to assess their relative 

importance. The type-specific LFs are taken from Chapter 2 and the type-specific BMFs, 

from Chapter 3. 

5.3.1 Evolution of the Type Specific LFs 

Table 5.2 list the magnitude evolution expected for galaxies of different HTs, if they sim

ply evolved passively in a timescale of 1 Gyr. To assess whether such small magnitude 
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evolution has any detectable effect on the LF, we apply this factor to each of the galaxies 

in our sample. In the range -23.5 < MR < -17.5, we have a total 116383 galaxies for the 

NNs LF. Within each bin, we find galaxies of different magnitudes, i.e. in the bin MR= 

-17.5 we find galaxies with magnitudes -17.2, -17.3, -17.9, and so on. 

If a galaxy lies in the middle of the bin (e.g. MR = -17.5), the passive evolutionary 

factor will not be large enough to shift its magnitude to the adjacent bin. The evolution 

will only be representative to those galaxies for which the magnitude lies at either edge 

of the bin. For this reason, we must apply the magnitude evolution individually to each 

galaxy and not simply average ~R over the whole bin. 

Having applied the passive evolution to each galaxy, we recompute the galaxy frac

tions per HT per magnitude bin. Since the effect is not considerable, there is no apprecia

ble change in the fractions. The general tendency is to dislocate galaxies from brighter 

to fainter bins. Because the magnitudes are randomly distributed in the bin, some bins 

might have more galaxies added to it than removed, therefore becoming more popu

lated in the future. Alternatively, some bins might have more galaxies removed than 

added, and there will be less galaxies populating these bins in 1 Gyr. 

Evolved LFs were then calculated by rescaling the present day LFs according to the 

ratios of future-to-present galaxy fractions: 

J </>(MR) = <Po(MR) X Jo (5.8) 

Where J and Jo are the galaxy fractions per magnitude bin per HT in 1 Gyr time and 

today, respectively. If a given bin contains less galaxies today than it will in the future, 

then J / Jo > l and at this magnitude, the evolved LF will be higher. Conversely, if J / Jo < 
1, at this. magnitude the LF will be lower in the future. This calculation was repeated for 

every magnitude bin and HT. The fractional evolution (f / Jo) of the each type-specific LF 

is presented in Table 5.10. We only performed this calculation for the type-specific LFs 

obtained from NNs due to the much larger number of galaxies involved. 

Overall, the evolution due to the passive factor is very small, which is not surprising. 

The analysis of SPS models (Sec. 5.1.2) made it clear that the influence of passive evolu

tion for all normal galaxies peaks at early times, some 1-3 Gyrs after the galaxies were 

formed. Since then, the evolution is rather shallow even for galaxies with relatively high 

levels of quiescent SF. SFRs in normal galaxies are low (b < 1) and usually continuous, 

and at present time, the creation of new and the evolution of old stellar populations have 

reached a balance that maintains the magnitude evolution to a minimum. 

According to our results, if galaxies in the local Universe only evolved passively, a 

timescale much longer than 1 Gyr would be necessary for any evolutionary effect to be 

perceptible, not only in the shape of the LF, but also in the luminosities of individual 

galaxies. 

This is not true for higher redshift galaxies, though. The further back in time, the 
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MR Ell so Sa Sb Sc Sd Irr 

-23.5 0.80 0.82 1.05 1.12 1.16 1.11 1.22 

-22.5 1.04 0.89 1.00 1.02 1.04 1.04 0.94 

-21.5 1.07 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.03 0.99 0.88 

-20.5 1.11 1.04, 1.02 0.98 0.96 0.95 1.16 

-19.5 1.16 1.14 1.06 1.06 0.99 1.03 0.80 

-18.5 1.01 1.03 0.99 0.96 0.97 0.93 1.10 

-17.5 1.05 1.03 1.05 1.05 1.02 1.02 0.96 

Table 5.10: Fractional evolution of the NN type-specific LFs within 1 Gyr due to the passive 

factor. 

closer we are to the formation of these galaxies and to the time when passive evolution 

had its peak. Back then, it is likely that the relatively short timescale of 1 Gyr was enough 

for evolutionary changes to be perceptible. Hence, at earlier epochs, this might have 

been one of the most important evolutionary factors determining the shape of the LF at 

different times. 

Now, let us turn our attention to the evolution provoked by mergers. The active 

evolutionary factor represents a combination of three elements: 

• Morphology - galaxies involved in equal-mass mergers are destroyed and a new 

galaxy with different characteristics is created. This is reflected in the LF by re

moving every two progenitor galaxies from their respective type-specific LFs and 

adding one new galaxy to the remnant type-specific LF. For mergers of non-equal 

mass galaxies, the least massive component will be destroyed, but the most mas

sive one might simply experience a minor change in its morphology. In this case, 

one galaxy is removed from its original type-specific LF and, depending on the in

tensity of the interaction, its companion is either shifted to an earlier type-specific 

LF or retains its original morphology. Here, we assume that non-equal mass merg

ers result in SO-like remnants. 

• Density - due to the fact that every two galaxies involved in a merger are destroyed 

and one created, the overall number of galaxies decreases by half. 

• Luminosity - if a burst of SF is triggered at the final stages of the merger, the rem

nant galaxy will be brighter than if no SF had happened. As a result, this galaxy 

will be added to a brighter magnitude bin, populating the bright end of the type

specific LF. 

The first two factors are related and are implemented together. The third factor is 

implemented on top of the first two. As we did for the passive factor, the active factor 

must also be applied to each individual galaxy. 

Based on Table 5.3, we determined the number of galaxies participating in a merger 

as a function of HT and absolute magnitude. These are shown in Tables 5.11 and 5.12. 
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Ell so Sa Sb 

MR Prim Sec Tot Prim Sec Tot Prim Sec Tot Prim Sec Tot 

-23.5 11 1 12 6 2 8 2 4 6 1 0 1 

-22.5 38 14 52 26 8 34 23 8 31 11 2 13 
-21.5 13 22 35 24 23 47 19 10 29 25 15 40 
-20.5 1 11 12 2 13 15 4 13 17 7 17 24 
-19.5 1 0 1 0 5 5 2 3 5 2 13 15 
-18.5 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 3 4 

-17.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

-16.5 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

-15.5 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 

Table 5.11: Observed number of galaxies participating in a merger as a function of HT and R 
absolute magnitude. 

The numbers of primary and secondary galaxies as a function of HT are also specified. 

It is worth remembering that the HTs assigned to secondary galaxies are not as accurate 

as those assigned to primaries (see Section 4.3.2). 

In order to turn our observed numbers into the real number of galaxies going through 

mergers, we must correct for any incompleteness effects: (i) we might be missing merg

ers that are going through a "quiet" phase, with no striking morphologies or high asym

metries. In this case, these systems would not be recognised as mergers; (ii) we might 

be missing mergers that are not picked up by our selection criterion. 

Regarding (i), simulations of mergers indicate that the features that distinguish galax

ies as merging systems are visible for "' 0.5 Gyr. Since we assume a merging timescale 

of 1 Gyr, we must correct for a factor of 2. Regarding (ii), comparing our merger fraction 

with others found in the literature, it is possible to estimate the fraction of events we 

miss due to our selection criteria. As discussed in Section 4.3, our fraction of 0.4% is 

in good agreement with those found in the literature. However, some of the published 

results favor a slightly higher fraction, of the order of 2%. Therefore, here we adopt an 

intermediate value of 1 %, which implies an extra correction factor of 2.5. Finally, to cor

rect our results for both effects mentioned, we multiply all the galaxy numbers by 5 and 

believe that they are a good approximation to the real number of galaxies going through 

a merger at present time. 

To compute the density evolution of galaxies due to mergers, we must solve Eq. 5.1: 

NHT = 2,(No + N+ - N-); 
i 

The term N _ for each HT and absolute magnitude is taken directly from Tables 5.11 

and 5.12. The term N+ represents the numbers of remnants of each HT, and only exists 

for Elliptical and SO galaxies. The total number of remnants is equal to the number of 

mergers, of half the number of galaxies involved in mergers. How many Ell and SO 
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Sc Sd Irr 

MR Prim Sec Tot Prim Sec Tot Prim Sec Tot 

-23.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

-22.5 1 2 3 1 0 1 0 0 0 

-21.5 12 2 14 · 5 4 9 6 1 7 

-20.5 5 7 12 7 6 13 4 10 14 
-19.5 7 2 9 7 4 11 3 7 10 
-18.5 1 2 3 2 3 5 2 5 7 

-17.5 3 2 5 3 1 4 1 1 2 
-16.5 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 
-15.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 

-14.5 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 

Table 5.12: Observed number of galaxies participating in a merger as a function of HT and R 
absolute magnitude. 

galaxies result from our mergers is shown in columns 2 and 3 of Table 5.13. As can be 

seen in the Table, we find a very small number of SO remnants. This happens because 

the great majority of our mergers involve equal-mass galaxies2
• 

Calculating (N+ - N-), we finally find the total density evolution for galaxies of all 

HTs and MR, The results are shown in Table 5.14, where the + sign before the num

ber indicates that galaxies are added to this particular bin and a - sign indicates that 

galaxies are taken from the bin. 

As expected, ellipticals is the only HT that experiences an increase in its numbers, 

and the increase is much more pronounced in the brightest bins. This happens simply 

because the remnant will always be more luminous than its progenitors and the charac

teristic absolute magnitude of giant galaxies is MR,...., -22. Thus, we can expect remnants 

from mergers of such galaxies to be as bright as or brighter than that. Even though some 

of the remnants are SO galaxies, they are not enough to balance the numbers of galaxies 

being destroyed, therefore SOs as well as all other HTs see a decrease in their numbers. 

To determine the evolution of the LF due to mergers in a timescale of 1 Cyr, we apply 

the active factor to 135,000 SDSS galaxies classified by the NNs. In Table 5.15 we break 

the above number into HTs and MR. To each of the magnitude bins in Table 5.15 we 

add or subtract the corresponding number of galaxies from Table 5.14. The result of this 

operation gives the number of galaxies of each HT and MR in 1 Cyr time. 

The comparison between current and evolved galaxy numbers is shown in Fig. 5.12. 

The red histograms illustrate the present day numbers of galaxies and the blue his

tograms, the numbers in 1 Cyr. Each panel represents one HT. Sb galaxies show the 

most perceptible evolution, followed by Sas and Sds. For the other HTs the difference 

is so small that the histograms simply overlap. Looking at Table 5.15 we notice that 

2This could be a selection effect: a low mass primary galaxy might be too faint to be followed-up spec
troscopically by SDSS; a low mass secondary galaxy might be too faint to be picked up by our asymmetry 
selection algorithm. 
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MR Ell so EllsF SOsF 
-24.5 1 0 1 0 
-23.5 41 1 34 1 
-22.5 86 2 48 0 
-21:5 82 6 17 0 
-20.5 34 2 30 1 
-19.5 16 3 23 4 
-18.5 8 0 11 1 
-17.5 4 1 6 0 
-16.5 2 0 4 0 

Table 5.13: Number of remnant galaxies as a function of HT and R absolute magnitude. Columns 
2 and 3 show do not include the effects of SF on the remnants. Columns 4 and 5 do. 

MR Ell so Sa Sb Sc Sd Irr 
-23.5 +145 -35 -30 -5 0 0 0 
-22.5 +170 -160 -155 -65 -15 -5 0 
-21.5 +235 -205 -145 -200 -70 -45 -35 
-20.5 +110 -65 -85 -120 -60 -65 -70 
-19.5 +75 -10 -25 -75 -45 -55 -50 
-18.5 +40 -5 -5 -20 -15 -25 -35 
-17.5 +20 +5 0 0 -25 -20 -10 
-16.5 +10 -5 0 0 -5 0 -5 

Table 5.14: Corrected number of galaxies entering or leaving each magnitude bin as a function 
ofHT. 

Sas and Sbs are the least represented galaxies in the local Universe, according to the 

NNs classification. Therefore, the fraction of mergers involving Sas, Sbs or both is large, 

compared to other HTs. 

All the analysis up to this point does not take into account SF. Provided that the 

system will develop a SF burst, the structure of the progenitors is one of the major deter

minants of the SFH of the event (see Section 5.2.3). However, besides knowing the SFH 

of the event, it is important to know in which stage of its SFH the merger will be going 

through in 1 Cyr: 

1. Galaxies that are merging now (T = 0): in Fig. 5.11, we see these galaxies at T = 1 

Cyr. The corresponding magnitude evolution is given by the value of MR at T = 2 

Cyr. We place in this bin systems with "merger age" between O and 360 Myr. In 

this case, we see the remnant 1 Cyr after its formation. 

2. Galaxies that will merge in 0.5 Cyr (T = 0.5): in Fig. 5.11, we see these galaxies at T 

= 0.5 Cyr. The corresponding magnitude evolution is given by the value of MR at 

T = 1.5 Cyr. We place in this bin systems with "merger age" between 361 and 720 

Myr. Here, we see the remnant 0.5 Cyr after its formation. 

3. Galaxies that will merge in 1 Cyr (T = 1): in Fig. 5.11, we see these galaxies at T = 0. 
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MR Ell so Sa Sb Sc Sd Irr 

-23.5 27806 819 396 444 113 27 5 
-22.5 26026 3602 1046 385 615 103 2 
-21.5 3924 7016 1317 500 2905 144 1 
-20.5 2956 6359 837 534 5793 274 1 
-19.5 712 3169 436 352 5992 534 2 
-18.5 202 1034 278 228 4269 534 5 
-17.5 152 456 194 201 3113 564 6 
-16.5 93 322 144 378 2282 571 6 

Table 5.15: Number of galaxies per magnitude bin as a function of HT in SDSS, classified by the 
NNs. 

The total magnitude evolution is given by the value of MR at T = 1 Gyr. We place 

in this bin systems with "merger age" between 721 and 1000 Myr. Here, we see a 

remnant that has just been formed. 

Dividing our sample in only 3 time bins we lose temporal resolution, however, we 

are less affected by the (probably large) errors in the "merger ages". For each of these 

three situations, we must also determine if the progenitor galaxies fall into the 

bulge/ disk/halo, intermediate or disk/halo case. Therefore, the magnitude evolution 

provoked by mergers assumes one of nine distinct values, as illustrated in Table 5.16. 

Each row gives the number of mergers in each possibility. 

Columns 3, 4, 5 show LlliiR for T = 0, T = 0.5, T = 1 mergers, respectively, for the 

bulge/ disk/halo case. The same reasoning follows for the other columns, for the inter

mediate and disk/halo cases. For example, the -21.5 row in the -6.0 column gives the 

number of disk-disk systems that will merge in T = 1. The corresponding magnitude 

evolution for these systems is LlliiR = -6. Therefore, in 1 Gyr, when the merger is fin

ished, these remnants will be going through their final SF burst and their magnitudes 

will be boosted by 6 mags. 

Notice that in all cases except T = 0, LlliiR is negative, meaning that in 1 Gyr the 

remnants will be brighter than if no SF had happened. Galaxies that are merging now 

are already experiencing the magnitude boost caused by the final SF burst. Hence, these 

systems will not get any brighter; from now on they will simply fade passively and, 

according to Fig. 5.11, LlliiR for these systems is +1.5. 

Applying LlliiR to all merger remnants in our sample, we obtain a different distri

bution of magnitudes than the one we have without including SF. The comparison be

tween the two distributions is shown in Table 5.13 and illustrated in Fig. 5.12. The first 

columns list the numbers of remnants per MR without SF and the last columns, with SF. 

Since LlliiR can be either positive or very negative, the result of including SF is to shift 

a fraction of the remnants to much brighter magnitudes, and a fraction (those with T = 
0) to slightly fainter magnitudes, thereby populating nearly uniformly a wide range of 

magnitude bins. The dramatic result of including SF can be better visualised in Fig. 5.12. 
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Figure 5.12: Numbers of galaxies before and after mergers. Red histograms represent the number 

of present day galaxies of each Hr, as a function of MR, Blue histograms show the numbers of 

galaxies after 1 Gyr, when the mergers are complete. 

The red histogram represents remnants without SF, while the blue histogram shows rem

nants with SF. 

Since ~R can be as large as -7.6, some of the remnants are shifted to MR < -24. 

However, such bright galaxies are not observed, and this is probably because powerful 

starbursts are nearly always dust enshrouded and these galaxies would be observed as 

ULIRGs. Arp 220 is an example of a merger between two late type galaxies but it is not 

extremely bright in the optical; most of its light is emitted in the infrared. Furthermore, 

we assume that all the available gas in the galaxies turns into stars during the merger. If 

this is not the case, the SF bursts would be less intense and ~R more modest. 

Finally, to calculate the evolved type-specific LFs we used Eq. 5.8, rescaling the 

present day LFs according to the ratios of future-to-present galaxy fractions. The frac

tional evolution (f / Jo) of the each type-specific LF is presented in Table 5.17. The three 

evolved LFs - according to the passive factor (green dotted line), the active factor (blue 

dashed line), and the active factor+ SF (yellow long-dashed line) - are overplotted on 

the present day type-specific LFs (red solid line) in Figs. 5.14 to 5.20. Each Figure corre

sponds to one HT. 
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B/D/H INT D/H 

T=O T=0.5 T=l T=O T=0.5 T=l T=O T=0.5 T=l 

MR Total +1.5 -3.6 -5.0 +1.5 -5.2 -6.0 +1.5 -6.7 -7.6 

-24.5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

-23.5 41 1 0 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 

-22.5 88 4 1 7 3 2 11 4 1 1 

-21.5 88 6 1 6 5 5 13 22 8 8 

-20.5 36 0 0 2 3 0 6 10 3 10 

-19.5 19 0 0 0 0 0 2 11 2 3 

-18.5 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 3 

-17.5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 1 

-16.5 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

Table 5.16: Nine distinct possibilities for Llli1R provoked by mergers. Time to merger has been 

divided into 3 bins: T0 = 0-360 Myr, T0.5 = 361-720 Myr, T1 = 721-1000 Myr. 

MR Ell so Sa Sb Sc Sd 

-23.5 1.01 0.96 0.92 0.99 1 1 

-22.5 1.01 0.96 0.85 0.83 0.98 0.95 

-21.5 1.09 0.97 0.89 0.60 0.98 0.69 

-20.5 1.04 0.99 0.90 0.78 0.99 0.76 

-19.5 1.11 0.99 0.94 0.79 0.99 0.90 

-18.5 1.20 0.99 0.9 0.91 0.99 0.95 

-17.5 1.13 1 1 1 0.99 0.96 

Table 5.17: Fractional evolution of the NN type-specific LFs within 1 Gyr due to the active factor. 

As a general result, neither the passive factor nor the active factor provoke dramatic 

changes in the LFs. Some HTs, however, deserve a more detailed discussion. It is worth 

noting that the active + SF (A+SF) factor only exists for ellipticals and SOs since only 

remnants of these kinds are formed. In the following analysis, we ignore the active 

(without SF) factor, since induced SF is a common feature of mergers and must be taken 

into account. The active factor, however, is plotted for comparison. 

Ellipticals - each factor contributes in a different magnitude range. At the bright end, 

the A+SF factor causes no discernible changes to the present day LF. It is only 

for MR > -20.5 that the effects of mergers become noticeable and the number of 

ellipticals is enhanced by a fair amount. The fact that the A+SF factor contributes 

much to the faint end and little to the bright end can be explained as follows: 

MR for giant galaxies is rv -22. The A+SF factor works by shifting galaxies to 

brighter and fainter bins, therefore underpopulating intermediate magnitude bins. 

Although a large number of the remnants in our sample is shifted to magnitudes 

brighter than -23.5, these objects are not observed in the optical, as mentioned 

above. 

The passive factor dominates at the very bright end. Inspecting the green line in 
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Fig. 5.14, we identify a slight decrease in the evolved LF for MR < -22.5, followed 

by a slight increase at the turn over point and below (-21.5 <MR< -19). This 

shows that indeed some galaxies are affected by the passive factor, but just enough 

to be shifted to fainter adjaqmt bins. 

In summary, it is difficult to construct an evolved LF taking into account both ef

fects discussed above, as each dominates in a different magnitude range. It seems 

that in the bright end, the passive factor plays a major role, whereas at the faint 

end, mergers are more important (note that this is true not because many elliptical 

galaxies are merging, but because all major mergers end up in elliptical-like rem

nants). Overall, it looks like the future of elliptical galaxies is to have less bright 

and more faint galaxies. 

Faber et al. (1997) found that ellipticals can be divided into two classes: those 

with cores and those with power-law profiles. Power-law galaxies appear to be 

fainter (MR > -21), they tend to be disky and rapidly rotating. Ellipticals with 

these characteristics are consistent with their being formed in dissipative, gas-rich 

mergers (Naab et al. 1999; Rothberg & Joseph 2006). Since 65% of our sample 

consists of star-forming mergers, this result agrees with what we find here: that 

mergers play the most important role in the evolution of fainter elliptical galaxies. 

Sa, Sb, Sd - these three HTs present the same behaviour. The passive factor does not 

play any noticeable role in the evolution of the LF. The active factor, however, acts 

at intermediate magnitude ranges (around MR, where these galaxies are found in 

larger numbers) decreasing the numbers of galaxies. Notice that the active factor 

only removes galaxies from these type-specific LFs, thus a decrease in their num

bers was expected. It is worth noting that the largest effect is experienced by Sb 

galaxies, following from the histogram in Fig. 5.12. 

Irr - it was not possible to compute the active factor for this HT due to the small numbers 

of Irr galaxies classified by the NNs. Here, only the passive factor is accounted for, 

and no overall change to the shape of the LF is observed. 

Having analysed our results, we reach the conclusion that in the local Universe and 

within a timescale of 1 Gyr, neither the active nor passive evolutionary factors cause 

major changes in the numbers, morphology or magnitude distribution of galaxies of 

different HTs. 

Regarding the passive factor, this result was already expected. As explained pre

viously in this Section, in all normal galaxies a balance between stellar fading and the 

creation of new stars has been reached. As a practical result, old regular galaxies, like the 

majority of objects we observe in the local Universe, evolve so slowly that a timescale 

much longer than 1 Gyr would be necessary for any change to be perceptible. 
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MR Ell so Sa Sb Sc Sd Irr 

-23.5 +110 -35 -30 -5 0 0 0 

-22.5 -20 -170 -155 -65 -15 -5 0 

-21.5 -90 -235 -145 -200 -70 -45 -35 

-20.5 +90 ·-70 -85 -120 -60 -65 -70 

-19.5 +110 -5 -25 -75 -45 -55 -50 

-18.5 +55 0 -5 -20 -15 -25 -35 

-17.5 +30 0 0 0 -25 -20 -10 

-16.5 +20 -5 0 0 -5 0 -5 

Table 5.18: Corrected number of galaxies entering or leaving each magnitude bin as a function 

of ITT, with effects of SF taken into account. Only Ell and SOs will change because SF only affects 
the remnants. 

Elliptical galaxies, which represent the most extreme cases of passive evolution with

out SF, fade 0.06 mags per Gyr. Galaxies with low SFR fade 0.05 mags per Gyr. It would 

take these objects 16-20 Gyr to fade 1 mag. Galaxies that have higher SFRs are still get

ting brighter , in the most extreme case, at a rate of -0.05 mags per Gyr. If these galaxies 

continued forming stars at this rate, it would take them 20 Gyrs to evolve 1 mag. How

ever, whether these galaxies will keep forming stars at this rate for so long depends on 

the stability of the local physical conditions supporting SF, and on the amounts of avail

able gas to fuel SF. Therefore, it is more difficult to predict the long term evolution of 

these galaxies (as mentioned in Section 5.1.2). 

It is surprising that the active factor (always including SF from now on) contributes 

so little to galaxy evolution in the local Universe. In most cases, its magnitude is com

parable to that of the passive factor. It seems that galaxies are merging too slowly in the 

local Universe: for all HTs and MR, dcp / dt < q>; in the most extreme case, dcp / dt = 0.4 q> 

implying that it would take at least 2 Gyr, with the observed merger fractions, for any 

reasonable change to be perceptible. Therefore, the number of galaxies participating in 

mergers at higher redshifts must have been several orders of magnitude higher than the 

ones observed in the local Universe for the active factor to play an important role in 

galaxy evolution. 

One might argue that our completeness corrections are too small and that we are 

missing a much larger factor of interacting galaxies. However, it is clear that merger 

fractions much higher than the ones observed here would be required to produce any 

dramatic change in the observed LFs within 1 Gyr. Since the different published merger 

fractions are in accord and do not favor values much greater than 2%, we do not believe 

this is the case. 

A very important tool in this work would be a complete catalogue of interacting 

galaxies, exploring the whole range of initial parameters, displaying each different com

bination in several time steps and different viewing angles. A study of such a cata

logue would provide us with a very good estimate of the fraction of mergers we are 
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Figure 5.13: Distribution of remnant MR with (red) and without (blue) the SF contribution. 

missing (if indeed we are missing many). Moreover, comparing observed images to 

simulation frames might become a very powerful selection criterion for finding interact

ing/ merging galaxies. Since such a comprehensive atlas of simulations is still beyond 

our horizon, we must rely on the information we have. 

Based on our results, we argue that mergers of galaxies do not actively drive galaxy evolu

tion in the local Universe, as they probably did at high redshits. At present times, mergers 

happen slowly and their effects are comparable to those of passive evolution. 

5.3.2 Evolution of the Type Specific BMFs 

Compared to the evolution of the LF, the evolution of the BMF is very simple. Since 

we assume a closed box model, the total mass in each galaxy remains constant during 

1 Gyr. Stellar fading only affects the luminosity of a galaxy, not its mass. Quiescent SF 

transforms gas into stars, transferring mass from the gas mass functions into the stellar 

mass function, but does not alter the BMF. 

Therefore, the only process affecting the BMF is mergers. Their effects are two-fold: 

(i) every two progenitor galaxies will be removed from their original type-specific BMFs 

and one new, more massive galaxy will be added to the elliptical type-specific BMF; and 

(ii) due to SF, all the gas will be turned into stars and at 1 Gyr, the baryonic MF will be 

equal to the stellar MF. The mass of each remnant will be equal to the sum of the masses 
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Figure 5.14: Evolution of the Ell type-specific LF. Each coloured line represents one LF: red shows 

the present day LF, green shows the shape of the evolved LF due to the passive factor, blue shows 
the shape of the evolved LF due to the active factor (without SF), and yellow shows the shape of 

the evolved LF due to the active factor including SF. Note that the passive and active factors act 

differentially: at the bright end, the passive dominates the evolution whereas at the faint end, 
mergers contribute more. 
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Figure 5.15: Evolution of the SO type-specific LF. Colour coding is the same as in the previous 
Figure. Hardly any evolution happens within 1 Gyr. 
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Figure 5.16: Evolution of the Sa type-specific LF. Colour coding is the same as in the previous 
Figures. 
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Figure 5.17: Evolution of the Sb type-specific LF. Colour coding is the same as in the previous 
Figures. Here the active factor causes a perceptible evolution at intermediate magnitudes. 
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Figure 5.18: Evolution of the Sc type-specific LF. Colour coding is the same as in the previous 
Figures. 
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Figure 5.20: Evolution of the Irr type-specific LF. Colour coding is the same as in the previous 
Figures. We were not able to determine the active evolutionary factor for Irrs, therefore only the 
LF evolved passively is shown in this Figure. 

of its progenitors (stars+ gas). 

Based on Table 5.3, we determined the number of galaxies participating in a merger 

as a function of HT and baryonic mass. These are shown in Tables 5.19 and 5.20. The total 

numbers are also broken into primary and secondary galaxies, for each HT. It is worth 

remembering that the HTs assigned to secondary galaxies are not as accurate as those 

assigned to primaries. Table 5.21 lists the mass distribution of the remnants. As seen in 

the previous Section, only a few remnants are SO galaxies because the great majority of 

our mergers involve equal-mass galaxies. 

Applying the completeness corrections, Table 5.22 shows the numbers of galaxies 

being added to or removed from each mass bin as a function of HT. The only type

specific BMF in which galaxies will be added is that of Ells - as mentioned previously, 

this happens not because many ellipticals are merging, but because all major mergers 

result in elliptical remnants. The numbers listed in the Table decrease hand in hand 

with the total numbers of galaxies, as seen by comparing Tables 5.22 and 5.23. This is a 

direct consequence of the shape of the LF and is evidence that our merger fractions are 

consistent. 

Evolved BMFs were calculated by rescaling the present day BMFs according to the 

ratios of future-to-present mass distributions: 

f(m) 
<I>(m) = <I>o(m) x fo(m) (5.9) 
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Ell so Sa Sb 

Log(Mass) Prim Sec Tot Prim Sec Tot Prim Sec Tot Prim Sec 

12.5 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

11.5 48 36 84 39 34 73 25 16 41 12 16 

10.5 14 11 25 -19 17 36 24 22 46 32 31 

9.5 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 3 4 

8.5 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 

Table 5.19: Number of galaxies participating in a merger as a function of ITT and baryonic mass. 

Sc Sd Irr 

Log(Mass) Prim Sec Tot Prim Sec Tot Prim Sec Tot 

12.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

11.5 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 7 7 

10.5 17 6 23 13 15 28 11 14 25 

9.5 11 7 18 11 1 12 6 5 11 

8.5 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 

Table 5.20: Number of galaxies participating in a merger as a function of ITT and baryonic mass. 

where f(m) and f 0(m) represent the fraction of galaxies in each baryonic mass bin. 

Table 5.23 shows the total number of galaxies in each mass bin at present time and in 

1 Gyr, as a function of HT. These galaxies are those classified by the NNs. It is worth 

mentioning that each mass bin comprehends approximately two magnitude bins ( con

versions between masses and magnitudes are made using the mass-to-light ratios pre

sented in Chapter 3), therefore the number of galaxies per bin is much larger for both 

the NN-classified galaxies and our mergers. 

Adding or subtracting the numbers in Table 5.22 to those in Table 5.23, we obtain 

the the numbers of galaxies populating each mass bin in 1 Gyr. The fractional evolu

tion (j(m)/ fo(m)) of the each type-specific BMF is presented in Table 5.24. The rescaled 

type-specific BMFs are plotted in Figs. 5.21 to 5.26, and compared to their present day 

counterparts. Following the trend observed for the type-specific LFs, the change in the 

BMFs is far from dramatic, and in most cases imperceptible. 

This result was already expected, since the BMF is derived from the LF. Besides, the 

BMF is not affected by passive evolution or quiescent SF, which reduces the chances that 

any noticeable change can be observed in 1 Gyr. From what we see in the Figures below, 

Log(Mass) [M0 ] Ell so 
12.5 10 0 

11.5 176 6 
10.5 67 10 
9.5 18 1 
8.5 3 0 

Table 5.21: Number of remnant galaxies as a function of ITT and baryonic mass. 

Tot 
0 
28 
63 
7 
0 
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Log(Mass) M0 Ell so Sa Sb Sc Sd Irr 

12.5 +40 0 0 0 0 0 0 

11.5 +460 -335 -205 -140 0 -10 -35 

10.5 +210 -130 -230 -315 -115 -140 -125 

9.5 +85 · 0 -10 -35 -90 -60 -55 

8.5 +15 -10 -5 0 -5 -5 -5 

Table 5.22: Corrected number of galaxies entering or leaving each mass bin as a function of HT. 

Log(Mass) M0 Ell so Sa Sb Sc Sd Irr 

11.5 53832 4421 1442 829 728 130 7 

10.5 6880 16544 2154 1034 8968 952 2 

9.5 914 1034 908 781 13374 1098 13 
8.5 245 778 144 378 2282 571 6 

Table 5.23: Number of galaxies per mass bin as a function of HT in SDSS, classified by the NNs. 

the effect of mergers alone is not sufficient to create a considerable masss build up in the 

local Universe. 

As Fig. 5.21 and 5.24 show, ellipticals and Sbs are the HTs for which the evolved 

BMF differs most from the present day function. Ells see a rise in the numbers of low 

mass galaxies, particularly below Log(m) ~ 10. As mentioned previously, the major 

contribution to the evolution of elliptical galaxies comes from merger remnants. 

Sb galaxies experience a decrease in numbers at intermediate to high masses (Log(m) 

> 9.5), mimicking the result obtained for the LF. Although not striking, this evolution is 

much more noticeable than that suffered by any other late HT. We attribute this result 

to two possible causes - the number of Sb galaxies involved in mergers in the local 

Universe is slightly enhanced in comparison with other galaxies; or the NNs are not 

efficient enough in classifying Sbs, thereby creating a systematic deficiency of Sb galaxies 

in our sample. 

When we compared our observed merger fractions with those predicted by the corre

lation functions, we did not find any evidence for an enhancement in the "Sb-X" merger 

fraction. Therefore, we are mor~ inclined to believe that the NNs are missing a fraction 

of Sb galaxies. If this is in fact true, the NN algorithm must be further improved. How

ever, given the total number of galaxies classified in this study, the NNs do a very good 

job and further improving the technique is beyond our purposes. Despite the magnitude 

Log(Mass) M0 Ell so Sa Sb Sc Sd 
11.5 1.01 0.92 0.86 0.83 1 0.92 
10.5 1.03 0.99 0.89 0.70 0.99 0.85 
9.5 1.09 1 0.99 0.96 0.99 0.94 
8.5 1.06 0.99 0.97 1 0.99 0.99 

Table 5.24: Fractional evolution of the NN type-specific MFs within 1 Gyr due to the active factor. 
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Figure 5.21: Evolution of the Ell type-specific BMF. The coloured lines show the present day 

LF and the LF evolved to 1 Gyr in the future, as indicated in the Figure. Note that the only 

perceptible evolution happens at low masses. 

of the evolution, the shape of the evolved Sb BMF is preserved. 

By and large, the merger fractions in the local Universe are not high enough to pro

voke any major changes to the observed type-specific BMFs in short timescales, such as 

the one studied here. Based on what we observe, we once again argue that much higher 

merger fractions or much longer timescales would be necessary to increase considerably 

the number of high mass galaxies (at the expense of the loss of lower mass galaxies). 

Every Gyr, 500 ellipticals of mass greater than 1011 M0 are created. The total number 

of ellipticals of this mass found in SDSS by the NNs is,.._, 55,000. To create half this many 

galaxies, at these rate, it would take 50 Gyr! In any case, and however slowly, we are 

heading to a future where massive elliptical galaxies are the dominant objects, in scales 

of galactic sizes and masses. 
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Summary, Conclusions & Future Prospects 

"And in the end the love you take 

is equal to the love you make." 

Paul McCartney 

In this work we determined a precise LF over a wide magnitude range (-24.5 <MR< 

-10.5) by combining different datasets in different magnitude intervals. At the bright end 

(MR < -20.5) our LF is dominated by the contribution of redshift surveys. At intermedi

ate magnitudes (-19.5 <MR< -12.5) the Local Volume (Karachentsev et al. 2004) sample 

gives the largest contribution. For MR> -12.5, CCD mosaic studies of nearby groups are 

more important. For MR > -10, the only information we have is for the Local Group, 

and although we did not extend our LF fainter than this limit, the LF of the Milky Way 

satellites (Koposov et al. 2007) indicates that the number of galaxies continues to rise 

until MR rv -5.5. The Schechter function provides a good fit to our LF, with best-fit pa

rameters: MR = -22.2 and a= -1.23. Comparing these parameters with those of other 

published studies we find good agreement. 

From the total LF, we constructed type-specific LFs using two methods: {i) taking 

galaxy fractions from catalogues based on visual inspection, such as the Nearby Galaxies 

Catalog {Tully 1988); (ii) classifying 200000 SDSS galaxies using neural networks. Both 

sets of type-specific LFs are in good agreement, indicating that the NNs are more than 

90% efficient and provide a reliable alternative to classifying large numbers of galaxies 

in an automated way. Even better results can probably be achieved by improving the 
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training set. Comparing both sets of results in the range MR < -20, we conclude that 

the Universe within 40 Mpc is typical, such that the distribution of galaxies of different 

HTs is reproduced at larger scales (the mean redshift of SDSS is z = 0.1). 

To determine the stellar mass function (SMF), we attributed stellar masses to each 

galaxy in the type-specific LFs using stellar mass-to-light ratios. M/L of galaxies depend 

upon a number of factors and vary with age, metallicity, and luminosity. Here, we cal

culated magnitude-dependent M/L for each HT, which were normalised using results 

from gravitational lensing and dynamics. Therefore, our M/L are !MF-independent. The 

two sets of type-specific LFs were then converted into two sets of type-specific SMFs. 

The total SMF is the sum of the type-specific SMFs, and its integral gives Q* = 0.0028. 

Comparing our results with those of Panter et al. (2006) we find that our .Q* is higher 

by a factor of 1.5. Panter et al. obtains the SMF using a Chabrier IMF. The exact form 

of the IMF (especially below 1 M0 ) is still under debate and the determination of .Q* 

from an !MF-dependent method involves systematic uncertainties. Therefore, we argue 

that a Chabrier IMF does not contain enough low mass stars (M < 1 M0 ) to match the 

.Q* obtained from lensing/ dynamics studies. Even though the Chabrier IMF represents 

well the solar neighbourhood, it might not be representative for the galaxies that give 

the largest contribution to .Q* (Ells, SOs). 

Similarly, HI masses were attributed to galaxies of all HTs through magnitude-dependent 

MHI /L. The mass distributions were combined with the type-specific LFs and we deter

mined two sets of type-specific HIMFs. HI data were obtained from HIPASS (Koribalski 

et al. 2004). Integrating the total HIMF (the sum of all the type-specific HIMFs), we ob

tained Om = 0.00034. Our value is somewhat below QHI = 0.00041 from Zwaan et al. 

(2003), and this might be due to selection biases in the different samples. Nonetheless, 

both values agree within the uncertainties. 

H2 masses were attributed to all galaxies as a function of HT and MR, using data 

from the FCRAO survey (Young et al. 1995). Combining these with the two sets of type

specific LFs we constructed the type-specific H2 MFs, which were added to give the total 

H2 MF. Our .QH2 = 0.00020 agrees within the uncertainties with QH2 
= 0.00016 of Keres 

et al. (2003). 

Finally, adding up the stellar, HI and H2 masses for each HT and MR, we obtained 

the distribution of baryonic masses that was used to construct the two sets of BMFs. 

Our total BMFs are in very good agreement with the BMF presented by Bell et al. (2003), 

but have a very different shape from the CDM predicted mass function. The BMF is 

very deficient at low and high masses as compared to the CDM MF implying the model 

produces lumps of DM at low and high masses that have no optical counterparts. Addi

tional physical processes probably need to be included in the models in order to better 

match theory and observations. 

The integral of the total BMF gives .Qb = 0.0033, with 84% of the contribution coming 

from stars. The BBN and CMB predict .Qb ,...., 0.04, indicating that ,...., 90% of the baryons in 
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the Universe are not in stars. It has been suggested that the fraction of missing baryons 

is in the form of warm/hot intergalactic medium (Nagamine et al. 2006; Nicastro et al. 

2004), but this is still under debate (Kaastra et al. 2006). 

Splitting stellar masses into bt,1lges and disks, we obtained the ratio 0.41:0.59, which 

is in good accord with recent results from the literature. This comes to challenge the 

conventional view of a Universe in which the major part of the stars resides in bulges 

and/ or spheroids. 

Using an asymmetry criterion to select mergers, we created a sample of 294 merg

ing systems from SDSS. Most of our sample consists of pairs, which allowed us to study 

individually each one of the parent galaxies, including their classification into HTs. Con

sidering the fact that some of our systems might be projections, we are confident that at 

least 67% of our sample (197 systems) are true merging galaxies. Here we find a merger 

fraction of 0.4%, and comparing this result to other studies we suggest that (0.4-2.0)% 

of the galaxies in SDSS are going through a merger event at present time. Our mergers 

were further divided into wet (gaseous) and dry (kinematic, no gas), with fractions 65% 

and 35%, respectively. About 26% of our sample consists of highly star-forming mergers. 

Comparing our data with published simulations we: determined "merger ages" (time 

from the beginning of interaction); constrained SFH in mergers, considering the struc

ture of the progenitors to be its main determinant; determined merger remnants based 

on the mass ratio of the progenitors, equal-mass mergers give origin to ellipticals and 

non-equal-mass mergers give origin to SO galaxies. 

To calculate the evolution of the type-specific LFs/BMFs in the timescale of 1 Cyr, 

we determined separately the passive factor, the active factor, and the SF contribution to 

the active factor. Using models of SPS for each HT and MR we constrained the passive 

factor. Calculating the numbers of galaxies participating in a merger and number of 

remnants as a function of HT and MR, we constrained the active factor. Combining SPS 

models (to simulate SFHs for mergers of different initial conditions) with "merger ages", 

we constrained the extra luminosity factor to be added to remnants of wet mergers. A 

series of Figures is presented illustrating the shapes of each type-specific LF /BMF today 

(13.5 Cyr) and in 1 Cyr time. 

Our main conclusion is that neither the passive nor the active factors cause any dis

tinguishable evolution on the LF /BMF within 1 Cyr. The rate at which galaxies evolve 

passively is extremely small at present times, in most cases negligible. The fraction of 

galaxies undergoing a merger event is also too small to allow for any noticeable changes 

in density, morphology or luminosity of different HTs. Therefore, a timescale of 1 Cyr is 

way too short to permit passive and active factors to contribute considerably to galaxy 

evolution in the local Universe. In 3-4 Cyr, however, the effects of mergers would play 

an important role, provided that the merger fractions remained constant. In the distant 

Universe merger fractions must have been much higher than these we observe locally if 

mergers indeed were major drivers of galaxy evolution. 
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Based on all our results and conclusions, we list what we think would be the three 

main future prospects: 

1. Since the majority of baryons we observe are in stars, the stellar mass function is 

a fundamental descripti~n of the galaxy population. The integral of the SMF, n*, 
sets the normalisation for all studies of mass evolution in the Universe. However, 

this quantity is still largely uncertain due to the systematics involved in its deter

mination. To constrain M/L using SPS models requires the assumption of an IMF; 

dynamical and gravitational lensing models are not unique, adding systematic un

certainties to the results. Thus, improving M/L values is a fundamental requirement for 

obtaining a precise n*. Here, we took a step forward by determining magnitude

dependent M/L as a function of HT. However, we are still far from the end of this 

road, and we believe that comparing M/L obtained from different methods is a 

good start. 

2. Here we determined LFs/MFs and matter densities for the local Universe. A nat

ural next step would be to determine these quantities at different redshifts, tracing 

their evolution back in time. This exercise becomes more and more challenging the 

higher the redshift, probably requiring different techniques than the ones we used 

here. However, such a study would allow us to map precisely the evolution of 

mass as a function of redshift step by step, and in terms of stars, gas and baryons. 

3. Based on simulations, the selection of mergers can be improved. This is closely 

related to the diversity of simulations available - the more we understand how 

merger morphologies vary with (i) the effects of initial parameters, (ii) structure 

and gas mass fraction of progenitor galaxies, (iii) different viewing angles, the bet

ter we can construct representative and complete samples. This will probably re

quire complex selection algorithms that take into account a series of parameters. 

Neural networks might fit well into this scenario. Creating a specific training set 

to represent a particular merger morphology, and selecting from a large dataset, 

we will be able to probe not only merger fractions as a function of HT and MR, but 

also as a function of any combination of initial parameters. 
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Table 1: Table of Acronyms in alphabetical order. 

Acronym 

2dF 
2MASS 
AGB 
AGN 
BC03 
BMF 
BG 
BSG 
COM 
CF 
CSP 
DGR 
DRl 
DRS 
EW 
FCRAO 
FIR 
H 
HIMF 
HIPASS 
H2MF 
HT 
ICM 
IMF 
IGM 

Expression 

2 Degree Field Galaxy Redshift Survey 

2 Micron All-Sky Survey 
Asymptotic giant branch 
Active galactic nuclei 
Bruzual & Charlot (2003) 

Baryonic mass function 
Blue giant 
Blue supergiant 
Cold dark matter 
Correlation function 
Composite stellar population 
Dwarf-to-giant ratio 
Data Release 1 
Data Release 5 
Equivalent widths 
Five College Radio Astronomy Observatory 

Far infrared 
Hyrdrogen 
Atomic gas mass function 
HI Parkes All-Sky Survey 
Molecular gas mass function 
Hubble type 
Intracluster medium 
Initial mass function 
Intergalactic medium 
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Table 2: Table of Acronyms in alphabetical order. 

Acronym 

LF 
MR 
M/L 
MILB 
MF 
MS 
NG 
NIR 
NN 
pp 

RG 
RSG 
RT05 
SB 
SDSS 
SED 
SF 
SFH 
SFR 
SMF 
SPS 
SSP 
ULIRG 
UV 

Expression 

Luminosity function 
R-band absolute magnitude 
Mass-to-light ratios 
B-band mass-to-light ratios 
Mass function 
Main sequence 
Nearby Galaxies Catalog 
Near-infrared 
Neural networks 
Proton-proton 
Red giant 
Red supergiant 
Read & Trentham (2005) 
Starburst 
Sloan Digital Sky Survey 
Spectra energy distribution 
Star formation 
Star formation history 
Star formation rate 
Stellar mass function 
Stellar population synthesis 
Simple stellar population 
Ultraluminous infrared galaxy 
Ultraviolet 
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ID a (degrees) 8 (degrees) Redshift u g r i z 

1 56.4646 -6.9571 0.165 20.88 18.81 17.60 17.09 16.73 

2 252.3402 42.2270 0.171 20.36 18.10 16.85 16.33 15.92 

3 198.1610 63.9671 0.180 20.54 18.67 17.45 16.95 16.60 

4 135.6985 52.1769 0.269 21.81 19.46 17.78 17.18 16.72 

5 205.2126 65.5103 0.230 21.06 18.59 17.25 16.72 16.34 

6 133.8719 50.8349 0.272 21.18 19.10 17.60 17.07 16.73 

7 262.7029 61.3016 0.166 19.80 18.39 17.63 17.37 16.99 

8 227.6122 0.4190 0.288 21.88 19.52 17.92 17.30 16.93 

9 207.1383 2.3735 0.182 20.92 19.16 17.89 17.34 17.17 

10 20.1356 -10.3474 0.292 22.28 20.43 18.81 18.10 17.68 

11 123.9349 45.1147 0.277 21.92 19.47 17.72 17.09 16.68 

12 137.0084 59.6110 0.240 21.17 19.02 17.44 16.83 16.47 

13 3.1411 -11.1373 0.279 22.32 19.20 17.66 17.07 16.69 

14 131.0627 53.6552 0.183 20.45 18.25 17.05 16.55 16.18 

15 137.7142 59.4294 0.173 19.17 17.95 17.19 16.75 16.46 

16 52.0889 0.2018 0.314 21.63 20.54 18.88 18.16 17.66 

17 144.8144 56.9050 0.174 20.24 18.73 17.66 17.08 16.70 

18 20.6872 13.9315 0.259 22.73 20.69 19.82 19.28 18.99 

19 135.9657 51.2058 0.226 21.75 19.74 18.21 17.64 17.25 

20 328.1035 -7.2120 0.168 20.36 18.81 17.86 17.37 17.04 

21 15.5906 -9.7715 0.185 21.22 18.81 17.54 17.01 16.62 

22 219.5635 1.9702 0.149 20.04 18.42 17.60 17.14 16.83 

23 115.7144 33.7933 0.126 20.30 18.78 17.90 17.41 17.07 

24 318.2824 -5.9282 0.130 18.88 17.95 17.15 16.50 16.26 

25 240.8114 3.2103 0.218 21.22 19.35 17.80 17.22 16.82 

26 47.4484 -7.3357 0.196 19.75 18.93 18.36 17.88 17.82 

27 133.7058 50.5934 0.213 21.24 18.94 17.51 16.96 16.53 

28 53.9030 0.5926 0.317 23.07 20.11 18.45 17.84 17.47 

29 126.3510 46.3919 0.264 21.39 19.93 18.39 17.82 17.41 

30 147.3957 58.7182 0.142 19.08 18.41 18.13 17.86 17.78 

31 139.3816 60.1937 0.191 20.66 18.81 18.17 17.06 16.73 

32 58.8127 -6.7712 0.165 20.75 18.57 17.55 17.12 16.81 

33 227.9651 0.5842 0.154 19.76 18.49 17.79 17.38 17.10 

34 136.3638 -0.4597 0.172 20.50 18.68 17.47 16.97 16.59 

35 313.2682 -7.0132 0.193 21.51 19.22 17.78 17.21 16.81 

36 218.5528 4.7444 0.235 20.17 19.59 19.15 18.87 18.72 

37 214.8026 2.1416 0.270 21.91 19.63 17.99 17.43 16.93 

38 134.1337 53.1868 0.133 18.83 17.73 17.15 16.79 16.58 

39 225.5428 4.1548 0.163 20.21 18.30 17.14 16.73 16.29 

40 158.3988 1.0347 0.230 22.07 19.19 17.70 17.16 16.86 

Table 3: Properties of the primary galaxies: ID number, right ascension, declination, redshift, 

and Petrosian magnitudes u, g, r, i, z. 
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ID a (degrees) o (degrees) Redshift u g r i z 

1 56.4626 -6.9589 0.165 19.36 17.60 16.51 15.97 15.61 

2 252.3370 41.2277 0.171 21.91 19.99 18.97 18.37 18.11 

3 198.1682 63.6971 0.180 19.99 17.98 16.72 16.21 15.82 

4 135.6940 52.1767 0.269 20.62 18.82 17.89 17.40 17.06 

5 205.2171 65.5118 0.230 21.25 20.63 18.80 18.23 17.82 

6 133.8738 50.8370 0.272 22.95 20.57 18.93 18.35 17.96 

7 262.6990 61.3039 0.166 18.62 17.62 17.19 17.05 16.83 

8 227.6138 0.4206 0.288 23.06 21.64 20.20 19.62 19.26 

9 212.8445 3.3078 0.182 20.88 18.48 17.23 16.73 16.34 

10 20.1373 -10.3483 0.292 25.60 21.16 19.74 19.19 18.74 

11 123.9339 45.1164 0.277 23.64 20.13 18.43 17.91 17.40 

12 137.0077 59.6132 0.240 22.88 20.22 18.64 18.21 17.58 

13 3.1393 -11.1367 0.279 22.09 20.06 18.29 17.80 17.40 

14 131.0606 53.6575 0.183 19.90 19.23 18.75 18.38 17.96 

15 - - 0.173 - - - - -

16 52.0889 0.2001 0.314 23.04 21.13 19.29 18.66 18.22 

17 144.8116 56.9036 0.174 19.59 18.56 17.75 17.29 16.98 

18 20.6857 13.9302 0.259 21.35 19.35 18.05 17.56 17.15 

19 135.9640 51.2042 0.226 20.29 19.27 18.62 18.36 18.06 

20 328.1017 -7.2147 0.168 19.93 17.91 16.64 16.07 15.66 

21 15.5932 -9.7706 0.185 20.29 18.96 18.09 17.57 17.33 

22 219.5634 1.9736 0.149 20.02 18.60 17.70 17.20 16.91 

23 115.7117 33.7963 0.126 20.89 19.97 19.37 19.08 18.86 

24 318.2793 -5.9305 0.130 20.75 18.79 17.84 17.26 16.85 

25 240.8100 3.2119 0.218 21.02 19.57 18.89 18.47 18.09 

26 47.4496 -7.3337 0.196 21.95 19.84 18.47 17.88 17.57 

27 133.7070 50.5951 0.213 22.14 20.19 18.77 18.32 17.79 

28 53.9041 0.5920 0.317 22.41 20.58 19.20 18.74 18.51 

29 126.3526 46.3914 0.264 25.49 20.99 19.76 19.08 18.76 

30 148.3924 58.7185 0.142 20.17 19.34 18.89 18.74 18.61 

31 139.3824 60.1959 0.191 19.64 18.43 16.50 18.78 16.87 

32 58.8137 -6.7688 0.165 20.23 18.92 17.86 17.42 17.07 

33 227.9625 0.5835 0.154 20.12 18.23 17.15 16.65 16.26 

34 136.3645 -0.4574 0.172 22.35 20.34 19.35 18.89 18.47 

35 313.2663 -7.0135 0.193 22.11 20.65 21.18 20.45 20.16 

36 218.5543 4.7450 0.235 22.16 21.11 20.28 20.11 19.46 

37 214.8036 2.1424 0.270 22.22 20.30 18.87 18.28 17.97 

38 134.1316 53.1850 0.133 20.20 18.04 16.93 16.49 16.11 

39 225.5114 4.1531 0.163 21.16 19.50 18.44 17.98 17.80 

40 158.3973 1.0349 0.230 25.44 20.81 19.35 18.71 18.34 

Table 4: Properties of the secondary galaxies: ID number, right ascension, declination, redshift, 

and Petrosian magnitudes u, g, r, i, z. 
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ID HTl MlR Massl M0 HT2 M2R Mass2 M0 

1 0 -22.12 . l.6855E+ 11 0 -23.21 l.6855E+ll 

2 -5 -22.98 3.1941E+ll 3 -20.84 2.5419E+ll 

3 -5 -22.50 2.0528E+ll 1 -23.22 l.8008E+ll 

4 0 -23.13 4.2729E+ll 1 -23.03 3.2170E+ll 

5 -5 -23.30 5.6118E+ll -5 -21.75 5.6118E+ll 

6 0 -23.34 5.1847E+ll -5 -22.03 5.8224E+ll 

7 3 -22.11 l.1406E+ll 5 -22.53 l.0839E+ll 

8 -5 -23.18 5.0246E+ll 0 -20.88 4.4743E+ll 

9 1 -22.08 l.2231E+ll 5 -22.71 l.0543E+ll 

10 1 -22.32 l.5257E+ll -5 -21.40 l.7392E+ll 

11 0 -23.27 4.8610E+ll -5 -22.58 5.4589E+ll 

12 -5 -23.21 5.1654E+ll -5 -22.01 5.1654E+ll 

13 -5 -23.36 5.9307E+ll 0 -22.71 5.2811E+ll 

14 -5 -22.94 3.0785E+ll 10 -21.16 3.1868E+ll 

15 3 -22.65 l.8756E+ll 3 - -

16 -5 -22.44 l.9424E+ll -5 -22.03 l.9424E+ll 

17 1 -22.20 l.3660E+ll 3 -22.10 l.2392E+ll 

18 -5 -21.02 4.0146E+10 -5 -22.79 4.0146E+10 

19 -5 -22.29 l.6918E+ll 7 -21.81 l.4504E+ll 

20 3 -21.91 7.7975E+10 1 -23.14 8.3665E+10 

21 0 -22.46 2.3053E+ll 3 -21.91 l.5745E+ll 

22 3 -21.88 7.5850E+10 1 -21.79 8.1385E+10 

23 3 -21.18 3.9807E+10 3 -19.71 3.9807E+10 

24 5 -21.99 8.2488E+10 1 -21.33 9.0063E+10 

25 0 -22.60 2.6226E+ll 3 -21.51 l.7912E+ll 

26 7 -21.73 7.6143E+10 0 -21.67 9.1936E+10 

27 -5 -22.85 2.8336E+ll -5 -21.59 2.8336E+ll 

28 -5 -22.89 2.9400E+ll 0 -22.12 3.4255E+ll 

29 -5 -22.50 2.0528E+ll -5 -21.13 2.0528E+ll 

30 10 -21.18 5.5161E+10 10 -20.42 5.5161E+10 

31 0 -21.90 l.0752E+ll 1 -23.58 8.2898E+10 

32 1 -22.18 l.3411E+ll -5 -21.88 l.5288E+ll 

33 5 -21.75 6.6129E+10 1 -22.42 7.2201E+10 

34 0 -22.35 2.0832E+ll 1 -20.48 l.5684E+ll 

35 -5 -22.34 l.7715E+ll 1 -18.93 l.5540E+ll 

36 10 -21.37 6.5710E+10 3 -20.30 4.7419E+10 

37 -5 -22.95 3.1070E+ll -5 -22.07 3.1070E+ll 

38 3 -22.06 l.0893E+ll -5 -22.30 1.3688E+ll 

39 0 -22.55 2.5045E+ll 0 -21.25 2.5045E+ll 

40 -5 -22.85 2.8336E+ll -5 -21.20 2.8336E+ll 

Table 5: Assigned HTs, absolute magnitudes and masses for the primary and secondary galaxies. 
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ID HT3 MR3 Mass3 M 0 ID HT3 MR3 Mass3 M 0 

1 -5 -23.23 3.37E+11 41 -5 -23.21 3.31E+11 

2 -5 -23.81 5.73E+11 42 -5 -22.99 3.66E+11 

3 -5 -23.04 3.85E+11 43 -5 -22.05 1.19E+11 

4 -5 -24.10 7.49E+11 44 -5 -22.79 3.05E+11 

5 -5 -24.54 1.12E+12 45 -5 -24.27 1.19E+12 

6 -5 -24.52 1.10E+12 46 -5 -22.77 2.20E+ll 

7 -5 -22.45 2.22E+ll 47 -5 -23.55 5.40E+11 

8 -5 -24.02 9.49E+11 48 -5 -22.48 1.68E+11 

9 -5 -22.47 2.27E+11 49 -5 -21.38 6.46E+10 

10 -5 -23.20 3.26E+ll 50 -5 -21.83 7.30E+10 

11 -5 -24.11 1.03E+12 51 -5 -23.32 4.36E+ll 

12 -5 -24.12 1.03E+12 52 -5 -22.64 1.54E+11 

13 -5 -24.20 1.12E+12 53 -5 -22.36 2.05E+ll 

14 -5 -23.90 6.26E+ll 54 -5 -22.95 2.60E+ll 

15 -5 -22.59 1.87E+11 55 -5 -22.74 3.36E+11 

16 -5 -23.38 3.88E+ll 56 -5 -23.11 3.59E+11 

17 -5 -22.95 2.60E+ll 57 -5 -22.54 1.40E+11 

18 -5 -21.67 8.02E+10 58 -5 -22.30 1.94E+11 

19 -5 -22.82 3.14E+11 59 -5 -21.45 8.89E+10 

20 -5 -22.10 1.61E+ll 60 -5 -22.05 8.96E+10 

21 -5 -23.38 3.88E+ll 61 -5 -21.23 5.34E+10 

22 -5 -22.07 1.57E+11 62 -5 -21.77 9.21E+10 

23 -5 -21.61 7.96E+10 63 -5 -22.75 2.15E+11 

24 -5 -22.50 1.72E+11 64 -5 -23.46 4.16E+11 

25 -5 -23.52 4.41E+11 65 -5 -22.47 1.31E+11 

26 0 -22.48 1.68E+11 66 -5 -22.43 2.18E+ll 

27 -5 -23.79 5.66E+ll 67 -5 -23.87 6.06E+11 

28 -5 -23.92 6.36E+ll 68 -5 -22.32 1.33E+ll 

29 -5 -23.44 4.lOE+ll 69 -5 -21.93 1.07E+11 

30 0 -22.27 1.lOE+ll 70 -5 -23.07 2.90E+ll 

31 -5 -22.28 1.90E+11 71 -5 -22.11 1.63E+ll 

32 -5 -23.06 2.87E+ll 72 -5 -23.60 4.74E+11 

33 -5 -21.93 1.38E+ll 73 -5 -21.20 5.45E+10 

34 -5 -23.32 3.65E+ll 74 -5 -22.40 1.23E+11 

35 -5 -22.88 3.32E+11 75 -5 -22.10 9.42E+10 

36 0 -22.30 1.13E+11 76 -5 -22.01 1.48E+11 

37 -5 -23.89 6.21E+ll 77 -5 -22.50 1.72E+11 

38 -5 -22.89 2.45E+11 78 -5 -21.78 1.20E+ll 

39 -5 -23.66 5.00E+ll 79 -5 -23.12 3.65E+ll 

40 -5 -23.46 5.66E+11 80 -5 -23.24 3.40E+ll 

Table 6: Hubble types, absolute magnitude and masses of the remnant galaxies. 


